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Mobile crowdsensing under big data provides an efficient, win-win, and low-budget data collection solution for IoT applications
such as the smart city. However, its open and all access scenarios raise the threat of data security and user privacy during task
distribution of mobile crowdsensing. To eliminate the above threat, this paper first designs a privacy-preserving task distribution
scheme (Scheme 1), which realizes fine-grained access control and the practical keyword search, as well as protects the access
policy. But it incurs expensive computational and communication consumptions for the task performer side. In this regard, we
construct Scheme 2 to attain a lightweight trapdoor generation and keyword search mechanism, and it enables the crowdsensing
platform to predecrypt a ciphertext without revealing any information about the task and the performer’s privacy. +en, the
resource-constrained device on the task performer side can recover the task with a few computational and communication
overheads. +e security of the scheme has been detailedly proved and analyzed, and theoretical comparisons and experiment
demonstrate their practicability.

1. Introduction

+e Internet of +ings (IoT) [1, 2] paradigm realizes timely
response to events and real-time collection and processing of
huge amounts of data by connecting a large number of
intelligent sensing devices with communication, storage,
and computing capabilities through wireless sensor net-
works (WSN) [3]. Benefiting from the distributed network
architecture and the potential raised by massive data, IoT is
expected to promote innovation and development in many
fields, improve user experience, and explore higher man-
agement levels. More specifically, as a public service blue-
print supported by big data [5], many fields of smart city
construction (city governance, smart transportation [4],
smart medical care [6, 7], for instance) are expected to
benefit greatly from the deployment of IoT. In addition to
relying on the widely deployed sensing devices (including
sensors, surveillance cameras, and GPS devices) in urban to
monitor and collect massive amounts of data in real time, by

introducing the mobile crowdsensing schema, residents are
encouraged to actively participate in city governance and use
their smart mobile devices (such as smartphone) to capture
and upload events that are hard to detect, is considered to be
a low-cost and emerging trend in the IoT-oriented smart city
construction [8].

+e mobile crowdsensing systems can be categorized as
“participatory” and “opportunistic” according to task allo-
cation strategy [8]. In a typical opportunistic mobile
crowdsensing system [9], the system can adaptively assign
optimal sensors to collect sensing data based on the oper-
ational scenario. +is strategy guarantees the efficiency and
accuracy of data collection, but at the cost of system flexi-
bility and resident participation. As a flexible crowdsensing
strategy emphasizes open participation, participatory mobile
crowdsensing enables the urban administrator to publish
some “tasks” in the crowdsensing platform, and then, any
resident owns a fair opportunity to bid for these tasks. In a
more professional view, as illustrated in Figure 1 [10], the
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urban administrator acts as the requester, designs, and re-
leases tasks to the crowdsensing platform. +e task per-
former played by the resident scans the crowdsensing
platform, chooses, and then subscribes to an available task.
+e task performer then executes his/her task and gets a
reward by collecting via various embedded sensors and
uploading sensing data within a specified time. Finally, the
requester aggregates and filters the sensing dataset to obtain
the optimal subset [11].

Featured with public access accessibility, low cost, and
efficiency, mobile crowdsensing system wins widespread
popularity and has been increasingly deployed in the public
utilities IoT applications. On the other hand, however,
privacy and data security issues in practical scenarios raise as
a broad concern. Data circulating in the mobile crowd-
sensing system including task messages released by re-
questers and the sensing data collected by task performers,
and it is possible for the attacker to conduct an attack by
exploiting these two types of data. Specifically speaking, for
instance, attackers may extract and analyze the weaknesses
of urban facilities from the task message and then further
break the vulnerable infrastructure such as the power grid
system. On the other side, the attacker can also reveal the
privacy information (for example, the home address,
commutes route) of task performers from the sensing data
[12]. For the sensing data, a public-key cryptosystem [13] is
evaluated to be a feasible privacy protection strategy; that is,
the task performer encrypts the sensing data with the public
key previously released by the requester, and then, the re-
quester can decrypt it to recover the plaintext-form sensing
data [14]. However, the same cryptographic measure may
not work for the task message, since the requester cannot
predict which specific task performer would take over a task,
and she/he is restricted to only encrypting and uploading a
task message after confirming each task performer, which
would reduce the efficiency of the mobile crowdsensing
system. Besides, this measure also arouses worries about
computational efficiency and the identity privacy of task
performers. +at is, for a task that requires multiple par-
ticipants, the requester has to separately encrypt the same

task message with the public key of each task performer,
which incurs heavy computational overheads. And in this
circumstance, the fact that the requester reveals which task
performers subscribed to the task (in other words, breaks
their identity privacy) is also self-evident.

Fortunately, attribute-based encryption (ABE) [15]
provides the fine-grained, one-to-many, and privacy-pre-
serving access control mechanism and is expected to break
the above efficiency and privacy dilemma of the crypto-
supported mobile crowdsensing system. In a typical ABE
scheme, the task performer is labeled with a set of descriptive
attributes, while a task message is encrypted with a specified
attribute structure. A task performer can recover the task
message if and only if his/her attribute set satisfies the access
structure. +is implies that the requester is just required to
assign an [16–20] access structure and encrypt the task
message for one time, and then, all task performers whose
attribute sets satisfy the access structure are authorized to
access the task message. In the process, the requester can
reveal nothing about the task performer’s identity, while
only knowing s/he is an anonymous performer who holds a
certain set of attributes.

Inspired by that, the latest research works put forward
the solutions for the secure task distribution in mobile
crowdsensing. However, there exist some gaps between
these theoretically feasible solutions [10, 22, 24, 26, 36] and
the practicality of mobile crowdsensing. Specifically, first,
there is a practical issue that task performers have to locate
their desired task among the stored ciphertext before
downloading and decryption. Although there are some
ABE-based solutions [26] that support keyword search,
they are also hard to be practically deployed on mobile
crowdsensing platforms for their cumbersome search
procedures. Secondly, existing solutions (such as [10, 22])
are subject to heavy computational and storage overheads
of the mobile terminal in the decryption side. +is per-
formance issue prevents them from further deployment in
the mobile crowdsensing platform. +irdlyin current ABE-
based task distribution solutions for mobile crowdsensing,
the sensitive information (such as the occupation and
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Figure 1: An overview of mobile crowdsensing system.
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preference) about the task performer may be exposed from
the public available access policy. Wang et al. provide a
solution to this issue by hiding the access policy, but their
solution also suffers from unworkable and cumbersome
operations. To date, no work has systematically filled the
above gaps by proposing a practical solution for task
distribution in the mobile crowdsensing.

1.1. Contribution. In this paper, we put forward an efficient
and privacy-preserving task distribution scheme (Scheme 1)
and an edge-assisted scheme (Scheme 2) for IoT-oriented
mobile crowdsensing, as the complete solution to fill the
above gaps between current solutions and the practicality of
mobile crowdsensing. Specifically, the contributions in our
paper are described as follows.

(i) Fine-Grained Access Control with Policy Hidden for
the Task Distribution. Inheriting the feature of one-
to-many and fine-grained access from ABE, our
solution enables the requester to share task mes-
sages with multiple task performers with encryption
for only one time. During this process, the requester
cannot and needs not to confirm the identity of each
task performer. We then separate the attribute value
from the attribute, thus hiding the specific attributes
contained in the access structure, for preventing the
sensitive information of the task performer from
being leaked.

(ii) Lightweight Keyword Search for the Encrypted Tasks.
It is obviously impractical for a task performer to
search his/her desired ciphertext by downloading all
ciphertext and seriatim decrypting them. To content
the requirement that the task performer retrieves
desired ciphertexts without decrypting, Scheme 1
designs the ciphertext keyword retrieval mecha-
nism, in which the requester chooses a keyword that
is associated with the task and then generates an
“index,” and the task performer computes a
“trapdoor” with his interested keyword. +e
crowdsensing platform can search those related
ciphertexts by using the trapdoor, and during the
process, the crowdsensing platform cannot learn
any information about the task and the keyword. In
Scheme 2, we further improve Scheme 1 by reducing
the computational and communication cost of
trapdoor generation and delivery for the performer
side, as well as the cost of search on ciphertexts for
the crowdsensing platform.

(iii) Lightweight Decryption Operations. To alleviate
the computational overheads of the resource-
constrained device on the task performer side, we
delegate the decryption operation that should be
assumed by the performer to the edge device in
Scheme 2. Distinct from [10], in our solution, the
edge device is considered to be semitrusted, which
implies that we can prevent it from obtaining
sensitive information including the user secret
key.

1.2. Related Works. A sequence of solutions has been
designed for the issues of data security and privacy pro-
tection of the task distribution phase in IoT-oriented mobile
crowdsensing recently. Tao et al. [16] presented an anony-
mous bilateral authentication mechanism to guarantee the
data authenticity while protecting the task performer’s
identity privacy. Besides, they designed to solve the problem
of large-scale key management in practical scenarios by
using the pseudonym set. +e requester usually requires the
location of task performers to optimize task allocation, but it
may reveal the location privacy of task performers. To
protect the location privacy, Wang et al. [17] presented to
fuzz the accurate location under the differential privacy
constraint, thus protecting the location privacy. Karati and
Biswas [18] proposed to simultaneously protect the data
confidentiality and authenticity by inducing the identity-
based encryption and designated verifier signature scheme.
+ey also removed all pairing operations in their solution to
improve the performance of cryptographic calculations. Ni
et al. [19] proposed the SPOON scheme to attain the privacy
protection of mobile users for task allocation. Specifically, it
guarantees the confidentiality and authenticity of tasks with
proxy reencryption and BBS+ [21] signature and uses an
anonymous mechanism to protect the mobile user’s identity
privacy.

Motivated by the feature of fine-grained and one-to-
many access control of ABE, there are some works designed
to integrate ABE into the data security and privacy pro-
tection strategy in mobile crowdsensing task distribution.
Zhang et al. [36] proposed an ABE scheme with direct user
revocation, which provides fine-grained access control on
the encrypted time-sensitive task message for hierarchical
task performers in a mobile crowdsensing system. Xue et al.
[22] realized fine-grained and forward secure task access
control in mobile crowdsensing by integrating ABE with
Bloom filter encryption [23]. Besides, a “puncture”
mechanism is imposed to the user secret key to prevent key
reuse. Nkenyereye et al. [24] put forward a secure protocol
based on ABE for mobile crowdsensing in the fog-based
vehicular cloud [25], which supports policy updates for the
fine-grained access control. Besides, they simultaneously
protect the data authenticity and identity privacy with the
pseudo-identity-based signature mechanism. To content
the practical requirement that task performers search for
some interested ciphertexts without decrypting them, Miao
et al. [26] designed an ABE scheme with multikeyword
search for mobile crowdsensing, and it realizes the flexible
and comparable attribute access control by using the 1-
encoding and 0-encoding technology [27]. Miao et al. [28]
then presented a universal ABE scheme with ciphertext
keyword search under the shared multiple data owners
setting, and they also designed to hide the access policy to
prevent the privacy information of data users from being
revealed from their attributes. However, this scheme suffers
from expensive computational consumption of the oper-
ations of ciphertext keyword search and decryption. Also
aiming at attribute privacy, Zeng et al. [29] proposed a
secure data sharing scheme for the medical IoT based on
the partially policy-hidden ABE. In addition, it supports
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scalable flexibility and security: specifically, it is available
for large attribute universe and user decryption key trace.
Han et al. [30] proposed an ABE scheme with a similar
partial policy-hiding mechanism, which also provides the
user revocation and user decryption tracing to prevent the
maliciously key leakage of a data user. Phuong et al. [44]
put forward a fully policy-hidden ABE scheme, and as its
name implies, it reveals nothing about the attributes in the
access policy. But it is evaluated to be too inefficient to be
practically deployed for its cumbersome algorithm struc-
ture. On this basis, Zhang et al. [31] alleviated the de-
cryption overheads by applying the secure outsourced
computing technology, but the system still cannot escape
from the complicated algorithm structure. To address this
problem, more recently, Ying et al. [32] constructed a novel
fully policy-hidden ABE scheme with significant efficiency
improvements by their designed security-enhanced At-
tribute Cuckoo Filter. +is scheme also subtly integrates
policy hiding into a policy update system.

Focus on the efficiency improvement, Tang et al. [33]
indicated to alleviate the computational overheads of task
encryption and decryption phase with online/offline en-
cryption [34] and outsourced decryption [35] technology
and designed to recommend the optimal task for task
performers with the claimed “win-win” strategy. More re-
cently, Wang et al. [10] presented a fine-grained access
control protocol for the mobile crowdsensing platform,
which enables the lightweight keyword generation and
search and specifies the crowdsensing platform to pre-
decrypt the ciphertext to reduce the computational over-
heads of the task performer side. However, their proposal is
insecure unless they assumed the crowdsensing platform to
be fully trusted, since they direct deliver the performer’s user
secret key to the crowdsensing platform.

1.3.Organizations. +e remainder of this paper is organized
as follows: Section 2 enumerates the preliminaries of our
work, Section 3 presents the first scheme, Section 4 analyzes
the security of the first scheme, Section 5 describes the
second lightweight scheme, Section 6 evaluates the perfor-
mance, and Section 7 concludes our work.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Basic Concepts. Bilinear Map. Suppose G and GT are
two cyclic groups with prime order p, and g is the generator
of G. A bilinear map e: G × G⟶ GT satisfies the following
properties:

(i) Bilinearity: e(ga, gb) � e(g, g)ab, where g ∈ G, and
a, b ∈ Zp

(ii) Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) � 1
(iii) Computaility: there exists an efficient algorithm to

compute e(g, g) for any g ∈ G

Hardness Assumption. Assume a, b ∈ Z∗p , and g ∈ G is
selected as a generator of group G. +e decisional Diffie-
Hellman (DDH) assumption is described as follows: given a

three tuple (g, ga, gb, R), there exists a probabilistic poly-
nomial time (PPT) algorithm to determine whether R � gab

or R is a random element from group G.

2.2. System and Security Model. +is paper designs an in-
teractive system that involves four entities: the trusted au-
thority (TA), the requester, the task performer, and the
crowdsensing platform. TA is a fully trusted entity, which is
responsible for initializing the system and distributing the user
secret key according to the attribute set for each task per-
former. +e requester is designed as a fully trusted entity that
uploads the ciphertext (encrypted task message) to the
crowdsensing platform. +e task performer searches for his/
her interested encrypted task message and then recovers the
task message. +e crowdsensing platform is used for storing
the ciphertext and retrieving the keyword-related ciphertext
for the task performer. It is also powerful enough to assist the
resource-constrained task performer to decrypt the ciphertext.
It is evaluated as a semitrusted entity; that is, it can honestly
execute the cryptographic protocol but is curious about the
sensitive information of its stored data and the user’s privacy.

Figure 2 illustrates the workflow of the proposed system,
where the specially designed algorithms for our Scheme 2 are
denoted with blue dotted boxes. In logical order, the TA first
runs the Setup algorithm to initialize the whole system, and
then, it performs the KeyGen algorithm to distribute the
user secret key for each registered task performer. +e re-
quester encrypts the task message with an access policy and
ties the keyword index to the ciphertext by, respectively,
running the Encrypt and the Index algorithms. +en, the
requester uploads the ciphertext and the index to the
crowdsensing platform. If a task performer wants to take on
a task, s/he first specifies an interested queried keyword and
then generates a trapdoor [42–46] with his/her user secret
key and the queried keyword. +e task performer forwards
the trapdoor to the crowdsensing platform to request all
ciphertexts related to the keyword. Subsequently, by running
the Search algorithm, the crowdsensing platform estimates
whether a ciphertext satisfies the keyword requirement of
the trapdoor, and then, it returns the satisfied ciphertext to
the task performer. Upon receiving the ciphertext from the
crowdsensing platform, the task performer recovers the
plaintext-form task message from the ciphertext with his/her
user secret key by running the Decrypt algorithm. Con-
sidering the performance constraint on the task performer
side, as well as the mass data stored in the crowdsensing
platform, we deploy the more efficient Scheme 2 for the
resource-constrained task performer device and the
crowdsensing platform, and we deploy the more efficient
Scheme 2 for the resource-constrained task performer device
and the crowdsensing platform. Specifically, the KeyGen
and Search algorithms are reconstructed in a lightweight
manner. Besides, to attain efficient decryption for the task
performer, we design the Transform, the TranKeyGen al-
gorithms, and rebuild theDecrypt algorithm as described in
Figure 2. To be specific, following the TranKeyGen algo-
rithm, the task performer first generates a transformation
key based on his/her user secret key and then forwards it to
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the crowdsensing platform. By utilizing the transformation
key, the crowdsensing platform runs the Transform algo-
rithm to predecrypt the ciphertext and then returns the
transformed ciphertext to the task performer. Finally, the
task performer can execute the blue-marked Decrypt al-
gorithm to recover the task message with lightweight
operations.

2.3. Security Model. +e basic scheme (Scheme 1) is in-
distinguishable under the chosen plaintext attack (IND-
CPA) secure. +e security model is parsed as an interactive
game GameIND−CPA between a probabilistic polynomial time
(PPT) adversary A and a challenger C as follows.

(i) Initialize. +e adversary A specifies a challenged
access structure A∗

(ii) Setup.+e challengerC runs the Setup algorithm to
generate the public parameter MPK for A

(iii) Phase 1. +e adversaryA queries on the user secret
key of an attribute set, and then, the challenger C
runs the KeyGen algorithm to generate a valid user
secret key uskW for A

(iv) Challenge. +e adversary A designates two equal-
length task messages M0 and M1, then forwards
them to C, and C executes the Encrypt algorithm;
that is, it randomly picks b ∈ 0, 1{ } and encrypts Mb

with an access policy A and then returns the ci-
phertext CT to A

(v) Phase 2. +is phase is the same as Phase 1
(vi) Guess. A outputs its guess b′ ∈ 0, 1{ } on b, and if

b′ � b, then we say A wins the game

Definition 1. If the basic scheme (Scheme 1) is indistin-
guishable against the chosen plaintext attack, then the
probability for any PPT adversaryA to win the above game
GameIND−CPA is negligible.

Similarly, the security model of indistinguishability
under the chosen keyword attack is parsed as an interactive
game GameIND−CKA between a PPT adversary A and a
challenger C as follows.

(i) Initialize. +e adversary A specifies a challenged
access structure A∗

(ii) Setup. +e challenger C runs the Setup algorithm
to generate the public parameter MPK for A

(iii) Phase 1. +e adversary A answers the queries
issued by C

(iv) User secret key query.A queries on the user secret
key of an attribute set W, and then, the challenger
C runs the KeyGen algorithm to generate a valid
user secret key uskW for A

(v) Trapdoor query. A queries on the trapdoor of a
queried keyword q, and then, the challenger C

runs the TrapGen algorithm to generate a valid
trapdoor TD for A

(vi) Challenge. +e adversary A designates two equal-
length task messages M0 and M1, then forwards
them to C, and C executes the Encrypt and Index
algorithm; that is, it randomly picks b ∈ 0, 1{ } and
encrypts Mb with an access policy A and then
returns the ciphertext CT to A

(vii) Phase 2. +is phase is the same as Phase 1
(viii) Guess. A outputs its guess b′ ∈ 0, 1{ } on b, and if

b′ � b, then we say A wins the game

Definition 2. If Scheme 2 is indistinguishable against the
chosen keyword attack, then the probability for any PPT
adversary A to win the above game GameIND−CKA is
negligible.

3. Basic Scheme (Scheme 1)

+is section detailedly describes the four interactive phases
among those four kinds of entities in the basic scheme
(Scheme 1).

3.1. System Initialization. TA runs the following Setup al-
gorithm to establish the system and generate requisite
system parameters.

Crowdsensing 
platform

Requester Task performerTrusted authority (TA)

. . .

task message ciphertext

keyword index

user secret key
keyword user secret 

key

trapdoor

public 
parameter

user secret key

transformation key
ciphertext

transformation 
key

transformed 
ciphertext

Setup KeyGen

Encrypt Index Search Transform

TrapGen

TranKeyGen

user 
secret key

ciphertext

task 
message

task 
message

transformed 
ciphertext

Decrypt

Decrypt

Figure 2: +e system workflow.
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Setup (λ): Taking the security parameter λ as input, TA
selects two multiplicative cyclic groups G, GT with prime
order p, and g, u, h,w, v are five generators in group G and
then define the bilinear pairing e: G × G⟶ GT. Besides,
we define a collision-resistant hash function
H: 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ Zp. We set the attribute universe as
U � A1, . . .An . It also randomly selects α, β ∈ Zp, then
keeps secret the master secret key MSK � α, β, and makes
the public parameter MPK � (p, g,G, GT,H, e,
u, h,w, v,Z � e(g, g)α,Z′ � e(g, g)αβ,U) to be publicly
available.

3.2. User Registration. A newly added task performer with
identity ID issues a registration request to TA. In response,
by running the KeyGen algorithm, TA distributes the user
private key uskW for each registered task performer
according to the identity ID and attribute set W.

KeyGen (MSK, MPK, W): this algorithm takes the
public parameter MPK, the master secret key MSK, and the
user attribute value set W � W1, . . . , Wn , where
Wi  ∈ 0, 1{ }. For each attribute Ai ∈W, TA picks ri  ∈ Zp,
where i ∈ [1, n] randomly, and it also samples r ∈ Zp. Under
the above settings, TA computes K0 � gαwr, K0′ � gαβwr,
K1 � gr, Ki,2 � gri 

i∈[1,n]
, Ki,3 � (uAi h)ri v− r 

i∈[1,n]
, and TA

then assembles the user secret key uskW �

(W, K0, K0′, K1, Ki,2, Ki,3 
i∈[1,n]

) and delivers uskW to the
task performer via secure channel.

3.3. Task Encryption and Distribution. To attain secure task
distribution, the requester encrypts his/her tasks and up-
loads the encrypted task to the crowdsensing platform by
running the following described Encrypt and Index algo-
rithm. Notice that for each task messageM, we specify a
keywordδ to enable the encrypted task can be retrieved by
any task performers without revealing to irrelevant entities
the detailed information about the keyword.

(i) Encrypt (MPK, M,A): the requester takes the
public parameter MPK, the plaintext-form task
message M, the revocation list RL, and the AND-
Gate access policy A, and then, s/he randomly
chooses s, s1, . . . , sn−1 ∈ Zp and calculates
sn � s − 

n−1
i�1 si. +e access structureA is instantiated

to S � S1, . . . , Sn , where Si  ∈ 0, 1{ }. On this basis,
the requester picks t1, . . . , tn ∈ Zp and then calcu-
lates C0 � M · e(g, g)αs, C1 � gs, Ci,2 � wsi vti ,

Ci,3 � gti }i∈[1,n]. Besides, this algorithm requires the
requester to compute Ci,4 � (uAi h)− ti for each at-
tribute Ai ∈W∩ S, while randomly selects Ci,4 ∈ G

for each attribute Ai ∉W∩ S.
(ii) Index(MPK, uskW, δ): the requester assigns the

most appropriate keyword by referring to the key-
word dictionary for a task message M. Specifically, s/
he takes as input the public key MPK, the user secret
key uskW, and the keyword δ and then invokes the
collision-resistant hash function H(·) and generates
the index as I � Z′H(δ)s. Finally, the requester

assembles the ciphertext CT � (C0, C1,

Ci,2, Ci,3, Ci,4 
i∈[1,n]

, I) and uploads CT to the
crowdsensing platform.

3.4. Task Encryption and Distribution. +is phase describes
the workflow on the task performer side. Specifically, s/he
first generates a trapdoor about his/her skilled fields with a
keyword query by running the TrapGen algorithm. By using
the trapdoor, the crowdsensing platform locates the target
encrypted task message with the Search algorithm and
forwards it to the task performer. Finally, the task performer
recovers the plaintext-form task message by running the
Decryption algorithm.

(i) TrapGen (MPK, q, uskW): the task performer in-
puts the public parameter MPK, the queried key-
word q, and his/her user secret key uskW and then
calculates T0 � K′ · H(q), T1 � K · H(q), and
Ti,2 � K

H(q)

i,2 , Ti,2 � K
H(q)

i,3 
i∈[1,n]

. +e trapdoor is

assembled as TD � (T0, T1, Ti,2, Ti,3 
i∈[1,n]

) and is
forwarded to the crowdsensing platform via secure
channel when the task performer requests a task

(ii) Search(MPK, TD, CT): +e crowdsensing plat-
form inputs the public parameter MPK, the trap-
door TD, and the ciphertext CT and then checks
whether the following equation holds:

I �
e C1, T0( 


n
i�1 e Ci,2, T1 e Ci,4, Ti,2 e Ci,3, Ti,3  .

(1)

If it holds, the crowdsensing platform returns the
ciphertext CT to the task performer via the public
channel, and otherwise, it aborts and feedbacks ⊥

(iii) Decrypt (CT, uskW): upon obtaining the desired
ciphertext CT, the task performer takes as input his/
her user secret key uskW and recovers the plaintext-
form task message M by figuring up the following
equation:

M �


n
i�1 e Ci,2, K1 e Ci,4, Ki,2 e Ci,3, Ki,3  

e C1, K0( 
. (2)

4. Security Analysis

4.1. System Initialization

Theorem 1. (IND-CPA) : if a probabilistic polynomial time
(PPT) adversary A can breach the proposed system with
nonnegligible probability under the chosen plaintext attack,
then a challenger algorithmC can be constructed to solve the
DDH problem with a nonnegligible advantage

Proof. +e proof is constructed on the basis of the proof of
the ciphertext policy-hidden ABE scheme in [37]. Given the
four-tuple (g, ga, gb, R) as the input of the DDH assump-
tion, the challengerC aims to determine whether R � gab or
a random value in the group GT.
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(i) Initialize: the adversary A claims its target AND-
Gate access structure A∗ (it can be instantiated as
the value set S∗ � (S∗1 , . . . , S∗n ) to be challenged).

(ii) Setup:C defines two multiplicative cyclic groups G,
GT with prime order p and regulates the bilinear
map e: G × G⟶ GT, where g is selected as a
generator of group G, C then samples
x, y, z, α ∈ Zp, and computes u � gx, h � gy,

w � gz, Z � e(g, g)α, and sets v � ga. Define the
attribute universe U � A1, . . . , An . Finally, C

returns to A the public parameter
MPK � (p, g, G, GT, e, u, h, w, v, Z, U) and keeps
secret the master secret key MSK � α

(iii) Phase 1: +e adversary A issues a sequence of
queries to the challenger C as follows. Specifically,
A forwards to C an attribute set W on the premise
of that W � W1, . . . , Wn  does not content the
challenged AND-Gate access structure S∗. As re-
sponse, C randomly r, ri  ∈ Zn+1 and then com-
putes K0 � gαwr, K0′ � gαβwr, K1 � gr,
Ki,2 � gri 

i∈[1,n]
, and Ki,3 � (uAi h)ri v− r 

i∈[1,n]
, and

C returns uskW � (W, K0, K0′, K1, Ki,2, Ki,3 
i∈[1,n]

)

to A.
(iv) Challenge: the adversary A forwards two equal-

length task messages M∗0 and M∗1 . As response, the
challenger C randomly selects μ ∈ 0, 1{ } and im-
plicitly sets s � ab by regulating
C0 � M · e(g, g)αs � e(g, g)αab, C1 � R. Assume
that Aj ∉ S, for each attribute Ai, where
i ∈ [1, n], i � j, the challenger C randomly chooses
si, ti ∈ Zp. Besides, C calculates sj � ab − 

n
i�1,i≠ j si

and tj � −zb for the circumstance i � j, and C

randomly selects μ ∈ 0, 1{ } and implicitly sets s � ab

by regulating C0 � M · e(g, g)αs � e(g, g)αab �

e(ga, gb)α and C1 � R. If i � j, then C calculates
Cj,2 � wsj vtj � g

z(ab− 
n

i�1,i≠ j
si)g− azb � g

− z 
n

i�1,i≠ j
si

and Cj,3 � gtj � g− zb � (gb)− z and randomly
chooses Cj,4 from group G. If i≠ j, C directly
calculates Ci,2 � wsi vti , Ci,3 � gti 

i∈[1,n]
and Ci,4 �

(uAi h)− ti .
(v) Phase 2: +is phase is the same as Phase 1.
(vi) Guess: +e adversary A outputs its guess μ′ ∈ 0, 1{ }

on μ′. If A outputs μ′ � μ, C returns 1 to guess
R � gab. Otherwise, ifA outputs μ′ ≠ μ, C returns 0
to guess R is a random element in group G. □

Theorem 2. (IND-CKA): If a probabilistic polynomial time
(PPT) adversaryA can breach the proposed system with
nonnegligible probability under the chosen keyword attack,
then a challenger algorithmC can be constructed to solve the
DDH problem with a nonnegligible advantage.

Proof. Given the four-tuple (g, ga, gb, R) as the input of
DDH assumption, the challenger C aims to determine
whether R � gab or a random value in the group GT ,

(i) Initialize: +e adversaryA claims its target AND-
Gate access structure A∗ (it can be instantiated as
the value set S∗ � (S∗1 , . . . , S∗n ) to be challenged)

(ii) Setup: C defines two multiplicative cyclic groups
G, GT with prime order p and regulates the bilinear
map e: G × G⟶ GT, where g is selected as a
generator of group G, C also regulates a collision-
resistant hash function H: 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ Zp, and C

then samples x, y, z, α ∈ Zp, computes u � gx,

h � gy, w � gz, Z � e(g, g)αβ, and sets v � ga.
Define the attribute universe U � A1, . . . , An .
Finally, C returns to A the public parameter
MPK � (p, g, G, GT, H, e, u, h, w, v, Z′, U) and
keeps secret the master secret key MSK � α, β.

(iii) Phase 1: +e adversary A issues a sequence of
queries to the challenger C as follows.

(iv) User secret key query:A forwards toC an attribute
set W on the premise of that W � W1, . . . , Wn 

does not content the challenged AND-Gate access
structure S∗. As response, C randomly
r, ri  ∈ Zn+1 and then computes K0 � gαwr,
K0′ � gαβwr, K1 � gr, Ki,2 � gri 

i∈[1,n]
, and

Ki,3 � (uAi h)ri v− r 
i∈[1,n]

, and C returns uskW �

(W, K0, K0′, K1, Ki,2, Ki,3 
i∈[1,n]

) to A.
(v) Trapdoor query: A issues a query on the trans-

formation key of uskW � (W, K0, K0′, K1,

Ki,2, Ki,3 
i∈[1,n]

) to C, and C assigns a desired
keyword q, calculates T0 � K′H(q), T1 � KH(q),
{ Ti,2 � Ki,2H(q), Ti,3 � Ki,3H(q) i∈[1,n]

, and
returns the trapdoor TD � (T0, T1,

Ti,2, Ti,3 
i∈[1,n]

) to A.
(vi) Challenge: +e adversary A forwards two equal-

length task messages M∗0 and M∗1 . As response, the
challenger C randomly selects μ ∈ 0, 1{ } and im-
plicitly sets s � ab by regulating I � Z′H(δ)s �

e(g, g)αβH(δ)s � e(g, g)αβH(δ)ab, C1 � R. As-
sume that Aj ∉ S, for each attribute Ai, where
i ∈ [1, n], i � j, the challengerC randomly chooses
si, ti ∈ Zp. Besides,C calculates sj � ab− 

n
i�1,i≠ j si

and tj � −zb for the circumstance i � j. If i � j, the

Cj,2 � wsj vtj � g
z(ab− 

n

i�1,i≠ j
si)g− azb � g

− z 
n

i�1,i≠ j
si ,

Cj,3 � gtj � g− zb � (gb)− z, and randomly chooses
Cj,4 from group G. If i≠ j, C directly calculates
Ci,2 � wsi vti , Ci,3 � gti 

i∈[1,n]
and Ci,4 � (uAi h)− ti .

(vii) Phase 2: +is phase is the same as Phase 1.
(viii) Guess:+e adversaryA outputs its guess μ′ ∈ 0, 1{ }

on μ. If A outputs μ′ � μ, C returns 1 to guess
R � gab. Otherwise, if A outputs μ′ ≠ μ, C returns
0 to guess R is a random element in group G. □

4.2. Collusion Attack Resistance. Collusion attack indicates
that multiple task performers whose attribute set does not
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satisfy the access structure may cheat the access authori-
zation by combining their attributes-associated user secret
keys. However, collusion attack is unavailing to our pro-
posed scheme. Notice that the user secret key is parsed as
K0 � gαwr, K0′ � gαβwr, K1 � gr, Ki,2 � gri i∈[1,n]

,

Ki,3 � (uAih)riv− r i∈[1,n]
for the component Ki,3 that cor-

responds to the attribute Ai, and it is masked by the ran-
domly selected r ∈ Zp, which is various for different task
performers. +us, multiple task performers cannot obtain a
valid user secret key by just combining their individual user
secret keys.

4.3. Attribute Privacy Protection and Policy Hidden. We
instantiate the access structure with the mechanism in [38]
to attain policy hidden. Specifically, the attribute universe
U � A1, . . . ,An  is available for each entity in the proposed
system. +e task performer issued the attribute value set
W � W1, . . . ,Wn , while the plaintext-form task message is
encrypted with another attribute value set (access policy)
S � S1, . . . , Sn . What is remarkable is that elementsWi and
Si are Boolean value or the wildcard ∗ , and they just indicate
whether the i-th attribute in the attribute universe U is
contented for W or S, or say “do not care” for the i-th
attribute in U [38]. +erefore, (policy) attributes privacy
cannot be revealed from the task performer’s attribute setW
and access policy S.

4.4. Keyword Privacy and Unlinkability. +e keyword and
the queried keyword are, respectively, embedded in the
ciphertext and the trapdoor in the form of I � Z′ · H(δ)s

and T0 � K′H(q), T1 � KH(q), Ti,2 � Ki,2H(q)Ti,3 �

Ki,3H(q)}i∈[1,n] Ti,3 � Ki,3H(q) i∈[1,n]
. +e crowdsensing

platform is unable to reveal H(δ) from I since it is masked by
the secret s. Similarly, it also cannot extract H(q) from those
trapdoor components for its unknown of the user secret key.
Besides, we assert that nobody can reveal the equality of two
trapdoors from different two task performers, despite they
correspond to the same queried keyword q, since each task
performer secretly holds his/her unique user secret key
uskW.

5. An Improved Scheme (Scheme 2)

Motivated by [40, 41], we design a more efficient scheme
for the task performer and the crowdsensing platform.
+is scheme provides a lightweight trapdoor generation
and search mechanism and delegates most decryption
operations of the task performer to the edge device [39]. In
comparison to Scheme 1, on the task performer side, we
alleviate the computational and communication cost of
the trapdoor generation and transmission and also sig-
nificantly reduce the decryption cost while, in the edge
side, we eliminate similar (or repeated) computations to
lower the computational cost of ciphertext keyword
search.

5.1. System Initialization. Setup (λ): Taking the security
parameter λ as input, TA selects two multiplicative cyclic
groups G, GT with prime order p, and g, u, h,w, v are five
generators in group G, then defines the bilinear pairing
e: G × G⟶ GT. Besides, we define a collision-resistant
hash function H: 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ Zp. We set the attribute uni-
verse asU � A1, . . . ,An . It also randomly selects α, β ∈ Zp,
then keeps secret the master secret key MSK � (α, β), and
makes the public parameter MPK � (p, g,G,GT,

H, e, u, h,w, v,Z � e(g, g)α,Z’ � e(g, g)αβ,U) to be publicly
available.

5.2. User Registration. \KeyGen(MSK, MPK, W): +is al-
gorithm takes the public parameter MPK, the master secret
key MSK, and the user attribute value set
W � W1, . . . , Wn , where Wi  ∈ 0, 1{ }. For each attribute
Ai ∈W, TA picks ri  ∈ Zp, where i ∈ [1, n] randomly, it
also samples r ∈ Zp. Under the above settings, TA computes
K0 � gαwr, K0′ � gαβwr, K1 � gr, Ki,2 � gri 

i∈[1,n]
,

Ki,3 � (uAi h)ri v− r 
i∈[1,n]

, and K4 � gαβ. TA then assembles
the user secret key uskW � (W, K0, K0′, K1,

Ki,2, Ki,3 
i∈[1,n]

, K4) and delivers uskW to the task performer
via secure channel.

5.3. Task Encryption and Distribution

(i) Encrypt (MPK, M,A): +e requester takes the
public parameter MPK, the plaintext-form task
message M, the revocation list RL, and the AND-
Gate access policy A, and then, s/he randomly
chooses s, s1, . . . , sn−1 ∈ Zp and calculates
sn � s − 

n−1
i�1 si. +e access structureA is instantiated

to S � S1, . . . , Sn , where Si  ∈ 0, 1{ }. On this basis,
the requester picks t1, . . . , tn ∈ Zp and then calcu-
lates C0 � M· e(g, g)αs, C1 � gs, Ci,2 � wsi vti ,

Ci,3 � gti }i∈[1,n]. Besides, this algorithm requires the
requester to compute Ci,4 � (uAi h)− ti for each at-
tribute Ai ∈W∩ S, while randomly selects Ci,4 ∈ G

for each attribute Ai ∉W∩ S.
(ii) Index (MPK, uskW, δ): +e requester assigns the

most appropriate keyword by referring to the key-
word dictionary for a task message M. Specifically, s/
he takes as input the public key MPK, the user secret
key uskW, and the keyword δ and then invokes the
collision-resistant hash function H(·) and generates
the index as I � Z′ · e(C1, H(δ)). Finally, the re-
quester assembles the ciphertext
CT � (C0, C1, Ci,2, Ci,3, Ci,4 

i∈[1,n]
, I) and uploads

CT to the crowdsensing platform.

5.4. Task Search

(i) TrapGen (MPK, q, uskW):+e task performer inputs
the public parameter MPK, the queried keyword q,
and his/her user secret key uskW and then calculates.
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+e task performer delivers TD to the crowdsensing
platform via secure channel when the task performer
requests a task.

(ii) Search (MPK, TD, CT): +e crowdsensing platform
inputs the public parameter MPK, the trapdoor TD,
and the ciphertext CT and then checks whether the
equation I � e(TD, C1) holds. If it holds, the
crowdsensing platform returns the ciphertext CT to
the task performer via public channel; otherwise, it
aborts and feedbacks ⊥.

5.5. Task Reveal. In this phase, we design to delegate the
decryption operation to the edge device without directly
handing over the user secret key. By following this idea, we
blind the user secret key with a randomly selected t ∈ Zp,
and then, the edge device can transform (predecrypt) the
ciphertext with the “blinded” key. Specifically, this phase
performs by running the following algorithms.

(i) TranKeyGen (MPK, uskW): The task performer
inputs the public parameter MPK and his/her user
secret key uskW, and then, s/he picks t ∈ Zp and
calculates tk0 � Kt

0, tk1 � Kt
1, { tki,2 � Kt

i,2 ,
tki,3 � Kt

i,3 
i∈[1,n]

, and s/he assembles the trans-

formation key TK � (tk0, tk1, tki,2, tki,3 
i∈[1,n]

) and
forwards TK to the edge device via a public channel.
Notice that the task performer is required to keep
secret the parameter t.

(ii) Transform (CT, TK): Upon receiving the trans-
formation key TK, the edge device takes as input the
desired ciphertext CT and generates the trans-
formed ciphertext by figuring up the following
equation:

CT′ �


n
i�1 e Ci,2, tk1 e Ci,4, tki,2 e Ci,3, tki,3  

e C1, tk0( .
(3)

(iii) Decrypt(CT, CT′): +e task performer takes as
input the ciphertext CT and the transformed ci-
phertext CT′, and then, s/he recovers the plaintext-
form task message M by computing
M � C0 · CT′1/t.

Lemma 1. (IND-CPA) :@e Scheme 2 is indistinguishable
against the chosen plaintext attack if the Scheme 1 is IND-
CPA secure.

Proof. We omit the detail proof since it is similar with the
proof of +eorem 1. What is different is that the “trans-
formation key query” phase should be supplemented, which
enables the challenger C to answer a sequence of queries on
the transformation key from the adversary A. □

Lemma 2. (IND-CKA): @e Scheme 2 is indistinguishable
against the chosen keyword attack if the Scheme 1 is IND-
CKA secure.

Proof. We omit the detail proof since it is similar to the
proof of +eorem 2. □

6. Performance Evaluation

6.1. Functionality and Complexity. Table 1 shows the com-
parisons on functionality among related schemes, including
ABKS-SM [28], FGTAC [10] as well as Scheme 1 and Scheme
2 proposed in this paper. As illustrated, all of these schemes
provide the security proof of IND-CPA and IND-CKA. In
comparison with ABKS-SM [28] and Scheme 1, FGTAC [10]
and our Scheme 2 enable the AND-Gate access control, fast
ciphertext keyword search, lightweight decryption, and
policy hidden. However, lightweight decryption in FGTAC
[10] relies on a fully trusted crowdsensing platform, which
impairs its practicality. Our Scheme 2 is proposed to attain
lightweight decryption for task performers under the
semitrusted crowdsensing platform assumption.

Table 2 describes the comparison of the above-men-
tioned schemes in terms of computational and storage
complexity. In addition to the functional and practical
advantages, our Scheme 2 is superior to ABKS-SM [28] and
FGTAC [10] in storage cost. Our Scheme 2 is also well-
performed in other indicators (including user secret key
generation, trapdoor generation, search, and decryption) of
computational cost except for encryption cost. Of course, we
need not worry about the encryption cost since it is executed
by the powerful task requester.

6.2. Experiment Results. We have experimented our pro-
posed Scheme 1, Scheme 2 as well as related schemes such as
ABKS-SM [28] and FGTAC [10] to evaluate and compare
their practical performance. +is experiment is conducted
on a personal computer with an Intel (R) Core(TM) i7-
7500U, 2.9 GHZ CPU, and 64 bit Windows 10 OS, and it is
supported by the JPBC-2.0.0 library. To attain the 80 bit
security, the elliptic curve is instantiated by a supersingular
curve y2 � x3 + x on the finite field Fp with the embedding
degree of 2, where the prime degree of the field Fp is
p � 12qr − 1, and the order of group G is the 160 bit Solinas
prime q � 2159 + 217 + 1, and then, there exists |G| � |GT| �

128 bytes and |Z∗p| � 20 bytes. Besides, we designate SHA-
256 to be the hash function in the experiment. We imple-
ment our proposed Scheme 1, Scheme 2 as well as ABKS-SM
[28] and FGTAC [10] on the Enron e-mail Dataset [45],
which is a widely used dataset that consists of 1,227,255
emails with 493,384 attachments covering 151 custodians.

+e experimental results are pictorially described in
Figure 3. When evaluating computing performance, we set
the number of attributes to increase from 10 to 100 at the
interval of 10, and the number of attributes is set to increase
from 10 to 50 with the interval of 10 while evaluating storage
performance. It is worth noting that since each attribute
contains multiple “attribute values” in ABKS-SM [28], for a
fair comparison, we only consider the number of attribute
values. Figure 3(a) illustrates the time consumption for task
encryption of these four schemes, and their computational
time costs grow linearly with the size of involved attributes,
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where our Scheme 1 and Scheme 2 show slight inferiority.
However, they are acceptable since the requester is regarded
as a powerful device, and even in our experiment platform,
they generate a ciphertext within 5 seconds while the
number of attributes reaches 100. +is is because our
schemes are constructed over the large-universe ABE
scheme for attaining the scalable of attributes size in the
mobile crowdsensing application; that is, it improves the
usability at a few cost of efficiency. Figure 3(b) shows that for
ciphertext keyword search, our Scheme 2 outperforms
Scheme 1 and ABKS-SM [28] and is similar to FGTAC [10];
that is, the computational overhead is slight and constant.
+e time costs of FGTAC [10] and Scheme 2 are stable with
the number of attributes, and those of the above four
schemes, respectively, reach 1938.543ms, 37.266ms,
5045.127ms, and 20.114ms when the attributes number
reaches 100.+e excellent search performance of Scheme 2 is
owed to our proposed lightweight search mechanism. For
each ciphertext, we require the crowdsourcing platform to
perform only one pairing operation involving the trapdoor,
the index, and the key ciphertext component. We can ob-
serve from Figure 3(c) that the decryption time costs for the
task performer in ABKS-SM [28], FGTAC [10], and Scheme
2 are constant even if the growth of the attributes number,
but that of Scheme 2 is significantly less than ABKS-SM [28].
Specifically, the decryption time cost of Scheme 1 grows with
the number of attributes (it attains 4972.268ms when 100
attributes) while the remainders keep stable, which are
within 70ms and around 10ms. +is is due to the secure
outsourcing and edge computing mechanism we imple-
mented in Scheme 2 for the ciphertext decryption. In

Figure 3(d), the trapdoor generation time consumption of
Scheme 2 is slight and remains stable despite the attributes
number increases, which is similar to that of FGTAC [10],
and is far superior to ABKS-SM [28]. Specifically, the
trapdoor generation time costs of both ABKS-SM [28] and
Scheme 1 grow with the attributes number, and they are
2296.451ms and 2207.195ms, respectively, for 100 attributes
setting. +e time costs of FGTAC [10] and Scheme 2 are
slight and nearly constant, and both of them are within
20ms. +is phenomenon also benefits from our lightweight
keyword search mechanism that only requires a short and
accessible trapdoor in Scheme 2 instead of embedding the
queried trapdoor to each key component in Scheme 1.
Figure 3(e) illustrates the comparison among these four
schemes, and their ciphertext storage cost increases with the
number of attributes. However, in fact, in Scheme 2, the task
performer only needs to receive and store a constant size
transformed ciphertext, which reduces the storage overhead
of resource-constrained devices on the task performer side.
In Figure 3(f ), the trapdoor storage costs of FGTAC [10] and
Scheme 2 are slight and constant size, which are friendly to
the resource-constrained task performer side devices, de-
spite that is growing with the number of attributes in ABKS-
SM [28] and Scheme 1. +is also benefits from our designed
efficient ciphertext keyword search mechanism.

In a nutshell, our Scheme 1 uses ABE as the core to
achieve task confidentiality and performer’s identity privacy
protection. Functionally, compared with other related works
on mobile crowdsourcing security task distribution, Scheme
1 hides the access policy, thus preventing the performer’s
privacy leakage. And it allows the performer to flexibly

Table 1: Properties comparisons.

Schemes F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6
ABKS-SM [28] LSSS, AND-gate CPA, CKA Semi × × √
FGTAC [10] AND-gate CPA, CKA Fully √ √ √
Scheme 1 AND-gate CPA, CKA Semi × × √
Scheme 2 AND-gate CPA, CKA Semi √ √ √
Notations: F1: access structure; F2: security level; F3: security requirement of the crowdsensing platform; F4: fast search; F5: lightweight decryption; F6: policy
hidden.

Table 2: Complexity comparisons.

Schemes ABKS-SM [28] FGTAC [10] Scheme 1 Scheme 2
F1 (2n + d + 3)|G| (4n + 1)|G| (2n + 3)|G| (2n + 3)|G|

F2 (2n + d + 4)eG + eGT
(5n + 2)eG (3n + 5)eG (3n + 5)eG

F3 (
n
i�1 ni + d + n + 2)|G| + 3|G|T (3n + 2)|G| + |GT| (2n + m + 1)|G| + |GT| (2n + m + 1)|G| + |GT|

F4 (
n
i�1 ni + 2 d + n + 2)eG + 3eGT

(3n + 2)eG + eGT
(3n + 2m + 1)eG + eGT

P + (3n + 2m + 1)eG + 2eGT

F5 (2n + 1)|G| 2|G| (2n + 2)|G| |GT|

F6 (2n + 1)eG 2 eG (2n + 2)eG P + eGT

F7 (2n + 1)P + eGT
2P (3n + 1)P P

F8 3P + deG + deGT
eGT

(3n + 1)P eGT

Notations: F1: size of the user secret key; F2: computational cost for user secret key generation; F3: size of the ciphertext; F4: computational cost for
encryption; F5: size of the trapdoor; F6: computational cost for trapdoor generation; F7: computational cost for keyword search; F8: computational cost for
decryption; n: number of attributes; ni: number of possible values for an attributeAi; d: number of data owners;m: number of user’s attributes that satisfy the
access policy; |G|: an element in group G; |GT|: an element in group GT; P: a pairing operation; eG: an exponential operation over the group G; eGT

: an
exponential operation over the group GT.
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search the encrypted tasks it is interested in without re-
vealing any preferences by designing the ciphertext keyword
retrieval mechanism. In terms of performance, on the basis
of Scheme 1, Scheme 2 implements an efficient ciphertext
search mechanism, which allows the performer and the
crowdsensing platform to generate a trapdoor and search
ciphertexts with a small and fixed computational and storage

overhead, respectively. On this basis, a large number of
decryption operations that originally belonged to the task
performer were transferred to the edge device. Compared
with other related works on mobile crowdsourcing security
task distribution, it improves the computational and storage
performance on the performer side and crowdsensing
platform side as shown in the experiment.
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Figure 3: Comparisons of time consumption in the publisher/subscriber side. (a) Encryption time cost. (b) Search time cost. (c) Decryption
time cost. (d) Trapdoor generation time cost. (e) Ciphertext storage cost. (f ) Trapdoor storage cost.
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7. Conclusion

+is paper designed the efficient and privacy-preserving task
distribution mechanism for IoT-oriented mobile crowd-
sensing. We show our results by two practical cryptographic
schemes. Scheme 1 realizes the fine-grained access control
and access policy hidden by dividing the attribute into an
attribute label and an attribute value, where the attribute
value is publicly available, and the attribute label is hidden.
We also design a keyword search mechanism over task
ciphertexts that enables the task performer to conveniently
generate the trapdoor. On this basis, Scheme 2 further
improves the efficiency under the semitrusted crowdsensing
platform assumption by delegating most operations to the
crowdsensing platform and constructing a lightweight
trapdoor. We then analyzed their security properties, pro-
vided the formalized security proof, and demonstrated their
practicability and feasibility.

We note that although our work prevents the sensitive
information of task performers from exposure, it still falls under
the category of “partial policy hiding.” +e authors of [44]
pointed out that some ABE schemes with partial policy hiding
may still reveal the performer’s attribute privacy.We notice that
the latest representative work has transformed the primitive of
full policy-hidden ABE from the cumbersome theoretical
scheme to an efficient practical solution by optimizing the al-
gorithm structure and extending the usability [32].+erefore, in
future work, we intend to further explore the more efficient and
flexible ABE schemes with full policy hiding. In addition, al-
thoughwe profoundly reduce the trapdoor generation overhead
on the performer side and the search burden of the crowd-
sensing platform, it may still suffer from the performance
bottleneck in the crowdsensing platform with massive storage.
In future work, we would like to explore an efficient ciphertext
keyword search mechanism for the above practical setting.
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Fast cross-modal retrieval technology based on hash coding has become a hot topic for the rich multimodal data (text, image,
audio, etc.), especially security and privacy challenges in the Internet of (ings and mobile edge computing. However, most
methods based on hash coding are only mapped to the common hash coding space, and it relaxes the two value constraints of hash
coding. (erefore, the learning of the multimodal hash coding may not be sufficient and effective to express the original
multimodal data and cause the hash encoding category to be less discriminatory. For the sake of solving these problems, this paper
proposes a method of mapping each modal data to the optimal length of hash coding space, respectively, and then the hash
encoding of eachmodal data is solved by the discrete cross-modal hash algorithm of two value constraints. Finally, the similarity of
multimodal data is compared in the potential space. (e experimental results of the cross-model retrieval based on variable hash
coding are better than that of the relative comparison methods in the WIKI data set, NUS-WIDE data set, as well as MIRFlickr
data set, and the method we proposed is proved to be feasible and effective.

1. Introduction

With the advent of the big data era, the different types of
modal data, e.g., text, image, and audio for the Internet of
(ings and Mobile Edge Computing, are dramatically in-
creasing [1]. (e traditional single-mode data retrieval
methods, e.g., text retrieval text, image retrieval image, and
audio retrieval audio, are gradual shift to cross-modal re-
trieval, e.g., text retrieval image, text retrieval audio, image
retrieval text, which makes the retrieval return with the
characteristics of diverse information and rich content [2].
Over the last few years, the cross-modal retrieval algorithms
have been recently receiving significant attention and
progress due to the application research of guaranteed data
privacy and privacy-preserving cooperative object classifi-
cation [3, 4].

(ere are twomain categories in these research methods.
One is the potential subspace learning-based method [5–8],
among which the canonical correlation analysis (CCA) is the

most commonly used model [5]. (e CCA mapped the two-
modal data into a potential subspace to achieve the corre-
lation maximization of the associated data pairs, and then
directly retrieves the similarity query in the subspace. Given
the paramount idea of the correlation maximization of
relevant data in subspace, some experts have proposed other
deformationmodel algorithms similar to the CCAmodel. Fu
et al. proposed the generalized Multiview analysis (GMA) to
maximize the subspace correlation of multimodal data and
achieve the class-discriminant via adding label information,
which is conducive to further boosting the accuracy of the
cross-modal retrieval [6]. Costa Pereira et al. first projected
the original feature data of each mode into their respective
semantic feature space, and then mapped the semantic
features of multimodes into a unified subspace via applying
CCA or kernel CCA. (e proposed model utilized the label
information of the data to improve the classification area
analysis, meanwhile avoiding the direct mapping of the
original multimodal features into the unified subspace so
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that the cross-modal retrieval performance is notably im-
proved [7]. Mandal and Biswas proposed the generalized
dictionary pair algorithm and achieved good results via
learning unified sparse coding subspace [8]. Although some
progress has been made in unified subspace learning-based
cross-modal retrieval algorithms, there are still some
problems in cross-modal retrieval of large-scale multimodal
data scenarios, e.g., high computational cost, high data
storage resource consumption, and weak stationarity.
(erefore, another kind of cross-modal retrieval algorithm
based on hashing coding has stimulated a lot of interest in
the research community.

With the characteristics of storage consumption and
efficient retrieval speed, the Hash coding technology is very
suitable for large-scale data trans-modal and trans-media
tasks, e.g., real-time multimodal data personalized recom-
mendation [9], hot topic detection, and trans-media re-
trieval. In the Hash coding-based cross-modal retrieval
method [10–13], for maintaining the connection between
multimodal data, the multimodal data was projected into
low-dimensional Hamming space through linear mapping,
and then an XOR operation was performed to measure the
similarity distance. (us, the speed problem of large-scale
data retrieval was solved effectively. However, most of the
prior arts are only suitable for scenarios of the single label
and paired training data. (erefore, Mandal et al. first
proposed a hashing cross-modal retrieval model for multiple
training scenarios [14]. However, this model is similar to the
method presented in Refs. [15, 16] that maps multimode
data into equal-length hash coding, so that the data of
various modes may not be well represented. In addition, the
solution of binary hash coding is an NP-hard problem,
which relaxes the binary constraint of hash coding, so that
the learned hash coding is not accurate enough. For ana-
lytical simplicity, this paper first proposed a cross-modal
retrieval model based on variable-length hash coding and
added binary constraints in the process of solving hash
coding. (erefore, the learned variable-length hash coding
can better represent the original multimodal data and
achieve higher accuracy. (e main highlights of this paper
are organized as follows.

(1) To combat the issue caused by the same length, we
propose a variable-length hash coding-based cross-
modal retrieval model in this paper, i.e., all modal data
are projected into the hash coding space of the optimal
lengths. (erefore, compared with the hash coding
space of the fixed length, the original multimodal data
can be represented more easily, and the model in this
paper is more flexible in debugging experiments.

(2) We propose a more generalized multiscene cross-
modal retrieval. (e great majority of the existing
cross-modal retrieval models, based on single label
and pairwise multimodal dataset scenarios, cannot
be applied to multilabel and unpaired multimodal
dataset scenarios. In addition, the cross-model re-
trieval in this paper has good adaptability to single
label or multilabel, paired, or unpaired multimodal
dataset scenarios.

(3) Based on the single-modal data hash method, we
propose a variable-length discrete hash coding-based
cross-modal retrieval algorithm, and the validity of
the algorithm is verified on several public data sets.

2. Related Works

(is section mainly introduces several related hash coding
cross-modal retrieval algorithms, which are also served as
benchmark algorithms in the experimental process. Any
reader who has a great interest in other cross-modal retrieval
models, such as incorporating feedback technology and deep
learning, can refer to Ref. [17].

2.1. Hashing Cross-Modal Retrieval Based on Semantic Cor-
relation Maximization. Taherkhani et al. proposed a Se-
mantic Correlation Maximization (SCM)-based cross-modal
hash retrieval model. Meanwhile, compared with other su-
pervised hash cross-modal retrieval models, this model has
the advantages of lower training time complexity, better
adaptability, and more stability for large-scale data sets [10].
(e main highlights are as follows. (1) (e calculation of the
complex pin-to-pair similarity matrix can be avoided directly
via applying label information of the training data set to
calculate the similarity matrix, thus only small linear time
complexity can be achieved, which also makes the model
more stable. (2) (e serialization solution method of hash
coding is proposed via the computation code of bit by bit on
the closed interval. (erefore, there is no need to set
hyperparameters and stop conditions. To use label semantic
information, cosine similarity between label vectors is used to
construct the similarity matrix, and the similarity between the
data object i and the data object j is defined as follows.

Sij �
〈li, lj〉

li
����

����2 lj

�����

�����2

, (1)

where 〈li, lj〉 represents the inner product of the corre-
sponding label vector and ‖l‖2 describes the binary norm of
the label vector. To achieve a cross-modal similarity query,
the hash function should maintain the semantic similarity of
multimodal data. More specifically, the hash coding of each
modal data can reconstruct the semantic similarity matrix.
(e specific objective function of the SCM model is defined
as follows:

min
Wx,Wy

sign XWx( sign YWy  − cS
�����

�����
2

F
, (2)

where X and Y represent the data of the two modes, W defines
the linear transformation matrix, c describes the equilibrium
parameter, and S defines the similarity measurement between
two data among different modalities. (ere is a symbolic
function in (2), so it is obvious that the optimization solution is
an NP-hard problem, which relaxes the constraints of the
symbolic function and adds the constraints between the bits of
the hash coding. Finally, the transformation matrixes Wx, Wy

of each modal data can be calculated, so that the hash coding of
new data can be resolved.
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2.2. Hashing Cross-Modal Retrieval Based on Semantic
Preserving. Chen et al. proposed a Semantic Preserving
Hash cross-modal retrieval (SEPH) model, which converts
the similar association information of data into the form of
the probability distribution and then approximates hash
coding via minimizing the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence
distance [11]. (e whole objective function model is effec-
tively guaranteed in mathematical theory. As with the SCM
model, the similarity matrix is first constructed to provide
supervisory information for the learned hash coding. (is
model mainly includes two steps, i.e., hash coding solution
and learning of kernel logic Sti regression function. When it
comes to the process of solving the hash coding, the simi-
larity matrix is first transformed into the form of probability
P, and the semantic probability distribution Q on the unified
hash coding is calculated, then the KL distance between the
two distributions is minimized, and the semantic preserving
hash coding is resolved.

Pij �
Sij

i≠jSij

,

Qij �
1 + h Bi, Bj  

− 1

t�1 1 + h Bi, Bt( ( 
−1,

(3)

where h(, ) represents the Hamming distance function of
hash coding; learning the best hash coding B aims to make
the distribution between P and Q as similar as possible. (e
KL distance between the distributions is measured as
follows:

DKL(PQ) � 
i≠j

Pijlog
Pij

Qij

 . (4)

In all, a better unified semantically preserving hash
coding can be calculated according to the solution steps, and
then the logistic regression mapping function of each modal
data mapped to the unified hash coding is learned. (e
representation of learning the k(1≤ k≤K)-th Logistic re-
gression function for X mode data is defined as follows:

min
wk



n

i�1
log 1 + e

− bk
i
xiw

k

  + λ w
k

�����

�����
2

2
, (5)

where bk
i ∈ −1, +1{ }n×1 defines the column vector on the k-th

bit attribute of the common binary code, and the trans-
formation matrix wk can be solved. (en, the probability
that the value b belongs to −1 and +1 at the k-th bit of the
binary code of the new sample xq data in X mode can be
calculated as follows:

P c � b|x
q

(  � 1 + e
− bxqwk

 
− 1

. (6)

(erefore, the value at the k-th bit of data binary coding
is selected as the value corresponding to the high probability,
which is defined as follows:

c
k

� sign P c � 1|x
q

(  − P c � −1|x
q

( ( . (7)

Finally, the k-th logistic regression function on the X

mode data can be learned, and then the new sample xq is

mapped into the binary coding with the growing degree of
K. (e final hash coding can be achieved by changing the
element with the value of −1 into 0.

2.3. Hashing Cross-Modal Retrieval Based on Generalized
Semantic Preserving. Because most of the existing cross-
modal retrieval methods require multimodal data to appear
in pairs, i.e., another modal data corresponding to text or
image exists in training set data, Mandal et al. proposed a
Generalized Semantic Preserving Hashing model (GSPH)
for N-label cross-modal retrieval, which is suitable for a
single label or multilabel, paired or unpaired multimodal
data application scenarios [14]. (e GSPH model first learns
the optimal hash coding of each modal data, meanwhile the
hash coding preserves the semantic similarity between the
multimodal data and then learns the hash function of
multimodal data mapped to the hash coding space.(emain
highlights are as follows. (1) A hash model that can deal with
single-label paired data and single-label unpaired data is
proposed for the first time. (2) (e generalized hash cross-
modal retrieval model is proposed, which can be applied to
the scenarios of single-label paired data, single-label un-
paired data, multilabel paired data, as well as single-label
unpaired data. Meanwhile, the semantic similarity of data is
maintained by the common hash coding. As with SCM and
SEPHmethods, the GSPH algorithm also needs to define the
similarity matrix S ∈ RN1×N2 between multimodal data,
where N1 and N2 are the sample numbers of X and Y modal
data, respectively, so the objective function of the GSPH
model is defined as follows:

min S −
1
q

 BxB
T
y

��������

��������

2

F

s.tBx ∈ −1, +1{ }
N1×q

, By ∈ −1, +1{ }
N2×q

. (8)

(e binary coding Bx and By of the X and Y modal data
can be calculated by the GSPH method, and then the
mapping function of the original data for each modal into
hash coding needs to be learned. Just like the SEPH method,
the logistic regression function is selected as the mapping
function. (erefore, readers can refer to Section 2.2 for
learning the mapping hash function and generating the hash
coding of new samples.

3. Cross-Modal Retrieval Based on Variable-
Length Hash Coding

In this section, the cross-modal retrieval algorithm of var-
iable-length hash coding is presented, and the optimization
process of the objective function and time complexity of the
algorithm is analyzed. To facilitate the analytical simplicity
and reduce the experimental operation, this paper mainly
studies the case of two-modal data and gives the algorithm
model extended to three or more modal data in Section 3.5.

3.1.AlgorithmicModel. (e variables presented in this paper
are defined as follows. X ∈ Rd1×n1 and X ∈ Rd2×n2 represent
the original feature data sets of the two modes, respectively,
BX ∈ Rq1×n1 and BY ∈ Rq2×n2 are the corresponding variable-
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length hash coding, where each column represents a sample
and each row represents attribute features. In addition, PX

and PY are the projection matrixes, and W is the association
matrix of two modes. (e similarity matrix S ∈ Rn1×n2 be-
tween multimode data is constructed as follows:

Sij �

〈lix, l
j
y〉 I,

e
− lix− l

j
y

����
����
2
/δ

II,

1, if lix � l
j
y; 0, if lix ≠ l

j
y III,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)

where l defines the label vector of the sample, and each
element Sij of the similarity matrix represents the similarity
between X modal data i and Y modal data j. (e next goal of
this paper is to learn the compact hash coding of the optimal
length for each model, so that these hash coding can per-
fectly represent the original multimode data and maintain
the semantic similarity of multimode data sets. (is paper
calculates the similarity of different modal data in potential
space by referring to Ref. [7] and assumes that there is a
common potential abstract semantic space V between
multimodal data, in which multimodal data can be queried
and retrieved directly. And, each modal hash coding is
projected into the potential abstract semantic space in the
following form:

M1: BX⟶
W1

VXM2: BY⟶
W2

VY. (10)

In the space V, the similarity between data can be cal-
culated according to the relation of the inner product, which
is defined as follows:

S � V
T
XVY � W1BX( 

T
W2BY(  � B

T
XW

T
1 W2BY. (11)

Remembering W � WT
1 W2, we do not need to explicitly

solve the existing form of each mode data in the potential
abstract semantic space V, but only calculate the similarity
W between the varied-length hash coding of each mode.(e
cross-modal retrieval objective function of the specific
variable-length hash coding is defined as follows:

min
BX,BY,W,PX,PY

BX − PXX
����

����
2
F

+ BY − PYY
����

����
2
F

+ S − B
T
XWBY

����
����
2
F
s.t.BX ∈ [−1, +1]

q1×n1 , BY ∈ [−1, +1]
q2×n2 .

(12)

(e first two terms of (12) are applied to, respectively,
project the two-modal data into the hash coding space of the
optimal lengths, and the last term indicates that the variable-
length hash coding in the potential space still maintains the
semantic similarity relation of the original multimodal data.
(e corresponding projection matrixes PX, PY, hash coding
BX, BY, and correlation matrix W can be solved simulta-
neously through optimization.

3.2. Model Solution Procedure. To simplify the difficulty of
solving hash coding, the prior art converts binary constraint
conditions of hash coding into solving continuous real-valued
problems and then obtains approximate hash coding through
symbolic functions [10–12]. However, the solved hash coding
has essential defects and cannot represent the original

multimodal data effectively.(e binary constraint condition of
hash coding is always maintained in the solving process of this
subsection.When the objective function is solved, the variables
BX, BY, W, PX,PY of simultaneous solution are nonconvex and
difficult to solve. (erefore, this paper first solves one of the
variables and fixed the remaining variables, and then solves the
other variables in this way. All variables are solved by iteration
until the objective function tends to converge.

(a) Fix other variables and resolve PX, PY. (erefore, the
objective function can be simplified in the following
form:

min
PX

BX − PXX
����

����
2
F
min

PY

BY − PYY
����

����
2
F
. (13)

(erefore, the analytical formulae can be calculated
by regression formula, respectively,

PX � BXX
T

XX
T

 
− 1

.

PY � BYY
T

YY
T

 
− 1

.

(14)

(b) Fix other variables and resolve W. (e objective
function can be simplified in the following form:

min
W

S − B
T
XWBY

����
����
2
F
. (15)

It is obvious that (15) is a bilinear regression model,
and the analytical formula is as follows:

W � BXB
T
X 

− 1
BXSB

T
Y BYB

T
Y 

− 1
. (16)

(c) Fix other variables and resolve BX. (e objective
function can be simplified in the following form:

min
BX

BX − PXX
����

����
2
F

+ S − B
T
XWBY

����
����
2
F
s.t.BX

∈ [−1, +1]
q1×n1.

(17)

Because of the two-value constraint, it is complicated
to resolve directly. (erefore, in this paper, the
variable BX is solved successively, i.e., when solving a
row vector of BX, the remaining row vectors are fixed
first, and then the other row vectors are solved it-
eratively. (17) can be further transformed into (18).

min
BX

BX

����
����
2
F

− 2Tr B
T
XPXX  + PXX

����
����
2
F

+‖S‖
2
F

− 2Tr B
T
XWBYS

T
  + B

T
XWBY

����
����
2
F
s.t.BX

∈ [−1, +1]
q1×n1.

(18)

Because of the binary constraint, it is obvious that the
first term is a constant, i.e., ‖BX‖2F � q1 ∗ n1. If con-
stant terms and irrelevant variables BX are removed,
(18) can be rewritten into a more concise form.

min
BX

DBX

����
����
2
F

− 2Tr B
T
XQ s.t.BX ∈ [−1, +1]

q1×n1, (19)

where D � BT
YWT, Q � (WBYST + PXX) and

Tr(. . .) are the trace of the solution matrix. After
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deformation, the solution of (19) has a relationship
with the solution of the objective function in Ref.
[16], so this paper refers to its solution process.
When solving the i-th row vector zT of BX, let BX

′ be
the matrix BX after row vector deletion zT, pT de-
fines the i-th row vector of Q, Q′ represents the
matrix Q after row vector deletion pT, d defines the
i-th column vector of D, and D′ represents the
matrix D after column vector deletion d, and then
refer to the solution results in Ref. [16].

z � sign p − BX
′D’Td . (20)

(e i-th row vector of BX can be resolved, and then
the remaining row vectors can be solved via a similar
procedure.

(d) Fix other variables and resolve BY.

In the process of solving BY, it is similar to solving BX, so
readers can refer to the solution method of BX for a detailed
solution of BY.

3.3. Algorithm Description. To project hash coding into the
optimal space for comparison, measurement, and retrieval,
the associated transformation matrix W is introduced into
the cross-modal retrieval model of variable-length hash
coding on the base of the GSPH model, and then the
similarity between data can be compared in the potential
space through W. Subsection 2.2 provides the solution
process of each variable in the model, and the overall
training steps for the model are shown in Algorithm 1.

According to the proposed training process, the pro-
jectionmatrix of eachmode can be calculated separately, and
then the corresponding hash coding can be solved by a
symbolic function. For query sample x′ or y′, the corre-
sponding hash coding generation method is b′ � sign(PXx′)
or b′ � sign(PYy′). To improve the accuracy of generating
corresponding hash coding, the query sample pair infor-
mation (x′, y′) of these two modes can be used to generate
hash coding simultaneously. If the final hash coding is
expected to exist in the hash coding space of the X mode,
then b′ � sign(PXx′ + θWPYy′). If the final hash code is
desired to exist in the hash coding space of the Y mode, then
b′ � sign(PYy′ + θWTPXx′), where θ is a non-negative
equilibrium parameter. (e overall testing steps for the
model are summarized in Algorithm 2.

3.4. Time Complexity. (e time complexity of the cross-
modal retrieval algorithm in this section is mainly composed
of computation-related variables. In the training phase, the
time of each iteration is consumed in updating the pro-
jection matrixes PX, PY, transformation matrix W, and
corresponding hash coding matrixes BX, BY, in which these
variables are calculated by (14) and (16), and (17), respec-
tively, and the corresponding calculation time complexity is
Ο(d2qn),Ο(q2n2),Ο(dq2n). (erefore, the total time
complexity of the proposed model is Ο((d2 + qn + dq)qnT),
where T represents the total number of iterations, where

d � max(d1, d2), q � max(q1, q2), n � max(n1, n2). More
specially, d1, q1, and n1 are the original dimension, hash
length, and the total number of samples of X mode data,
respectively, and d2, q2, and n2 are the original dimension,
hash length, and the total number of samples of Y mode
data, respectively. Once the training process is end, the time
and space complexity for generating a new sample is Ο(dq).

3.5. Application Scenario. (e cross-modal retrieval model
can be easily extended to the scenarios of three or more
modal data, assuming that m(m > 2) modal data, then the
cross-modal retrieval model of variable-length hash coding
for m modal data is defined as follows:

min
Bi,W

(i,j) ,Pi



m

i�1
Bi − PiXi

����
����
2
F

+ 
m

i,j

S
(i,j)

− B
T
i W

(i,j)
Bj

�����

�����
2

F

s.t.Bi ∈ [−1, +1]
qi×ni .

(21)

(e first item in (21) represents the hash code mapping
of all modal data into the optimal length, and the second
item represents the semantic relationship preservation be-
tween the hash coding of eachmode and another modal hash
coding.(e process of model optimization and query sample
hash coding generation can follow the way of two-modal
data scenarios.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Data Sets andPerformanceMetrics. To verify the validity
of the model, the commonly used WIKI data set, NUS-
WIDE data set, and MIRFlickr data set are selected for the
cross-modal retrieval. In addition, the precision-recall and
Mean Average Precision (MAP) index are used to measure
model performance as shown in Refs. [11–13].

WIKI data set is collated from Wikipedia page [7], and
each image has the corresponding description text, in which
each text contains no less than 70 words.(e data sets belong
to a single-label data, and there are 10 categories, each image
or text belongs to one of these categories, and images or texts
belonging to the same category are considered to have
similar semantic information. (ere exist 2866 samples
(2173 training sets and 693 test sets), in which image data is
represented by 128-dimensional Scale Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT) features and text data by 10-dimensional
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) features.

NUS-WIDE data set is collected and sorted from the
Internet by the National University of Singapore [18], which
regulates 269,648 images and explanatory annotations ac-
complished by about 5,000 people. Each sample belongs to
multilabel data, which is eventually divided into 81 cate-
gories. Due to the sample numbers of some categories differ
greatly in this paper, just as Refs. [10, 11], the top 10 cat-
egories with many samples are firstly selected, and finally
186,577 text-image pairs have been achieved. Text and image
are considered similar, if there is at least one of the same
category attributes. Subsequently, 1% of the data (about
1866) are randomly selected as the test set and 5000 samples
as the training set.(e images of the NUS-WIDE data set are
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represented by 500-dimensional SIFT features and the text
data by the word frequency of 1000 dimensions.

MIRFlickr data set originated from the Flickr website,
which contains 25000 images and corresponding manually
annotated text information [19]. Just as Ref. [11], we have
deleted some data without labels or with less than 20 times of
labeled words, and finally 16,738 samples are divided into 24
categories. Each image text pair belongs to multicategory
data, which contains at least one category label. (is paper
selects 5% data as a test set and 5000 samples as the training
set. Images in the data set are represented by 150-dimen-
sional edge histograms and text by 500-dimensional vectors.
(e evaluation criteria are defined as follows:

Accuracy: P(N) �
n

N
× 100%,

Recall: R(N) �
n

Nr

× 100%,

(22)

where n represents the number of relevant samples among N

results stemming from the retrieval andNr defines the number
of samples related to query samples in the whole database.

Average Precision (AP) indicator calculation: Given a
query sample and the first R returned results, the AP cal-
culation equation of this sample is defined as follows:

AP �
1
K



R

r�1
P(r)δ(r), (23)

where K represents the number of retrievably returned
results related to query samples, and P(r) defines the ac-
curacy of the returned first r retrieval results. If the r-th
retrieval result is related to the query sample, δ(r) is 1;
otherwise, δ(r) is 0. Finally, the AP average value of all query
samples is solved, which is the MAP index to evaluate the
overall search performance.

4.2. Benchmark Algorithm. In this subsection, the various
multimodal data are preprocessed according to the method
represented in Ref. [16], i.e., the distance between sample
points and randomly selected reference points is calculated.
(en the discrete supervised hash model is used to initialize
the hashing coding of each mode. To highlight the impor-
tance of the label matrix in the process of optimization, the

Input: Training datasets X/Y and label matrix LX/LY; Initialized association matrix W; Initialized variable-length hash BX, BY;
Initialized iteration control parameter T

Output: Variables BX, PX, BY, PY, W

Procedure:
(0) Applying label matrix LX, LY and (9) to construct a semantic similarity matrix S

(1) iter � 0;
(2) while iter<T do
(3) According to (14), update the dictionary projection matrix PX, PY;
(4) According to (16), update the association matrix W;
(5) According to equation (18) and the detailed solving process in Ref. [14], the hash code of variable length is updated one line at a

time and finally updated as a whole BX, BY;
(6) If the objective function (12) tends to converge, and stop the iteration; otherwise, skip to step (2);
(7) End while

ALGORITHM 1: Training produce of proposed method.

Input: Testing datasets X′/Y′; trained f(·), g(·) and W.
Output: (e top n cross-modal data matching the samples to be retrieved.
Procedure:

(1) if input independent x′ or y′ then
(2) compute the corresponding hash code by b′ � sign(f(x′)) or b′ � sign(g(y′));
(3) end if
(4) if input paired (x′, y′)x′ then:
(5) if hash code exists in space of Y data:

b′ � sign(g(y′)) + WTf(x′);
(6) else:

b′ � sign(f(x′)) + WTg(y′);
(7) end if
(8) end if
(9) Calculate the Hamming distance between the hash code b’ and the hash codes of all samples in the retrieval database
(10) Sort the distances calculated in ascending order, and return the first n samples.

ALGORITHM 2: Testing produce of the proposed method.
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Figure 1: Continued.
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label matrix of all data is enlarged by 10 times. In addition,
CCA, a typical correlation analysis method commonly used
in the field of cross-modal retrieval, and the cross-modal
retrieval algorithm based on semantic correlation hash
coding in recent years are selected as a comparative ex-
periment. (ese hashing cross-modal retrieval models are
SCM, SEPH, and GSPH, respectively, and the comparison
experiments proposed in this paper are implemented in
MATLAB with the help of the parameters set in the original
text. Both SEPH and GSPH models include two methods to
learn hash functions: (1) training hash functions SEPH_rnd
and GSPH_rnd based on randomly selected samples; (2)
training hash functions SEPH_knn and GSPH_knn based on
selecting samples through clustering. (e experiment shows
that the performance of the hash function obtained by these
two training methods is the same. (erefore, the first
method, randomly selected samples, is selected to train the
hash functions of both SEPH and GSPH models in the
comparative experiment. Moreover, the two different
methods in the SCM model are SCM_seq and SCM_orth,
and the experiment results show that the former is generally
superior to the latter; therefore the former is used as a
comparative experiment [10].

4.3. Experimental Results. (is subsection presents the ex-
perimental results of cross-modal retrieval on the WIKI
dataset, NUS-WIDE dataset, and MIRFlickr dataset. (e
following cross-modal retrieval tasks include image retrieval
text and text retrieval image, and these two retrieval tasks are
analyzed in detail. Figure 1 shows the curves of retrieval
accuracy rate and recall rate on three kinds of data sets. To
facilitate the comparison with the benchmark algorithm,
both image and text are projected into equal-length hash

coding space (64 bits). It can be seen from Figure 1 that the
performance of the method proposed in this paper is
generally superior to that of the comparison method, al-
though the front part of the curve (subgraph (a) of Figure 1)
in the image retrieval text task on theWIKI dataset is slightly
lower than that of SEPH and GSPH methods. However, it
can be seen from the subgraph (a) of Figure 2 that the effect
of the optimal hash coding combination length in this paper
is slightly higher than that of SEPH and GSPH methods. It
can also be seen from Figure 1 that for the other two groups
of multilabel data, the effect of this paper has been improved
more than that of the comparisonmethods, due to the model
in this paper beingmore suitable for multilabel data sets than
the CCA, SCM, SEPH, and GSPH models.

(e MAP index of image retrieval text and text retrieval
image of eachmethod is presented in detail in Tables 1 and 2,
respectively, and the highest MAP value of each column is
marked black. To compare the effects of CCA and other
methods, this paper projected data into subspaces of dif-
ferent dimensions to observe the influence of CCAmethods.
Tables 1 and 2 show that the MAP value of the proposed
method and other hash coding methods increases slightly as
the length of hash coding increases. As can be seen from the
numerical part marked black in the table, the MAP value of
the proposed method is superior to that of the comparison
method, no matter in the image retrieval text task or the text
retrieval image task. Given that the hash coding length is
64 bits, this paper improves about 15%, 10%, and 13% in the
image retrieval text task on WIKI, NUS-WIDE, and MIR-
Flickr data sets, and about 12%, 11%, and 5% in the text
retrieval image task compared with the GSPH method.

Figure 2 shows the experimental results of different
length combinations for the hash coding proposed in this
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Figure 1: Precision rate and recall rate of different methods for the different data sets: (a) WIKI (img2txt), (b) WIKI (txt2img), (c) NUS-
WIDE (img2txt), (d) NUS-WIDE (img2txt), (e) MIRFlickr (txt2img), and (f) MIRFlickr (txt2img).
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Figure 2: Precision rate and recall rate of different hash coding length combinations: (a) WIKI (img2txt), (b) WIKI (txt2img), (c) NUS-
WIDE (img2txt), (d) NUS-WIDE (img2txt), (e) MIRFlickr (txt2img), and (f) MIRFlickr (txt2img).
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Table 1: MAP image retrieval text img2txt.

WIKI data set NUS-WIDE data set MIRFlickr data set
16 32 64 128 16 32 64 128 16 32 64 128

CCA 0.184 0.170 0.150 0.140 0.373 0.366 0.361 0.358 0.579 0.574 0.571 0.568
SCM 0.234 0.241 0.246 0.257 0.501 0.542 0.553 0.551 0.610 0.631 0.647 0.641
SEPH 0.276 0.296 0.300 0.313 0.560 0.578 0.582 0.581 0.671 0.652 0.681 0.648
GSPH 0.272 0.290 0.305 0.307 0.571 0.582 0.585 0.593 0.665 0.676 0.687 0.692
VHC 0.271 0.368 0.351 0.369 0.627 0.632 0.644 0.656 0.766 0.772 0.778 0.779
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Figure 3: Continued.

Table 2: MAP text retrieval image txt2img.

WIKI data set NUS-WIDE data set MIRFlickr data set
16 32 64 128 16 32 64 128 16 32 64 128

CCA 0.168 0.159 0.154 0.150 0.371 0.365 0.362 0.360 0.579 0.574 0.572 0.570
SCM 0.226 0.246 0.249 0.253 0.535 0.540 0.542 0.539 0.615 0.624 0.628 0.631
SEPH 0.631 0.658 0.659 0.669 0.683 0.695 0.693 0.708 0.710 0.744 0.727 0.744
GSPH 0.645 0.663 0.671 0.674 0.681 0.697 0.686 0.714 0.726 0.742 0.748 0.764
VHC 0.487 0.748 0.751 0.757 0.686 0.715 0.761 0.776 0.766 0.780 0787 0.791
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paper (image hash coding length ∗ text hash coding length).
To show the variation tendency of different hash length
combinations, the curve colors of hash coding length
combinations from 16 ∗ 16 to 128 ∗ 128 gradually change
from dark blue, light blue, light red, and then dark red as
shown in Figure 2. Generally speaking, with the growth of
image hash coding, the cross-modal retrieval effect also
becomes better, especially for the subgraphs (d) and (f ) of
Figure 2. In addition, Figure 2 also shows that the cross-
modal retrieval model of variable-length hash coding in this
paper has a more significant impact on WIKI data sets.

From theMAP three-dimensional histogram in Figure 3,
it can be seen that the same and fixed hash code length
cannot be set for all datasets. To be special, the optimal hash
code combination is 48 ∗ 64(text ∗ image) for the img2txt
task on the NUS-WIDE dataset. But the optimal hash code
length combination is 32 ∗ 64 (text ∗ image) for the
img2txt task on the MIRFlickr dataset to implement the
img2txt task.(e reason is that the text information of NUS-
WIDE is richer and more hash codes are needed to represent
text features. From another point of view, for some retrieval
tasks, using a shorter hash code length can also achieve a
comparable retrieval effect.(us, we can conclude that using
a variable-length hash code can balance the data redundancy
and retrieval accuracy.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a variable-length hash coding-based cross-
modal retrieval algorithm is first proposed, which projects
multimodal data into the optimal hash length space of each
modal data. (e similarity matrix of multimodal data is
constructed according to the label matrix of each mode, and
the semantic similarity relationship of the original data is
still guaranteed after the multimodal hash coding is pro-
jected into the potential abstract semantic space. (en the
binary constraint condition of the hash coding is always
maintained in the process of optimizing the model, so that
the learned multimode hash coding can better represent the
original multimode data. A wide variety of experiments on
WIKI datasets, NUS-WIDE datasets, andMIRFlickr datasets

show that the performance of the proposed method is
generally superior to that of the correlation benchmark
algorithms. (erefore, the method in this paper is feasible
and effective. Compared with the deep learning-based
hashing methods, the retrieval performance is relatively low.
(us, in our future work, we will embed the proposed
similarity matrix into the deep learning-based method to
further improve the retrieved accuracy and effectively
measure the relationship among multiple source data.
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)e integration of the Internet of )ings (IoT) connects a number of intelligent devices with minimum human interference that
can interact with one another. IoT is rapidly emerging in the areas of computer science. However, new security problems are posed
by the cross-cutting design of the multidisciplinary elements and IoT systems involved in deploying such schemes. Ineffective is
the implementation of security protocols, i.e., authentication, encryption, application security, and access network for IoTsystems
and their essential weaknesses in security. Current security approaches can also be improved to protect the IoT environment
effectively. In recent years, deep learning (DL)/machine learning (ML) has progressed significantly in various critical imple-
mentations.)erefore, DL/MLmethods are essential to turn IoTsystem protection from simply enabling safe contact between IoT
systems to intelligence systems in security. )is review aims to include an extensive analysis of ML systems and state-of-the-art
developments in DL methods to improve enhanced IoT device protection methods. On the other hand, various new insights in
machine and deep learning for IoTsecurities illustrate how it could help future research. IoTprotection risks relating to emerging
or essential threats are identified, as well as future IoT device attacks and possible threats associated with each surface. We then
carefully analyze DL and ML IoTprotection approaches and present each approach’s benefits, possibilities, and weaknesses. )is
review discusses a number of potential challenges and limitations. )e future works, recommendations, and suggestions of DL/
ML in IoT security are also included.

1. Introduction

Internet of )ings (IoT) considers the interconnection be-
tween several devices, i.e., industrial systems, intelligent
sensors, autonomous vehicles, mechanisms and terminals,
mechanical systems, and so on [1, 2]. Alternatively, it can be
termed as a network of physical things or objects that are
connected with limited communication, computation, and
storage capabilities along with embedded electronics (i.e.,
sensors and actuators), connectivity of network, and soft-
ware that enables these things to exchange, analyze, and
collect data [3]. IoT relates to our everyday life, extending
from smart devices in the household, i.e., smart meters, IP
cameras, smoke detectors, smart adapters, smart refrigera-
tors, smart bulbs, AC, smart ovens, and temperature sensors,

to more advanced devices, for example, heartbeat detectors,
radio-frequency identification (RFID) devices, accelerome-
ters, IoT in automobiles, sensors in rooms, and so on [4].
Several services and applications referred to by the IoT are
emerging in personal healthcare, home appliances, critical
agricultural infrastructure, and the military [1].

)e massive scale of IoT networks introduces latest is-
sues, including the management of these devices, the
complete volume of data, communication, storage, pro-
cessing, and security and privacy concerns, among others.
)ere has been substantial research into various components
of the IoT, such as architecture, communication, applica-
tions, protocols, security, and privacy, to name a few. )e
guarantee of security and privacy and user satisfaction are
the cornerstones of the commercialization of IoT
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technology. )e fact that the IoTmakes use of empowering
technologies including cloud computing (CC), software-
defined networking (SDN), and edge computing enhances
the number of dangers that attackers can encounter. As a
result, monitoring security in the development of IoT in-
frastructure has become challenging and complex. Solutions
must consist of wide-ranging considerations to fulfill the
security challenges [5]. On the other hand, IoT systems are
frequently put to use in an unprepared state. As a result, a
fraudster can use wireless networks to connect to IoTdevices
and gain physical access to confidential data. Complexity
and integrative arrangements characterize IoT systems. In
light of the proliferation of connected devices, it might be
difficult to meet the ever-evolving security standards for the
IoT. In order to provide the necessary level of security,
solutions need to consider the system as a whole. However,
most IoT devices can function independently of human
input. Someone without permission may thus acquire
physical access to these devices [6–8].

Furthermore, the IoT system introduces novel attack
surfaces. )e interconnected and interdependent systems
cause these types of attacks to surface. Accordingly, the
security of IoT systems is faced with a higher risk than the
security of other traditional computing devices. )e out-
dated computing systems will be fruitless for these IoT
schemes [9–11].

IoT systems ought to instantaneously consider security,
energy efficiency, IoT software applications, and data ana-
lytics at the time of related tasks as a sign of the wide-ranging
application [7].)is expansion offers an innovative scope for
scholars from the interdisciplinary research program to
consider recent challenges in the IoT schemes from various
perceptions. However, the large-scale as well as cross-cutting
nature of IoT devices and the many components engaged in
their implementation have created new security issues. )e
IoT devices’ characteristic presents various security issues.
Additionally, the stages of IoT provide a massive number of
useful information. If this information is not analyzed and
transmitted securely, a crucial privacy gap may occur.
Applying related security mechanisms, such as authentica-
tion, encryption, application security, network security, and
access control, is inadequate and challenging for enormous
schemes with numerous associated schemes. Every portion
of the IoT platform contains intrinsic vulnerabilities. For
example, a special kind of botnet like “Mirai” has newly
affected extensively distributed denial of service (DDoS)
attacks by using IoT systems [9, 12].

For extensive methods with multiple connected devices
and each module of the method having inherent vulnera-
bilities, it is difficult and inadequate to apply existing security
protectionmechanisms like encryption, identity verification,
application security, access control, and computer security
[9]. For example, the “Mirai” botnet has lately been re-
sponsible for large-scale DDoS attacks by abusing IoT de-
vices. For the IoTecosystem, existing security methods need
to be improved. However, the deployment of cryptographic
functions against a particular security issue is rapidly
overtaken by new categories of attack developed by the
attackers in order to bypass current remedies. Address-

spoofed source IPs are commonly applied in magnified
DDoS attacks to hide the location of attacks from the tar-
geted organization’s security teams. As a result of the vul-
nerabilities in IoT systems, more sophisticated and
catastrophic attacks such as Mirai might be predicted. On
account of the wide range of IoT scenarios and applications,
knowing which security solutions are best for IoT systems is
not easy. As a result, the focus of the study should be on
devising appropriate IoT security methods [12, 13].

While security and privacy are interconnected, security
may exist without privacy, but privacy cannot exist without
security. Security safeguards the availability of information,
integrity, and confidentiality, while privacy is more detailed
about privacy rights in relation to personal information.
Regarding the processing of personal data, privacy takes
precedence, but information security entails preventing il-
legal access to information assets. Personal data may relate to
any information about a person, including names, creden-
tials, addresses, social security numbers, bank account data,
and so on.

A number of ways have been suggested to address the
boundary between security and privacy concerns in DL and
ML. Homomorphic encryption, differential privacy, trus-
ted execution, and secure multiparty computing environ-
ment are the four most often used DL and ML privacy
technologies. )is technique uses differential privacy to
prevent the adversary from figuring out which instances
were utilized to build the target model. Training and testing
data are protected by safe multiparty computing and ho-
momorphic encryption. For sensitive data security and
training code, trusted execution environments leverage
hardware-based security and isolation. )ese approaches,
on the other hand, greatly increase the computing burden
and need a tailored approach for each type of neural
network. DL or ML privacy concerns are yet to be
addressed in a way that is accepted worldwide. To protect
against adversarial attacks, a wide variety of security
measures have been suggested, which may be divided into
three categories: input preprocessing, strengthening the
model's resilience, and malware detection. Preprocessing’s
goal is to lessen the model’s reliance on immunity by doing
operations such as picture transformation, randomization,
and denoising that do not often need model update or
retraining. Introducing regulation, feature denoising, and
adversarial training as well as other techniques to
strengthen the model’s robustness via model retraining and
change falls under the second group. Adaptive denoising
and image transformation detection are the examples of
third-category detection mechanisms that may be imple-
mented before the first layer of the model. To the best of our
knowledge, no defense strategy exists that can entirely
protect against adversarial cases despite the many defensive
mechanisms that have been offered. To counter hostile
instances, adversarial training is currently the most ef-
fective technique. For poisoning attacks, there are two basic
means of defense. )e first is an outlier identification
technique, which eliminates outliers from the relevant set.
)e second step is to enhance the neural network’s ability
to withstand contamination from poisoned samples.
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1.1.Motivation and Scope. Deep learning (DL) and machine
learning (ML) are effective methods of data analytics as well
as investigation to realize “abnormal” and “normal” be-
havior following how IoT devices and components inter-
relate with each other within the environment of IoT [14].
)e IoTsystems’ input data can be investigated and collected
to find out standard patterns of the interface, thus detecting
malicious manners at initial stages. Furthermore, DL/ML
techniques can be significant in identifying new threats,
which are regular modifications of existing threats, as they
can highly detect upcoming unknown threats by learning
from previous attacks. As a result, IoT systems need to be
able to move from secure communication between security-
based intelligence and devices via ML/DL techniques for safe
and efficient systems.

Several unique properties of IoT networks will be dis-
cussed in the following paragraphs.

Heterogeneity. Each item in an IoTnetwork has unique
features, communication protocols, and capabilities
that all function together. Different communication
paradigms and protocols (such as Ethernet or cellular),
as well as varied hardware resource limits, might be
used by the devices. On the one hand, this diversity
allows devices to communicate across platforms, but on
the other hand, it introduces additional obstacles to the
network of IoT.
Proximity Communication. Additionally, IoT devices
may communicate with one another without trusting
on a central authority like base stations, which is an
important feature. Dedicated short range communi-
cation (DSRC) and other point-to-point communica-
tion technologies are used in device-to-device (D2D)
communication. Decoupling services and networks
allows device-centric and content-centric communi-
cation, broadening the IoT service spectrum, whereas
the conventional internet’s design is more network-
centric.
Massive Deployment. Massive deployment predicted that
the existing internet’s capabilities would be exceeded by
the billions of devices linked to it and the internet.
Massive IoTdeployments are not without their own set of
difficulties. Storage and architecture networks for intel-
ligent devices, efficient protocols for data transfer, and
proactive detection and protection of IoT-based devices
from malicious attacks are only some of the difficulties
that need to be addressed. A worldwide information and
communication infrastructure that can be retrieved from
everywhere as well as at any time is envisaged for IoT
devices. How much is connection reliant on the kind of
IoT service and application provided? For example, a
swarm of sensors or a connected automobile may have a
local connection, whereas critical infrastructure man-
agement and smart home access through mobile infra-
structure may have global connectivity.
Low-Cost and Low-Power Communication. For optimal
network operations, low-cost as well as ultra-low-
power solutions are needed for the massive networking

of IoT devices. For modern and critical IoT connec-
tivity, self-healing and self-organization features are
needed. Self-organizing networks ought to be imple-
mented in these cases since relying on the network
structure is not an option.
Low Latency and Ultra-Reliable Communication
(LLURC). Remote surgical procedures, intelligent
transportation, and industrial process automation
systems all rely on the ability of IoTnetworks to reliably
and quickly respond to real-time demands.
Safety. As a result of the enormous number of IoT
devices linked to the internet, the private data ex-
changed via these systems may be at risk. Privacy and
device security are also vital considerations. One of the
most exciting aspects of IoT is its ability to make timely
and intelligent choices based on the data it processes.
Dynamic Changing Network. An enormous number of
IoT devices need proper management. )ese devices
may behave dynamically. For example, when a device
goes to sleep or wakes up, it is determined by various
factors, including the software it is running.

)e commercialization of IoT services and applications
is heavily dependent on security and privacy. Various
sectors, such as healthcare and business, have been im-
pacted by security breaches that range from basic hacking
to well-coordinated intrusions at the corporate level. Due
to their restrictions and the environment in which they
operate, IoT devices and apps face significant security is-
sues. IoT security and privacy concerns have been thor-
oughly considered from different viewpoints, including
communication privacy and security, architecture data
security, and identity management as well as malware
analysis [4]. Sections 3 and 5 explore more into the issues of
security and the threat model.

According to Fernandes et al. [15], security challenges in
IoT and conventional information technology (IT) devices
are comparable and different. In addition, they also
addressed privacy concerns. Software, hardware, networks,
and applications are some of the most often cited points of
comparison and contrast in this debate. IoT and conven-
tional IT have a lot of things in common when it comes to
security concerns. Despite this, the real concern of the IoT is
the lack of available resources, which makes it challenging to
implement advanced security measures in IoT networks.
Improved algorithms and cross-layer architecture are also
needed to address IoTprivacy and security concerns. As part
of an overall privacy and security method for IoT, current
security solutions will be nominated for consideration, as
well as new intelligent, resilient, scalable, and evolutionary
methods to handle IoT security concerns.

ML implies intelligent procedures that utilize previous
experiences or example data to understand how to maximize
performance criteria. Algorithms that use machine learning
to develop behavioral models on massive datasets are known
as ML algorithms. Because of machine learning, computers
can learn independently, even if no instructions are pro-
vided. )e newly included data are fed into these models,
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which serve as a foundation for generating predictions about
the future. AI, optimization, information theory, and cog-
nitive science all have origins in ML, so it is a multidisci-
plinary field of study [16]. ML is no exception. Robotics,
voice recognition, and other areas where people are unable
to apply their skills, such as hostile environments, need the
use of machine learning [17]. It may also be used when the
answer to a particular issue evolves over time. To put this
into context, Google utilizes ML to identify risks to mobile
devices and apps running on the Android platform. Infected
mobile devices may be scanned and cleaned using this tool.
Macie, an Amazon tool that applies ML to organize as well as
categorize data stored in Amazon’s cloud storage, was also
released recently. False positives and true negatives may
occur even whenMLmethods are used correctly. As a result,
if an incorrect prediction is produced, ML approaches need
direction and change of the model.

Contrary to popular belief, with DL, a new kind of ML,
the model is able to establish its accuracy of prediction.
Prediction and classification tasks in novel applications of
IoT with customized and contextual support might benefit
from the self-service character of DLmodels. Moreover, the
complete volume of data produced by IoT networks ne-
cessitates the use of DL and ML methods to offer intelli-
gence to the systems. In addition, the IoT data created by
DL and ML algorithms can be effectively exploited to make
educated and intelligent choices by the IoT systems. )e
analyses of privacy, security, malware, and attack detection
are just a few of the many applications for DL and ML. DL
methods can also be employed in IoT systems to conduct
identification tasks and complicated sensing to develop
new apps and services that take into account real-time
interactions among people, the physical environment, and
smart devices.

Real-world uses of ML in security include the following:

(i) Different handwriting styles are used for character
recognition in security encryption.

(ii) Recognition of faces in forensics: lighting, pose,
occlusion (beard and glasses), hairstyle, makeup,
etc.

(iii) Software and apps that contain malicious code need
to be identified.

(iv) Behavior analysis is used to identify DDoS attacks
on infrastructure. On the other hand, there are
several difficulties associated with applying DL and
ML in IoT applications. For example, designing an
appropriate model for processing data from many
IoT applications is challenging. In the same way,
correctly classifying input data is likewise a complex
undertaking. )e use of little marked data in the
learning process is also tricky. Using these models
on IoT devices with limited processing and storage
resources presents further difficulties [18]. Like
essential infrastructure and real-time applications,
DL and ML algorithms produce anomalies. IoT
security solutions that use DL and ML must be
thoroughly analyzed in this context.

1.2. Contributions. )e main influences of this work are
presented below:

(i) A review of various types of attacks with its example
is discussed.

(ii) Comprehensive analysis of ML and latest devel-
opments in IoT defense DL methods: the most
promising DL and ML algorithms are examined for
IoT protection schemes, and their benefits, draw-
backs, and implementations are addressed in the
security of IoT systems. In addition, comparison
and description tables are provided for DL and ML
approaches for learning lessons.

(iii) A number of state-of-the-art applications of DL and
ML in IoT security and privacy are illustrated.

(iv) We offer a taxonomy of the most recent IoTprivacy
and security solutions based on deep learning and
machine learning techniques. Moreover, new in-
sights of ML and DL in IoTsecurities are illustrated.

(v) Potential limitations, challenges, future directions,
and suggestions of DL and ML are given to help the
recent and future research.

)e work is presented as follows. Literature reviews with
their limitations and why this work is needed are illustrated
in Section 2. Next, several IoT threats are illustrated in
Section 3. After that applications of IoT security are de-
scribed in Section 4. Section 5 describes the four levels of an
IoT application. Moreover, Section 6 gives the DL and ML
models, where we can find how to work with each ML and
DL model in IoTsecurity, and solutions are also described in
Section 7. In Section 8, we can see a number of new insights
into deep andmachine learning for IoTsecurity that can help
future research works. Section 9 discusses challenges, lim-
itations, and future directions. A number of suggestions and
recommendations are presented in Section 10, and Section
11 gives the conclusion.

2. Literature Reviews

A number of surveys or reviews have covered IoTsecurity to
offer some guidelines for future challenges. )ough several
studies have looked at IoTsecurity, none have focused on DL
or ML applications for IoT security. Several works [19–25]
have been reviewed for motivating and organizing the
challenges in access control, authentication, application
security, encryption, and network security in IoT environ-
ments. )e survey in [26] provided a survey of IoT com-
munication on security issues with its solutions. Another
paper [27] emphasized IoT systems for intrusion detection.

Moreover, IoT frameworks for regulatory approaches
and legal issues can determine security and privacy re-
quirements [28]. )e context of distributed IoT has also
covered privacy and security in [29]. )ese works were also
concerned with various challenges. Several issues must be
found out, and the researchers assert that the distributed IoT
method offers numerous advantages in terms of privacy and
security. )e survey in [30] described evolving threats and
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vulnerabilities in IoT devices, for example, threats of ran-
somware as well as security concerns. )e authors in [31]
concisely indicated the context of IoT using ML techniques
concerning data security and privacy protection.)is survey
also described three challenges with respect to ML appli-
cation in IoT environments (i.e., communication and
computation overhead, partial state consideration, and
backup security justifications). Numerous survey studies,
including [31, 32], have examined the use of data mining and
ML methods in cybersecurity to assist intrusion detection.
Above all, they reviewed anomaly detections and misuse in
cyberspace [32]. )e methodology was based on several
classes of AI (artificial intelligence) methods from the point
of view of an IoT context, and the opportunities of applying
those approaches in IoT environments were observed. )e
review in [3] also provided ML techniques in IoT security
where they offered future challenges and current solutions.
Another survey of ML methods for wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) appeared in [33].

)e motivation of that study was to review ML methods
in real-life WSN applications, i.e., clustering, localization,
routing and unrealistic aspects of quality of service (QoS),
and security. )e framework of WSNs in DL methods was
described in the work of Oussous et al. [34]. On the other
hand, this work emphasizes network configuration. Besides,
it differs from the proposed survey that focuses on DL/ML
methods for ensuring IoT security. Some traditional ML
techniques [16] were considered with advanced methods,
including DL methods [35] for processing big data. Above
all, the relationship of several ML techniques for signal
processing approaches was focused on investigating and
processing relevant big data. An overview of DL is offered on
state-of-the-art approaches [36]. )e survey proposed the
opportunities and challenges of various existing solutions
with their uses and evolution. )e essential principles of
several DL classifiers were evaluated with their procedures in
addition to developments of DL methods in several uses
[37, 38], for example, speech processing, pattern recognition,
and computer vision. In mobile advertising, a review of
improvement in DL methods was used for recommendation
systems, which show a crucial role [39]. Various effectiveML
applications [40] were similarly conducted in self-organizing
networks. )e survey focused on the merits and demerits of
various methods and offered future opportunities and
challenges in expanding artificial intelligence and future
network design [41]. )e significance of 5G in artificial
intelligence was highlighted. Intrusion detection using data
mining was covered in [42]. Application of multimedia
mobile was surveyed conducting DL methods as well [43].
Recent DL techniques in mobile security, speech recogni-
tion, mobile healthcare, language translation, and ambient
intelligence were focused. Similar research was conducted
on the most advanced state-of-the-art deep learning ap-
proaches used in a variety of IoT data analytics applications
[44]. On the other hand, our survey covers a complete review
of recent progress in deep learning approaches and cutting-
edge machine learning approaches for ensuring security in
IoT. )is review compares and identifies the advantages,

prospects, and weaknesses of different DL/ML approaches
for security in IoT. )is paper also discusses numerous
future directions and challenges and discusses the realized
problems and future prospects based on a study of possible
DL/ML applications in the context of IoT security, thus
offering an effective guideline for researchers or scholars to
modify the security of IoT environment from simply
empowering a secure communication between IoTmodules
to providing IoT security on the basis of intelligence
methods.

3. IoT Threat

Several heterogeneous sensing systems communicating with
one another through a local area network (LAN) are referred
to as the IoT [45]. )e risks in IoT are distinct from those
posed by traditional networks, owing in large part to the
capabilities accessible to end devices [46]. )e traditional
Internet relies on powerful computers and servers with
plenty of resources, while the IoT relies on equipment with
low memory and computing power. )at is why an IoT
device in the real world cannot continue employing mul-
tifactor authentication and dynamic protocols like a regular
network. Wireless protocols applied by IoT devices, for
example, Zigbee and LoRa are less secure than those used by
traditional networks. A lack of standard operating system
and particular features inside IoTapplications has resulted in
various data contents and formats in the systems, making the
creation of a uniform security protocol complicated [47].
)ere are several security and privacy problems associated
with the IoT because of these flaws. As a network grows in
size, the risk of an attack rises. Since the IoT has no firewalls,
its network is more vulnerable than a traditional office or
company network. IoT systems that exchange data with one
another are frequently multivendor systems, adhering to a
wide range of spectra and protocols from different manu-
facturers. )e connection between such devices is difficult,
necessitating the use of a trustworthy third party as a bridge
[48]. Additionally, many reports have posed concerns about
how billions of smart devices receive app updates [49, 50].
Since an IoTdevice has small computing resources, its ability
to cope with advanced threats is harmed. To conclude, IoT
weaknesses may be classified as either essential or wide-
spread. For example, although vulnerabilities such as battery
drain attacks, insufficient standardization, and insufficient
confidence are exclusive to IoT systems, vulnerabilities in
internet-inherited systems may be considered general.
Numerous IoTrisks have been identified and classified in the
past [32, 51–54]. We address the most often identified
challenges to the IoT over the last ten years and try to
categorize them into privacy and protection classifications.
Privacy and security are basic principles that turn around
network availability [55–57]. On the Internet of )ings, data
may take several forms, including a user’s identification
records, an order issued to a car by a key fob, or a graphical
chat between two people. Unauthorized data disclosure can
constitute a breach of data security, integrity, or availability.
If a threat compromises secrecy, it is classified as a privacy
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threat. Both data confidentiality and network stability are
jeopardized by security attacks. Figure 1 depicts the various
types of threats that exist in IoT domains.

3.1. Privacy 1reats. Along with protection risks, there are
common privacy threats against IoTdata and their users, i.e.,
de-anonymization, inference, and sniffing. In any scenario,
the effect is on data secrecy, regardless of whether the data
are at rest or in motion. )is segment discusses different
types of privacy threats.

3.1.1. Man-in-the-Middle (MiTM). Passive MiTM attacks
(PMAs) and active MiTM attacks (AMAs) are two types of
MiTM attacks. )e PMA passively monitors data flow be-
tween two systems. )e data are not altered if the PMA
violates anonymity. An intruder with access to a computer
will observe passively for months before launching an attack.
With the proliferation of cameras in IoT devices such as
dolls, wristwatches, and tablets, the impact of passive MiTM
attacks such as sniffing and eavesdropping is immense. In
comparison, the AMA is actively engaged in data misuse,
dealing with an operator pretending to be someone else, e.g.,
impersonation to retrieve a profile or an authorization
attack.

3.1.2. Privacy in Data. As withMiTM attacks, attacks in data
privacy are categorized as passive data privacy attacks
(PDPAs) or active data privacy attacks (ADPAs). Data
tampering, data outflow [58], re-identification, and identity
stealing are all issues relating to data protection [59]. Re-
identification attacks often referred to as hypothesis attacks
are focused on position recognition, de-anonymization, and
data aggregation [59]. )e primary objective of these attacks
is to collect data from various outlets to discover the targets’
characters. Certain attackers can conduct the data gathered
to mimic a specific goal [53]. Each attack that modifies
records, such as data tampering, falls under the definition of
ADPA, while data leakage and re-identification fall under
the definition of PDPA.

3.2. Security 1reats

3.2.1. Denial of Service. While compared to other types of
security threats, denial of service (DoS) has the simplest
application. In addition, as several IoT devices with poor
security features continue to increase, DoS attacks are an
attacker’s favorite tool. )e primary goal of a DoS attack is
to overwhelm the IoT network with illegal requirements
and to deplete network resources, including bandwidth.
As a result, legal consumers cannot access the services.
DDoS is a more complex form of DoS attack where a
particular objective is attacked from several origins, which
makes the attack more difficult to detect and avoid
[60–65]. )ough DDoS attacks have different flavors, they
all have a similar objective. A variety of attacks in DDoS
include SYN floods [66], in which a hacker dispatches a
number of SYN appeals to a remarkable target; attacks in
internet control message protocol (ICMP) [67] (in which
several ICMP packets are being transmitted via a spoof-
IP); crossfire attacks [68] in which an attacker is attacking
a complex, massive botnet; and user data logs (User
Datagram Protocol). Botnet attacks [69] are a form of
DDoS attack occurring in IoT networks. A botnet is a
group of IoT devices hacked to start an attack on a par-
ticular item, such as a bank server. Botnet attacks can be
carried out by various protocols, including Message
Queuing Telemetry Transportation (MQTT), a Domain
Name Server (DNS), and a Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTP), as outlined in [69]. Some ways to detect DoS
attacks in an IoT environment are proposed. )e authors
in [61] showed how an attack in a fog-to-things envi-
ronment is identified by applying DL techniques. In a
second paper, the work of Abeshu and Chilamkurti [60]
suggested that the usage of distributed DL on fog com-
puting could ease DDoS attacks. )e IDS is a sequence of
development exercises to lessen attacks in DDoS with
sophisticated computer learning and deep learning al-
gorithms [63, 64]. )e software-defined network flood
issue has been emphasized by the authors in [62, 65]. )e
study showed that the top layer of the SDN is susceptible
to a brute force attack because of the insufficient pro-
tection in the TCP channel of plain text.

IoT Threat

Privacy Threat Security Threat

MiTM Data Privacy Denial of
Service Malware MiTM

Figure 1: Types of IoT threat.
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3.2.2. Malware. One of the most well-known attack do-
mains is the execution and injection of malicious code into
IoT systems via developing existing vulnerabilities in IoT
systems. Vulnerabilities in application security, authenti-
cation, and authorization may be exploited for malware
injection. Without these approaches, physically tampering
with IoT devices to modify the software and misconfiguring
security parameters may also enable attackers to introduce
malicious code. Malware is a persistent threat that is exe-
cuted via various methods due to the vulnerabilities men-
tioned above. Malware comes in a variety of forms, including
spyware, bot, adware, ransomware, virus, and trojan, to
mention a few [47, 70]. Moreover, Azmoodeh et al. [71]
conducted research on malware distributed through the
Internet of Battlefield)ings (IoBT).)ese hackers are often
well trained, well funded, and state sponsored. )e authors
in [72–74] used various supervised machine learning al-
gorithms to attempt to protect resource-constrained An-
droid devices against malware attacks. )e studies
[50, 75, 76] examined malware detection in-depth and
identified many security flaws in the Android framework,
specifically at the application layer. It contains applications
with a variety of component forms.

3.2.3. Man-in-the-Middle. Man-in-the-middle (MiTM)
attacks were among the first cyber threat types [77].
Spoofing and impersonation include MiTM attacks. For
example, the MiTM attacker could communicate with a
node “X,” which communicates with destination “A.”
Similarly, a hacker can use this kind of attack to link to a
server with an HTTPS connection in SSL stripping. Re-
cently, several researchers have been motivated to develop
security against MiTM attacks [78–81]. A work of Ahmad
et al. [78] illustrated the clinical condition in which a
patient is given an insulin injection instantly. )is form of
program is subject to a fatal MiTM attack. Likewise, the
authors in [80] addressed new safety methods for wireless
mobile devices, including the usage of a concealed key, in
the face of impersonation attacks. Using non-volatile
memory and cryptography using hash values, this key has
been safeguarded against loss or theft. )is method was not
only insecure but also wasteful of resources, like OAuth 2.0,
which is the most extensively used IoT protocol and is
vulnerable to cross-site request forgery attacks (CSRF). )e
OAuth protocol takes a considerable time to authenticate
computers physically. )e researchers in [81] listed a
physical layer security defect in the authentication of a
wireless system. )ey discussed the current hypothesis test,
which compares some information in radio channels to the
channel record of Alice to identify Eve spotter in wireless
networks. It is sometimes inaccessible, mainly in active
networks.

3.3. Another 1reat to Privacy and Security. )ere are two
types of security threats: physical and cyber. Active and
passive cyber risks are further subclassified. )e following
part provides an outline of some of these risks and threats.

3.3.1. Physical 1reats. Physical destruction is one kind of
threat that may be posed. A cyberattack is not usually
possible in these cases since the attacker lacks the necessary
technical know-how. To put it another way, the attacker can
only impact the IoT devices that can be physically accessed
by the hacker. If IoT systems are used widely, these sorts of
attacks may become more widespread since cameras and
sensors are projected to be widely available and accessible
[29, 82]. Natural catastrophes, such as earthquakes or floods,
or human-caused disasters, such as wars, may also create
physical threats [83, 84].

3.3.2. Cyber 1reats

Active1reats. As part of an active threat, the attacker is
not only skilled at listening in on communication
channels but also at changing IoT devices to change
settings and regulate communication, refuse services,
and many more. A series of interventions, interrup-
tions, and alterations may be used in an attack. )ere
are several ways to attack an IoT system, including
impersonation (such as spoofing), data tampering,
malicious inputs, and DoS. IoT devices or authorized
users may be impersonated in a cyberattack called an
impersonation attack. If an attack vector is available,
active intruders may try to mimic an IoT entity in part
or its whole. An IoT system is attacked using a mali-
cious input attack in order to introduce malicious
software into the system. Code injection attacks will be
carried out using this program. Malicious software
injected into IoT systems has a dynamic character, and
new attack types are continually being produced to
breach the systems’ IoT components in remarkable
ways [30, 85]. Data tampering, on the other hand, is the
act of purposely altering (deleting, altering, modifying,
or manipulating) data via illegal actions. Transmitting
and storing data are commonplace. IoTsystems may be
compromised in both cases, which might have sub-
stantial consequences, i.e., altering the IoT-based
billing price of the smart grid. IoTmay be subjected to a
wide range of denial of service attacks. A wide variety of
DoS attacks may be found, from those that target in-
ternet traffic to those that target cellular connectivity. It
is more difficult to distinguish a DDoS attack from
regular traffic and devices than a DoS attack with a
small number of devices or a large signal, which is more
straightforward to distinguish from regular devices and
traffic than DDoS attacks. A typical goal of DoS attacks
is to disrupt the availability of IoT services [27]. Many
IoTsystems are vulnerable to devastating DDoS attacks,
such as Mirai, since they include billions of linked
devices. Using IoT devices, the Mirai botnet has lately
been utilized to launch large-scale DDoS attacks.
Passive 1reats. Eavesdropping on the communication
network or the channels is all that is required to carry
out a passive threat. An eavesdropper may obtain
sensor data, monitor the sensor bearers, or do both by
listening in on their conversations. )e illegal market
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for important personal information, such as health
data, has exploded recently [86]. In comparison to
credit card information, which sells for $1.50, and
social security numbers, which sell for $3, personal
health information is worth $50 on the black market.
Furthermore, an attacker may determine the location of
an IoTdevice’s owner by eavesdropping on the owner’s
communications if they are in range [87, 88].

4. Applications of IoT Security

Almost all IoT applications, whether currently in use or
under development, have security as a top priority. IoT
applications are growing at a fast pace and have already
penetrated most of the current sectors. A few IoT applica-
tions required stricter support of security from IoT-based
technologies they employ, despite operators supporting
these apps with current networking technology. )ere are
several crucial IoT applications that are covered in this
section.

4.1. Home Automation. IoT has a broad range of appli-
cations, including home automation. )is category in-
cludes applications for remotely controlling electrical
appliances to save energy, devices put on doors and
windows to find intruders, and more. Energy use and
water use are being tracked via the use of monitoring
devices, and customers are being counseled on ways to
conserve resources and money. )e authors in [89] have
recommended the application of security techniques that
is based on logic to improve home security. Users’ ac-
tivities in crucial areas of the house are being compared to
their typical behavior in order to identify intrusions.
Attackers may, however, get access to IoT devices in the
house without the owner’s permission and use that access
to do damage to the owner. For example, the number of
burglaries has skyrocketed after different home automa-
tion systems were installed [89]. Internet traffic to and
from a smart home has been used by opponents before to
determine a person's activities or even their presence at
the residence.

4.2. Smart Cities. Smart cities make full use of newly
available computing and communication technologies in
order to develop the lives of its residents [90]. Smart cities,
smart transportation, smart disaster response, and other
smart services are all included. Governments throughout
the globe are promoting the creation of smart cities via
different incentives [91]. Even though smart apps are
meant to enhance the quality of life for individuals, they
pose a risk to their privacy. Citizens’ credit card pur-
chasing habits and information might be at danger while
using smart card services. Smart mobility apps can expose
where its users are located. Parents can keep an eye on
their children with the use of mobile apps. )e child’s
security may be jeopardized, though, if these applications
were hacked.

4.3. Smart Retail. Applications of IoT are widely employed
in retail. Many applications have been developed to track the
temperature and humidity of inventory as it moves through
the supply chain. Additionally, IoT may be utilized to op-
timize warehouse refilling by monitoring goods movement.
Intelligent shopping apps are also being generated to help
consumers based on preferences, habits, and sensitivities to
certain components, for example. )ese applications are
being developed. An augmented reality system that allows
physical shops to experience internet buying has also been
created. IoT applications deployed and used by retail firms
have been plagued by security concerns. )ey include Home
Depot, Apple, Sony, and JPMorgan Chase. Attackers may
attempt to breach IoT apps related to the storage conditions
of goods and communicate incorrect information about the
items to customers in an effort to promote sales. Consumers’
credit and debit card information, e-mail addresses, phone
numbers, and other personal information can be stolen if the
elements of security are not comprised of smart retail. )is
can result in monetary losses for both the businesses and the
customers.

4.4. Animal Farming and Smart Agriculture. Soil moisture
monitoring, maintaining selective watering in dry zones and
micro-climate conditions, and controlling temperature and
humidity are only a few of the smart farming practices. )e
use of sophisticated features in agriculture may lead to
higher yields and assist farmers avoid monetary losses.
Moreover, fungus and other microbiological pollutants may
be prevented by carefully monitoring and controlling the
humidity and temperature levels in different vegetable and
grain production processes. )e quality and quantity of
vegetables and crops may also be improved by controlling
the climate. As with crop monitoring, apps in IoT are
available to track the activity and health status of farm
animals using sensors attached to the animals. Compro-
mised agricultural apps might lead to animal theft and crop
harm.

4.5. Smart Grids and Smart Metering. Management, moni-
toring, and measurements may all be done with smart
meters. It is the most prevalent use of smart meters in smart
grids, where power use is tracked and measured. A smart
metering system might potentially be used to combat power
theft. Storage tank monitoring and cistern level monitoring
are two further uses for smart meters. By dynamically
adjusting the position of solar panels in the sky, smart meters
may also be used to monitor and enhance the performance
of solar energy facilities. Other applications of IoT include
smart meters to monitor water pressure to measure the
weight of items or in water transportation systems. Smart
meters, nevertheless, are susceptible to both cyberattacks
and physical attacks compared to traditional meters, which
can only be interfered with by physical means. Smart meters
or advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) are designed to
carry out additional tasks beyond the simple tracking of
energy use. A smart home area network (HAN) connects all
of a household’s electrical appliances to smart meters, which
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may be used to monitor use and costs. Consumer or ad-
versary intrusions into such systems may alter the acquired
data, resulting in financial losses for users or service pro-
viders [92].

4.6. Smart Environment. IoT may be applied to identify
forest fires, monitor snow levels at high altitudes, prevent
landslides, detect earthquakes early, monitor pollution, and
many other things. )ere is a strong connection between the
lives of humans and animals in these regions and the use of
IoTapplications. )e information from these applications of
IoTwill also be used by government entities working in these
domains. )e repercussions of a security breach or vul-
nerability in any IoT application area might be dire. False
negatives and false positives may have severe effects for IoT
applications in this situation. For example, if the app begins
incorrectly identifying earthquakes, the government and
companies may suffer financial damages. If, on the other
hand, the software fails to forecast the earthquake, both
property and lives will be lost. As a result, security flaws and
data manipulation must be avoided in smart environment
applications.

4.7. Security and Emergencies. )e deployment of numerous
IoT applications in the field of security and emergencies is
another key development. It covers applications such as
restricting access to restricted areas to only those with proper
credentials. Hazardous gas leak detection in industrial re-
gions and near chemical companies is another use for this
technology. )ere are a variety of buildings where sensitive
information is stored on computers or where sensitive
commodities are stored. Protecting sensitive information
and items is possible with the use of security apps. Buildings
with high levels of sensitivity, such as nuclear power plants,
may benefit from the usage of IoTapps that monitor liquids.
)e repercussions of a security compromise in these apps
might be dire. Criminals may, for example, attempt to get
access to restricted regions by exploiting programs’ security
flaws. )e immediate and long-term consequences of er-
roneous radiation level warnings may also be severe. Long-
term radiation exposure in babies, for example, may cause
significant disorders that are life threatening.

5. IoT Applications of Security Threat for
Each Layer

)is section describes the four levels of an IoT application:
the first is the sensing layer, the second is the network layer,
the third is the middleware layer, and the fourth is the
application layer. In an IoTapplication, each layer employs a
variety of technologies that introduce a variety of challenges
and security risks with them.

Security risks in IoT applications are discussed in this
section for the four tiers. )is section also discusses the par-
ticular security concerns of the gateways that link these levels.

5.1. Sensing Layer and Its Security Issues. )is layer focuses
on physical actuators and sensors for the IoT. Sensors pick
up on the physical activity taking place around them [93].
While sensors collect information about their surroundings,
actuators take action on the physical world depending on
that information. )ere are a variety of sensors that may be
used to gather information, including video sensors, ul-
trasonic sensors, humidity and temperature sensors, and
more. Chemical, electrical, electronic, and mechanical
sensors may all be employed to gather data about the
physical world around us. IoT applications employ a variety
of sensing layer technologies, including GPS, RFID, RSNs,
WSNs, and so on. Sensing layer security risks include the
following:

(i) Injection Attack Using Malicious Code. A malicious
code is injected into the node’s memory by the
attacker. )e firmware or software of IoT nodes is
often changed over the air, which provides an entry
point for malicious malware injection by attackers.
Using malicious code, attackers may cause the
nodes to execute certain attempts to get access or
even undesired operations to the whole IoTsystem.

(ii) Node Capturing. Actuators and sensors are only
two examples of low-power nodes in IoT applica-
tions. )e opponents may launch a wide range of
attacks against these nodes. Amalicious nodemight
be used to replace or capture the legitimate node in
the IoT system. In reality, the attacker has complete
control over the new node. )is might lead to the
full IoT application being compromised [94].

(iii) Side-Channel Attacks (SCAs). )ere are a variety of
side-channel attacks that may expose sensitive data
besides those that target nodes directly. An ad-
versary may get access to sensitive information via
the microarchitectures of CPUs, electromagnetic
emission, and their power consumption. Power
consumption, laser-based, timing, and electro-
magnetic side-channel attacks may all be used to
launch attacks. To avoid side-channel attacks when
implementing cryptography modules in modern
circuits, there are many countermeasures.

(iv) Booting Attacks. Devices on the edge are susceptible
to a variety of threats during starting up. A lack of
built-in safety measures explains why this happens.
When the node devices are rebooted, attackers may
use this vulnerability to attack them. Due to their
low power consumption and sleep-wake cycles,
edge devices need to have a secure startup
mechanism.

(v) Sleep Deprivation Attacks. Attackers’ goal in these
sorts of attacks is to drain the power supply of
relatively powerless IoTedge devices. Due to a dead
battery, the IoT nodes are unable to provide any
service. For this to happen, malicious malware or
increased power consumption on the edge devices
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is used to execute endless loops in those devices’
CPUs and RAMs.

(vi) False Data Injection Attack. An attacker may then
utilize the node to feed false data into the IoT
system after it has been taken over. Inaccurate
findings might lead to the IoT application mal-
functioning. DDoS attacks may be launched using
this strategy as well.

(vii) Eavesdropping and Interference. Open environ-
ments are widely used to launch IoT apps. )is
means that IoT applications are vulnerable to
eavesdroppers as a consequence. It is possible for
the attackers to eavesdrop and steal data
throughout various stages of authentication or
transmission.

5.2. Network Layer and Its Security Issues. )e primary role
of the network layer is to transfer data from the sensor layer
to the computing unit for processing. )e following are the
most common network security problems.

(i) DoS/DDoS Attack. In this kind of attack, unwanted
requests are issued in mass quantities to the attacked
servers. As a result, legitimate users will be unable to
access the targeted server’s resources. DDoS attack
occurs when several sources are exploited by the
attacker to overwhelm the target server and cause it
to become unusable. As a result of the complexity
and variety of IoT networks, such attacks are more
likely to take place because of this. Due to improper
configuration, many IoT devices used in IoT ap-
plications are vulnerable to DDoS attacks. )is
vulnerability was used by the Mirai botnet attack to
block multiple services by sending requests to IoT
devices that were poorly configured [12].

(ii) Routing Attacks. Nodes in an application of IoT that
are attempting to conduct malicious activity may
attempt to reroute traffic as it passes through the
system. In a sinkhole attack, an adversary broadcasts
a fake shortest route and actively encourages nodes
to use it. Wormhole attacks, when coupled with
sinkhole attacks, may pose a major danger to
computer security. Fast packet transmission may be
achieved using a wormhole connection between two
nodes. An attacker may exploit a vulnerability in an
IoTapplication by creating a “wormhole” between a
hacked node and a device on the internet.

(iii) Access Attack. )e term “advanced persistent threat
(APT)” may also apply to an access attack. In this
form of attack, an unauthorized individual or an
adversary obtains access to the IoTnetwork without
permission. For a long time, the attacker may re-
main unnoticed in the network. )is kind of attack
is aimed at stealing important information or data,
rather than causing harm to the network. Appli-
cations of IoT are particularly vulnerable to attacks
because they constantly collect and send crucial
data.

(iv) Data Transit Attacks. )e storage and sharing of
data is a major concern for IoTapplications. Because
data are so valuable, they are constantly a target for
cybercriminals and other bad guys. Whether data
are kept locally or in the cloud, they are subject to
cyber attacks while they are in transit or are trav-
eling between locations. Data travel a long way in
IoTapplications between actuators, sensors, and the
cloud, among other places. Data transmissions
using the IoTmay be compromised since a variety of
connecting mechanisms are in use.

(v) Phishing Site Attack. Phishing attacks are those in
which a single attacker may target a large number of
IoT devices with little to no effort. )e attackers
believe that at least some of the devices will succumb
to the onslaught. )ere is a chance that individuals
may encounter phishing sites when browsing the
internet. Any IoT device that a user has access to
becomes a target for cyberattacks as soon as their
login credentials are stolen. Phishing attempts on
the network layer of IoT are quite common [95].

5.3. Middleware Layer and Its Security Issues. )e middle-
ware in IoT is responsible for creating an abstraction layer
between the application and network layers. It is also pos-
sible for middleware to offer substantial compute and
storage capabilities [96]. )e APIs provided by this layer are
used to meet the needs of the application layer. )e mid-
dleware layer contains machine learning, permanent data
storage, brokers, queuing systems, and so forth. Middleware
is important for providing a strong and dependable appli-
cation of IoT, but it is also vulnerable to a variety of attacks.
As a result of these attacks, the whole IoTapplication may be
hijacked. Besides database and cloud security, middleware
security is a major concern.)ese attacks on the middleware
layer are described in more detail below.

(i) SQL Injection Attack. Middleware may be attacked
using SQL injection (SQLi), which is another attack
vector. A malicious SQL query may be inserted into
a program by an attacker in such attacks [97, 98].
)is allows the attackers to access the private in-
formation of any user as well as to change database
entries themselves [99]. According to the Open
Online Application Security Project (OWASP) top
10 2018 paper, SQLi is a top threat to web security.

(ii) Flooding Attack in Cloud. Cloud-based denial of
service attacks use a similar methodology and im-
pact QoS in the same way. )e attackers use a
continual stream of queries to a service to deplete
cloud resources. By increasing the strain on the
cloud servers, these attacks may have an important
effect on cloud systems.

(iii) Man-in-the-Middle Attack. Subscribers and clients
communicate with each other through the MQTT
broker, which operates as a proxy for the MQTT
protocol. Messages may be transmitted to several
recipients without knowing where they are going
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thanks to this method’s ability to disconnect the
publishing server from the subscribers. As long as
the attacker can take control of the broker, he or she
will be able to take over all communication without
the awareness of the clients.

(iv) Signature Wrapping Attack. XML signatures are
utilized in the middleware’s web services. An at-
tacker may use weaknesses in Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) to break the signature scheme and
perform operations or change intercepted messages
in a signature wrapping attack.

5.4. Gateways and 1eir Security. Connecting devices, ob-
jects, people, and cloud services is a key function of a
gateway. In addition, gateways aid in the provision of IoT
device hardware and software. )e decryption and en-
cryption of IoT data, as well as the translation of protocols
across various levels, are handled by gateways. Zigbee,
LoRaWAN, TCP/IP, and Z-Wave stacks are among the
several IoT systems that are currently in use today. In the
following, we will look at some of the security issues that IoT
gateways are facing.

(i) End-to-End Encryption. End-to-end application
layer protection must be executed in order to
guarantee data confidentiality [37]. Only the
intended receiver may decode encrypted commu-
nications using this program. Z-Wave and Zigbee
protocols offer encryption; however, the gateways
are necessary to decrypt and re-encrypt the mes-
sages in order to convert the information from one
protocol to another. At the gateway level, this de-
cryption exposes the data to security vulnerabilities.

(ii) Firmware Updates. In order to obtain and install
firmware upgrades, most IoT devices lack a user
interface or the computational capacity. Typically,
gateways are used to obtain and apply firmware
upgrades. Verify signature validity and the existing
and new firmware versions before implementing
any changes.

(iii) Extra Interfaces. Installing IoTdevices while keeping
an eye on the attack surface is a critical technique
[100]. IoT gateway manufacturers should only im-
plement the protocols and interfaces that are strictly
essential. A backdoor authentication or data leak
should be prevented by restricting certain services
and functionality for end users only.

(iv) Secure On-Boarding. Whenever a new IoT sensor or
device is added, encryption keys must be protected.
All keys flow via gateways, which operate as a go-
between for management services and new devices.
During the on-boarding process, the gateways are
vulnerable to eavesdropping attempts and MiMA
aims at stealing the encryption keys.

5.5. Application Layer and Its Security. )e application layer
is responsible for interacting with and serving customers

directly. Smart cities, smart homes, smart grids, and other
IoT applications all fall under this umbrella. )is layer
contains unique security concerns, such as data theft and
privacy concerns, that are not present in other levels.
Various apps have different security concerns at this tier. A
sublayer between the network layer and application layer,
known as a middleware layer or application support layer, is
used in many IoT systems. )ere is a layer of support that
enables different business services and aids in the allocation
and calculation of resources. )e application layer’s most
pressing security concerns are outlined here.

(i) Reprogram Attacks. If the process of programming
the IoT devices is not secure, the devices might be
reprogrammed remotely.)is might eventually lead
to complete control of the IoT [101].

(ii) Malicious Code Injection Attacks. To get access to a
network or system, attackers often use the quickest
or most straightforward technique. If the system is
susceptible to misdirection and malicious scripts
owing to poor code checks, then an attacker would
select it as the first access point. XSS (cross-site
scripting) is often used by attackers to introduce
malicious code into a supposedly trustworthy
website that is otherwise safe. For example, if an IoT
account is hacked, it might cause the whole system
to be rendered inoperable.

(iii) Access Control Attacks. )e term “access control” is
used to describe the practice of restricting access to a
resource (such as an account or data) to just those
who are allowed to use it. When a user’s credentials
are stolen, the whole IoT program is vulnerable.

(iv) Service Interruption Attacks. In the current litera-
ture, these attacks are also known as DDoS attacks
or unlawful interruption attacks. IoT applications
have been the target of a number of similar attacks
in the past. By intentionally overloading the net-
work or servers, these attacks prevent genuine users
from accessing IoT apps.

(v) Data 1efts. Critical and confidential data are
handled by IoTapps. In applications of IoT, there is
a great deal of data mobility that makes it even more
susceptible to attacks than data at rest. Unless the
IoT apps are secure, consumers will be unwilling to
provide their personal information. Data encryp-
tion, data isolation, privacy network, and man-
agement and user authentication and othermethods
and protocols are being employed to protect the
applications of IoT against data theft.

6. Overview of DL and ML for IoT

Security and privacy are interdependent. It is possible to
conceive of a setting that is safe yet does not provide
individual confidentiality. One may envisage a dwelling
that is private due to the presence of windows, yet this
would not always provide protection from intruders.
While privacy is impossible to get without sacrificing
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some level of security, the opposite is not true. Privacy is
always compromised when security is inadequate or
exposed. In this section, we will illustrate the most
prominent ML and DL models for classifying security
aspects in IoT. ML techniques refer to unsupervised and
supervised methods. )e supervised methods are clas-
sified into Naı̈ve Bayes (NB), support vector machine
(SVM), random forest (RF), K-nearest neighbor (KNN),
decision tree (DT), ensemble learning (EL), and associ-
ation rule (AR). Additionally, the unsupervised ap-
proaches only refer to two approaches including principal
component analysis (PCA) and K-means. DL techniques
are similarly classified into unsupervised, supervised, and
hybrid methods.

6.1.ML in IoT Security. )is section discusses the traditional
ML algorithms. Figure 2 depicts various ML classifiers for
IoT security.

6.1.1. Supervised Machine Learning. We consider some
traditional supervised ML techniques and merits, demerits,
and applications in IoT for security enhancement.

(1) Bayesian 1eorem-Based Systems. Bayes’ theorem illus-
trates the possibility of an event based on previous data
associated with the event [102]. )is is exemplified by the
fact that DoS attacks are linked to network traffic infor-
mation. Accordingly, Bayes’ theorem is likely to evaluate the
attack on network traffic by applying previous traffic facts
aside from the above. As a typical ML process, Näıve Bayes is
a Bayes’ theorem. As a result of its ease of use, it is sometimes
called a supervised classifier.

NB estimates subsequent possibilities and applies
Bayes’ theorem. For specific feature sets, this theorem can
forecast the likelihood. For example, Naı̈ve Bayes can be
applied to categorize the traffic, including abnormal or
normal. )ese features may be employed for the classi-
fication of traffic, for example, connection position flag,
connection protocol (e.g., User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)), and con-
nection duration are implemented or computed inde-
pendently by this classifier. Despite that, features depend
on each other. Each feature predicts the probability in this
classification method where the traffic is abnormal or
normal. So, the Naı̈ve Bayes was modified by hyper-
parameter tuning. )is optimized model was applied for
the detection of anomalies [103, 104] and network in-
trusion [105, 106]. )e main benefits of these classifiers are
ease of use, simplicity of implementation, the requirement
of a small training sample, applicability to multiclass and
binary classification [107], and toughness to inappropriate
features [108].

)e paper of Zhang et al. [109] offered a method of
intrusion detection to develop Naı̈ve Bayes and PCA. It
depicted that the Bayes classifier was more efficient than
other classifier algorithms for detecting intrusion due to its
rapid speed in the classification process. )e intrusion of
PCA can highly decrease the detection period. Next, the

weight coefficient has been described to develop the PCA so
that it can reduce the complexity of input data. )e com-
parison between the detection time and rate using the
traditional Bayesian method depicts that the technique in-
troduced in this task is the best in intrusion detection. )is
work provided good accuracy. Besides, it also timely solved
the requirement for detecting the intrusion of the network
[109].

(2) Support Vector Machines (SVMs). SVMs are mainly
applied to evaluate data so that they are employed for
classification and regression analysis. In the attributes of
data, SVMs generate a separating hyperplane between the
classes (two or more). )e main target of the hyperplane
minimizes the maximum adjacent sample features and
distance between the hyperplane of each class. Each class has
a maximum margin with minimum error [31, 110, 111].
Non-linearity will occur if the research inputs cause the
hyperplane to become confusable, necessitating the use of a
kernel function to reform it. It is also challenging to use the
appropriate kernel function in SVMs.With its high degree of
precision, SVM is ideal for implementing network protec-
tion for IoT devices such as smart grid [112], ransomware
[113], and intrusion [114].

SVMs have been utilized for classifying data by con-
structing a scattering hyperplane between two or more
groups of data attributes that maximize the gap between the
hyperplane and the class nearest sampling points [115, 116].
SVMs are well known for their broad spectrum of practical
properties, but they are remarkably well suited to datasets
with a limited number of sampling points [31, 110]. )e-
oretically, statistical learning [111] is designed for SVMs.
Initially, they were designed to partition into a plane of two-
dimensional composed of points of linearly independent
data in various groups (i.e., abnormal or normal). )is
model will benefit from a good hyperplane to maximize
distance by calculating the discrepancy between the closest
points and the hyperplane in every class. It has benefitted
from its ability and scalability to track intrusions in real time
and automatically change training tendencies. It has been
commonly applied in a variety of security applications,
including intrusion detection [117–120], and is memory
effective since they break data points using hyperplanes with
O (N2) time complexity, where N is the sampling number
[31, 110]. Research in [113] has created an Android malware
identification tool to help protect IoT networks, as well as a
linear SVM for its device in the context of the IoT. SVM's
identification efficiency is superior to those of other com-
puter algorithms such as Näıve Bayes, RF, and DT. SVM, on
the other hand, outperformed the other ML algorithms.
)ese findings support the robustness of SVM-based mal-
ware identification. However, more research is required to
examine the efficiency of SVMs with enriched and attack
scenarios of datasets generated in a variety of environments.
In this case, it might be helpful to compare the efficiency of
the SVMwith that of deep learning algorithms like CNN. An
SVM was previously used to protect an intelligent device,
and an observational smart grid attack detector was tested
[121]. )is study found that ML algorithms including SVM,
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KNN, sparse logistic regression, and ensemble learning
successfully identify unknown and known threats, out-
performing traditional approaches used in intelligent grid
applications. In another line of investigation, SVM was
recently used to crack data encryption. )e findings in
[122, 123] demonstrate that ML techniques can be applied to
hack cryptographic devices, and SVM outperforms con-
ventional methods (such as template attacks).

(3) Decision Trees (DTs). )e majority of DT-related clas-
sification methods are carried out by labeling samples based
on their values of the attribute. Every vertex in a decision tree
denotes one point, and every edge in the classification
analysis represents a possible attribute for the vertex.
Samples are categorized based on their attribute values and
are classified from the root vertex [124, 125].)e feature that
separates the training data optimally is referred to as the
tree’s initial vertex [126, 127]. Many approaches, such as the
Gini index [128] and information benefit [129], are applied
to deviate from training samples in search of the optimal
function. )e majority of DT approaches are split into two
stages: classification (inference) and construction (induc-
tion) [130, 131]. DT is typically built by starting with an
unoccupied tree and adding nodes and branches during the
building (induction) phase. )e feature that essentially di-
vides the training samples is then called the tree’s origin
vertex. )is role is chosen for a variety of reasons, including
the value of experience. )e idea is to delegate root nodes to
reduce the intersection of groups in a training range, thus
enhancing the discrimination efficiency of the classifier.
Each sub-DT goes through the same process before all the
leaves and associated groups are obtained. Following the
development, new species are categorized with a collection
of characteristics and an undefined class, beginning with the

root nodes of the tree and progressing in the direction of the
position values on the tree’s inner nodes. )is process is
repeated before a leaf is collected. Lastly, the latest associated
samples (such as expected classes) are determined [130].
Researchers summarized the crucial points for simplifying
DTdevelopment in [130]. To begin, post or pretaking is used
to reduce the tree’s height. )e state search space is then re-
dimensioned. )ird, the search algorithm has been updated.
Following that, data attributes are minimized by dis-
regarding or deleting unwanted features via the search
procedure. To conclude, the tree’s architecture is trans-
formed into a data form, such as a law list. )e table below
summarizes the major drawbacks of DT-based approaches
[130]. First, because of the house’s design, they need a lot of
room. Second, learning DT-based strategies is only simple
when only a few DTs are involved. Certain structures, on the
other hand, have a large number of trees and judgment
nodes. )e computational complexity of these applications,
as well as themodel underlying sample classification, is large.
In defense applications such as intrusion prevention, DTs are
used as the primary classifier or in combination with other
master classifiers [132, 133]. In a previous study, for ex-
ample, IoT devices were protected using a fog-based call
system [134]. )e thesis employed DT to examine network
traffic in order to identify suspect traffic origins and, as a
result, DDoS activity.

(4) Random Forest (RF). )e abbreviation “RF” refers to a
supervised learning algorithm. Several DTs are built and
combined in an RF to provide an accurate and reliable
prediction model, resulting in improved overall results
[135–139]. An RF is then made up of several trees that have
been built at random and conditioned to vote for a certain
class. )e classification’s final performance is determined by

Learning approaches for
IoT security

ML methods

Supervised
methods

Unsupervised
methods

1) NB
2) SVMs
3) DTs
4) RF
5) KNN
6) EL
7) AR

1) PCA
2) K-Means

Semi-supervised
methods

Reinforcement
learning

Figure 2: Various ML methods for IoT.
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the most well-known class [135]. Since RF classification is
mainly composed of DTs, these classification algorithms are
very different. To begin, as the training set is fed into the
network, the DTs generate a set of recommendations for
classifying new data. RF constructs subsets of class voting
rules that employ DTs; as a result, the designation contri-
bution is the average vote, and RF is resistant to overfitting.
Furthermore, RF eliminates the need to choose functions
and permits a small range of input parameters [31]. How-
ever, in many real-time applications where the training
dataset is high, RF may be inefficient since it requires the
creation of several DTs. Radio frequency techniques have
been used to track network anomalies and intrusion de-
tection [137, 140, 141]. In [142], when narrow feature sets are
applied to develop the device’s application and reduce
computational overhead to real-time classifications, ANN,
KNN, SVM, and RF were learned to identify DDoS attacks
on IoT systems, with RF being slightly stronger than other
classificatory algorithms. RF was trained to recognize IoT
interface groups from a white list of network traffic capa-
bilities. )e authors manually label and retrieve data from
the network’s seventeen IoT modules. )ese systems were
divided into nine IoT device groups and applied to train a
multiclass ranking using RF algorithms. According to the
findings, ML algorithms are generally useful for correctly
recognizing unauthorized IoT devices, especially RF
[13, 54, 143]. Figure 3 depicts the basic architecture of RF.

(5) K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN). KNN is an ad hoc non-
parametric approach. In KNN classifiers, the Euclidean
distance is often used as a distance metric [144–146].
Figure 4 shows how the KNN classification is used to
characterize new input materials. )e orange circles in the
diagram represent destructive behavior, while the blue
circles represent machine actions. )e most recent sample
(blue circle) must be labeled as benign or malicious. )e
classifier of KNN categorizes the novel example by voting a
fixed number of times, i.e., the class of unknown samples is
determined by KNN using a plurality vote of the closest
neighbors. For example, if the classification of KNN is
created on the nearest neighbor (where k= 1), Figure 4
would classify the hidden sample as having normal be-
havior (as the closest cycle is orange.) Since the two nearest
circles are orange, the unknown specimen would be
identified as having natural activity if the classification of
KNN is trained on the two closest neighbors (where k = 2
for normal behavior). If the classification of KNN has been
trained on the four and three neighboring countries (k = 4,
k> 3), the unknown sample class would be labeled as ag-
gressive since the three and four circles closest to the
unknown sample class are orange circles (malicious be-
havior). Cross-validation is essential for evaluating the
optimum rate of k for a particular dataset. )e KNN al-
gorithm is an easy, high-performing classification algo-
rithm on broad training datasets [147, 148], but the optimal
k value is still determined by the context. Choosing the
optimum value of k can also be a time-consuming and
difficult operation. KNN classifiers have been used in
network attack identification and detection of

abnormalities [149–157]. In the area of the IoT, researchers
in [158] recommended a paradigm for detecting R2L and
U2R attacks.)e algorithm decreased the dimensionality of
the feature, allowing for two degrees of feature reduction to
improve precision before introducing a model for a 2-tier
classification based on KNN and NB classifiers. )e sug-
gested model performed admirably in detecting both at-
tacks. Another study [159] developed a KNN method
focused on an intrusion detection method. )e invention
was intended to be used for node classification in a wireless
sensor network (WSN). )e proposed program was ac-
curate and precise in detecting intrusions.

(6) Ensemble Learning (EL). Ensemble learning (EL) is one of
the most suitable methods of ML. EL integrates the outputs
of various fundamental classification methods to achieve a
single performance, increasing classification accuracy. )is
method attempts to integrate several multiclassifiers (such as
heterogeneously or homogeneously) in order to arrive at a
final output [160]. At the early stages of machine learning
growth, each technique has advantages and accomplish-
ments in particular implementations or datasets. Experi-
ment comparisons in [161] revealed that the optimal style of
learning varies depending on the application. )e simple
learning principle used to construct a classifier is determined
by the data. Since the quality of data varies based on
implementation, the best learning technique cannot be
suitable for all applications. As a result, several classifiers
have begun to be integrated to improve precision. EL em-
ploys a variety of learning techniques to eliminate incon-
sistency and is immune to overfitting. Combining several
classifiers yields findings that go beyond the new range of
theories; therefore, EL can respond well to a problem [162].
Due to the fact that EL is composed of several classifiers, an
EL-based architecture has a higher time complexity than an
EL-based scheme [163–166]. EL successfully detected in-
trusions, anomalies, and malware [167–170].

(7) Association Rule (AR) Algorithms. By analyzing the re-
lationships between variables in a training data collection,
AR algorithms [171] were used to characterize an unknown
variable. Consider the variables X, Y, and Z in the P dataset.
In order to analyze their links and to construct a model, an
AR algorithm is intended to investigate the connections
between these variables. )e model then calculates the
current sample class. AR algorithms describe regular sets of
variables [31], which often coexist with vector collections in
an attack. For instance, connections between IP/TCP vari-
ables and the attachment style using an AR were studied in a
previous study [172]. )e frequencies of various variables
such as goal port, source IP, source port, and service name
were analyzed in order to evaluate the attack form. )e AR
intrusion detection algorithm was successful, according to
[173]. )e researchers created a fuzzy rule-based model for
intrusion detection, which resulted in a low false-positive
rate and a high detection rate [173]. Nevertheless, compared
to previous learning techniques, the increased reality is not
widely utilized in IoT settings; more research is still rec-
ommended to determine if an approach to augmented
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reality may be combined or optimized with one more
method to offer an appropriate solution for IoT protection.
In practice, the following are the key disadvantages of the
algorithms of AR. AR algorithms are difficult to deal with on
a machine. If the frequency of the factors is reduced to an
unmanageable level, association laws accumulate quickly.
Although numerous productivity techniques have been
developed, they are not often successful [174]. AR

algorithmsmostly focus on basic assumptions about variable
relationships (direct relationships and occurrence). )ese
assumptions are not always right, particularly when it comes
to defending apps where attackers may try to mimic regular
user behavior.

A study of Bosman et al. [175] demonstrated how to
reduce the time complexity to make it suitable for systems
with minimal resources in hardware, for example, IoT
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devices. )is work suggested an ensemble-based method
that is lightweight and application-independent for identi-
fying abnormalities in the Internet of )ings. )e recom-
mended framework addresses two concerns: (1) automating
as well as disseminating approaches in online learning for
detecting device irregularities that are limited by resources
and (2) testing the proposed framework with actual evi-
dence. According to the research, the ensemble approach
produces each classification [175].

6.1.2. Unsupervised ML. In this section, we discuss the most
frequently used unsupervised ML techniques (i.e., principal
component analysis (PCA) and K-means clustering) and
their applications, drawbacks, and advantages in IoT
security.

Unsupervised learning occurs where the environment
produces only inputs without regard for expected outcomes.
It does not include branded data and can examine simi-
larities between unlabeled data and classify them into dis-
tinct classes.

(1) Principal Component Analysis (PCA). )e PCA is a
strategic reduction function that can be used to restrict a
wide range of variables to a smaller list that maintains the
bulk of the data. )is approach reduces a large range of
potentially associated features to some more minor un-
correlated features known as principal components
[176–178]. )ere is an increasing order of variation among
these components; the first is related with the most variance
in the data, and the rest follow in order. Discard the
components with the smallest variance. PCA is a fantastic
solution in real-time scenarios. In contrast, there are several
characteristics, and it is difficult to see the connection and
identify the correlation between each and every data. A large
variety of accessible features also makes it quite difficult to
narrow down the most important ones. )us, the primary
concept of PCA can be used to pick features for simulta-
neous detection of intrusion in IoT schemes. PCA helps
speed up machine learning algorithms by removing linked
variables that do not add to the algorithm’s decision-making
process. Moreover, to avoid the problem of overfitting, PCA
reduces the number of dimensions in a dataset to a more
manageable dimension, i.e., 2D [179, 180]. In this example,
n2P + n3 � O(n2P + n3) if each data point has P features and
number of data is n.

)e authors of the work [181] suggested a model that
utilizes the reduction of features in PCA and classifiers such
as KNN and softmax regression. According to the work of
Zhao et al. [181], combining these classifiers with PCA
produced a computationally and time-efficient technique. It
can be used in IoT environments in real-time applications.

(2) K-Means Clustering. Unsupervised ML is exemplified by
K-means clustering. )is method seeks to find the data
clusters, and k represents the several clusters that the algorithm
will generate. )e process is used to allocate each data point
iteratively to a cluster of k according to the characteristics
specified. Samples with identical characteristics can be

included in each cluster. )e K-means algorithm results in
iterative refining. Two inputs are needed for the algorithm:
several clusters (k) and a dataset with the specification of each
example in the dataset. According to the estimate of the k
centroids, each sample is allocated to the cluster centroid
nearest to it, depending on the Euclidean distance. Secondly,
after all data samples have been allocated to a given cluster, the
cluster centroids would be reevaluated, applying the mean of
all samples allocated to that cluster. )e algorithm repeats
these calculations until no samples can be used to modify the
clusters [182, 183]. )e preceding are the key disadvantages of
clustering in K-means. To begin, the usermust enter k. Second,
this algorithm is based on the premise that each spherical
cluster has nearly equivalent sample counts. )e algorithms of
K-means may be used to detect irregularities by contrasting
normal and odd behavior features [184, 185]. )e authors in
[186] suggested an anomaly recognition scheme focused on
DT and K-means (such as DT and C4.5 algorithm). Never-
theless, K-means performed poorly than directed learning
approaches, especially when detecting established attacks
[187]. When it is difficult to obtain labeled outcomes, unsu-
pervised algorithms are usually a safe bet. Nonetheless, clus-
tering methods in general, especially K-means, are still in their
infancy for stable IoTstructures and should be studied further.
ML techniques that are not regulated have many applications
in IoTnetwork security. K-means clustering, for example, has
been used to protect WSNs by detecting intrusions [188]. In
research on Sybil recognition in industrial WSNs, a kernel-
based scheme was suggested for clustering channel vectors to
distinguish Sybil from standard sensors [189]. A clustering
algorithm demonstrated the possibility of anonymizing private
data in an IoT scheme [190]. In implementing anonymized
data algorithms, the usage of clustering would significantly
improve the protection of data sharing [190].

6.1.3. Semi-Supervised ML. Regulated machine learning is
the most widely used ML process, and it derives its in-
formation from the training period on labeled data. To
begin, developing predictive models from labeled data
takes time, money, human interaction, and expertise. On
the other hand, unsupervised learning that operates on
unlabeled data frequently has an exploratory component
(i.e., compression and clustering). )us, the researchers
hope that by implementing a semi-supervised approach,
they would be able to solve the problem of producing vast
quantities of labeled data required for training algorithms
in supervised machine learning by augmenting unlabeled
data [191, 192]. Accordingly, semi-supervised learning
deploys both classified and unlabeled input to train a
machine learning classifier. Nevertheless, while semi-su-
pervised learning can seem to be a suitable answer to the
problems associated with both managed and unsupervised
approaches, it can fall short of the prediction precision
attained by the algorithm in supervised machine learning.
As a consequence, limited studies have looked into the use
of semi-supervised methods for protection in IoT. For
example, the authors in [193] described a semi-supervised
multilayer clustering (SMLC) technique for detecting and
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preventing intrusion in the network. SMLC has demon-
strated the ability to learn from incompletely labeled in-
stances while also gaining recognition performance
comparable to managed machine learning for detection
and avoidance systems [194].

6.1.4. Reinforcement Learning (RL) Approaches. One of the
first topics that come to mind is learning from one’s own
surroundings. People naturally begin their education by
engaging with their surroundings. RL is driven by neuro-
scientific and psychological observations of animal behavior
and mechanisms that enable agents to have a more signif-
icant effect on their environment [195–197]. RL shows
people how to better map conditions to actions in order to
maximize rewards [196]. )e agent does not realize which
actions to do ahead of time and must determine the acts that
have the most significant benefit by assessment or error. )e
features’ trial and error are the key characteristics of RL. As a
result, the agent continues to gain expertise in order to
maximize the benefits. RL has been used to address a variety
of IoT-related problems. )e work in [198, 199] suggested a
broadband, autonomous cognitive radio anti-jamming
system with an emphasis on learning enhancement. Data
were used in [198] to differentiate between the swinging
jammer signal, unintended interference, and former
WACRs; reinforcement learning was then applied to reliably
learn a selection technique of subband to stop the jammer
signal as well as interfere with previous WACRs. Likewise,
the authors in [199] discovered how to efficiently prevent
jamming attacks from hundreds of MHz of spectrum in real
life using an enhanced learning system based on Q-learning.
Another work [200] used similar strengthening training to
develop a cognitive radiation anti-jamming method, which
was paired with deep CNN to increase the performance of
RL across a wide range of frequency sources. A related
method was suggested in [200] to tackle aggressive jamming
using a rigorous learning approach; the findings showed that
RL was an appropriate tool for modeling aggressive jamming
schemes.

6.1.5. Applications of ML in IoT Security. In data analysis,
semi-supervised and supervised methods are used, whereas
comparative and decision-making properties are favored for
reinforcement. )e essence of accessible data dictates the
categorization and methods used by ML. Supervised
learning is used to determine the form of input data and the
desired outcomes (labels). In this case, the machine was
taught to only map the inputs to the necessary outputs.
Regression and classification are supervised learning pro-
cesses that utilize constant data regression and discrete data
classification, respectively. Many regression methods, such
as polynomial regression, linear regression, and SVR, are
widely used [54, 201, 202]. In contrast, classification employs
distinct production qualities (class labels). K-nearest
neighbor, SVM, and logistical regression are provided by
commonly used classification algorithms. Certain archi-
tectures, such as neural networks, may be applied for both

regression and classification. Where the results are not well
defined and the process must search within the raw data
framework, unchecked learning approaches are applied to
teach the algorithm. Clustering is a form of unattended
learning in which items are clustered based on similar pa-
rameters, i.e., K-means clustering.)e accuracy of predictive
analytics is determined by how effectively master learning
utilizes historical data to create models and how well future
values are estimated. Algorithms such as Näıve Bayes and
SVM are applied in predictive modeling. )e one disad-
vantage of simple machine learning approaches is that they
need a large amount of data for model testing. )e learned
model is then used to approximate or interpret real-world
application performance. However, it should be remem-
bered that the whole procedure would not capture the whole
spectrum of data and resources. To address the shortcomings
of machine learning methods, DL techniques have been
deployed. DL can handle large amount of data, and its al-
gorithms are adaptive as data volume increases, benefiting
model training and possibly improving prediction precision.
DL extracts high-level functionality and associated con-
nections from input data in a complex and hierarchical
manner. )e majority of IoT implementations produce
outcomes without labeling or with semi-labeling. DL may
use unlabeled data to identify valuable trends in an unat-
tended manner. Conventional machine learning algorithms
are only effective when there is a large number of labeled
data available [45].

)e work of Rathore and Park [194] suggested a semi-
supervised learning IoT attack prediction mechanism. )e
proposed system is based on the algorithm of the extreme
learning machine (ELM), using fuzzy C-means (FCM) [203]
approaches collectively known as extreme learning machine
(ELM)-based semi-supervised fuzzy C-means (ESFCM).
Similarly, ESFCM is used in fog infrastructure. One char-
acteristic of ESFCM is that it operates with marked
directories, improving the rate of detection of threats
transmitted. Although the detection performance of ESFCM
is lower than those of the two former DL mechanisms, it
outperforms traditional attack detection machine learning
algorithms. Nevertheless, the semi-supervised learning
process incorporates the benefits and effectiveness of
managed and uncontrolled learning. )e IoT has a multi-
tude of flavors, from body area networks to sophisticated key
business facilities such as a smart grid. At the same time,
identifying attacks on these infrastructures is important. In
an intelligent grid, for example, steps are critical and must be
recovered authentically and without alteration as a result of
an attack. )e authors in [121] conducted a comprehensive
study in this direction to explore various algorithms in ML
for attack recognition in smart grids.)e researchers studied
the function of space fusion, semi-monitored learning,
online learning, and supervised learning algorithms. )e
authors considered the effectiveness of online approaches for
detecting attacks in real time by concentrating on their
numerical complexity that is usually below that of batch
learning algorithms [121]. In contrast, all families of the
above algorithms performed fairly well.
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6.2. DL in IoT Security. Deep learning has developed a key
topic for study in recent years in IoT systems [14, 204, 205].
)e main advantage of deep learning over classical machine
learning is its higher effectiveness for big datasets. Many IoT
schemes produce huge quantities of data; therefore, for those
systems, DL methods are well suited. Furthermore, DL
dynamically generates dynamic data representations [206].
)e IoT ecosystem can be connected in-depth with DL
methods [207]. Deep connection is a unified protocol that
facilitates automated communication between computers
and applications linked to the Internet of )ings. For ex-
ample, in an intelligent home, IoTdevices automatically talk
to each other to form a completely intelligent home [14]. DL
approaches use a computational paradigm that integrates
many layers to learn different degrees of abstraction in data
structures. Compared to traditional ML approaches, DL
techniques have greatly enhanced state-of-the-art methods
[208, 209]. DL is a subfield of ML using various non-linear
layers of computation to abstract and turns discriminatory
or generative pattern analysis functions. Since DL methods
may catch hierarchical images in deep architecture, they
often refer to themselves as hierarchical methods of learning.
)e operational theory of DL is motivated by the inter-
pretation of impulses by the human neurons and brain. Deep
networks are used to include unsupervised and supervised
learning and a combination of these two learning forms,
such as deep hybrid learning.)is section discusses the most
commonly used deep learning algorithms. Figure 5 depicts
several DL classifiers for IoT security.

6.2.1. Supervised DL. )is section discusses the most often
used controlled DL methods. Recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are two
types of discriminative DL algorithms.

(1) Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). CNNs are
created in order to decrease the number of data parameters
used in typical neural artificial networks (ANNs). To min-
imize data parameters, three terms are used: sparse rela-
tionships, parameter sharing, and fair distribution
[210, 211]. Reduced layer-to-layer relationships improve
CNN scalability and complexity. A CNN comprises two
types of layers: convolution and convergence. Convolutional
layers combine data parameters by using a variety of
analogous filters (kernels) [212]. )e pooling layers’ sample
reduces the size of the following layers through average
pooling or peak pooling.)e top pooling algorithm splits the
input by non-overlapping clusters, selects the highest value
in the previous layer for each cluster [213, 214], and then
combines the values of each cluster in the previous layer with
the average pooling algorithm. )e activation device is
another critical layer of the CNN; each vector in the feature
space has a function in non-linear activation. )e ReLU is
chosen since it contains nodes with the activation property
f(x) � max(0, x) [215]. Figure 6 depicts how CNN works
when IoT protection is extended. )e biggest drawback of
CNN is that it is widely used in deep learning strategies. It
also enables high-performance automatic learning of raw

data functions. However, because CNNs have a high ma-
chine cost, resource-constrained devices that support
onboard security schemes are difficult to deploy. Distributed
architectures should solve this problem. In this design, a
light deep neural network (DNN) is introduced and
equipped, but the algorithm is entirely trained in the
strongly categorized neuron [216], with a subgroup of
similar output groups on board. )e advancement of CNNs
is primarily targeted at image detection. As a result of their
wide use, CNNs are used to create accurate and consistent
models of image ID and classification for massive public
image databases such as ImageNet [217, 218]. CNNs also
display their worth in a variety of other applications.
According to one research [219], a CNN-based IoT pro-
tection malware identification framework for Android could
be created. CNN is used to acquire major malware identi-
fication characteristics from raw data.

)e main argument for CNN usage is that sufficient
functionality is taught concurrently with classification,
eliminating the extraction step needed for conventional
machine learning and producing a full model [219]. How-
ever, attackers may use the robust learning capacity of CNNs
as a weapon. A past study [220] depicted that a CNN al-
gorithm is efficiently capable of breaking cryptographic
applications.

(2) Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs). Recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) are a crucial type of deep learning algo-
rithm. RNNs are suggested to deal with temporary results.)e
provision of current performance is dependent on an in-
terpretation of the similarities between several previous ex-
amples in many implementations. )e neural network
performance is therefore determined by its current and
previous inputs. Since the input and output layers continue to
be distinct, a feedforward NN is unavoidable in this design
[221]. When the backpropagation algorithm was created, it
was primarily used for training RNNs [208, 222, 223]. RNNs
are recommended for appliances that need sequential inputs
(e.g., sensor, text, and voice data) [222]. An RNN has a se-
quential data storage layer and knows many elements of the
recurrent cells’ secret units [224]. In addition to the network
details, the secret units are updated and continuously changed
to represent the network’s current state. )e RNN forecasts
that the previously hidden state would be activated when
working on the currently hidden state. RNNs are applied
because they can efficiently manage sequential data. )is skill
is useful for a variety of activities, including the identification
of dangers where the patterns of the danger are time-based. As
a result, recurring associations may be used to strengthen
neural networks and uncover prominent behavioral trends.
)emain disadvantage to RNNs is that gradients disappear or
burst [225]. RNNs and their derivatives have outperformed in
a variety of sequential data implementations, including speech
recognition and translation [226–228]. Furthermore, RNNs
may be used to secure IoT computers. IoT networks gather
massive volume of sequential data from a variety of sources,
including network traffic patterns, and are required to identify
a variety of possible network attacks. An earlier study [229]
checked the feasibility of RNN analysis of network traffic
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activity for identifying possible attacks (malignant action) and
validated the RNN utility for network traffic classification to
effectively detect malignant behavior. RNNs are also a viable
solution in real-world situations. )e investigation of RNNs
and their variants is critical for improving IoT system pro-
tection, especially against serial-based attacks.

6.2.2. Unsupervised DL. We discuss the most often used
unsupervised DL techniques, including deep restricted
Boltzmann machines (RBMs), deep belief networks (DBN),
and autoencoders (AEs) in this section.

(1) Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs). Uncontrolled
RBMs are deep generative models [230]. An RBM is an
entirely undirected model in which nodes are not bound
within the same sheet. RBMs are divided into two types of
layers: exposed and unseen. )e input is used in the visible

layer, while the opaque layer comprises latent variables of
various levels. RBMs accumulate data features in a hierar-
chical manner and are applied as hidden variables in the
subsequent layer to record features in the initial layer. )e
study in [231] presented a model for detecting network
anomalies that overcome difficulties in developing this model.
)is issue includes creating labeled data needed for effective
model testing due to the multipart erratic nature of network
traffic data collection. )e second issue is that irregular be-
havior often evolves over time. )e model can then be
continually modified, allowing new attack types to be rec-
ognized and anomalies in a variety of network environments
to be observed. )e researchers recommended a learning
model focused on a discriminatory RBM in [231], which they
chose because of its ability to combine generative models with
enough classification precision to identify a half-controlled
network anomaly even though training figures are incom-
plete. However, their experimental findings revealed that the
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discriminative RBM classification exactness was reduced
when measured on a different network dataset than the data
used to train the classifier. More research is needed to de-
termine if an exception to a classifier in a variety of network
contexts may be extended. A single RBM may only display a
limited range of functions. However, RBM may be used to
build DBN in significant ways by piling two or more RBMs.
)e part that follows goes into more detail on this strategy.

(2) Deep Belief Networks (DBNs). )e generative approaches
for DBNs are taken into account [232]. A DBN comprises
stacked, layer-free RBMs that run greedy workouts in a stable,
unmonitored setting. In a DBN, teaching is done layer by
layer, with each layer being an RBM trained on the previously
trained layer [224].)e initial characteristics [224] are learned
using a greedy layer-specific unmonitored technique during
the pretraining level. )e top layer is finished using a softmax
layer during the fineness phase [229]. DBNs have been
successfully used to detect malware attacks. An earlier study
[233] suggested a method for the security of mobile edge
computers by the use of a profound learning technique to
detect malicious attacks. DBN was used for automatic
identification. Compared to machine learning-based algo-
rithms, the proposed DBN model significantly improved
malware detection precision [233].)is finding demonstrated
that deep learning approaches, specifically DBNs, out-
performed conventional manual malware identification fea-
ture engineering methods. An EA was combined with a
malware detection method utilizing DBN in a recent study
[234]. By non-linear projection, an algorithm in AE DL was
applied to reduce the dimensionality of data and delete only
the significant functions. DBNs are unregulated learning
methods that are trained on unlabeled data to reflect sig-
nificant features. Although DBNs use conflicting convergence
to minimize processing time, they do not function for
onboard computers that have limited resources.

(3) Deep Autoencoders (AEs). A deep AE is an unsupervised
learning neural network that has been learned to replicate its
input to output. A secret layer h specifies a code used to
describe the input in an AE [210]. An AE neural network is
split into two parts: the encoder function h � f(x) and the
decoder function r � g(h), which tries to replicate the data.
)e encoder receives the feedback and transforms it into an
abstraction known as a code. Following that, the decoder
obtains the built text, which was originally generated to
reflect the data, in order to reconstruct the original input.
)e learning phase in AEs can be completed with the least
amount of reconstruction error [44, 235]. However, AEs
cannot be taught to precisely reproduce the feedback. AEs
are also constrained by being able to provide an approximate
reproduction only by merely copying inputs similar to the
training outcomes. )e model must prioritize which input
characteristics should be copied; therefore, useful data
features are continually learned [210]. AEs have the ability to
be useful for function extraction. In contrast, AEs provide a
significant amount of computing time. Although AEs can
learn to collect the characteristics of the training data ef-
fectively, if the training dataset does not match the test data,

they can confuse the learning process instead of reflecting
the data collection. In [236], network-based AEs have been
used to recognize ransomware, and AEs have learned the
latent representation of a dynamic function set, focusing on
the cyber system’s vector. )e AEs outperformed the
standard ML algorithms such as KNN and SVM in terms of
detection efficiency [236]. In other research [234], A DBN
was added to create a malware detection method that was
then used to reduce data dimensions by non-linear mapping
so that only the important features could be eliminated.
Next, the algorithm in DBN learning was learned to identify
malicious code.

6.2.3. Semi-Supervised or Hybrid DL. )is section discusses
the most traditional deep hybrid learning approaches.
Among the hybrid DL approaches are generative adversarial
networks (GANs) and network communities (EDLNs).

(1) Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs). GAN, which
was recently pioneered by Goodfellow et al. [237], is already
an exciting platform for deeper learning. As seen in Figure 7,
two models, both generative and discriminatory, are trained
concurrently by a GAN approach using an opposed mech-
anism. )e generative model learns the data distribution and
outputs data testing, while the discriminatory model predicts
the probability of the results from the evaluation rather than
the generative model. )e objective of training the generative
model is to increase the probability that it is wrongly classified
by the discriminatory model [237, 238]. By changing the
sample dataset, each phase trains the generative model to fool
the discriminator. )e model serves as a generator. In this
regard, the discriminator is given many individual data
samples from the training array and the generator samples.
)e discriminator is used to distinguish between actual and
fake specimens (from the training dataset). Using incorrectly
labeled samples, the outputs of unequal and generative
models were quantified. )e following edition’s versions are
then revised. )e performance discriminative model aids in
the generation of samples for the next iteration while opti-
mizing samples for the next iteration [44]. GANs were re-
cently added to IoTprotection. In [239], architecture was built
to protect the cyber field of IoT networks, including the
training of in-depth learning algorithms to distinguish be-
tween ordinary and abnormal computing. GAN algorithms
were used in the suggested architecture for the preliminary
analysis, and the test results demonstrated the architecture’s
efficacy in detecting suspicious system activity [239].

SinceGANs can learn various attack scenarios and produce
a zero-day attack-like sample, they can provide algorithmswith
samples that are not available from current attacks. GANs are
well suited for semi-supervised classification instruction. Since
GANs are not sequentially needed to produce several accesses
in the samples, they can produce samples faster than fully
transparent DBNs. In GANs, sampling requires only one stage
in the model, while RBMs need an unknown number of
Markov chain iterations [237, 240]. GAN teaching, on the
other hand, is risky and challenging. A GAN cannot be used to
produce different data such as text [237, 240].
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(2) Ensemble of DL Networks (EDLNs). It is possible to create
EDLNs using hybrid or discriminative and generative
models. An emerging algorithm in deep learning, ensemble
learning (EL), employs a variety of classification approaches
to improve its performance [209, 241–243]. Homogeneous
or heterogeneous multiclassifiers are often used to get an
accurate result. Most issues can be solved using the various
methods used by EL. When compared to other single
classifier methods, EL takes a long time. Anomaly detection,
virus detection, and intrusion detection are all typical ap-
plications for EL [168, 175, 244]. Combining DL classifiers
may assist in achieving model variety, increasing model
performance, and extending model generalization using the
EDL approach. EDL’s key drawback is that the system’s
temporal complexity may be significantly enhanced.

Due to numerous neural networks’ training, assembling
DNNs does not seem to be a feasible alternative due to the
potential for a significant rise in computing cost. Deep
networks may be trained on high-performance hardware
using GPU acceleration over the course of many weeks.
Explicit/implicit ensembles achieve the conflicting objective
of training a single model. It acts as an ensemble of training
several neural networks apart from incurring extra or as little
additional cost as feasible. In this instance, the training time
of an ensemble is identical to that of a single model. In
implicit ensembles, model parameters are shared, and the
model averaging of ensemble models is approximated by a
single, unthinned network during test times. In explicit
ensembles, however, model parameters are not shared. )e
ensemble output is determined by combining the predic-
tions of the ensemble models using various methods such as
majority voting, averaging, and so on. Dropout [245] gen-
erates an ensemble network by arbitrarily removing hidden
nodes from the network during training. During the testing
period, all nodes are operational. Dropout offers network
regularization to prevent overfitting and adds sparsity to the
output vectors. Training an exponential number of models

with standard weights and providing an implicit ensemble of
networks during testing reduces overfitting. Randomly
dropping the units prevents coadaptation by making the
existence of a specific unit unpredictable. )e network with
dropout takes 2 to 3 times longer to train than a regular
neural network. )erefore, a suitable balance must be struck
between the training duration of the network and over-
fitting. DropOut is described in detail in DropConnect [246].
In contrast to DropOut, which eliminates each output unit,
DropConnect randomly eliminates each connection, in-
troducing sparsity in the model’s weight parameters. Similar
to DropOut, DropConnect generates an implicit ensemble at
test time by deleting connections (setting their weights to
zero) during training. Both DropConnect and DropOut
have a lengthy training period. To address this issue, deep
networks with stochastic depth [247] sought to minimize the
network depth during training while maintaining it during
testing. Stochastic depth is an enhancement on ResNet [248]
in which residual blocks are eliminated at random during
training, and transformation block connections are bypassed
via skip connections. Swapout [249] extends DropOut and
stochastic depth.

Many deep learning algorithms will be able to out-
perform separately deployed algorithms if they operate
together. EDLNs can be generated by integrating genera-
tive, discriminatory, and hybrid frameworks. EDLNs are
frequently applied to address complicated problems, in-
cluding uncertainty and a wide variety of dimensions. An
EDLN is a stacked collection of heterogeneous (classifiers
from separate families) or homogeneous (classifications
from the similar family) classifications. )ey are used to
boost variability, precision, efficiency, and widespread
[250]. For example, the authors in [251] used a sparse
autoencoder (SAE) to extract attributes and the softmax
activation with a regression layer to create classifiers. )e
evolutionary findings indicate that we could obtain a higher
level of efficacy than that in previous studies utilizing a
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semi-supervised intrusion detection technique. EDLNs
have proven to be surprisingly successful in a variety of
applications, such as activity detection for humans, but
their usage in IoTprotection necessitates additional testing,
especially the ability to deploy light homogeneous or
heterogeneous graders in a dispersed setting in order to
increase IoT security system accuracy and efficiency and
address machine challenges.

6.2.4. Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL).
Reinforcement learning (RL) has been introduced as an
efficient technique of improving a learning agent’s methods
and determining the optimal solution through evaluating
and failing to achieve the best long-term goal without
previous environmental awareness [252]. RL is a kind of ML.
An agent learns how its actions affect the environment via
trial and error in RL. After each action, it calculates the
reward and then proceeds to the next state [253]. It is
possible to utilize RL to tackle very complicated issues that
are intractable with traditional methods since it focuses on
long-term outcomes. Moreover, real-world issues are as-
sumed to be Markovian models in RL (which is not the case
in reality), where the agent is in a state s at all times, performs
action a, and gets an integer reward before changing states s′
according to the dynamics of the environment, which is
represented by p(s′|s, a) in this case. If an agent is trying to
maximize its returns, it will try to learn a policy based on its
observations or mapping of those observations to actions
(expected sum of rewards). Unlike in optimal control, in
reinforcement learning, the algorithm only has access to the
dynamics p(s′| s, a) via sampling. DRL techniques use deep
learning to solve Markov decision processes (MDPs) like
these, frequently modeling the policy π(a|s) or other learned
functions as a neural network and building specific algo-
rithms that operate well in this environment.

Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) approaches, for
example, a deep Q-network (DQN), have been used in a
variety of mobile edge computing applications to solve high
dimension problems while still providing scalability and
download performance [254].)e deep Q-network [231] is a
recently used strengthening tool. Many proposed deep
Q-network upgrades have been proposed, such as dual
Q-learning [255], continuous monitoring by deep RL [256],
and priority replay of knowledge [257]. )e curse of di-
mensionality restricts its application to real-world systems,
making it inapplicable. In addition, it requires a lot of data
and computing to run. As RL has a number of drawbacks, it
is often used in conjunction with other ML approaches. DRL
is a standard combination of RL and DL.

)e authors in [254] investigated access management
and download for mobile edge cloud computing, as well as
the integration of blockchain and DRL in application
schemes in IoT networks. In another area of research, DRL
was used to protect cyber security. In [258], the authors
investigatedmany DRL cyber protection approaches, such as
DRL-based cyber-physical network security mechanistic
mechanisms, automatic intrusion prevention tactics, and
multiagent cyberattack mitigation model DRL-based game

theory. It may be a step forward to investigate these ap-
proaches within the context of IoT.

6.2.5. Application of DL in IoT Security. DL methods have
been established for signal authentication in IoT settings
[259, 260]. In order to derive arrays of stochastic properties
from IoT device signals, Ferdowsi and Saad [259] proposed
an LSTM architecture. )e properties of cyberattack control
in IoT systems were then watermarked, and the complex
extraction of functions often helped detect eavesdropping
attacks.)is solution would not, however, apply to very large
IoT settings as it is prohibitively difficult to authenticate all
IoT devices in a centralized cloud service. In order to solve
this challenge, we have merged the LSTM-based signal
authentication process with game theory methods for a
mixed Nash balance (NE) strategy. Although this approach
is capable of handling many IoT modules, it is also highly
dynamic and not suitable for IoT environments. Authen-
tication in DL-based systems using LSTM is also recom-
mended for IoT environments [261] since it has been
designed for device recognition to be resilient to signal
imperfections. Nevertheless, the method is effective for
system recognition and cannot notice other severe attacks.
DNN has been updated by utilizing intrusion detection
systems (IDSs) to classify substantial attacks in the IoT
environment [262]. In order to validate DNN performance,
cross-validations and subsampling were used, and param-
eters in DNN were reset with a method for grid quest. While
DNN performed well onmany datasets, including those with
imbalanced and distorted results, it was concluded that the
determination of learning parameters for the grid search
took more time. DL approaches have been used to defend
Social IoT (SIoT) [263], with DL methods spreading via fog
nodes to enable the identification of a distributed threat. )e
DL solution detects the following kinds of attacks with SIoT:
sample, DoS, U2R, and R2L. )e analysis exhibited that the
DL solution outperforms other machine learning strategies,
while more research is required on network intrusion de-
tection based on payload. A deep learning methodology has
been developed for dense random networks [264] to identify
network attacks. )e dense network-oriented DL approach
focused on these metrics was used to observe attacks on IoT
gateways. )e main drawback of this solution is that pa-
rameter setting of the dense random network is needed since
the non-optimal parameters are not properly classified. In
IoT healthcare environments, protection and privacy have
been maintained by the use of layering-based deep Q-net-
works [265] that access control, enable authentication, and
mitigate intermediate attacks in the IoTenvironment. Packet
features including protocol, IP address, post number file
type, frame number, and frame length were initially gathered
and stored in a local database. Deep Q-networks are used to
identify medical data according to the derived functionality
and the classification is achieved using the packet func-
tionality since the extraction of optimal features from data
packets achieves a higher degree of accuracy. A deep Eigen
space learning approach has been suggested by the Internet
of Battlefield )ings (IoBT) for malware detection, [71] in
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which the Operational Code (OpCode) device sequence is
used to classify malware. )e OpCode interface was
translated to vector sequences, and a deep Eigen spatial
learning technology was used to differentiate between
beneficial and malicious programs. )e entire process
started with the development and classification of a graph for
each sample. )is technique includes considerable com-
putation, which limits its performance when handling big
datasets. Identification of DDoS attacks was conducted in
IoT systems using IoT-specific network features such as tiny
endpoints and day-to-day packet cycles [142]. A network-
dependent method was also suggested for detecting IoT
botnets on the basis of deep autoencoders [266]. Five sep-
arate cycles of N-BaIoT functions, such as packet jitter,
packet count, and packet size, have been obtained. )is
approach only incorporates static characteristics that restrict
the self-encoder efficiency and require optimum feature
selection to increase the accuracy of the autoencoder. Bi-
directional LSTM-RNN (BLSTM-RNN) was applied in [267]
to detect IoT botnets, and word embedding was used for text
identification and the transformation of attack packets to
integer sizes. Although BLSTM-RNN detects botnets with a
limited number of attack vectors, it does not work when the
count of attacking vectors increases. Autoencoder was in-
troduced in a fog-enabled IoT framework for stacked un-
monitored deep learning approaches [60], and architecture
of fog-based IoT was built to improve attack detection la-
tency and scalability [268]. While deep learning models
exceed shallow attack detection learning algorithms, stacked
autoencoders increase the computer’s runtime and its ac-
curacy. In Industrial IoT (IIoT), the systems of network
intrusion detection are applied to secure a network against a
range of security threats [268]. For intrusion detection, a
deep autoencoder and a deep feedforward neural network
are deployed, and feature transformation and normalization
are used in the overall process. )is method requires more
research to establish how different intrusion mitigation
protocols should be handled in the IIoT [269]. Significant
routing attacks have been defined and evaluated with the
following characteristics, such as decreased rating, hello
flood, and change of the version number: average receipt
speed, packet number, transmission rate, average trans-
mission period, packet counting, and overall transfer time.
Without accessibility, detection effectiveness and the pos-
sibility of detecting such extreme IoTattacks were impaired.
)e work of Diro and Chilamkurti [263] proposed a scheme
to identify distributed attacks on IoT and contrasted their
effectiveness with conventional machine learning methods
and distribution networks as well as the centralized ap-
proach of detection. )e results were also tested for two and
four-class grades; the two-class grades included regular and
attacks, while the four-class grades included U2R, DoS,
probe, and natural and remote-to-local grades. )e utility of
distributed detection has been evaluated on a range of
network training engines, relative to standard IoT learning
approaches for DL intrusion detection. )e findings showed
that the distributed architecture exceeded the central
structure with an accuracy of detection varying from 96% to
99%. Furthermore, results exhibited that DL approaches

were more precise than conventional learning methods and
had a lower false alarm rate of 0.85% compared to machine
learning methods. DL had a 99.27% recall rate and an av-
erage 96.5% recall rate, while ML had a 97.50% recording
rate and an average recording rate of 93.66%. )ese results
show that deep learning techniques in distributed IoT en-
vironments are highly likely to identify cyberattacks. Ex-
periment results show that distributed sensing systems
outperform hierarchical methods in detecting cyber threats
because they exchange variables, preventing the formation of
local minima during planning. )e research can be covered
by a comparison of distributed approaches to deep learning
to different traditional methods of learning on different
datasets. Techniques for the analysis of the network load data
to identify intrusions through key trends may also be further
explored.

7. Solutions to IoT Threat Using DL or
ML Algorithms

Privacy and security concerns can be mitigated in many
ways. In Section 3, we described several types of threats in
IoT. )ere were no solutions and discussions about how to
ensure security or privacy in the IoT system. Hence, we
concentrate on recent works suggesting privacy and secu-
rity-preserving methods for the IoT in this section. We il-
lustrate the solutions suggested by DL or ML algorithms as a
tool for ensuring privacy and security.

A security program is a collection of policies and pro-
cedures designed to safeguard an organization’s most sen-
sitive data and assets. Instead of concentrating on people’s
private details, it highlights statistics and other facts. On the
other hand, passwords, login information, and other sen-
sitive data are the primary targets of privacy programs.

Safeguarding privacy, maintaining data and informa-
tion’s integrity, and making sure it is readily accessible are
the three pillars of security.)e right to the confidentiality of
one’s own and one’s employer’s private data is a cornerstone
of privacy. Security measures may help provide some level of
confidentiality, and the secrecy of credentials and access to
data is essential to a robust security framework.

Machine learning (ML) is a data processing technology
that is applied in all frameworks’ data processing pipelines.
For instance, a machine learning model may assess data flow
into a network in order to get an up-to-date decision.
Poisoning or exploratory attacks on the input data from the
source to the IoTnodes, as well as on the IoTnodes to theML
model, are possible. Inversion and integrity attacks are
feasible on the output [270]. As a result, the privacy and
security of a system cannot be compromised simultaneously.

7.1. Security Solutions. On the basis of DL and ML methods,
several suggested security measures are shown in Table 1.
According to the work of Diro and Chilamkurti [61], fog
computing decreased the threat of spying in communica-
tions as well as attacks in MiTM by limiting interaction to
IoTgadgets in close proximity during flooding attacks. Based
on this, they implemented their model by applying the long
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short-term memory (LSTM) method, which can keep track
of historical data. In order to compare their findings with LR,
they used the ISCX2012 dataset. It included 71,617 instances
of DoS attacks and 440,991 instances of normal traffic.
Although training the LSTM model took significantly more
time than that of the LR model, it was 9% more accurate.
After that, another work [273] used the techniques from the
Aegean Wi-Fi Intrusion Dataset (AWID). )is dataset in-
cludes normal traffic (1.633.190 instances for training while
530.785 instances for testing), injecting attacks (65,379 in-
stances for training while 16,682 instances for testing),
impersonation attacks (48,522 instances for training while
20,079 instances for testing), and flooding attacks (94848
instances for training while 8097 instances for testing). For
multiclass classification, LSTM outperformed softmax with a
14% increase in accuracy. Similar research conducted by
Abeshu et al. found that IoT devices’ resource limitations
rendered them vulnerable to DoS attacks [60]. In a widely
dispersed network like the IoT, traditional machine learning
techniques are less scalable and less accurate for detecting
cyberattacks. Data from billions of IoT devices allow deep
learning models to outperform shallow algorithms in
learning.

)e authors in [60] claimed that the majority of the used
deep learning architectures applied pretraining for feature
extraction. It enabled the detection of abnormalities and
therefore decreased a network administrator’s workload.
Nevertheless, their work concentrated on networked deep
learning through model and parameter exchange for fog
computing applications. Fog computing decreased the IoT
devices’ load on processing resources as well as storage
space. As a result, it is the perfect location for detecting an
intrusion. For fog-to-things-based computing, parallel
computing is required for the traditional stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) algorithm. Consequently, a vast number of
data produced by the IoT will choke the centralized SGD.
Accordingly, the study provided a distributed deep learning-
driven IDS based on a dataset like NSL-KDD, in which
stacked autoencoder (SAE) was applied to extract features as
well as softmax regression (SMR) was employed for clas-
sifying the data while SAE performed better as a deep

learning than existing shallow algorithms according to ac-
curacy, FAR, and DR. )ere is evidence to support both
assertions of the authors in [60, 61] that deep learning
models outperform shallow machine learning algorithms.
Tan et al. [63] attempted to identify DoS using a triangle-
area-based technique in multivariate correlation analysis
(MCA). )e data that made it to the target network were
utilized to develop features that minimized overhead.
Geometrical connections between two different character-
istics were identified by applying the “triangle area map”
module to improve the accuracy of zero-day attacks for
detection. According to the researchers in [63], they applied
Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) to determine the differences
from observed traffic to a prebuilt ordinary profile, which
they believed would help them improve their results from
[63]. Using the KDDCup99 and ISCX datasets, MCA was
applied to extract characteristics from network traffic and
assess the findings for anomalies.)eir findings are based on
a sample-wise correlation of 99.95% on KDD data as well as
90.12% on ISCX. In any event, neither the size of data in the
research nor its effect on various sample sizes was revealed.
MCA was not a practical technique since the change ex-
pected was not linear. In the Internet of )ings, a botnet
attack is a different type of DoS attack in IoT. )e authors in
[69] created an IDS that integrates ANN, DT, and NB to
fight botnet attacks against DNS, Message Queuing Te-
lemetry Transport (MQTT), and HTTP. It was chosen to
utilize ANN, DT, and NB to better differentiate between
malicious and benign vectors since their cross-entropy
values were similar.)e detection rate and false-positive rate
were used as performance indicators, and their proposed
ensemble beat each individual algorithm inside it. )e ac-
curacy was 99.54% on the UNSW dataset and 98.29% on the
NIMS dataset. MiTM attacks, which are very similar to DoS
attacks, are one of the most frequently occurring attacks on
the network in IoT.

Numerous technological solutions have been suggested
for different application scenarios in connection to this. Due
to the fact that traditional feedforward neural networks are
incapable of capturing time-series and sequence data owing
to their causal structure, an impersonation attack on smart

Table 1: Summary of several security solutions in IoT using DL and ML.

IoT application )reat Dataset Kind of threat Algorithms Accuracy Reference
Healthcare MiTM Private Impersonation LSTM RNN — [78]
IoBT Malware Private Code injection DCN 98.37% [71]
Wi-Fi MiTM AWI Impersonation ANN 99.92% [79]
Fog DoS NSL-KDD Flooding Softmax 99.20% [60]
NIDS Anomaly Kyoto 2006+ Anomaly Softmax 88.39% [271]
Android Malware Drebin and AbdroZoo Malware Ensemble + LR 98.10% [73]

Fog DoS AWID and ISCX2012 Flooding LSTM AWID (98.22%) and ISCX2012
(99.91%) [61]

IoT Botnet NIMS botnet and UNSW-
NB15 Flooding AdaBoost UNSW-NB15 (99.54%) [69]

Android Malware Private Malware KNN, C4.5, NB — [74]
RF
communication MiTM Private Impersonation ANN 99.90% [80]

Android Malware Multiple sources Malware Ensemble 98.40% [272]
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healthcare was prevented with the use of LSTM-RNN,
according to the researchers [78]. Additionally, the re-
searchers were able to address the vanishing gradient issue
associated with the RNNmethod and improve accuracy.)e
predicted value was first calculated using a three-month log
of the dataset (for a diabetic patient who is receiving insulin
injections). DL and gesture recognition were merged if the
estimated and expected dosages varied by more than a
certain threshold. )ey lacked, however, a detailed under-
standing of the model and analysis. )e researchers in [80]
employed physical unclonable function (PUF), a unique
silicon chip feature that may be applied as a foundation for
radio frequency (RF) communication authentication, to
defend against impersonation attacks. Moreover, the authors
were able to identify the device and train their system on it as
a consequence of these offsets, all before knowing the
gadget’s degree of accuracy. )e evaluation metrics were
analyzed using the ANN MATLAB toolbox. According to
the simulation results, machine learning can help detect
4,800 transmitter nodes with 99.9% accuracy and 10,000
nodes with 99.9% accuracy under different channel condi-
tions. As indicated, multifactor authentication may be used
alone or in combination with other security measures. In a
secure server, PUF's intrinsic and low-cost nature enables
the storage of the physical values of each wireless sensor
rather than utilizing existing key-based authentication.
Nonetheless, the researchers made the incorrect assumption
in their approach that data saved on the PUF server are safe.
Aminanto et al. [79] extracted features by applying C4.5,
ANN, and SVM, with ANN acting as a classifier [79]. )e
technique of deep feature selection and extraction started
with the extraction of features using SAE, followed by feature
selection applying C4.5, ANN, and SVM, and finally by
classification using ANN. )e accuracy of the research was
99.92% due to the use of the AWID dataset, which had the
lowest accuracy for impersonation attacks in a prior study,
accompanied by the work of Kolias et al. [273].

Statista [274] held that the global mobile phone user base
will surpass three billion by 2020. Due to the increased usage
of mobile phones, they become increasingly vulnerable to
virus attacks. According to the work of Azmoodeh et al. [71],
OpCodes may be employed to differentiate between safe and
malicious software. As a consequence, global feature se-
lection introduces inefficiencies and may potentially reduce
system proficiency, especially for the imbalance dataset.
)ey claim that no one has ever tried to combine OpCode
with DL for IoT previously. Deep convolutional networks
and Eigenspace techniques were used, and the accuracy was
99.68%, while the recall and precision were 98.37% and
98.59%, respectively. Similarly, Wei et al. [74] utilized dy-
namic analysis to extract malware features. )ey trained the
classifier using functional application classification on clean
and damaging data and then used KNN to divide the data
into recognized categories during the testing phase. We
performed tenfold cross-validation using the J48 decision
tree and NB. Depending on the performance metric used,
this study achieved 90% accuracy. )e work of Aonzo et al.
[72] applied static analysis methods rather than dynamic
analysis (see [74]) to extract features, taking into account all

APIs that had not previously been studied. )e most
commonly used qualities by earlier researchers served as a
roadmap for developing new characteristics. )ey offered
98.9% accuracy using the dataset on the second-largest
malware testbed. With the advancement of sophisticated
infiltration techniques, static analysis became outdated,
necessitating the use of a dynamic methodology [73]. )e
attackers utilized static analysis because they exploited de-
formation technologies to avoid recognition, while dynamic
investigation approaches showed promise due to their
resilience to similar tactics. )e authors in [73] created the
EnDroid framework in response to these issues. When it
came to categorizing the data, the suggested model applied
“chi-square” feature extraction and a combination of five
ML algorithms (linear SVM, decision tree, boosted trees,
random forest, and extremely random trees), with LR
serving as the meta-classifier. )e dataset was created by
combining the Drebin and AbdroZoo databases, yielding a
98.2% accuracy.

For example, Wang et al. claimed that static string
characteristics such as API and permission use retrieved
from applications were the basis for the majority of current
malware detection literature [272]. However, due to the
increasing sophistication of malware, relying only on a static
characteristic may lead to a false positive. To identify An-
droid malware, the DriodEnsemble model used a combi-
nation of string and structural characteristics. RF, KNN, and
SVM were applied to test the model against 1,386 good
applications and 1,296 bad apps. However, using just string
characteristics, the research was able to achieve 98.4% ac-
curacy, which was higher than the recognition accuracy of
95.8% achieved by applying only structural features. It is a
general method that looks for anything out of the ordinary
and flags it as a potential security risk. Many researchers
[271, 275, 276] have tried to use machine learning techniques
to create safe intrusion detection systems (IDSs). To help
with this, Javaid et al. [271] used an unsupervised DLmethod
known as STL, which relied on SAE and SMR as its
foundation. Two-class classification outperformed SMR
using the NSL-KDD dataset; it was superior to five-class
classification by a wide margin. It was suggested by
Ambusaidi et al. [275] to use mutual information (MI) in an
ML-based multiclass classification. Linear correlation co-
efficient (LLC) was utilized for the linearly dependent
variable in mutual information feature selection (MIFS).)e
authors utilized FMIS +MI for the non-linear dependent
variable, modifying the preexisting MIFS method [277] and
demonstrating their originality. An additional motivation
for doing this research was that prior studies had failed to
explain the processes. Kyoto 2006+, NSL-KDD, and
KDDCUP99datasets were used to compare performance,
while accuracy, F-measure, FPR, and DR were used as
metrics. Anomaly detection using LSTM was the focus of
Fernandez Maimo et al. [276]. DBN and SAE models (where
the prediction may be calculated by utilizing matrix oper-
ations after an activation function) were used to reduce
features because of their comparable structure, while fea-
tures were extracted from flows of networks employing
weighted loss functions [276]. )e authors claim to have
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achieved up to 95% precision after utilizing the CTU-13
botnet dataset to build their model [276]. ML algorithms
have been used in research that claims to decrease cyber-
attacks successfully. In contrast, a past study [278] used deep
feature embedding learning (DFEL) as it was faster than
conventional machine learning algorithms for training data.
)eir approach was compared by utilizing the datasets from
UNSW-NB15 and NSL-KDD, and the recall value of the
Gaussian Näıve Bayes classifier improved between 80.74%
and 98.79%, while SVM’s runtime was decreased substan-
tially from 67.26 seconds to 6.3 seconds as a result. )e
previous IoT security methods were also centralized and
cloud-based, which resulted in significant high power
consumption and latency for end devices [279]. Fog com-
puting was utilized in two stages to build the suggested IDS
for IoT in a distributed manner. )e identified threats were
then compiled and evaluated on a cloud server in the second
phase. )e novel method outperformed the current NB,
ANN, and conventional ELM in terms of accuracy, FRP, and
TPR. Fog computing-based attack detection was shown to be
quicker than cloud computing-based attack detection in the
experiments conducted on the Azure cloud. However, no
current ML/DL-based fog computing algorithms were uti-
lized to compare the findings of the research.

7.2. Privacy Solutions. Table 2 shows some suggested pri-
vacy-preserving ML and DL methods. A MiTM attack
compromises both security and privacy. Several number of
works utilize ML techniques to defend against various
MiTM threats. Table 2 shows some suggested privacy-
preservingML and DLmethods. A PHYlayer authentication
scheme based on IAG lowered the overall communication
burden and improved detection precision. When working
with an updated dataset, the researchers were able to im-
prove FAR, DR, and computing costs. )ere was also a
problem with the wearable device that was highlighted by
Aksu et al. [280] in addition to user authentication diffi-
culties. However, it is necessary to authenticate the device
itself. Similar to MiTM devices, these devices may be used to
authenticate users. However, if anything goes wrong in the
background, it may end up giving the attacker complete
access to the system. A more powerful base device can be
reached only via Bluetooth with encryption and authenti-
cation. It was considerably more secure to utilize hardware-
based fingerprinting since the encryption and device name
secrets might be stolen so readily. )e suggested framework
in [280] made use of a timing technique of classic protocol
packet-based and inter-packet timing-based analysis in
Bluetooth. )is process has a structure of four stages.
Bluetooth classic packets were first captured. )e charac-
teristics were then retrieved in a second phase. )e fin-
gerprints were produced in a third stage by using probability
distributions. )e saved fingerprints from step three were
also matched to any fresh incoming data from wearable
devices as the last step in order to identify any unfamiliar
wearable devices. )e study claims to have achieved 98.5%
accuracy by selecting the best algorithm from a set of twenty

training results. You will need a large amount of data to
build an ML model. For example, we can utilize past patient
data to predict outcomes for each new patient. Patients, on
the other hand, are apprehensive about disclosing their
personal information. According to [282, 283, 285], research
has attempted to address these problems. Non-linear kernel
SVM was used in [285] to effectively categorize medical data
while maintaining the privacy of both the service provider
and the user data model. Zhu et al. [285] said that they were
able to obtain 94% classification accuracy using their system,
apart from sacrificing privacy. Users’ private information
and model outputs were categorized as model-privacy
problems and learning-privacy problems, respectively, by
researchers in [282]. )is study relies on gradient values
instead of actual data or assumes that the learning model is
private, but the learned model is public or uses complex
encryption techniques. Previous research has depended on
these approaches [282]. )e authors in [282] presented a
uniform oblivious evaluation of multivariate polynomial
algorithm that lacked complex encryption methods in
contrast to the other research. In the end, their findings
showed that the categorization data andmodels they learned
were safe against a variety of intrusions. Model privacy was
the subject of investigation [282]. However, the issue of
student privacy was not addressed. )is problem was
addressed by Ma et al. [283] who said that although utilizing
the public key to encrypt any user data was a popular
technique for maintaining privacy, it came at the cost of key
management. In the cloud, a cloud service provider delivers
encrypted client data to a data training system that does not
know what is being trained on. )is is their suggested
approach. )ey concluded from their analysis of the pri-
vacy-preserving DL multiple-keys (PDLM) that it had less
efficiency than traditional non-private methods while still
preserving privacy. To classify data privately, they used
hyperplane decision-based private methods like decision
trees and Naı̈ve Bayes, together with private Naı̈ve Bayes
and decision trees. In a related study, it was discovered that
the number of user-server iterations could be cut in half
without compromising privacy. People’s lives have been
enhanced by Facebook and Twitter, yet privacy concerns
have arisen as a result. Blacklisting methods were used by a
number of businesses to screen out malicious traffic.
According to this study, 90% of people will be victims of
these attacks even before they are prohibited. Machine
learning algorithms were used to evade these attacks suc-
cessfully. However, because of their slower pace of learning,
these algorithms were inefficient in real time. )e authors in
[281] described a multistage detection framework
employing deep learning, in which the results were first
detected at a mobile terminal and subsequently sent to a
cloud server for additional computation. )e authors stated
that by utilizing the Sino Weibo dataset and CNN as a
categorization technique, they obtained an accuracy of
approximately 91%. When looking for a solution, re-
searchers used distributed ML methods and collaborative
IDS as well as ideas of dynamic differential privacy to protect
a training dataset.
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8. New Insights in Machine and Deep
Learning for IoT Security

Entrepreneurial or commercial off-the-shelf IoT devices are
usually supported with the solutions of software that are
insufficient to protect every IoT device or system [287, 288].
Since the IoT has many different use cases, the software-level
security is poor. IoTsecurity is an issue that some researchers
[21, 289] are concerned about regarding privacy and
security.

8.1. Data Privacy. IoT security is challenged by data privacy
because of the significant risk of vulnerability, according to
most research [290, 291]. Unauthorized access to data,
eavesdropping, data fabrication, data alteration, and un-
lawful remote access using devices are some of the vul-
nerabilities [292]. As an example, personal information,
such as names, addresses, phone numbers, insurance policy
numbers, and bank names, is always at risk when it is stored
on the cloud. Many IoTdevices and apps, on the other hand,
provide access to important information that might be used
by attackers to gain access to the system. As a result, sensitive
personal information that is unprotected and unencrypted
may be exposed to an unauthorized party.

8.2. Vulnerabilities in IoT. IoT devices are now prone to
several vulnerabilities. Services and data in the IoT may be
susceptible to attack because of their sensitive nature [293].
Many IoT systems and a highly complex ecosystem in IoT
can have increased risks from significant problems in cloud
security [294]. Centralized management platforms and older
systems pose substantial security risks for IoT devices [295].
When it comes to application layer security, it is possible for
users to create weaknesses. One or more of many types of
defects exist, including inefficient input/output filtering,
poor encryption, and tampered authentication mechanisms.
Few examples of vulnerabilities in IoTsecurity are as follows.

(i) Weak, Guessable, or Hardcoded Passwords. To get
access to a system, a user must utilize credentials
that are readily brute-forced, publicly accessible, or
impossible to modify [296–298]. Credentials that
are both hardcoded and integrated into IoT devices
constitute a threat to both IT systems and the IoT

itself. Hardcoded or guessable credentials are also a
benefit to hackers who want to target the device. In
addition, the malicious attacker can already have
access to the password of a machine if it has default
passwords. In order to prevent unauthorized access,
devices connected to the IoT should have measures
in place, i.e., password expiry, password difficulty,
and one-time password account lockout that
compel users to alter the default credentials. )e
producers of IoT devices should, as a consequence,
provide them with strong passwords straight out of
the box to prevent security flaws.

(ii) Inadequate Protection in Privacy. Insecure, inap-
propriate, or unauthorized use of the personal in-
formation of users kept on the ecosystem in a device
may lead to IoT security flaws [299–302]. Since IoT
devices might be vulnerable, proper privacy pro-
tection must be provided for them.

(iii) Vulnerable Interfaces in the Ecosystem. Backend
application programming interface (API), web,
mobile, or cloud interfaces outside of the device
ecosystem may be exploited to get access to the
device or its components, making IoT vulnerable
to attack [303–306]. Lack of authorization and
authentication may also lead to IoT vulnerabil-
ities [307, 308], as can inadequate encryption or
lack of encryption [309], as well as a lack of
output and input filtering [310]. It is possible to
protect a connected device as well as create data
via custom device authentication. A digital entity
(computer, IoT device, etc.) may also securely
send data to authorized recipients using digital
certificates.

(iv) Absence of Any Kind of Hardening Measures. As a
result of the absence of hardening measures, at-
tackers may get critical information that might be
used to help in remote attacks and achieve local
control in IoT-based systems [296, 299, 311]. Ac-
count lockout, password, and complexity that forces
anybody setting up a device to modify the default
credentials are among the physical hardening
methods [312–315]. Because of this, physical pre-
cautions such as security paradigms are needed to
guard against IoT attacks and vulnerabilities.

Table 2: Summary of several security solutions in IoT using DL and ML.

IoT application )reat Dataset Kind of attack Algorithms Accuracy Reference
Wearable devices MiTM Private Authentication Best of 20 Precision: 98.5% [280]
MSN Anomaly Sino Weibo Spam CNN 91.34% [281]
Distributed systems Data privacy Real world Multiple OMPE — [282]
Cloud Data privacy — Data leakage SGD 95% [283]
WSN MiTM Private Spoof detection DQ, QL — [284]
Healthcare Data privacy Real world Multiple SVM 94% [285]
MiTMO landmark MiTM Private Spoof detection Softmax — [54]
VANET Data privacy NSL-KDD Inference attack LR — [286]
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8.3. Authorization, Authentication, and Identification. IoT
devices have a number of security issues, including the
inability to be identified, verified, and granted access to the
network. )e authorization, authentication, and identifica-
tion of IoT devices is a major concern for many researchers
[6, 316, 317].Many IoTdevices do not allow a single device to
be uniquely identified, authenticated, and authorized, which
makes things incredibly complicated.

Furthermore, there is a difficulty with authentication. To
prevent unauthorized users from having full access to a
network’s resources, some kind of access control is required.
A survey of IoT communication protocols conducted by the
authors in [318] brought to light the fact that there are now
just a few protocols that guarantee users’ safety and confi-
dentiality. As a result, additional research is required to
improve a framework that can provide IoTdevice users with
privacy and security.

8.4. Behavior-Based Mobile Device Authentication.
Behavioral authentication on mobile systems identifies an
individual according to unique qualities, including biometric
authentication, that utilize patterns exhibited while net-
working with a system including a computer, tablet, or
smartphone that contains a keyboard as well as a mouse. A
secure authentication system is necessary to restrict access to
tablets, cellphones, e-readers, smart watches, and laptop
computers. Laptops, desktops, mobile phones, and tablets are
no longer just tools for people; they are increasingly taking on
their roles. )ese technologies have unlocked different ways
to interact, play, andwork. Because of their small size, they are
easy to carry about in pockets, handbags, or other bags.
However, mobile devices are susceptible to a variety of issues.
)e security and privacy of the user is at risk if the gadget is
lost or stolen. It is possible to get threats from both strangers
and close friends. Similarly, mobile gadgets are readily lost
because of their mobility and portability. Users’ private life
and personal information might be made public if a thief
gains access to these devices. )ey may also be vulnerable to
extortion or blackmail. Moreover, a biometric technique aims
to identify and detect the user. )e United States National
Science and Technology Council’s Subcommittee on Bio-
metrics separates biometrics into physiological and behav-
ioral categories [319, 320]. As the name suggests, behavioral
biometrics is concerned with identifying and quantifying
human behavior patterns. )e identification approach based
on physiological features is quite accurate. Physiological
biometrics, on the other hand, focuses on physical charac-
teristics of the human body, such as a retinal or fingerprint
scan. Conversely, behavioral biometrics denotes behavioral
aspects of the human body. Behavioral biometrics analyzes
data, including a user’s screen pressure, navigational patterns,
mobile or mouse motions, gyroscope position, typing speed,
and so on. Behavioral biometrics recognizes a subject by
employing behavioral qualities. Each subject is projected to
differ from all others when investigated using one or more of
these characteristics. Additional human aspects and behav-
ioral biometric attributes and verification methods include
gait analysis, keystroke dynamics, touchscreen, voice ID,

hand waving, mouse usage characteristics, signature analysis,
cognitive biometrics, electroencephalogram (EEG), profiling,
and electrocardiogram (ECG). An important benefit of be-
havioral biometrics is that it may be used to authenticate users
without the requirement for additional hardware [319]. To
put it another way, adopting behavioral biometrics rather
than physiological biometrics is more cost-effective. Ana-
lyzing an individual’s physical characteristics is possible via
the use of a variety of biometric tools, including retinal or iris
scans, face identification software, and fingerprints. In the
same way, it involves assessing how a person uses their pen, as
well as their personality characteristics and other aspects of
their everyday conduct. Authentication and identification are
two of the most common uses of biometric technology. More
secure systems might be created by using various authenti-
cation methods. Pin/password, authentication using pattern,
speech recognition, face recognition, iris-based authentica-
tion, and fingerprint recognition are among the authenti-
cation systems mentioned as follows.

(1) Fingerprint Recognition. Fingerprint identification
may also be accomplished with the use of a secret
sign. It is described as a precise pattern of finger
movement over the screen. Users may authenticate
themselves using this pattern as a kind of biometric
authentication. A biometric is a trait of a person’s
physical or mental makeup that cannot be dupli-
cated. Using biometrics, it is possible to tell one
individual from another. In other words, it is a way of
figuring out someone’s identity.

(2) Iris. )e colorful part of the eye around the pupil is
called the iris. It is the biometric that is often
regarded as reliable. Because each person’s iris has its
unique patterning, a blood test may be performed
accurately, quickly, and simply. )e iris may be
matched using a picture since the eye is a visible
organ [321]. Many airports in the UK, including
Manchester, Heathrow, Birmingham, and Gatwick,
began using iris scanners in 2004 as part of a na-
tionwide rollout. )eir usage was later phased out
since it was believed to take more time than ordinary
passport inspections to complete the process.
According to firms like EyeLock, the IoT and au-
tonomous automobiles will benefit from iris scan-
ning. Each individual can only have two different iris
pictures since it is a fixed characteristic. Iris scanning
equipment may take up a lot of room. Much
closeness is also required.

(3) Pin/Password. A personal index number (PIN) or a
secret pattern is the current form of authentication
for cellphones, tablets, and laptop computers. Typ-
ically, a PIN requires four or more numbers to be
entered by the user for verification. )is code must
be entered correctly for the user to access their
device.

(4) Fingerprint. Fingerprint scanning is one of the least
expensive biometrics, making it an attractive option
for many organizations. Fingerprint images may be
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captured using a tiny camera that can be incorpo-
rated into mobile devices like wearables or smart-
phones, making it very convenient. )is means that
mobile apps on devices with this hardware may be
authenticated using this way. Because mobile devices
have limited typing skills, password authentication is
often unpleasant. If the child’s fingerprints change,
this is not the best biometric.

(5) Facial Recognition. In comparison to other tech-
nologies, facial recognition is a non-intrusive and
low-cost option. Due to the widespread use of selfies,
the smartphone is well suited for face recognition. As
a result, smartphone makers have made significant
investments in front-facing cameras. Using the de-
vice’s screen, people may check to verify whether the
camera is taking a picture of the right region of their
faces. Some UK airports are already using facial
recognition technology at ePassport gates. Master-
card’s self-service payment app also takes advantage
of it. A possible drawback is that illumination
changes might alter the picture. When a person
grows older or trims their hair, their facial features
alter as well. Plastic surgery on the face has a sig-
nificant chance of altering it. A significant difficulty
for automated face identification is the failure of
several face recognition algorithms to distinguish
faces after cosmetic surgery. Additionally, attackers
may exploit facial recognition technology [322, 323].

9. Challenges, Limitations, and
Future Directions

Machine and deep learning algorithms have only recently been
developed and are not intended for use in cryptographic ap-
plications. Two previous studies [142, 156] show, for example,
that ML can be applied to hack a sample attack using SVMs
and cryptographic constructs. Similarly, developers in [324]
taughtDL algorithms to decode cryptographic frameworks and
concluded that DL would do so. Machine learning (SVM and
RF) and logical process profiling algorithms were out-
performed by CNN and AE algorithms. RNNs have previously
been shown to be capable of learning decryption. )e study of
successful internal representations of this cipher may also be
used to decode the enigma machine on an RNN with a three-
thousand unit LSTM. )e results also suggest that deep
learning algorithms such as RNN can detect and manage
polyalphabetic cipher algorithms for cryptanalysis [325].
Machine learning/deep learning research has the potential to
advance the advancement of the Internet of )ings.

As an enormous number of intelligent items are linked to
IoTdevices, it is critical that the endpoints of such devices be
secure. Profiles, explicit trust connection, timestamping
protocol, privileges, encoding, and so on all need robust
authentication protocols [19, 326, 327].

9.1.Limitations ofML in IoT. )e one disadvantage of simple
ML approaches is that they need a large amount of data for
model testing. )e studied model is then used to

approximate or categorize real-world implementation out-
comes. However, it should be remembered that the whole
procedure does not capture the whole spectrum of data
characteristics and facilities. In this case, DL methods were
used to address the shortcomings of machine learning
strategies. Since DL can process vast amounts of data and its
algorithms are flexible when the volume of data increases,
model testing is advantageous and predictive accuracy can
be enhanced. High-level functions and contrasts are derived
dynamically and hierarchically from input data by DL. )e
majority of IoT implementations produce blank or half-
marked results. Unlabeled data may be used by DL in an
unsupervised manner to reveal valuable trends. Typical
machine learning algorithms are only successful where there
is a large amount of data on the label [45].

9.2. Limitations of DL in IoT. We conducted a thorough
review, which revealed that existing research needs to be
changed in order to reach higher protection requirements in
IoT settings. Security issues are essential because authori-
zation, entry security, system security, data integrity, in-
trusion detection techniques, and packet extraction play a
role in the detection of anomalies. Security concerns are
severe. )e specific IDS algorithm, data preprocessing,
function extraction, and the optimal set of features are all
important factors in DL-based anomaly detection. Flexibility
and planning are also common issues for profound learning
approaches. )e authors in [328] examined various DNN
models and discovered that small precision improvements
take a long time. Moreover, tuning the parameter is a sig-
nificant issue since the number of layers and accuracy are
linearly related. Many hyperparameters are thus expected if
deep learning methods that are highly sensitive to data
structure and size are to start optimally. )e research
challenges in the environments of DL-based IoT security
contain the following:

(i) End-to-end safety (integrity, access management,
authentication, confidentiality, and intrusion de-
tection systems).

(ii) Data preprocessing, optimum function selection,
and extraction.

9.3. Challenges of ML. As addressed further below, an ob-
stacle is the insufficient collection of data for data-drivenML
and DL methods.

(i) Scarcity of Testing Datasets. Datasets are available
for the effective use of DL and computer education
solutions. To validate and evaluate the output of
various profound learning and enhancement
learning algorithms, authentic databases from the
actual physical world are used. )e data include
sensitive and personal knowledge that not only
differentiates individuals but also their habits and
way of life. Data created by BAN and other
healthcare apps, for example, can jeopardize con-
sumer safety, while data from intelligent homes can
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influence lifestyle and behavior. As a result, it is
important not to jeopardize consumer safety when
using ML and DL. Numerous methods of ano-
nymization were used to anonymize data until it was
used for analytics; nevertheless, the study revealed
that these techniques could be hacked and models
could be abused by adding fake data. It may be
difficult to gather data while maintaining secrecy
and privacy. Furthermore, issues such as how
machine learning and deep learning algorithms
would be applied, as well as the extent to which
machine learning and deep learning algorithmsmay
protect privacy, must be addressed. As a result, it is
critical to investigate machine learning and IoT
network deep learning analytics strategies for data
security and consumer privacy safety. Keep in mind
that simulation data cannot accurately represent
real IoT scenarios in the universe. Furthermore,
generating synthesis data to train and test deep
learning models may be computationally costly.

(ii) Data Imbalance. When attacks are uncommon in an
IoTenvironment, the datasets obtained for machine
learning or deep learning are more likely to be
unbalanced. )e dependability of attack classifiers
and intrusion detection systems would have a sig-
nificant effect on these various datasets.

(iii) Data Convergence. It would be necessary to combine
data from various IoTdevices and network modules
in order to construct machine learning and deep
learning models. )is may be daunting since data
from various sources can differ in modality, gran-
ularity, complexity, and falsity.

9.4. Challenges of DL. ML, which is a technique for
extracting information from results, has been used for both
malicious and benign purposes. It has been discovered that
future adversaries allow effective use of these ML and DL-
based learning algorithms to crack cryptographic secrets.
For instance, the authors employ recurrent neural networks
for cryptanalysis. Additionally, erroneous data inputs to the
ML algorithm result in an inefficient operation of the whole
learning-based framework. Oversampling, an insufficient
testing dataset, and function extraction are all issues to
consider when applying knowledge to smart ecosystems.

9.5. Future Directions of ML. Artificial intelligence and
machine learning have provided a major contribution to the
progress of computer security. On the other hand, an ad-
vanced security framework cannot be deemed complete
before AI and ML components are used. AI and ML so-
lutions can mainly help identify similarities between specific
previous attacks and include an automatic warning when
any similar danger is identified. )e most valuable feature of
AI/ML is that it can consistently discern user behavior,
changing use patterns, and many other anomalies [3, 329].
One of our testing recommendations, which security experts
have agreed to, is to standardize the data packages accessible

in order to facilitate the decoding and interpretation of data
through machine learning solutions. Our data collection is
calculated in exabytes. Upon specifying and optimizing
datasets, machine learning algorithms can be beneficial in
the protection against cyber threats. We recommend that a
fine line be drawn between agreeing on a supervised solution
based on features derived from our data collection on the
basis of our proposed research solution. While AI and
machine learning systems should run independently without
human intervention, a small amount of human input should
be provided to maintain the system balanced and functional.
Although it is limited to creating a hybrid detection model
for combating and mitigating IoT cyberattacks in a host and
network infrastructure environment, we also suggest using
different algorithms such as Eclat and Apriori to warn users
of cyberattacks.

9.6. Future Directions of DL. Building modern IoT network
architectures with protection protocols including authen-
tication, access control, confidentiality, and intravenous
system detection is a successful solution for end-to-end
safety. New IoT architectures must prioritize quality of
service over efficiency, and they must incorporate evolving
paradigms such as SDN and fog-enabled IoT. Optimization
algorithms such as genetic algorithms (GAs), bacterial
foraging optimization (BFO), particle swarm optimization
(PSO), and attribute extraction and selection techniques, as
well as parameter tuning, can be used. Hybrid deep learning
techniques may be used to increase performance without
significantly raising computing time. Blockchain technol-
ogy, which uses deep learning, may also be used to improve
IoT stability. Blockchain technology is a relatively new so-
lution to ensuring the secrecy and security of distributed
records.

10. Suggested IoT Security Practices

(i) While past IoT security concerns have been
addressed, there are more considerations that
need to be made, such as the following
suggestions.

(ii) A recognized IoT cybersecurity framework
based on industry experience, standards, and
proper procedures provided by regulatory
bodies should be used.

(iii) IoT devices should not rely only on the network
firewall to prevent malicious communication.

(iv) Generate a cybersecurity/IoT incident response
strategy and immediately assign the router a
name.

(v) Weakness examinations of devices that are
linked to remote systems are very important.

(vi) It is good to periodically update the default login
credentials and double-check all connected
devices.

(vii) IoT systems must be partitioned or isolated to
decrease the number of points of attack.
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(viii) )reat intelligence must be monitored and
shared. In addition, it is critical to scan all
software to ensure that the network does not
have any security holes.

(ix) In order to digitally fence networks and devices,
it is essential that security software be installed
and objects and containers are added.

(x) People, businesses, and governments need to keep
an eye on and exchange information about threats.

(xi) Other attack detection measures, such as DDoS,
IP spoofing, and so on, may be implemented.

(xii) Devices and networks must be updated and
patched on a regular basis.

(xiii) Avoid adding devices to the network that use
default passwords or have known security flaws.

(xiv) Device apps and controllers need to have their
access credentials verified.

(xv) Biometrics and robust validation should be
utilized for access control.

(xvi) When linked to a system, usemachine validation
and IoT messaging encryption, especially for
data in transit.

(xvii) In order to protect the LAN from the Internet,
firewalls already in use need to be upgraded to
more powerful models.

(xviii) If you are using Wi-Fi, be sure you are using a
secure router and using passwords that are
strong and unique. Wi-Fi security also neces-
sitates the use of high-quality encryption.

(xix) Make use of a variety of security measures, in-
cluding antivirus.

(xx) Whenever feasible, make a copy of all of your
data. Inbound connections to connected devices
should be disabled by default.

(xxi) All data should be safeguarded from unwanted ac-
cess, both while in transit and while they are stored.

(xxii) Devices must be able to delete or reject data
storage items with ease. Secure USB ports, for
example, should never be used by systems with
exposed external interfaces.

(xxiii) It is possible to hire security specialists or to hire
cloud security professionals.

(xxiv) Predictive analytics, real-time monitoring, and
auditing should be done in the long term.

(xxv) To ensure the safety of all employees and the
general public, security awareness training and
public exposure to hacker and intruder tech-
niques and tactics are critical.

(xxvi) )e IoT should be more restricted to intruders
rather than more lenient. Only trustworthy
endpoints should be used to connect with IoT
items, according to industry standards.

(xxvii) )ere should be a clear emphasis on eliminating
security concerns, such as illegal hacking or

operation, environmental risks, tampering, and
system malfunctions in IoT systems.

(xxviii) )e impact of a security vulnerability on a po-
tential attacker should be limited, such as
allowing personal identifying information and
assuring rapid discovery and prompt handling
of any breaches.

)e objective of securing the IoT has yet to be fulfilled,
despite different initiatives. IoT security is still a difficult
topic to solve. However, the use of cutting-edge artificial
intelligence-based cybersecurity systems may considerably
deter invaders.

11. Conclusions

Traditional security and privacy strategies have many
problems linked to the complexity of IoT networks. DL and
ML technology can be used to adjust IoT devices to our real
life. )e review considered several types of IoT threats. DL
and ML are addressed with several potential solutions for
ensuring IoT security. A number of DL and ML models are
illustrated with their application in IoT security. )is review
discusses the state-of-the-art solutions for IoT privacy and
security utilizing deep learning and machine learning
techniques and their integration. While studying machine
learning privacy and security issues, we also made an effort
to develop a review of IoT threats using previous studies on
DL and ML. New issues and insights of ML and DL in IoT
security are addressed. Moreover, future direction, security
challenges, limitations, and suggestions are included for
empowering future technology.
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In order to meet the edge services placement demand for multiobjective optimization of Power Internet of'ings, an edge services
placement strategy based on an improved strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm (SPEA2) is proposed in this paper. Firstly, we
model the delay, resource utilization, and energy consumption. 'en, a multiobjective optimization is proposed. Finally, an
enhanced genetic algorithm is used to derive the decision candidate set. Moreover, the optimal solution in the candidate set is
selected to be utilized in the iteration of the multicriteria decision and the superior-inferior solution distance method. Numerical
results and analysis show that the proposed strategy is more effective in reducing system delay, improving resource utilization, and
saving energy consumption than the other two benchmark algorithms.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the Power Internet of 'ings
(IoT), the IoTnodes of the power supply terminal, including
smart devices and emerging applications, show explosive
growth, which leads to massive heterogeneity and complex
processing of the data [1, 2]. In the power industry, cloud
computing architecture is usually used to upload terminal
data to the cloud platform for centralized processing.
However, the traditional cloud computing center is far away
from the power grid equipment, and uploading data to the
cloud platform can lead to large time delays [3]. In addition,
centralizing data in the cloud platform can cause a burden
on network communication and computing resources,
resulting in transmission interruption or link congestion.
'erefore, it is difficult for the cloud computing architecture
to meet the service requirements of terminal equipment in
the Power Internet of 'ings [4, 5].

Edge computing improves the service capability of the
network by deploying the edge servers at radio access
network side to provide power grid equipment with pow-
erful computing and storage capabilities. Nowadays, edge
computing has been widely used in many fields, such as
mobile big data analytics and Power Internet of 'ings

[6–8]. In addition, for the current power grid equipment, the
deployment of edge computing could relieve the challenge
caused by the lack of power and computing capacity.
However, the proper edge service placement strategy needs
to be designed to optimize other parameters such as energy
consumption and resource utilization while simultaneously
providing high-performance services to power grid
equipment.

A lot of researches have been done on the service
placement of edge computing and some constructive so-
lutions have been proposed. In [9], to address the problem of
edge computing service placement under resource con-
strained conditions, the authors have regarded that the
ubiquitous MEC could implement service migration in
mobile networks with highly dynamic characteristics by
supporting multiserver collaboration. To maximize the
system utility of the system, the optimization problem has
been formulated by joint considering the constraints of
server storage capacity and service delay. Firstly, the long-
term optimization problem has been decomposed into a
series of immediate optimization by the Lyapunov method.
'en, a stochastic algorithm based on sample average ap-
proximation is proposed to approximate future expected
system utility values. Next, the distributed Markov
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approximation algorithm is used to determine the service
placement policy. For addressing cost and energy con-
sumption in edge computing power scenarios, in [10], the
authors have considered that the energy consumption of
servers is an important part of service cost in edge com-
puting systems. 'us, the energy-aware edge computing
application service placement problem has been designed;
then the problem has been modeled as a multistage sto-
chastic programming problem. 'e objective is to maximize
the Quality of Service (QoS), under the energy budget
constraints of the edge computing server. Finally, a novel
sampling average approximation algorithm has been
designed to solve the problem.

To address the problem of multiobjective optimization
requirements for the placement of edge computing service,
in [11], the authors have considered that one of the main
challenges of edge computing is to consider service load
variations and determine multiobjective performance op-
timization to make service placement decisions. 'e optimal
service placement problem has been solved by further
considering how to allocate the service loads placed at
different locations. And a dynamic predictive service
combined with load allocation strategy has been proposed by
estimating the performance-cost tradeoff for service mi-
gration. 'e strategy has utilized the small amount of
predictive processing to reduce the impact of load fluctu-
ations. In [12], the authors have defined a network entity
with a flexible allocation of communication, computing, and
storage capabilities so that the resource constrained devices
could use the communication and computation resources
required for the service. In addition, the spectrum-aware
service placement in edge computing has been investigated.
'e authors have formulated the service placement as a
stochastic optimization problem. 'en, the authors have
jointed the optimized service placement, traffic routing, and
spectrum allocation. Based on those, an enhanced coarse-
grained service placement algorithm has been proposed.

Edge computing service architectures have recently
attracted a lot of attention. In [13], the authors consider the
multidimension of task requirements in mobile crowd
sensing and propose a task-oriented user selection incentive
mechanism to achieve higher task completion rate and
maximize resource utilization. In order to solve the problem
of insufficient accuracy of the medium-edge service model in
the Industrial Internet of 'ings, a new smart contract was
constructed in [14] to encourage multiple marginal service
users to participate, thereby improving the model accuracy.
In addition, a scale weighted aggregation strategy was
proposed to verify the model parameters to improve the
accuracy of the model. In [15], the Graph theory was in-
troduced into the edge caching network architecture to
reduce the processing complexity. Considering the physical
attributes and social attributes, a cache solution based on
physical-social weighted direction is proposed to minimize
the average download latency of all edge users within a
macrocell.

'e improved genetic algorithm used in this paper has
been partially explored by some scholars in the field of
service placement using genetic algorithms. In [16], the

authors have proposed an algorithm that combined the
genetic algorithm with Monte Carlo simulations. 'e al-
gorithm can greatly improve the efficiency of exhaustive
search service placement strategy. First, an optimization
model has been developed for the genetic algorithm; the
main body of the model has been the QoS objective function,
cost objective function, and the resource utilization objective
function. 'en, the FogTorch Monte Carlo framework has
been utilized to address the problem. 'e proposed algo-
rithm could minimize the resource consumption and service
placement cost in the fog while guaranteeing QoS. By de-
fining a representation of an application placement in a
biased-random-key chromosome and using a fault-tolerance
distributed pool model, the GRECO algorithmwas proposed
in [17] to solve the application placement problem in
constrained hybrid cloud environment. In this paper, the
multiobjective problem is also optimized using a genetic
algorithm but different from [16, 17]. We utilize multi-
criteria decision and superior-inferior solution distance
method to combine three fitness functions into a single
meritocratic function to assist the search.

In this paper, we focus on multiobjective optimization
requirements in power scenarios. To address the above is-
sues, we develop an improved genetic algorithm based edge
service placement (IGA-ESP) strategy, which optimizes the
delay, energy consumption, and resource utilization pa-
rameters. 'e main contributions of this paper are sum-
marized as follows: (1) We study the edge service placement
problem in the Power Internet of 'ings and establish a
multiobjective optimization problem under the constraint of
the edge cloud capacity and a single service request per time
slot. 'e objectives of this problem include minimizing
service delay and energy consumption while maximizing
resource utilization. (2)We propose the IGA-ESP strategy to
solve this multiobjective optimization problem. Firstly, the
decision candidate set is obtained by using the improved
genetic algorithm. 'en, the optimal solution in the can-
didate set is filtered using the multicriteria decision and the
superior-inferior solution distance method. (3) Simulation
results show that the proposed strategy can effectively reduce
system delay, improve resource utilization, and save energy
consumption. Furthermore, compared with TS algorithm
and Greedy algorithm, IGA-ESP strategy can reduce the
average end-to-end delay of power grid equipment by 7.8%
and 16.7%, respectively.

2. System Model

In Power Internet of 'ings, edge computing networks can
provide powerful infrastructure resource and value-added
service capabilities for power grid terminal applications with
insufficient power, computing power, and storage resource,
such as remote monitoring, smart home, and VR. 'e
guarantee of low-latency services requires a reasonable edge
service placement strategy. In this section, the edge com-
puting servers are deployed at the edge of the network closer
to the power grid equipment. Besides, the computing power
of edge computing is utilized to process service requests
from power grid equipment, close to the edge of the
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network. In this section, we first present the network model.
'en, the placement model of each edge server is proposed.
Finally, we present the wireless communication model be-
tween the grid equipment and the edge cloud.

2.1. Network Model. 'e network architecture is shown
in Figure 1. 'ere are multiple Small Base Stations (SBS) in
the coverage area of Macro Base Station (MBS). In addition,
all the SBS with edge computing server enhancements
are called edge cloud (EC), and it is expressed as
E � 1, 2, 3, . . . , i, . . . , N{ }. To improve service quality for
power grid equipment and reduce service deployment costs
for Application Service Provider (ASP), ASPs deploy a
limited number of power popular application services, such
as intelligence operations and video surveillance service in
each EC byMBS.'e set of all the service types of the system
is represented by κ � 1, 2, 3, . . . , k, . . . , K{ }. In this model,
the power grid equipment first uploads the service request to
the local EC through the wireless channel. If the requested
service already exists in the local EC, the power grid
equipment will be served by the EC; otherwise the service
request of the power grid equipment will be uploaded to the
MBS via the local EC and forwarded to the cloud server of
the ASP by the MBS.

2.2. Service Placement Model. 'e service placement model
is implemented using containers, which are configured to
allocate resource to power grid equipment to provide edge
services [18].

It is assumed that each edge server has a certain number
of unit containers and each unit container has a fixed
amount of storage and compute resources. In addition, all
edge servers use the same size unit container but are dif-
ferences in the number of unit containers. Each container
occupies an integer number of unit container resource. ASP
places the service k on the EC i at the slot t denoted by
yk

i (t) � 1; otherwise, yk
i (t) � 0. We define the number of

containers per unit that the storage service k needs to occupy
as rk. 'e limited number of unit containers of EC results in
the number of containers per unit occupied by the hosted
service of EC i which needs to meet the following constrains
at the slot t.



K

k�1
rky

k
i (t)≤Ri, (1)

where rk denotes the number of containers per unit that the
service k needs to occupy. Ri denotes the total number of
unit containers owned by EC i.

2.3. Wireless Communication Model. 'e power grid
equipment uploads the service request to the local EC which
would incur a wireless communication delay; thus, we as-
sume that the data to be uploaded after the service requested
by the power grid equipment has been processed as dk

i,j(t),
and the uplink channel gain between the power grid
equipment j and the base station i is Hk

i,j(t).'e effect on the

channel gain is negligible because the change of power grid
equipment location within a time slot is very small.
'erefore, the channel gain between the power grid
equipment and the base station is assumed to be constant
within a time slot. 'e transmission power of the power grid
equipment is represented by Pj(t); thus, the uplink trans-
mission bandwidth between the power grid equipment j and
the EC i can be expressed according to the Shannon channel
capacity formula as

c
k
i,j(t) � B log 2 1 +

Pj(t)Hi,j(t)

N0B + I
 , (2)

where B represents the channel bandwidth. N0 is bilateral
power spectral density of additive white Gaussian noise. I

denotes the stochastic noise power.

3. Problem Formulation and Analysis

'e edge computing networks can provide distributed
computing resources and low-latency services for power
grid equipment with insufficient battery capacity and
computing resources. A reasonable edge service placement
strategy can enhance the power grid equipment service
quality in the edge computing networks. 'e resource
constraints reduced QoS of delay-sensitive tasks and heavy
traffic load applications. 'us, we deploy the edge com-
puting server at the Power Internet of 'ings network edge
closer to the power grid equipment and utilize the com-
puting capacity of the edge computing to process power grid
equipment service requests close to the network edge. In this
section, we first introduce the heterogeneous service net-
work architecture of the edge computing network. 'en we
calculate the service placement model and communication
model according to the power grid equipment access net-
work conditions.

3.1. Service Delay Model. In the edge computing network,
Ui, i ∈ E, represents the number of power grid equipment
served by EC i. Considering the limited computing resources
and battery capacity of power grid equipment, we upload the
power grid equipment’s service requests to the covered edge
cloud for computing and processing [19, 20].

xk
i,j(t), k ∈ κ, denotes the service type requested by

power grid equipment j in edge cloud i at time t. xk
i,j(t) � 1

represents the k-th service required by power grid equip-
ment j in edge cloud i; otherwise xk

i,j(t) � 0.We assume that
power grid equipment j served by edge cloud i at any time t

can only request a type of service, and xk
i,j(t) is expressed as



K

k�1
x

k
i,j(t) � 1, ∀i ∈ E, 1≤ j≤Ui. (3)

In addition, in Power Internet of'ings, considering the
limited computing and storage resources of edge servers,
ASP can only deploy limited services in each edge server, so
ECs in service hotspot areas are prone to overload. In this
regard, if the associated EC of a power grid equipment does
not host the service required by the power grid equipment,
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the power grid equipment can only upload the service
request to the ASP cloud server hosting all services through
the EC. �erefore, the calculation of the power grid
equipment’s uplink transmission delay mainly includes two
cases.

(i) When there is the k-th service requested by power
grid equipment j in EC i, the uplink transmission
delay of power grid equipment j served by EC i can
be calculated as

Tk,ei,j (t) �
dki,j(t)

cki,j(t)
. (4)

(ii) When there is no k-th service requested by power
grid equipment j EC i, the requested service can
only be uploaded to the MBS through the EC and
then forwarded to the cloud center through the core
network. �us, the uplink transmission delay of
power grid equipment j served by EC i can be de-
rived as

Tk,ci,j (t) � d
k
i,j(t)

1
cki,j(t)

+
1

ccloudi

+
1
ccore





, (5)

where ccloudi represents the backhaul link bandwidth between
EC i and MBS. ccore denotes the data transmission rate of the
core network. �erefore, the �nal uplink transmission delay
of power grid equipment j served by EC i can be expressed as

Tki,j(t) � x
k
i,j(t) y

k
i (t)T

k,e
i,j (t) + 1 − yki (t)( )Tk,ci,j (t)[ ]. (6)

Subsequently, we model the calculation delay. Consid-
ering the limited computing capacity of EC and the cloud
computing center, there will be a certain computing delay
when the service requested by power grid equipment is
completed. ck denotes the number of central processing unit
(CPU) cycles required to complete the k-th service in edge
cloud, and the unit is CPU cycle. Simultaneously, the
computing capacity of the unit container is expressed as Frb,
and the unit is CPU cycle/s.

EC n

MBS

Requests a power supply
link from the local EC
Requests a power supply
link from the cloud by MBS

Service devolution link

MBS transponds request
power supply link to the cloud

Power
monitoring

Power supply

request

Remote real-tim
e

monitoring

Equipment
management

Application
management

EC3

EC2

EC1
EC N

Immersion
experience
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Office
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Remote
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Charging pile

EC
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Power supply link from EC
to power grid equipment

Figure 1: Edge computing service placement architecture.
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'us, the calculation delay of power grid equipment j

served by EC i can be calculated as

T
k,ec
i,j (t) �

x
k
i,j(t)y

k
i (t)ck

F
rb

rk

. (7)

It is worth noting that the power grid equipment’s
service request can only be uploaded to the cloud server of
ASP through the Power Internet of'ings local EC when the
power grid equipment’s service request cannot be responded
to by the local edge cloud. As the cloud server has a strong
computing capacity, it is assumed that the cloud server will
always provide the services for each power grid equipment
with Fc computing capacity, and the unit is CPU cycle.'us,
when the service request of power grid equipment j served
by EC i is responded to by the cloud server, the calculation
delay can be derived as

T
k,cc
i,j (t) �

x
k
i,j(t) 1 − y

k
i (t) ck

F
c . (8)

For the condition of cloud server storage service, we
assume that there are all types of services in the cloud server
of ASP [21].

To sum up, the total computing delay of power grid
equipment j served by EC i is expressed as

T
comp
i,j (t) � T

k,ec
i,j (t) + T

k,cc
i,j (t). (9)

'erefore, the end-to-end delay of all power grid
equipment requesting services in all ECs at time t can be
calculated as

D(t) � 
N

i�1


Ui

j�1


K

k�1
T

k
i,j(t) + T

comp
i,j (t). (10)

3.2. Resource Utilization Model. We allocate containers for
power grid equipment services to provide services [22], and
each container occupies a certain unit container. 'e re-
sources of the cloud center are relatively sufficient, so the
resource utilization only refers to the utilization of the edge
cloud unit container, and the resource utilization of the edge
cloud is expressed as

r
ratio
i (t) �

1
Ri



K

k�1
rk · x

k
i,j(t). (11)

'en, the resource utilization of all participating edge
clouds is expressed as

RU(t) �
1
N



N

i�1
r
ratio
i (t). (12)

3.3. Energy ConsumptionModel. 'e edge computing server
energy consumption in the Power Internet of 'ings net-
works is mainly divided into two categories: (1) the basic
energy consumption to ensure the operation of the edge
cloud and the cloud center, and (2) the computing unit

container energy consumption used by the edge cloud and
the cloud center to provide services.

'e key factor that affects the basic energy consumption
of edge cloud is the service duration tsi of edge cloud n,
which is determined by the service that provides power grid
equipment with the longest service time among all services
and is given as

tsi � maxK
k�1 x

k
i,j(t)y

k
i (t) · T

k,ec
i,j (t), (13)

where Tk,ec
i,j (t) denotes the execution time of service k in edge

cloud i.
'e basic energy consumption of all edge clouds is

expressed as

P
e
b(t) � 

N

i�1
tsiPEC. (14)

PEC represents the operating basic power of the edge
cloud. To facilitate representation, we assume that the op-
erating power of all edge clouds is stable and constant, and
all edge clouds operate at the same basic power.

'e cloud center service duration is determined by the
service with the longest execution time in the cloud, cal-
culated as

ts0 � maxK
k�1 x

k
i,j(t) 1 − y

k
i (t)  · T

k,ec
0,j (t), (15)

where Tk,ec
0,j (t) denotes the execution time of service k in the

cloud center.
'e basic energy consumption of the cloud center is

calculated as

P
c
b(t) � ts0 · Pc, (16)

where Pc is the operating basic power of the cloud center.
For the convenience of representation, we assume that the
operating power of the cloud center is unvarying.

'e total energy consumption of all unit containers
required to request services from the edge is expressed as

P
e
s(t) � 

N

i�1


Ui

j�1


K

k�1
x

k
i,j(t)y

k
i (t) · T

k,ec
i,j · rk · c, (17)

where c represents the average operating power of the unit
container. For the convenience of manifestation, it is assumed
that the average running power per unit container required
for all deployment services is stable and unchangeable.

'e energy consumption of computing resources
required to request services from the cloud center is
calculated as

P
c
s(t) � 

K

k�1
x

k
i,j(t) 1 − y

k
i (t)  · T

k,cc
0,j · ζ. (18)

'e computing resources allocated by the cloud center
are always stable, so it is assumed that the energy con-
sumption per unit time generated by allocating computing
resources in the cloud is ζ.
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'erefore, after the service placement decision is made at
time t in the system, its total energy consumption is
expressed as

P(t) � P
e
b(t) + P

c
b(t) + P

e
s(t) + P

c
s(t). (19)

3.4. ProblemFormulation. To sum up, for any edge cloud EC
i and power grid equipment j, the goal of this paper is to
minimize the power grid equipment-aware end-to-end
service delay D(t) and the energy consumption P(t) of edge
cloud in the Power Internet of 'ings and maximize the
utilization of edge cloud resources RU(t), that is, to mini-
mize energy consumption while improving overall service
performance, and the problem is formulated as

P1minD(t), P(t)

maxRU(t)

C1 
K

k�1
rky

k
i (t)≤Ri

C2 
K

k�1
x

k
i,j(t) � 1,∀i ∈ E, 1≤ j≤Ui

,

(20)

where C1 indicates that the number of unit containers
requesting services cannot exceed the total number of edge
cloud unit containers. C2 means that each power grid
equipment requests only one service at a time t. Because the
problem P1 is a multiobjective optimization problem and
NP-hard, it is difficult to solve the problem directly. 'e
heuristic algorithm has strong robustness and global search
ability and is widely used in various optimization problems.
In addition, the heuristic algorithm is more efficient than the
traditional search algorithm and can obtain the approximate
global optimal solution in a short time. 'erefore, in this
paper, we consider using the improved genetic algorithm to
solve the problem.

4. Edge Service Placement Strategy Based on
Improved Genetic Algorithm

Genetic algorithm is an adaptive heuristic intelligent search
algorithm that simulates the evolutionary process in nature
to solve optimization problems [23]. 'e algorithm updates
individuals through selection, crossover, and mutation
operations and obtains an approximate optimal solution
after several generations of evolution. Moreover, it can
automatically adjust the search direction according to the
population selection, so that it has a better global optimi-
zation ability. Compared with other heuristic algorithms,
genetic algorithm avoids falling into a local optimum in the
solution process through gene mutation, making the solu-
tion closer to the global optimum. 'erefore, it is more
suitable for solving complex nonlinear optimization prob-
lems [24].

In this section, we propose an edge computing service
placement strategy based on IGA-ESP, which achieves

multiobjective optimization. In this strategy, population
chromosomes can be used to represent candidate solutions
to the problem. If a solution satisfies the constraints of the
problem, it is feasible; otherwise, it is infeasible. 'e pro-
posed improved genetic algorithm uses chromosome rep-
resentation, crossover, and mutation operators according to
the needs of the problem, which are used to penalize in-
feasible solutions, so that these infeasible solutions have a
smaller selection (or survival) probability. Specifically, we
first use the IGA-ESP algorithm to select the candidate
solutions. 'en, we use the distance method of superior and
inferior solutions and the multicriteria decision selection
genetic algorithm to generate the optimal placement deci-
sion among the candidate decisions.

4.1. Service Placement Strategy Based on Improved Genetic
Algorithm

4.1.1. Chromosomes and Chromosome Codes. For all genetic
algorithms, what is considered firstly is how the chromo-
somes are encoded. In this paper, each chromosome is
represented by an integer array, and each chromosome
represents a complete service placement strategy; thus all
solutions of the problem space can be expressed as the
designed genotype, and any genotype corresponds to a
possible solution, in which the array of each element cor-
responds to a service placement decision parameter for each
service placement strategy. Actually, the service placement
decision of each EC is an array. 'e algorithm proposed in
this paper defines the chromosome as the set of all array
service placement strategies. We first number the ECs, then
put the service placement decision parameters into the array
in order, and finally get an array with a length of NK.
Numbers 1 and 0 in the array indicate that the service is
placed in and not placed in the edge cloud, respectively.

4.1.2. Initialization. 'e initial population size in genetic
algorithms has a critical influence on searchability. If the size
is small, searchability is limited and rapid convergence
occurs in early runs. Conversely, a larger initial population
size leads to dispersion of solutions, which affects the effi-
ciency and effectiveness of the algorithm. In addition, the
crossover probability, mutation probability, and the number
of iterations need to be set. 'e setting of these parameters
requires extensive experimental exploration.

4.1.3. Selection Operator. In this paper, we adopt a binary
tournament selection operator to select individuals with
better performance, thereby enhancing the performance of
the algorithm.

'e binary tournament selection operator compares two
individuals. If the matching pool is sufficient, a pruning
process is performed to remove individuals with poor fit-
ness. If the match pool is insufficient, the selection process
continues until the match pool is sufficient. 'e selection
operator can gradually eliminate inferior genes, so the
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performance of the algorithm can be promoted in the
continuous iterative process.

4.1.4. Crossover and Mutation Operator. We exploit the
single-point crossover operator to randomly select crossover
points from 1 to the number of genes per chromosome. 'e
single-point crossover operator refers to first selecting a
crossover point in genes with a certain random probability
and then exchanging the gene codes located in the same
position to generate new individuals. 'e mutation operator
alters partial genes in a single chromosome with a certain
probability, resulting in better chromosomes and preventing
rapid convergence. Inappropriate mutation probability will
have a malign influence on the algorithm results. 'e
confirmation of the mutation operator requires repeated
attempts, and the optimal mutation operator is selected by
exploring the actual effect of the algorithm obtained by
multiple mutation operators within a reasonable range. 'e
mutation operator ensures the diversity of the population
and has a very critical impact on the local search ability of the
genetic algorithm.

4.1.5. Fitness Function and Constraints. 'e fitness function
is utilized to calculate the environmental fitness of each
individual. Representing solutions as individuals, all solu-
tions constitute a population. 'e fitness function needs to
be divided into three types: power grid equipment-aware
delay fitness function, resource utilization fitness function,
and energy consumption fitness function. Considering there
is only one function for the fitness function judgment of the
genetic algorithm, the selection function of the optimal
solution will be obtained after processing these three
functions through the multiattribute decision in the mul-
ticriteria decision and the superior-inferior solution distance
method.

4.2. Optimal Strategy Using Superior-Inferior Solution Dis-
tance and Multicriteria Decision. Among all the strategies
generated by the improved SPEA2 algorithm, the optimal
placement strategy is obtained by using the superior-inferior
solution distance method and the multicriteria decision
method. In the superior and inferior solution distance
method, the solutions are sorted according to the Euclidean
distance between the candidate solution and the superior
and inferior solution, and the superior solution is defined as
the object closest to the ideal solution and furthest away
from the negative ideal solution. Similarly, the inferior so-
lution is defined as the object closest to the negative ideal
solution and farthest from the ideal solution.

We assume that SPEA2 obtains H strategies to wait for
the next step after analyzing all the strategies. Each strategy
includes delay, resource utilization, and power consump-
tion, which can be denoted as Dattribute � [D1, D2, D31,

. . . , DH], Rattribute � R1, R2, R3, . . . , RH, and Eattribute �

E1, E2, E3, . . . , EH, respectively.
'e normalized delay can be expressed as

V
D
h �

Dh�������


H
h�1 D

2
h

 . (21)

'e normalized resource utilization can be expressed as

V
R
h �

Rh�������


H
h�1 R

2
h

 . (22)

'e normalized energy consumption can be expressed as

V
E
h �

Eh�������


H
h�1 E

2
h

 . (23)

'e weight values of delay, resource utilization, and
energy consumption are ωD, ωR, and ωE, respectively.
'erefore, their weighted normalized values are defined as

W
D
h � ωD · V

D
h ,

W
R
h � ωR · V

R
h ,

W
E
h � ωE · V

E
h .

(24)

We aim to maximize resource utilization and delay and
minimize the energy consumption in the Power Internet of
'ings through the analysis of the problem. 'erefore, we
define the resource utilization as the ideal solution, while
delay and energy consumption are the nonideal solution.
WR

max, WD
max, and WE

max are the maximum values of the three
targets, while WR

min, WD
min, and WE

min are the minimum
values.

'e distance between the ideal solution and alternative
solution can be denoted as

D
IS
h �

����������������������������������������

W
R
h − W

R
max 

2
+ W

D
h − W

D
max 

2
+ W

E
h − W

E
max 

2


.

(25)

'e distance between the nonideal solution and alter-
native solution is given by

D
NS
h �

����������������������������������������

W
R
h − W

R
min 

2
+ W

D
h − W

D
min 

2
+ W

E
h − W

E
min 

2


.

(26)

'e proximity between the ideal solution and alternative
solution can be represented as

C
IS
h �

D
NS
h

D
NS
h + D

IS
h

. (27)

According to the proximity of alternative solutions, the
superior solution can be expressed as

OP � maxH
h�1C

IS
h ,

s.t.ωD + ωR + ωE � 1,

ωD,ωR,ωE ∈ [0, 1],

(28)

where the constraints indicate that the weights of delay,
resource utilization, and energy consumption are 0 to 1, and
the sum of the three weight factors is equal to 1.
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'e specific process of IGA-ESP is summarized in
Algorithm 1. 'e workflow of IGA-ESP is shown in
Algorithm 1.'e input of the algorithm is the iteration times
I, and the output is the optimal service placement strategy
OP. 'e algorithm obtains the service set and performs
crossover and mutation operations firstly, then performs the
calculation of fitness function and selects the best individual
for the next generation, next calculates the proximity of
service placement strategy, and selects the placement
strategy with the maximum proximity. 'e above process is
repeated until the maximum number of iterations is reached
to output the best strategy.

5. Numerical Results and Analysis

5.1. Simulation Parameter Settings. Matlab platform is very
suitable for the simulation of complex systems because of its
powerful computing ability. To shorten the simulation time,
Huawei FusionServer Pro rack servers with strong com-
puting performance are used for cloud computing, virtu-
alization, high-performance computing, databases, and SAP
HANA computation-intensive scenarios. In addition, the
integrated high reliability design of the whole process, BSST
system startup accelerated storage, DEMT smart energy
efficiency, FDM smart diagnosis, and other technologies can
further improve system performance.

In Power Internet of 'ings, we assume that the
number of edge clouds within the coverage area of MBS is 3,
and user power grid equipment is distributed within each
EC. 'is paper assumes that the number of edge clouds
within the coverage area of MBS is 3, and user power grid
equipment is evenly distributed within each EC uniformly.
'e uplink transmission bandwidth allocated by the edge
cloud for each power grid equipment is 10Mbps. 'e
number of service requests in the Power Internet of 'ings
system is 4. Each edge cloud has a unit container range of 50
to 200. 'e storage capacity of the unit container is 1 GB,
and the computing capacity of the unit container is 1 GHz.
Other simulation parameter settings are shown in Table 1.

In this section, we compare the IGA-ESP algorithm with
other two benchmark algorithms. 'e first one is the Tabu
Search (TS) algorithm [25]; the algorithm has considered the
cost optimal service placement problem and proposed a
delay aware service placement strategy based on the
placement cost, which can guarantee the minimum QoS
requirements of the service and balance the delay perfor-
mance and deployment cost. 'e other one is the Greedy
algorithm [26]; the algorithm can meet the requirements of
load balancing and delay performance and reduce the
problem of QoS degradation caused by edge computing
resource constraints.

'e power grid equipment-aware delay is an important
parameter to determine the network performance. Resource
utilization and energy consumption are mainly considered
to reduce costs, which must be based on the delay perfor-
mance. 'e tradeoff among lower delay value, higher re-
source utilization, and lower energy consumption can be
achieved by adjusting weight parameters. Since the weight
parameters of delay, resource utilization, and energy

consumption are determined by ASP in power scenarios; in
this simulation, the weight parameter of delay is set to 2/3,
and the weight parameters of resource utilization and energy
consumption are set to 1/6.

5.2. Simulation Results Analysis. In Figure 2, it depicts the
relationship between the number of power grid equipment
and the average end-to-end delay of power grid equipment.
It can be found that the IGA-ESP algorithm can achieve the
best performance. Compared with TS algorithm and Greedy
algorithm, IGA-ESP algorithm reduces the average end-to-
end delay by 7.8% and 16.7% under different power grid
equipment. 'e average delay of the three algorithms in-
creases with the increase of the number of power grid
equipment. As the number of power grid equipment in-
creases, edge servers cannot deal with all tasks locally, and
some services need to be transmitted to the cloud center
through MBS, which will increase delay. Moreover, with the
increase of power grid equipment, the types of requested
services also increase. 'e edge server cannot store services
that meet all requests of power grid equipment. A large
number of power grid equipment need to request services
from the cloud server, which results in an obvious increase in
delay when the number of power grid equipment changes
from 9 to 12. 'e average end-to-end delay of power grid
equipment gradually slows down when the number of power
grid equipment continues to increase. It is because, with the
increase of power grid equipment, the edge servers are nearly
full, and some services begin to turn to the cloud center.
Even if the number of power grid equipment continues to
increase, the growth trend is not obvious when the edge
servers are not full. Further, it can be seen that the TS al-
gorithmminimizes the service placement cost while meeting
the power grid equipment QoS. 'erefore, more services are
placed in the cloud, resulting in higher delay. Greedy al-
gorithm considers delay and load balance; its delay is close to
the IGA-ESP algorithm at first; however, with the increase of
the number of power grid equipment, its delay is higher and
higher.

Figure 3 describes computing power per container
versus average delay of power grid equipment. When the
computing capacity of unit container increases gradually,
the average end-to-end delay shows a decreasing trend, and
the IGA-ESP algorithm always has the lowest delay. It can
be seen that when the computing ability of the unit con-
tainer is 0.25 GHz, the edge cloud computing ability is too
weak. Even if the transmission delay of cloud computing is
long, the performance is still better than that of the service
placement of edge computing. 'erefore, these three al-
gorithms choose to place all services in the cloud for
processing at the initial time. When the unit container
computing ability begins to increase, IGA-ESP and Greedy
algorithm move some services that were not significant to
the edge, which is dependent on the computing power, and
the average end-to-end delay was reduced by 0.125 s. As the
computing ability per container continues to increase, the
delay performance of the IGA-ESP algorithm is gradually
better than that of the Greedy algorithm and much
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lower than that of the TS algorithm. It indicates that the
cost considered in TS algorithm has a great impact on the
delay performance. When the computing ability of unit
container increases, the performance of the two algorithms
is basically consistent and worse than the IGA-ESP
algorithm.

Figure 4 shows the unit container computing ability
versus resource utilization. It can be seen that, with the
increase of the computing ability of the unit container, the
resource utilization shows an upward trend. When the
computing ability of the unit container reaches 1GHz, the
resource utilization of IGA-ESP and TS algorithm reaches
the saturation state under the current parameters. TS al-
gorithm prefers to directly request services from remote
cloud center; to consider the cost of service placement, its

Input: maximum number of iterations I
Output: optimal service placement strategy OP

(1) getting service set
(2) fors � 1 to S do
(3) i � 1
(4) whilei< Ido
(5) mutating and crossover
(6) for all individuals in the population do
(7) calculating D(t) using (10)
(8) calculating RU(t) using (12)
(9) calculating P(t) using (19)
(10) end for
(11) selecting and con�rming the o�spring
(12) i � i + 1
(13) end while
(14) estimating the relative proximity CISh according to (26)
(15) selecting the best service placement strategy OP according to (27)
(16) end for
(17) return OP

ALGORITHM 1: IGA-ESP.

Table 1: Simulation parameter setting.

Parameter Value
Storage capacity required by each service 20∼80Gb
Number of CPU cycles required by each service 10∼50 gigacycles
Computing ability provided by the cloud server 50 Ghz
Data size of each service request 0.1∼0.3MB
Power of edge cloud 300W
Operating power of edge cloud 5W
Basic power of cloud center 1500W
Computing power of cloud center 800W
Number of iterations 500
Probability of crossover 0.9
Probability of mutation 0.007
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edge resource utilization has always maintained a low value.
However, when the edge computing ability is very strong
and reaches 1.5GHz, its resource utilization suddenly rea-
ches 0.83 together with TS algorithm. It indicates that the
cost-centered TS algorithm only considers to place the
service to the edge cloud when the edge performance is
extremely strong and the delay is extremely low. �e uti-
lization of edge resource re¢ects the cost e�ect of the al-
gorithm to some extent. After the edge server is established,
the e£ciency of ASP can be improved by deploying more
services to the edge.

Figure 5 illustrates the computing ability versus energy
consumption per container. As can be seen, the total energy
consumption of the three algorithms has a trend of rising
�rst and then decreasing and gradually ¢attening. �e

reason for the increase in energy consumption is the ad-
dition of the basic power consumption of edge cloud. Al-
though the basic power consumption and operating power
consumption of cloud computing are both high when only
cloud computing is used to provide services at the beginning,
there is no edge server, so the basic power consumption of
three edge servers is 900W. When more services are placed
in the edge cloud, the total energy consumption of the
system drops sharply. �is is because the execution power of
edge computing is far less than that of cloud center. When
the execution power of edge computing is distributed among
various services, the in¢uence on the total energy con-
sumption curve of the system becomes smaller. Another
reason is that the increase of edge cloud computing ability
will lead to a continuous decrease in computing ability. �e
total energy consumption will also decrease under the same
power consumption. Finally, when a large number of ser-
vices are deployed to the edge cloud, the low power char-
acteristic of edge computing gradually ¢attens out. Even if
more services are placed to the edge for hosting, they cannot
be lower than the threshold limit of system energy con-
sumption. It also implies that the IGA-ESP algorithm has the
characteristics of low power consumption, which can reduce
the total energy consumption of the system.

6. Conclusions

�is paper studies the problem of edge computing service
placement multiobjective optimization in Power Internet of
�ings system. Considering that the transmission distance of
mobile cloud service is too long to guarantee the delay and
the energy consumption, the edge server with limited re-
sources is deployed at the power grid equipment edge of the
network side to realize the nearby service �rstly. Secondly,
the service delay, resource utilization, and energy con-
sumption are modeled. Finally, an edge service placement
strategy based on SPEA2 algorithm is proposed, which can
improve the overall performance of EC while optimizing
multiple objectives and control the cost by reducing energy
consumption. Simulation results show that, compared with
the other two benchmark algorithms, the proposed strategy
can e�ectively reduce system delay, improve resource uti-
lization, and save energy consumption.
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Since Internet of Everything (IoE) makes all the connections that come online more relevant and valuable, they are subject to
numerous security and privacy concerns. Cybersecurity ontology is a shared knowledge model for tackling the security in-
formation heterogeneity issue on IoE, which has been widely used in the IoE domain. However, the existing CSOs are developed
and maintained independently, yielding the CSO heterogeneity problem. To address this issue, we need to use the similarity
measure (SM) to calculate two entities’ similarity value in two CSOs and, on this basis, determine the entity correspondences, i.e.,
CSO alignment. Usually, it is necessary to integrate various SMs to enhance the result’s correctness, but how to combine and tune
these SMs to improve the alignment’s quality is still a challenge. To face this challenge, this work first models CSO matching
problem as a Constrained Multiobjective Optimization Problem (CMOOP) and then proposes a Coevolutionary Multiobjective
Evolutionary Algorithm (CE-MOEA) to effectively address it. In particular, CE-MOEA uses the multiobjective evolutionary
paradigm to avoid the solutions’ bias improvement and introduces the coevolutionary mechanism to trade off Pareto Front’s
(PF’s) diversity and convergence. ,e experiment uses Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative’s (OAEI’s) bibliographic track
and conference track and five real CSO matching tasks to test CE-MOEA’s performance. Comparisons between OAEI’s par-
ticipants and EA- and MOEA-based matching techniques show that CE-MOEA is able to effectively address various hetero-
geneous ontology matching problems and determine high-quality CSO alignments.

1. Introduction

Internet of Everything (IoE) is one such technological ad-
vancement that represents an interconnected network of
people, processes, data, and things. Since IoE makes all the
connections that come online more relevant and valuable,
they are subject to numerous security and privacy concerns
[1]. Cybersecurity ontology is the shared knowledge model
for standardizing the security terminologies, setting up the
relationship among them, and eliminating semantic dif-
ferences between different security policies on IoE [2].
Figure 1 shows a fragment of a CSO, where an oval node
denotes a concept, such as concept “SecurityPolicy” and
“SecurityObject”; the edge connecting two nodes represents

the relationship of two concepts; e.g., concept “Secur-
ityToken” is subsumed by concept “SecurityAssertion”; a
concept might have properties; e.g., concept “Alter-
nativeType” owns the properties “Capability” and
“Requirement.”

However, the existing CSOs are developed and main-
tained independently, yielding the CSO heterogeneity
problem. Finding the semantically equivalent entity pairs in
two security ontologies, i.e., CSO matching, is an effective
solution to this issue. When matching two CSOs, it is
necessary to use the similarity measure (SM) to calculate two
entities’ similarity value. However, no SM can ensure its
effectiveness in all contexts, and we usually need to com-
prehensively aggregate several SMs to improve the results’
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confidence. In recent years, Evolutionary Algorithm (EA)
[3] has become a popular method of optimizing SM’s ag-
gregating weights [4, 5], being dedicated to maximizing the
alignment’s f-measure [6]. According to Xue et al. [7], the
single-objective EA tends to improve the solution’s quality
by improving recall (which measures the alignment’s
completeness) or precision (which measures the
alignment’s correctness) while sacrificing the other, yielding
solution’s bias improvement. To improve the ontology
alignment’s quality, this work makes the following contri-
butions: (1) A Constrained Multiobjective Optimization
Model for the CSO matching problem is constructed, trying
to simultaneously optimize the alignment’s completeness
and correctness. (2) A Coevolutionary Multiobjective
Evolutionary Algorithm (CE-MOEA) is proposed to de-
termine the solutions that represent the trade-offs between
the alignment’s completeness and correctness. In particular,
CE-MOEA uses a new paradigm of coevolutionary frame-
work to solve the Constrained Multiobjective Optimization
Problem (CMOOP) with the assistance of solving a helper
problem. ,e helper problem is a simpler version of the
original MOP, and they are separately addressed by the same
multiobjective optimizer. CE-MOEA is characterized by the
weak cooperation between two populations, which can be
more effective than strong cooperation in existing MOEAs
for solving CMOOP [8].

,e rest of this paper is organized as follows: after
surveying EA-based ontology matching techniques (Section
2), the definition of the cyber ontology matching problem is
given (Section 3), and the problem-specific CE-MOEA for
addressing this problem is presented (Section 4), followed by
the experiment and the corresponding analysis (Section 5).
Finally, the conclusion is drawn and future work is presented
(Section 6).

2. Related Work

2.1. Evolutionary Algorithm Based Ontology Matching
Technique. How to combine and tune different similarity
measures to improve the ontology alignment’s quality is a
challenging problem [9], and EA is a state-of-the-art
methodology to face it [10]. Martinez et al. [11] first propose
to improve ontology alignment through EA. ,ey are
dedicated to finding a suitable weight set for aggregating
three kinds of similarity measures in parallel. After that,
Ginsca et al. [12] and Naya et al. [13] further optimize
another parameter for the matching process, i.e., the
threshold for determining the final alignment. ,e above
three works with the objective of maximizing the align-
ment’s quality suffer from two drawbacks: (1) a reference
alignment should be provided in advance to evaluate the
alignment’s quality, but it is not always available in the
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Figure 1: An example of sensor ontology matching.
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practical matching task; (2) a bias improvement on the
solutions caused by f-measure would bring negative impacts
on the results. To overcome these issues, Xue et al. [14]
propose the approximate evaluating metrics on alignment’s
quality and introduce Unanimous Improvement Ratio
(UIR) to ensure the solutions’ unanimous improvement
during algorithm’s search process. ,eir work is able to
match more than one pair of heterogeneous ontologies and
find the uniform aggregating weights. Later on, Lv et al. [15]
not only use the approximate metrics to evaluate the so-
lutions, but also introduce the adaptive selection pressure to
improve the algorithm’s efficiency. Moreover, the local
search strategy and compact encoding mechanism are also
combined with EA to improve its searching efficiency [16].
More recently, Lin et al. [17] propose to use EA to aggregate
several similarity measures and optimize the alignment’s
quality. To better trade off the completeness and correctness
of the alignment and improve the searching efficiency,
Acampora et al. [18] and Xue et al. [19, 20] regard the
matching problem as a multiobjective optimizing process
and, respectively, used two popular MOEAs, i.e., NSGA-II
[21] and MOEA/D [22], to address it. ,eir approaches aim
to find a set of non-dominated solutions that represent a
balance between an alignment’s completeness and correct-
ness, and the solutions with the best sub-objective values in
the Pareto Front (PF) are selected as the output. To improve
the algorithm’s efficiency, the meta-model is introduced to
evaluate the solution’s fitness, which can effectively address
the expensive evaluating issue [23]. However, the con-
strained multiobjective CSO matching problem poses stiff
challenge to the existing MOEA-based matching techniques,
because it is difficult for them to handle both objectives and
constraints so as to ensure the solutions’ convergence and
diversity.

2.2. Coevolutionary Algorithm for ConstrainedMultiobjective
Optimization Problem. For decades, MOEAs have shown
their effectiveness in solving Multiobjective Optimization
Problem (MOOP) [24], and in recent years, more attention
has been drawn to CMOOP, such as collaborative CTAEA
[25] and PPS with biphasic search [26]. A CMOOP is
formally defined as follows:

max f(x) � f1(x), f2(x) · · · fm(x)( ,

s.t.x ∈ Ω,

gi(x)≤ 0, i � 1, · · ·p,

hj(x) � 0, j � 1, · · ·, q,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1)

where x � (x1, · · ·xD) ∈ Ω is D-dimensional decision vari-
able; Ω ∈ RD is the decision space; f: Ω⇄RD consists of M
objectives; and gi(x) and hj(x) are, respectively, the in-
equality constraints and the jth equality constraints. ,e
constraints define a feasible region for CMOOP, and the
algorithm should determine the feasible solutions to min-
imize the objectives as much as possible. Since the con-
straints and the objectives should be separately handled and
balanced, CMOOP should not be regarded as the extension
of classical MOOP.

With the development of Coevolutionary Algorithm
and its effectiveness on many challenging problems, the
coevolutionary constraint handling technique is used in
addressing CMOOP. Ceollo [27] and Huang et al. [28],
respectively, propose a Coevolutionary EA and Coevo-
lutionary Differential Evolution (DE) Algorithm to ad-
dress the CMOOP. To balance the constraints and
objectives, they assign each subpopulation an indepen-
dent penalty factor and evolve them simultaneously. Liu
et al. [29] propose a coevolutionary framework that
consists of two subpopulations. One subpopulation is
dedicated to optimizing the objectives without consid-
ering the constraints, while the other tries to minimize the
violation of constraints. Kieffer et al. [30] first decompose
the constraints and assign each constraint to a subpop-
ulation. After that, each subpopulation tries to satisfy
more constraints with the requisition that its assigned
constraint is met. Wang et al. [31] use M subpopulations
to address M constrained single-objective optimization
problem, and then find a new subpopulation for solving
M-objective CMOOP.

Although CMOOP has been studied for two decades and
various techniques have been suggested in the state-of-the-
art MOEAs, it is still difficult to address the CMOOP with
small feasible region, which might lead to a poor conver-
gence and diversity [32]. In addition, the strong cooperation
between subpopulations yields the difficulties of keeping the
population’s convergence and diversity. To address these
issues, we propose a CE-MOEA, which makes use of two
subpopulations with weak cooperating framework to ad-
dress the multiobjective CSOmatching problem. CE-MOEA
is able to better balance the solutions’ convergence and
diversity.

3. Cybersecurity Ontology Matching Problem

A CSO consists of the class set, the datatype property set,
and the object property set [17], and the existing CSOs can
be generally categorized into three categories, i.e., gener-
alized security ontologies, specialized security ontologies,
and miscellaneous security ontologies [33]. Due to the
human subjectivity, these CSOs might have different ways
of class definitions, yielding the ontology heterogeneity
problem, which hampers their communications. Ontology
matching is dedicated to finding the set of entity corre-
spondences between heterogeneous entities, i.e., ontology
alignment. Each entity correspondence consists of two
entities, their relationships (typically equivalence ≡ ) and
the confidence that it holds [34]. Figure 2 shows the
flowchart of matching two ontologies. Each SM is used to
construct a similarity matrix for two ontologies under
alignment, whose row and column are the entities of two
ontologies, and its element is the similarity value of two
corresponding entities. After that, these similarity matrices
are aggregated into one matrix, which is then converted
into the ontology alignment.

Recall and precision are two classical metrics for eval-
uating the quality of an alignment [5], which, respectively,
measure an alignment’s completeness and correctness:
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Figure 2: �e �owchart of matching ontologies.
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Recall �
|A∩RA|

|RA|
,

Precision(A) �
|A∩RA|

|A|
.

(2)

where |A| and |RA| are, respectively, the numbers of cor-
respondences in the alignment A and the reference align-
ment RA, and |A∩RA| is the number of the true positive
correspondences in A.

It is difficult to obtain a perfect ontology alignment,
whose recall and precision are both equal to 1.00; therefore,
we need to balance them during the matching process [34].
Assume n is the number of similarity measures; CSO
matching problem forigin is formally defined as follows:

maxf(x) � f1(x), f2(x)( ,

s.t. X � x1, x2, . . . , xn( , xi ∈ 0, 1{ },

 xi � 1,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

where xi is the aggregating weight of i − thith similarity
matrix, and (f1) and (f2), respectively, calculate the de-
cision variable X′s corresponding alignment’s recall and
precision.

We can also use the statistic-based approach to ap-
proximately calculate the recall and precision of an align-
ment, which are, respectively, defined as follows [35]:

Recall′(A) �
EntityMapped





O1


 + O2



,

Precision′(A) �
isimi

|A|
.

(4)

where |O1|, |O2|, and |A| are, respectively, the entity numbers
of ontologies O1 and O2, and their alignment A;

|EntityMapped| is the number of mapped entities in A; and
simi is the i th correspondence’s similarity value. ,e mo-
tivations behind the metrics (recall′) and (precision′) are
that the more the mapped entities are, the more the correct
mappings found could be (i.e., the higher the recall could
be), and the higher the average similarity value is, the higher
the confidence of the alignment could be (i.e., the higher the
precision could be). On this basis, we define the helper
problem fhelp as follows:

maxf′(X) � f1′(X), f2′(X)( ,

s.t. X � x1, x2, . . . , xn( , xi ∈ 0, 1{ }

 xi � 1,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

, (5)

where f1′(X) and f2′(X), respectively, calculate the decision
variable X’s corresponding alignment’s approximate recall
and precision. forigin uses the most sound metric to ensure
the population’s convergence, while fhelp is relatively re-
laxed, and the population for addressing it could be more
diverse. ,e cooperation between two populations, which
aim to address forigin and fhelp, respectively, can bring
mutual benefits for them and guide the algorithm to ensure
both convergence and diversity of the population.

4. Coevolutionary Multiobjective
Evolutionary Algorithm

,is work uses the binary encoding mechanism; please see
also our previous work [36] for more details. As shown in
Algorithm 1, two subpopulations with size N are first
randomly initialized and then evaluated by the original
problem forigin and helper problem fhelp. In each genera-
tion, two parent sets parent1 and parent2 with size N/2 are
randomly selected from population1 and population2. Each
parent set generates an offspring population with size N/2

(1) initialize population1;
(2) initialize population2;
(3) evaluate population1 byforigin;

(4) evaluate population2 byfhelp;
(5) gen � 0;

(6) While gen<MaxGen do
(7) parent1 � Random_Selection(population1, N/2);

(8) parent2 � Random_Selection(population2, N/2);
(9) offspring1 � Generate_Offspring(population1, N/2);
(10) offspring2 � Generate_Offspring(population2, N/2);
(11) population1� population1Èoffspring1Èoffspring2;
(12) population2 � population2Èoffspring2Èoffspring1;
(13) evaluate population1 byforigin;
(14) evaluate population2 byfhelp;
(15) Non − dorminated_Sorting(population1);
(16) population1 � Environmental_Selection(population1, N);
(17) population2 � Environmental_Selection(population2, N);
(18) gen� gen+1;
(19) end while
(20) Return population1

ALGORITHM 1: Pseudocode of CE-MOEA.
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with the single-point crossover operator and flip-bit mu-
tation [37]. Afterwards, population1 and population2 are
both combined with two offspring populations, offspring1
and offspring2, which are, respectively, evaluated by forigin
and fhelp. Finally, we execute NSGA-II’s non-dominated
sorting and environmental selection on population1 and
population2. When the generation gen reaches the maxi-
mum generation MaxGen, the algorithm terminates and
returns population1 as the output.

CE-MOEA always evaluates population1 by forigin and
evolves population2 to solve fhelp, and since fhelp is a
simplified version of forigin, the evaluation by fhelp does not
increase the algorithm’s computational complexity. fhelp is

simpler, and thus populations2 usually converges quickly
and has better diversity. fhelp assists in solving forigin by
sharing its offspring, which is able to improve population1′s
converging speed and helps it jump out of the local opti-
mums. Different from other MOEAs which make subpop-
ulations cooperate in the whole evolving process, CE-MOEA
evolves two subpopulations separately except for sharing
their offspring in each generation. CE-MOEA uses a weak
cooperation to offer each subpopulation freedom to evolve
and makes one subpopulation to assist the other to address
the original optimization problem. According to Tian et al.
[7], the coevolutionary paradigm with weak cooperation is
more effective than a strong cooperation.

Table 1: Comparison on OAEI’s testing cases in terms of recall and precision.,e symbols r and p, respectively, denote recall and precision.

OAEI’s bibliographic track

Testing case AMLC [51] LogMap [52] LogMapLt [52] XMap [53] EA NSGA-II CE-MOEA
r (p) r (p) r (p) r (p) r (p) r (p) r (p)

101 1.00 (1.00) 0.88 (0.96) 0.78 (0.64) 0.93 (1.00) 0.78 (0.84) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00)
202 0.80 (0.92) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.72 (0.87) 0.80 (0.91) 0.88 (0.96)
221 0.49 (0.53) 0.87 (0.98) 0.76 (0.69) 0.95 (1.00) 0.87 (0.87) 0.97 (0.92) 1.00 (1.00)
222 0.71 (0.32) 0.00 (0.00) 0.76 (0.69) 0.80 (0.75) 0.78 (0.85) 0.97 (0.92) 1.00 (1.00)
223 0.40 (0.62) 0.90 (0.98) 0.76 (0.69) 0.98 (0.96) 0.87 (0.87) 0.86 (0.95) 1.00 (1.00)
224 0.58 (0.45) 0.90 (0.98) 0.82 (0.98) 0.98 (0.96) 0.94 (0.85) 0.86 (0.95) 1.00 (1.00)
225 0.51 (0.52) 0.92 (0.97) 0.76 (0.69) 0.98 (0.96) 0.78 (0.85) 0.82 (0.87) 1.00 (1.00)
228 1.00 (1.00) 0.92 (0.97) 0.58 (0.40) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00)
232 0.51 (0.52) 0.87 (0.98) 0.88 (0.93) 0.98 (0.96) 0.81 (0.95) 0.86 (0.95) 1.00 (1.00)
233 1.00 (1.00) 0.92 (0.97) 0.58 (0.40) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00)
236 1.00 (1.00) 0.92 (0.97) 0.72 (0.87) 1.00 (1.00) 0.82 (0.88) 0.92 (0.92) 1.00 (1.00)
237 0.42 (0.58) 0.00 (0.00) 0.88 (0.93) 0.80 (0.75) 0.87 (0.80) 0.82 (0.87) 0.94 (0.94)
238 0.51 (0.52) 0.96 (0.93) 0.88 (0.93) 0.98 (0.96) 0.82 (0.92) 0.86 (0.95) 1.00 (1.00)
239 1.00 (1.00) 0.91 (0.93) 0.58 (0.40) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00)
240 1.00 (1.00) 0.91 (0.93) 0.58 (0.40) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00)
241 1.00 (1.00) 0.91 (0.93) 0.72 (0.87) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00)
246 1.00 (1.00) 0.88 (0.96) 0.72 (0.87) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00)
247 1.00 (1.00) 0.88 (0.96) 0.72 (0.87) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 (1.00)
Average 0.77 (0.77) 0.75 (0.80) 0.69 (0.68) 0.91 (0.90) 0.89 (0.91) 0.93 (0.95) 0.99 (0.99)

OAEI’s conference track
Testing case AMLC LogMap LogMapLt XMap EA NSGA-II CE-MOEA
cmt-conference 0.53 (0.67) 0.53 (0.73) 0.33 (0.56) 0.00 (0.00) 0.68 (0.76) 0.68 (0.76) 0.73 (0.92)
cmt-confOf 0.56 (0.90) 0.31 (0.83) 0.38 (0.67) 0.44 (0.88) 0.65 (0.68) 0.65 (0.68) 0.75 (0.75)
cmt-edas 0.77 (0.91) 0.62 (0.89) 0.62 (0.73) 0.69 (0.75) 0.65 (0.72) 0.68 (0.76) 0.82 (0.95)
cmt-ekaw 0.55 (0.75) 0.55 (0.75) 0.45 (0.56) 0.64 (0.70) 0.65 (0.68) 0.65 (0.68) 0.80 (0.77)
cmt-iasted 1.00 (0.80) 0.84 (0.80) 0.90 (0.89) 0.93 (0.80) 0.75 (0.89) 0.83 (0.87) 0.88 (0.93)
cmt-sigkdd 0.92 (0.92) 0.88 (0.95) 0.67 (0.89) 0.83 (0.91) 0.75 (0.75) 0.87 (0.90) 0.92 (0.94)
conference-confOf 0.87 (0.87) 0.73 (0.85) 0.60 (0.90) 0.80 (0.71) 0.78 (0.67) 0.80 (0.88) 0.88 (0.93)
conference-edas 0.65 (0.73) 0.65 (0.85) 0.53 (0.75) 0.65 (0.79) 0.78 (0.67) 0.68 (0.78) 0.79 (0.79)
conference-ekaw 0.72 (0.78) 0.48 (0.60) 0.32 (0.62) 0.60 (0.58) 0.74 (0.66) 0.70 (0.78) 0.79 (0.85)
conference-iasted 0.36 (0.83) 0.50 (0.88) 0.29 (0.80) 0.36 (0.62) 0.68 (0.52) 0.75 (0.60) 0.75 (0.75)
conference-sigkdd 0.73 (0.85) 0.73 (0.85) 0.53 (0.80) 0.60 (0.58) 0.75 (0.75) 0.75 (0.75) 0.78 (0.82)
confOf-edas 0.58 (0.92) 0.53 (0.77) 0.58 (0.58) 0.53 (0.91) 0.65 (0.72) 0.65 (0.72) 0.71 (0.79)
confOf-ekaw 0.80 (0.94) 0.70 (0.93) 0.50 (0.77) 0.80 (0.76) 0.88 (0.75) 0.88 (0.75) 0.88 (0.75)
confOf-iasted 0.44 (0.80) 0.54 (0.89) 0.54 (0.90) 0.67 (0.43) 0.62 (0.51) 0.69 (0.51) 0.71 (0.78)
confOf-sigkdd 0.88 (0.95) 0.81 (0.90) 0.68 (0.88) 0.57 (0.80) 0.88 (0.73) 0.89 (0.78) 0.88 (0.96)
edas-ekaw 0.48 (0.79) 0.52 (0.75) 0.43 (0.59) 0.52 (0.75) 0.65 (0.68) 0.65 (0.68) 0.65 (0.79)
edas-iasted 0.47 (0.82) 0.37 (0.88) 0.37 (0.88) 0.42 (0.57) 0.63 (0.57) 0.62 (0.82) 0.65 (0.88)
edas-sigkdd 0.75 (0.84) 0.47 (0.88) 0.47 (0.88) 0.62 (0.81) 0.75 (0.75) 0.68 (0.76) 0.76 (0.88)
ekaw-iasted 0.70 (0.84) 0.70 (0.78) 0.60 (0.60) 0.70 (0.58) 0.68 (0.76) 0.82 (0.74) 0.85 (0.85)
ekaw-sigkdd 0.73 (0.80) 0.70 (0.78) 0.70 (0.78) 0.64 (0.78) 0.78 (0.67) 0.70 (0.81) 0.78 (0.83)
iasted-sigkdd 0.87 (0.81) 0.88 (0.82) 0.73 (0.73) 0.87 (0.68) 0.76 (0.75) 0.80 (0.85) 0.87 (0.89)
Average 0.68 (0.83) 0.62 (0.82) 0.53 (0.75) 0.61 (0.68) 0.70 (0.69) 0.73 (0.55) 0.79 (0.84)
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Table 2: Comparison on OAEI’s testing cases in terms of f-measure.

OAEI’s bibliographic track
Testing case AMLC LogMap LogMapLt XMap EA NSGA-II CE-MOEA
101 1.00 0.95 0.71 0.97 0.81 1.00 1.00
202 0.86 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.79 0.85 0.92
221 0.51 0.94 0.72 0.97 0.87 0.95 1.00
222 0.50 0.00 0.72 0.78 0.82 0.95 1.00
223 0.51 0.94 0.72 0.97 0.87 0.90 1.00
224 0.51 0.94 0.90 0.97 0.90 0.90 1.00
225 0.51 0.95 0.72 0.97 0.82 0.85 1.00
228 1.00 0.92 0.48 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
232 0.51 0.94 0.90 0.97 0.88 0.90 1.00
233 1.00 0.92 0.48 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
236 1.00 0.92 0.80 1.00 0.85 0.92 1.00
237 0.50 0.00 0.91 0.78 0.84 0.85 0.94
238 0.51 0.95 0.90 0.97 0.87 0.90 1.00
239 1.00 0.92 0.48 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
240 1.00 0.92 0.48 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
241 1.00 0.92 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
246 1.00 0.92 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
247 1.00 0.92 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Average 0.77 0.78 0.68 0.91 0.91 0.94 0.99

OAEI’s conference track
cmt-conference 0.59 0.62 0.42 0.00 0.72 0.72 0.84
cmt-confOf 0.69 0.45 0.48 0.58 0.66 0.66 0.75
cmt-edas 0.83 0.73 0.67 0.72 0.68 0.72 0.88
cmt-ekaw 0.63 0.63 0.50 0.67 0.68 0.72 0.79
cmt-iasted 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.82 0.85 0.90
cmt-sigkdd 0.92 0.91 0.76 0.87 0.75 0.89 0.93
conference-confOf 0.87 0.79 0.72 0.75 0.78 0.83 0.90
conference-edas 0.69 0.73 0.62 0.71 0.73 0.73 0.79
conference-ekaw 0.75 0.53 0.42 0.59 0.70 0.74 0.82
conference-iasted 0.50 0.64 0.42 0.45 0.59 0.68 0.75
conference-sigkdd 0.79 0.79 0.64 0.69 0.75 0.75 0.80
confOf-edas 0.71 0.62 0.58 0.67 0.68 0.68 0.75
confOf-ekaw 0.86 0.80 0.61 0.78 0.82 0.82 0.88
confOf-iasted 0.57 0.62 0.62 0.52 0.58 0.60 0.75
confOf-sigkdd 0.92 0.83 0.73 0.67 0.80 0.85 0.92
edas-ekaw 0.59 0.62 0.50 0.62 0.66 0.62 0.72
edas-iasted 0.60 0.52 0.52 0.48 0.60 0.66 0.77
edas-sigkdd 0.80 0.61 0.61 0.64 0.75 0.72 0.82
ekaw-iasted 0.78 0.74 0.60 0.64 0.72 0.78 0.85
ekaw-sigkdd 0.76 0.74 0.74 0.70 0.73 0.76 0.81
iasted-sigkdd 0.84 0.85 0.73 0.76 0.76 0.82 0.88
Average 0.74 0.70 0.61 0.64 0.71 0.74 0.82
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Figure 3: Comparison on cybersecurity ontology matching tasks in terms of recall.
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5. Experiment

5.1. Experimental Configuration. In the experiment, we first
compare our approach with EA-based matching technique
[17], NSGA-II-based matching technique [19], and OAEI’s
participants on bibliographic track and conference track
provided by Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI).
In particular, OAEI’s bibliographic track requires matching
two bibliographic ontologies, and the target ontology’s entity
names could be random strings or synonyms. ,e hierarchy
could be expanded or flattened, the properties could be sup-
pressed, and the classes could be refined by several subclasses or
flattened. OAEI’s conference track requires matching 16 dif-
ferent ontologies on the conference organization, which have
been used in some actual conference series and the corre-
sponding conference web sites. After that, we compare CE-
MOEA with EA-based and NSGA-II-based matching tech-
niques on five pairs of real CSOs, which are all popular on-
tologies in the cybersecurity domain and own large quantities
of heterogeneous entities:

(1) Network Security Ontologies: Network Attack On-
tology (NAO) [38] and Ontology-based Attack
Model (NAM) [39].

(2) Security Requirement-related Ontologies: Security
and Domain Ontology for Security Requirement
Analysis (SDOSRA) [40] and Extended Ontology for
Security Requirements (EOSR) [41].

(3) Miscellaneous Security Ontologies: Ontological ap-
proach toward Cybersecurity in Cloud Computing
(OCSCC) [42] and Ontology in Cloud Computing
(OCC) [43].

(4) Application-Based Security Ontologies: Security
Ontology for Mobile Applications (SOMA) [44] and
Security Ontology for Mobile Agents Protection
(SOMAP) [45].

(5) Cloud Security Ontologies: Cloud Security Policy
(CSP) [46] and Cloud Ontology (CO) [47].

Finally, we carry out the T-test to statistically compare
three EA-based matching techniques. In particular, the
configurations of EA and NSGA-II are referred to in their
papers, and the configuration of CE-MOEA is as follows:

(1) Population size� 20.
(2) Maximum generation� 2000.
(3) Crossover rate� 0.65.
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Figure 4: Comparison on cybersecurity ontology matching tasks in terms of precision.
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Figure 5: Comparison on cybersecurity ontology matching tasks in terms of f-measure.
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(4) Mutation rate� 0.012.

,ree categories of similarity measures used by CE-
MOEA are as follows:

(1) Syntax-based similarity measure: Levenshtein dis-
tance [48].

(2) Linguistic-based similarity measure:WordNet-based
distance [49].

(3) Taxonomy-based similarity measure: context-based
distance [50].

,e algorithm’s configurations are determined through the
empirical experiments, and their robustness against different
heterogeneous matching tasks is verified through the experi-
mental results. ,ree similarity measures are the classical ones
that belong to three categories of similarity measures in on-
tology matching domains, which have been proved to have
mutual benefits in enhancing the results’ confidence [11].

5.2. Experimental Results. Tables 1 and 2 make comparisons
on OAEI’s testing cases in terms of recall, precision, and

Table 3: Comparisons between EA, NSGA-II, and CE-MOEA in terms of mean f-measure and standard deviation.

OAEI’s bibliographic track

Testing case EA NSGA-II CE-MOEA
f-measure (stdDev) f-measure (stdDev) f-measure (stdDev)

101 0.81 (0.01) 1.00 (0.01) 1.00 (0.01)
202 0.79 (0.03) 0.85 (0.02) 0.92 (0.02)
221 0.87 (0.02) 0.95 (0.02) 1.00 (0.01)
222 0.82 (0.02) 0.95 (0.01) 1.00 (0.01)
223 0.87 (0.01) 0.90 (0.02) 1.00 (0.01)
224 0.90 (0.01) 0.90 (0.02) 1.00 (0.01)
225 0.82 (0.02) 0.85 (0.01) 1.00 (0.01)
228 1.00 (0.01) 1.00 (0.01) 1.00 (0.01)
232 0.88 (0.01) 0.90 (0.01) 1.00 (0.01)
233 1.00 (0.01) 1.00 (0.01) 1.00 (0.01)
236 0.85 (0.03) 0.92 (0.02) 1.00 (0.01)
237 0.84 (0.02) 0.85 (0.03) 0.94 (0.01)
238 0.87 (0.03) 0.90 (0.01) 1.00 (0.01)
239 1.00 (0.01) 1.00 (0.01) 1.00 (0.01)
240 1.00 (0.01) 1.00 (0.01) 1.00 (0.01)
241 1.00 (0.01) 1.00 (0.01) 1.00 (0.01)
246 1.00 (0.01) 1.00 (0.01) 1.00 (0.01)
247 1.00 (0.01) 1.00 (0.01) 1.00 (0.01)

OAEI’s conference track
cmt-conference 0.72 (0.02) 0.72 (0.02) 0.84 (0.02)
cmt-confOf 0.66 (0.03) 0.66 (0.02) 0.75 (0.01)
cmt-edas 0.68 (0.02) 0.72 (0.01) 0.88 (0.01)
cmt-ekaw 0.68 (0.02) 0.72 (0.01) 0.79 (0.02)
cmt-iasted 0.82 (0.02) 0.85 (0.02) 0.90 (0.01)
cmt-sigkdd 0.75 (0.02) 0.89 (0.01) 0.93 (0.01)
conference-confOf 0.78 (0.02) 0.83 (0.02) 0.90 (0.01)
conference-edas 0.73 (0.03) 0.73 (0.02) 0.79 (0.02)
conference-ekaw 0.70 (0.02) 0.74 (0.01) 0.82 (0.01)
conference-iasted 0.59 (0.03) 0.68 (0.01) 0.75 (0.01)
conference-sigkdd 0.75 (0.03) 0.75 (0.01) 0.80 (0.01)
confOf-edas 0.68 (0.02) 0.68 (0.01) 0.75 (0.01)
confOf-ekaw 0.82 (0.02) 0.82 (0.02) 0.88 (0.01)
confOf-iasted 0.58 (0.03) 0.60 (0.01) 0.75 (0.01)
confOf-sigkdd 0.80 (0.01) 0.85 (0.01) 0.92 (0.01)
edas-ekaw 0.66 (0.03) 0.62 (0.03) 0.72 (0.02)
edas-iasted 0.60 (0.02) 0.66 (0.02) 0.77 (0.01)
edas-sigkdd 0.75 (0.03) 0.72 (0.03) 0.82 (0.02)
ekaw-iasted 0.72 (0.01) 0.78 (0.02) 0.85 (0.01)
ekaw-sigkdd 0.73 (0.02) 0.76 (0.01) 0.81 (0.02)
iasted-sigkdd 0.76 (0.01) 0.82 (0.01) 0.88 (0.01)

Cybersecurity ontology matching tasks
NAO-NAM 0.78 (0.02) 0.85 (0.02) 0.88 (0.02)
SDOSRA-EOSR 0.82 (0.02) 0.78 (0.02) 0.87 (0.01)
OCSCC-OCC 0.91 (0.02) 0.89 (0.02) 0.93 (0.01)
SOMA-SOMAP 0.85 (0.02) 0.87 (0.01) 0.92 (0.02)
CSP-CO 0.83 (0.01) 0.84 (0.01) 0.87 (0.01)
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f-measure. In particular, f-measure is a uniform mean of
recall and precision. Figures 3, 4, and 5 respectively compare
EA, NSGA-II, and CE-MOEA on CSO matching tasks.
Table 3 compares CE-MOEA with EA and NSGA-II with the
mean f-measure and the corresponding standard deviation
stdDev, and in Table 4, the statistical T-test [51] is executed
on the data presented in Table 3.,e results of EA, NSGA-II,
and CE-MOEA presented in the tables and figures are the
mean values of 30 independent runs.

As shown in Tables 1 and 2, compared with OAEI’s
participants, EA-, NSGA-II-, and CE-MOEA-based

matching techniques comprehensively take into consider-
ation several similarity measures, whose precision values are
generally high. In addition, the iterative refinement on the
alignment is an effective way of finding more correct entity
correspondences; therefore, EA-based matching techniques’
recall values are also high in general.

In Figures 3, 4, and 5, since MOEA is able to better trade
off the alignment’s recall and precision, NSGA-II and CE-
MOEA’s results are better than those of classical EA. With
the introduction of the coevolutionary mechanism, CE-
MOEA is able to further improve the results’ quality by

Table 4: T-test on alignment’s quality.

OAEI’s bibliographic track

Testing case (EA, CE-MOEA) (NSGA-II, CE-MOEA)
T value (p value) T value (p value)

101 −73.5866 (0.0000) 0.0000 (0.5000)
202 −19.7484 (0.0012) −13.5554 (0.0027)
221 −31.8433 (0.0004) −12.2474 (0.0033)
222 −44.0908 (0.0002) −19.3649 (0.0013)
223 −50.3487 (0.0001) −24.4949 (0.0008)
224 −38.7298 (0.0003) −24.4949 (0.0008)
225 −44.0908 (0.0002) −58.0947 (0.0001)
228 0.0000 (0.5000) 0.0000 (0.5000)
232 −46.4758 (0.0002) −38.7298 (0.0003)
233 0.0000 (0.5000) 0.0000 (0.5000)
236 −25.9807 (0.0007) −19.59592 (0.0012)
237 −24.4948 (0.0008) −15.5884 (0.0020)
238 −22.5166 (0.0009) −38.7298 (0.0003)
239 0.0000 (0.5000) 0.0000 (0.5000)
240 0.0000 (0.5000) 0.0000 (0.5000)
241 0.0000 (0.5000) 0.0000 (0.5000)
246 0.0000 (0.5000) 0.0000 (0.5000)
247 0.0000 (0.5000) 0.0000 (0.5000)

OAEI’s conference track
cmt-conference −23.2379 (0.0009) −23.2379 (0.0009)
cmt-confOf −15.5884 (0.0020) −22.0454 (0.0010)
cmt-edas −48.9897 (0.0002) −61.9677 (0.0001)
cmt-ekaw −21.3014 (0.0010) −17.1464 (0.0016)
cmt-iasted −19.5959 (0.0012) −12.2474 (0.0033)
cmt-sigkdd −44.0908 (0.0002) −15.4919 (0.0020)
conference-confOf −29.3938 (0.0005) −17.1464 (0.0016)
conference-edas −9.1146 (0.0059) −11.6189 (0.0036)
conference-ekaw −29.3938 (0.0005) −30.9838 (0.0005)
conference-iasted −27.7128 (0.0006) −27.1108 (0.0006)
conference-sigkdd −8.6602 (0.0065) −19.3649 (0.0013)
confOf-edas −17.1464 (0.0016) −27.1108 (0.0006)
confOf-ekaw −14.6969 (0.0023) −14.6969 (0.0023)
confOf-iasted −29.4448 (0.0005) −58.0947 (0.0001)
confOf-sigkdd −46.4758 (0.0002) −27.1108 (0.0006)
edas-ekaw −9.1146 (0.0059) −15.1910 (0.0021)
edas-iasted −41.6413 (0.0002) −26.94 (0.0006)
edas-sigkdd −10.6337 (0.0043) −15.1910 (0.0021)
ekaw-iasted −50.3487 (0.0001) −17.1464 (0.0016)
ekaw-sigkdd −15.4919 (0.0020) −12.2474 (0.0033)
iasted-sigkdd −46.4758 (0.0002) −23.2379 (0.0009)

Cybersecurity ontology matching tasks
NAO-NAM −19.3649 (0.0013) −5.8094 (0.0141)
SDOSRA-EOSR −12.2474 (0.0033) −22.0454 (0.0010)
OCSCC-OCC −4.8989 (0.0196) −9.7979 (0.0051)
SOMA-SOMAP −13.5554 (0.0027) −12.2474 (0.0033)
CSP-CO −15.4919 (0.0020) −11.6189 (0.0036)
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helping the algorithm jump out of the local optimum. In
particular, the subpopulation for the helper problem can
improve the diversity in general, while the subpopulation for
the original problem ensures the algorithm’s convergence.
,e cooperation between them is able to better trade off the
PF’s diversity and convergence and further improve the
alignment’s quality.

In Table 4, T-test’s degree of freedom of is 2, and the
significant level is 0.05. On all testing cases, the p values are
all smaller than 0.05, and thus, we can draw the conclusion
that CE-MOEA statistically outperforms EA- and NSGA-II-
based matching techniques at the significance level of 5%. To
conclude, CE-MOEA-based ontology matching technique is
able to effectively address various ontology heterogeneity
problems and determine high-quality CSO alignments.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Due to the distributed and independent nature of cyber-
security systems, it is necessary to match various hetero-
geneous CSOs to manage cybersecurity knowledge on IoE.
To this end, this work proposes a CE-MOEA-based
matching technique to effectively determine CSO alignment.
CE-MOEA uses the multiobjective evolutionary paradigm to
avoid the solutions’ bias improvement and introduces the
coevolutionary mechanism to trade off PF’s diversity and
convergence. ,e experiment uses OAEI’s bibliographic
track and conference track and five real CSO matching tasks
to test CE-MOEA’s performance. Comparisons between
OAEI’s participants and EA- and CE-MOEA-based
matching techniques show that our proposed algorithm is
able to effectively address various heterogeneous ontology
matching problems and determine high-quality cyberse-
curity ontology alignments. ,e experimental results also
show that the evolutionary paradigm is able to find better
alignment than other artificial techniques and the weak
cooperating framework is effective in further improving
MOEA’s performance.

Although CE-MOEA-based aligning technique shows its
superiority in the experiment, it is not able to detect the m:n
correspondence; i.e., multiple source entities are mapped with
multiple target entities, which is a common complex corre-
spondence pattern. In addition, CE-MOEA is also not able to
find other semantic relationships among the entities, such as
the subsumption.,e divide-and-conquer approach has been
proved to be a viable method that can facilitate the effec-
tiveness of matching process [52], and we are also interested
in utilizing the clustering algorithm, such as graph clustering
algorithm [53], to partition two CSOs, which can be of help to
improve the efficiency of matching process [54–56].
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How to deal with the increasing video traffic and diverse service demands while ensuring the security of transmission is an open
issue in the multimedia Internet of ,ings (IoT). ,is paper addresses this issue and studies a secure delivery scheme under a
multicast scenario in the presence of multiple eavesdroppers where small base stations (SBSs) can send videos to users co-
operatively. Aiming at potential eavesdroppers, a channel model including artificial noise is introduced to reduce the harm of
illegal data acquisition. A network quality of experience (QoE) optimization problem is first formulated to account for video
quality and delivery delay. In order to solve the nonconvex problem, the successive convex approximation (SCA) technique is
applied to optimize multicast group beamforming, reduce the possibility of multicast video eavesdropping, and select video
quality where a heuristic scheme is proposed to maximize the network QoE. ,e effectiveness of the proposed scheme is finally
validated by extensive simulations in terms of algorithm convergence performance and network QoE-enhanced performance.

1. Introduction

Recently, with the rapid development of mobile commu-
nication networks, the multimedia-oriented Internet of
,ings (IoT) network has shown a strong development
momentum. Diversified multimedia services, such as video
surveillance, make video data occupy a large proportion of
multimedia IoT [1–3]. According to the existing data, the
mobile network traffic data has increased by 42% from 2020
to 2021 [4]. By the end of 2022, the multimedia content data
will account for 82% of the global mobile traffic [5]. ,e
integration of various mobile terminals and multimedia IoT
will promote the rapid growth of this number. In particular,
the continuous upgrading of the multimedia IoT industry
will have higher requirements for services, resulting in more
video data, such as automatic driving and smart city. ,e

resulting multimedia data brings more tremendous pressure
to the uplink and downlink transmission of IoT [6]. In this
regard, deploying MEC at the small base station (SBS) can
bring services to the edge of the network and enable IoT
users to obtain better experience [7, 8]. Due to the large
number of users and the diversity of video requirements, it is
worth studying how to efficiently deliver videos to IoTusers
with limited resources.

With layered technology such as H.264/moving Picture
Experts Group-4 (MPEG-4) scalable video coding (SVC), a
video stream can be divided into different quality levels to
provide users with more personalized services [9]. Generally,
more multimedia data layers can bring users a better ex-
perience, but it also needs to paymore communication costs.
When faced with many requests, some additional video
enhancement data may squeeze the resources of other
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vulnerable users and introduce additional interference,
resulting in unfair resource allocation [10]. On the other
hand, users with similar needs in the network can be divided
into the same multicast group through multicast trans-
mission. Multicast transmission of SVC video can make full
use of its hierarchical structure, effectively reducing the
system energy consumption and significantly reducing the
reception delay in the face of many IoT users [11]. With a
reasonable beamforming design, SBS can use limited
communication resources to serve more users on the
premise of reducing resource loss [9]. However, the nature of
multicast transmission makes the communication over this
medium vulnerable to eavesdropping [12]. In network
service, transmission security and privacy issues will directly
bring terrible experiences to users. A part of the literature
has studied this problem from the perspective of security
protocols and encryption algorithms [11, 13, 14]. In addi-
tion, there are often eavesdroppers in the process of wireless
transmission. Eavesdroppers trying to access multicast
services without authorization will cause economic losses to
operators. Using beamforming technology and SVC tech-
nology [15–18], through more accurate beamforming de-
sign, artificial noise can be introduced to reduce the channel
quality of potential eavesdroppers as much as possible,
making it difficult for them to obtain complete transmitted
video [19]. On the other hand, if the eavesdropper cannot
obtain the basic layer data, the transmission security of the
complete video can be guaranteed.

In the literature, researchers usually design optimization
strategies to improve the performance in the network from
two directions, that is, secure transmission and cached video
delivery. On the security of transmission studies, it is often
assumed that there are potential eavesdroppers in the net-
work. ,e transmission signals of actual users are designed
from the perspective of the physical layer to improve con-
fidentiality and prevent data leakage [20, 21]. However, most
studies regard security as the main goal rather than a pre-
requisite to optimizing network performance. An effective
active caching strategy can filter out popular data from a large
amount of data for caching to reduce the delay of users
obtaining content and improve the user experience. However,
this often depends on the screening of a large number of
historical data, and the improvement of performance depends
toomuch on the accuracy of cache. Using reasonable resource
allocation strategy, the improvement of network performance
will often have greater guarantee [22, 23]. Many efforts have
been devoted to the efficient transmission of cached content at
the edge of the network. However, how to jointly consider the
cost of content cache location and limited network resources
to deliver video while ensuring transmission security still lacks
understanding.

Motivated by this, we study a video delivery scheme to
maximize the weighted sum of QoE in a multimedia IoT
network. ,e multicast transmission model with eaves-
droppers, cache cost model, and QoE model are first in-
troduced, based on which a network QoE optimization
problem is formulated. By applying the SCA technique,
cooperative beamforming and video quality selection are
jointly optimized to guide how to deliver videos to different

IoT users. Furthermore, extensive simulation experiments
are carried out to verify the QoE enhancement performance
of our proposed scheme.

,e contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:

(i) In the multimedia IoT network scenario, the cor-
responding transmission model and the user QoE
model are designed according to the existence of
eavesdroppers. ,e design of the beamforming
model is used to prevent insecurity in the multicast
process, which is reflected in the design of the
optimization problem.

(ii) An alternating iterative scheme considering system
beamforming design and user acquired video
quality selection strategy is designed with SCA
technology. ,e QoE optimal solution under the
condition of fixed video quality is found step by step
through alternating updating.

(iii) A user selection scheme for video quality en-
hancement is designed by adding penalty parame-
ters. ,e simulation results show that, combined
with an iterative alternating algorithm, this mech-
anism can ensure that the system can use limited
resources to obtain the best weighted QoE.

,e rest of the paper is organized as follows. ,e related
works are reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the
transmission model and the optimization problem. ,e
algorithm is designed in Section 4. Section 5 provides and
discusses the simulation results. Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2. Related Work

In the literature, the service experience enhancement is
usually studied through proactive caching and content de-
livery. When seeking the best experience, the security of
transmission also needs to be considered [24]. Hence, the
related works are reviewed based on the lines of security of
multicast transmission and cached-enabled video delivery,
respectively.

On the security of transmission study, the focus is mainly
on the impact of the insecure channel model and preventing
content from being eavesdropped on during multicast
transmission. In [20], two cognitive single-group multicast
secure beamforming (SGMC-S-BF) schemes were proposed
for a scenario where there exists one eavesdropper who is
actually a regular user of the legitimate communication
system. However, it attempts to access unauthorized mul-
ticast services. In [25], a task-oriented user selection in-
centive mechanism was proposed, which clusters the
similarity of users by jointly considering the security and
fairness of served users to realize efficient user dynamic
selection. In [26], the constant modulus (CM) signaling was
studied, and beamforming is designed using the semidefinite
relaxation (SDR) technique and a custom-build nonconvex
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) al-
gorithm, respectively. In [27], power minimization and
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secrecy rate maximization were considered in the secrecy
network. A closed-form solution of transmit beamforming is
given by exploiting the Bernstein-type inequality and the
S-Procedure to convert the probabilistic secrecy rate con-
straint into the determined constraint. Literatures [20–27]
focus on improving security performance but ignore the
improvement of user performance indicators. In [21], a
SDP-based secure layered video transmission scheme was
proposed, but it is not suitable for the case of multiple base
stations. Hence, the improvement of video delivery per-
formance considering a nonsecure environment still needs
further study in multigroup multicast scenarios.

Research on video delivery focuses on limited resource
allocation and delay optimization. In [22], a dynamic in-
terest capture model in the Industrial Internet was proposed
to mine the individual user interest, based on which a group
interest aggregation algorithm is then studied to determine
the content caching strategies for edge nodes. In [28], an
adaptive active cache scheme combined with reinforcement
learning was proposed to improve user QoE of content-
centered edge cache IoT and reduce cache cost. However,
[22–28] mainly focus on the active cache scheme, ignoring
system performance optimization by transmission strategy.
In [29], the authors predicted video content requests from
the perspective of the traces collected over a big city, and a
joint active caching, power allocation, and user association
scheme was designed to optimize the QoE of user content
delivery. In [30], an active cache and user association scheme
based on belief propagation was proposed to maximize the
revenue of operators on the premise of ensuring the quality
of service (QoS). In [31], a social-aware spectrum sharing
and caching helper selection (SSC) strategy was proposed to
share and cache downlink spectrum resources of multicast
storage resources and unload multimedia content. In [32],
the authors addressed the impact of cache on the trans-
mission design, and a robust joint optimization strategy is
designed for the case of incomplete channel information to
minimize the transmission cost. In [33], a multiquality video
transmission scheme based on SBS clusters division was
proposed to maximize the economic efficiency (ECE) of
network transmission. In summary, [29–33] optimized
video delivery based on only unicast or multicast trans-
missions under the scenario with single base station. In
addition, the above literature ignores the personalized de-
mands of users, and multiquality video transmission is often
more accurate to serve each user and save limited network
resources.

Due to the increasingly personalized user demands and
the complexity of the network environment, SVC tech-
nology is usually applied to meet the diverse requirements of
video delivery in IoT network. In [34], the author used the
stochastic geometry tool to increase the probability of
successful transmission of multiquality video and proposed a
two-stage transmission optimization algorithm based on the
convex optimization and the packing problem. In [35], a
matching sensing scheme considering relay selection was
proposed to optimize the cooperative transmission perfor-
mance of SVC video and improve the QoE of users. In [36], a
multicast video transmission strategy based on the multicast

subgrouping and SVC technology is proposed, and the
transmission efficiency and fairness between users were
discussed. In [37], the author addressed the application of
multiquality video in multicast transmission and described
the optimal beamforming as a power minimization problem
and user experience maximization problem, respectively. In
[23], cache-assisted data rate (CADR) was proposed as a
performance index to measure the SVC video transmission
performance in nonorthogonal channel D2D scene, and a
two-stage joint optimization scheme is proposed. However,
[34–37] mainly discussed the perspective of multiquality
video transmission, but the cost of cache location and
transmission interference in the case of multigroup multi-
cast has not been considered. ,e D2D auxiliary trans-
mission strategy proposed by [23] is difficult to apply directly
in multicast transmission based on multi-SBS.

In summary, on the premise of the existence of eaves-
droppers, there is still lack of deep understanding on how to
meet the personalized user demands through jointly opti-
mizing the multiquality video and multicast transmission
beamforming and ensure transmission security, which
motivates this paper.

3. System Model

In this section, we present a multimedia IoT network ar-
chitecture, transmission model with eavesdroppers, cache
model, and delay cost and QoE model, and the modeling of
the optimization problem is introduced.

3.1. Transmission Model. As depicted in Figure 1, we focus
on a cached-enabled radio access network that includes
multiple densely deployed SBSs and multiple IoT users and
eavesdroppers indicated by K � 1, . . . , k, . . . , K{ },
U � 1, . . . , u, . . . , U{ }, and UE � 1, . . . , uE, . . . , UE , re-
spectively, where videos can be transmitted through non-
orthogonal multicast mode. In addition, each of SBS is
configured with Ak antennas and can cache popular content
in the equipped MEC storage unit at the network edge, so
that IoTuser requests can be responded to quickly. Based on
the content and the quality level of a video request, the IoT
users are divided into several multicast groups
G � 1, . . . , g, . . . , G . In this regard, wireless resources can
be saved by multicasting the videos to users with identical
content and quality request in a group.

In this paper, SBS k can be associated with multiple
groups kg, and the user in such group is represented by gu.
,e channel power gain between IoT user u, eavesdroppers
j, and SBS k is denoted by hu � [hH

1,u, . . . , hH
K,u]H ∈ CAnK×1

and eu � [eH
1,uE

, . . . , eH
K,uE

]H ∈ CAnUE×1, respectively. ,e
beamforming vector of SBS k to multicast group g is denoted
by Wk � wk,g ∈ CAk×1 . On the other hand,
vk � [vH

1 , . . . , vH
K ]H ∈ CAnK×1 represents the artificial noise

generated by SBS by beamforming, which is used to further
reduce the channel conditions of eavesdroppers. Besides,
Pk > 0 is used to denote the maximum transmission power of
SBS k; there holds
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g∈G

w
2
k,g2 + v2k2 ≤Pk, ∀k ∈K.

(1)

For multicast group g, we use wg � [wH
1,g, . . . ,wH

K,g]H to
represent the beamforming vector group it receives. For
simplicity, the SVC technology encodes a video into two
layers, and SBSs will store different quality files of a video in
the cache space. To deal with the quality level of each video,
the base layer (BL) and the enhancement layer (EL) are used
to characterize the basic video quality and the enhancement
video quality, respectively. ,e multimedia contents quality
requested by IoT user u is represented by lu � 1, 2{ }, where
lu � 1 represents that IoT user requests low-quality multi-
media contents and lu � 2 represents that IoT user requests
high-quality multimedia contents. Besides, the requested
video content and the video quality of the multicast group g

are represented as gf and gl, respectively. Note that high-
quality multimedia contents include both BL data and EL
data at the same time. A video content cannot be decoded
with only EL data. Let l

req
u denote the quality level requested

by user u; there holds

lu ≥ l
req
u , ∀u ∈ U. (2)

In order to improve the multimedio content delivery
efficiency, a user can be assigned to at most two groups
where one group only receives BL data and the other
receives EL data, as depicted in Figure 2. ,e network only
needs to allocate a multicast beamforming vector to
provide BL data to users requesting low-quality video and
users requesting high-quality video simultaneously. On
the other hand, when SBS transmits data to multicast
group users, eavesdroppers can receive broadcast infor-
mation and obtain unauthorized video content. By re-
ducing its signal-to-interference-to-noise ratio (SINR), it
cannot restore the complete video, so as to prevent the

content from being intercepted. In this sense, the network
only needs to assign only one multicast beamforming
vector to provide BL version video to the users requesting
low-quality videos and those requesting high-quality
videos at the same time. ,e received signals of IoT user u

and eavesdropper j are given by, respectively,

yu � 
g∈Gu

hH
u wgsg + 

i∈G∖Gu

hH
u wisi + nu, ∀u ∈ U,

yuE
� 

g∈G
eH

uE
wgsg + 

k∈K
eH

uE
vksg + nj, ∀uE ∈ UE,

(3)

whereGu represents the multicast group set assigned by the
user u. sg with E|sg|2 � 1 represents the precoding binary
symbols of the video requested by group g, and
nu ∼ CN(0, σ2u) denotes the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN). Applying Shannon’s theory, the transmission
rate of uwhen requesting a video f with quality level l holds
as

Ru,fl
� Blog2 1 + Γu,fl

 . (4)

,e SINR is denoted by

Γu,fl
�

hH
u wg,fl




2

Iu,fl

, ∀u ∈ g, g ∈ G, (5)

where

Iu,fl
� 

l> lreq

hH
u wg,fl




2

+ 

i∈∖ g{ }

hH
u wi




2

+ σ2,

∀u ∈ g, g ∈ G.

(6)

In (5), wg,fl
denotes the multicast group beamforming

vector which provides content f with quality level l. In (6),
the first term denotes higher-quality version signal

IoT user

Eavesdroppers

SBS

Cloud
Center

SBS MEC

SBS MEC

SBS MEC

SBS MEC

Multicast
Group

Multic
ast B

eamform
ing

Figure 1: A video streaming multicast transmission scenario with eavesdroppers.
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interference to the same video content, and the second term
denotes the other group signal interference. Since SBS ac-
tively generates artificial noise, the coded information can be
transmitted to the user in advance, so it will not be regarded
as noise. In addition, to ensure the user fairness in group g,
the transmission rate should depend on the user with the
worst channel condition in the group, and the group
transmission rate thus holds

Rg,fl
� min

u∈g
Ru,fl

. (7)

On the other hand, the transmission rate of eaves-
dropper j can be obtained as

RuE,fl
� Blog2 1 + ΓuE,f ,

ΓuE,f �
eH

uE
wg,fl




2

IuE

,∀uE ∈ UE,

(8)

where

IuE
� 

i>1
eH

u wi




2

+ 4 
k∈K

eH
u vk




2

+ σ2,∀uE ∈ UE. (9)

In (9), the noise can inform the authorized user in
advance, and it will not cause additional interference to
the target user. Due to the characteristics of SVC, we can
ensure the security of multicast video transmission only
by ensuring that the video of BL layer is not completely
eavesdropped. ,erefore, we give a maximum tolerance
ΓuE,f<Γtoler of the eavesdropper, so that it cannot obtain
the complete video.

3.2. Cache Model. ,e limited video content library is
denoted by F � 1, . . . , f, . . . , F , where F is the library
size. ,e size of a unit video block with quality l of
different content f is denoted by Sf,l. In order to facilitate

the experiment, different video blocks of the same quality
are assumed to have the same size Sl, which can be re-
alized by adaptive slicing of video. ,e popularity of all
contents is assumed to follow the Zipf distribution [38],
that is, the probability that content f − th being requested
is given by

P(f) �
f

− α


F
i�1 i

−α,

f � 1, 2, . . . , F,

(10)

where α denotes the Zipf parameter. ,e larger α, the more
significant the popularity skewness between different con-
tents. Suppose that each SBS will cache contents according to
the popularity ranking until the cache space is full, and the
cache state of content f at SBS k can be obtained as

ck,f �
1, if f is cached by SBS k,

0, otherwise.
 (11)

3.3.DelayCost andQoEModel. As the cache capacity of each
MEC is finite, only some popular videos can be precached. If
a video is not cached in theMEC of the local SBS, the content
must be obtained from the neighbor SBS or cloud center,
which will introduce the extra delay in the video trans-
mission process. Since multiple SBSs cooperate to transmit
multimedia content to IoT users simultaneously, let Dfu

denote the extra delay; there holds

Dfu
�

0, 
k∈K

ck,f � 1,

df, 
k∈K

ck,f � 0, ∃ck,f � 1, ∀k ∈ K,

d0, 
k∈K

ck,f � 0.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(12)
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Figure 2: Cooperative video multicast transmission model.
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Equation (12) indicates that there is no extra delay if the
video is stored in all MEC cache equipped with SBS. If the
video is only cached in the MEC of a part of SBSs, the extra
delay equals a fixed value df. It is caused by the video content
sharing between SBSs using Xn interface in the 5G networks
[39]. A fixed extra delay d0(d0≫ df) is needed if the video
can only be obtained in the cloud center [40]. Furthermore,
taking the video transmission delay from the local SBS to the
user into account, the total video delivery delay is given by

Du �
Sl

Rg,fl

+ Dfu
, ∀u ∈ g, ∀g ∈ G. (13)

Compared with other factors, the startup delay of the
video often directly affects the willingness of the user to play
the video. In addition, from the practical experience, the
benefits of reducing the startup delay meet the feature of
diminishing margins rather than a fixed value. ,e lower the
delay is, the lower the QoE improvement that can be
achieved. Hence, we apply a logarithm to characterize the
impact of startup delay of the video on the QoE in this paper
[41]. On the other hand, a higher-quality level of video is able
to improve the QoE compared to the one with low-quality
level. Hence, the QoE of user u can be modelled by

QoEu � (1 − η)
lu

lEL
+ η log2 1 +

β
max
l≤lu

Du 

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, (14)

where η ∈ [0, 1] is a weight factor that characterizes the
importance of the video quality and that of the delay on the
QoE. Besides, β is a positive parameter used to control the
marginal benefit of the startup delay. ,e first term indicates
the impact of the definition of the user u-requested video on
the overall QoE. ,e second term indicates the impact of the
transmission delay on the overall QoE, where maxl≤lu Du 

represents the maximum transmission delay of all the video
data received by user u.

3.4. Problem Formulation. In this paper, the aim is to
maximize the sum of the QoE of each user that is called
network QoE through jointly optimizing the video version
selection and multicast group beamforming; there holds

Q � 
u∈U

QoEu. (15)

In order to improve the QoE of the IoTuser, an efficient
beamforming strategy can effectively reduce the trans-
mission delay in the wireless transmission process. At the
same time, the eavesdropper should provide the poor
channel conditions designed to hinder its action. On the
premise of ensuring the basic demands of users, providing
users with video quality enhancement services at a low
enhancement cost also helps to improve the QoE of the
network. However, the improvement of video quality will
bring additional interference to the same frequency
transmission. ,erefore, video quality selection and mul-
ticast group beamforming are jointly optimized. ,e op-
timization problem is formulated as follows:

P1 max
w, l

Q, (16a)

s.t. Rg,fl
≤Ru,fl

, ∀u ∈ g, ∀g ∈ G, (16b)

R
req
l ≤Rg,fl

, ∀g ∈ G, (16c)


g∈G

wk,g

�����

�����
2

2
+ v2k2 ≤Pk, ∀k ∈K, (16d)

ΓuE,f<Γtoler,∀uE ∈ UE, (16e)

lu ≥ l
req
u , ∀u ∈ U. (16f)

In problemP1, (16b) is the fairness constraint within the
multicast group, (16c) represents the video bit rate constraint
to ensure the QoS requirements of each, where R

req
l is the bit

rate threshold corresponding to the video quality, (16d) is to
the power constraint of each SBS, (16e) is SINR constraint of
eavesdropper, (16f) means that the quality level of the video
obtained by each user should be not lower than the cor-
responding requested one.

4. Algorithm Design

Since P1 is an MINLP problem, it is difficult to solve by
convex technique directly. ,erefore, it is promising to
decouple the process of video quality selection and that of
multicast group beamforming. First, the video quality se-
lection parameter is fixed as l. ,e optimization problemP1
can then be transformed as

P1,1 max
w,v


u∈U

log2
1 + β
max
l≤lu

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ Du 
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, (17a)

s.t. (16b), (16c), (16d), (16e). (17b)

However, the quadratic term of w in constraint (16b)
appears in both the numerator and the denominator,
resulting in its nonconvex nature. On the other hand, since
the right side of (16e) is a constant term, it is still a convex
term, and the artificial noise part v can be solved directly. To
extract the fractional part, we introduce auxiliary variables in
the SINR part of (16b) and modify the original constraint into

Γu ≤
hH

u wgu




2

Iu

, ∀u ∈ g, ∀g ∈ G, (18)


l>lreq

hH
u wg,fl




2

+ 

i∈G∖ g{ }

hH
u wi




2

+ σ2 ≤ Iu, ∀u ∈ g, ∀g ∈ G.

(19)

Consequently, the nonconvex constraint (16b) of the
original problem is replaced by (18) and (21). Nevertheless,
constraint (18) is still a nonconvex constraint. In this regard,
we design an approximate convex lower bound to relax
constraint (18). Let f(wgu

, Iu) � ‖hH
u wgu

‖
2
2/Iu and perform
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Taylor's first-order expansion of f(wgu
, cu) at feasible points

w(t)
gu

and c(t)
u ; constraint (18) can then be replaced by an

auxiliary function as

ψ(t) wgu
, cu ≜

2Re w(t)
gu

 
H
hkh

H
k wgu

 

I
(t)
u

−
hH

u w
(t)
gu





I
(t)
u

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

2

cu,

(20)

where Re(·) represents the real part and t represents the
number of iterations. For any (w(t)

gu
, I(t)

u ) that satisfies the
constraint, there are f(w(t)

gu
, I(t)

u ) � ψ(w(t)
gu

, I(t)
u ) and

∇f(wgu
, Iu) � ∇ψ(wgu

, Iu). ,erefore, constraint (18) is
transformed into a second-order cone (SOC) constraint as

Γu ≤ψ
(t) wgu

, Iu . (21)

Since the second derivative of (21) is more than zero, the
transformed constraint has the convex property. ,rough it-
eration, the problem can be solved using the CVX tool and
MATLAB. To substitute w with w(t) in problem P1,1, pa-
rameters I(t), Γ(t), and ψ(t) can be obtained. In this way, all
constraints are still satisfied since w(t) is a feasible point.
Further applying I(t), Γ(t), and ψ(t) to solve problemP1,1, the
solution w(t+1) can be further regarded as the input of the
(t+1)-th iteration. In the iterative process, the construction of
ψ(t) requires the same gradient value as the original function,
the objective function value of the t − th iteration must not be
greater than that of the (t + 1) − th iteration, there holds
u∈UQ(t+1)

u ≥u∈UQ(t)
u , and the iterative process is mono-

tonically decreasing. In addition, considering that the system
power is limited, the convergence of the iterative solution can
be guaranteed according to the monotone boundedness the-
orem. When w(t) � w(t+1) holds, the iteration converges and
the optimal multicast group beamforming can be achieved.
Generally, the convergence speed of the optimization problem
is strongly related to the initial beamforming value in the first
iteration, that is, w(0). In what follows, an auxiliary problem is
further formulated to guide how to determine w(0):

P1,2 max
w,v

δ, (22a)

s.t. R
req
l δ ≤Blog2 1 + φu( , ∀u ∈ g, ∀g ∈ G, (22b)

(16d), (16e), (19), (21), (22c)

where δ � minu∈U Ru,l/R
req
l , which is called the rate sat-

isfaction. δ ≥ 1 indicates that the corresponding solution w∗
satisfies (16c) and (16d). ,e solution approach of problem
P1,2 is summarized in Algorithm 1. By setting w0 � w∗,
problem P1,1 can be solved iteratively by convex tools.

In step 3, Algorithm 1 solves a second-order cone pro-
gramming problem, calculated by the interior point method,
and its computational complexity can be expressed as
O(((G + 3)(AkK + 4))3.5). In addition, the computation cost
in each iteration is bounded by O(T1((G + 3)(AkK + 4))3.5),
where T1 is the number of iterations in Algorithm 1.

In the video quality selection process, in order to degrade
the interference from the signal of EL video to other groups,
a heuristic algorithm is designed as follows. For a given user
u, an auxiliary variable zu is introduced to measure the cost
of quality enhancement, which can further help to select the
video quality level. ,e QoS constraint (16c) is then
transformed into (Rg,l − Ru,l)≤ zu, where larger zu results in
more costs to enhance the video quality for user u, and vice
versa. ,erefore, we further formulate the following opti-
mization problem to minimize the sum of zu of each user:

P1,3 min
w,v


u∈UBL

zu,
(23a)

s.t. Rg,fl
≤Blog2

1 + φu( 

R
req
l

+ zu, ∀u ∈ g, ∀g ∈ G, (23b)

0≤ zu, ∀u ∈ U , (23c)

(16b), (16c), (16e), (19), (21), (23d)

where UBL represents the user who initially requested the
low-quality multimedia content. In (23c), the corresponding
enhancement cost of IoT users requesting high-quality
multimedia content are all set to 0. By solving problem P1,3,
the video quality enhancement cost set z can be obtained,
which is further used to select the user in UBL with the
smallest z to provide EL videos to improve the QoE
performance.

Based on Algorithm 1, the complexity of Algorithm 2 is
mainly determined by the user selection process in step 5
and the maximization process of QoE in step 10. T2 and T3
represent the iteration times of the above two steps, re-
spectively, and the computational complexity of Algorithm 2
can be expressed as O((T1 + UBL(T2 + T3))((G + 3)

(AkK + 4))3.5), where UBL is the number of IoT users
requesting low-quality video.

5. Simulation Results

In this section, simulation results are presented and discussed.
Without other highlights, the simulation parameters are set as
follows. ,e simulation scenario includes 7 SBSs with Ak � 2
that are distributed on the vertex and center of a regular
hexagon with a side length of 100m, and 40 IoT users and 3
eavesdroppers that are randomly distributed on a circle with a
radius of 200m. ,e channel gain from SBS k to the user u is
defined as hk,u �

�������������
1/(1 + dk,u/d0)

ρ


hk,u, where the path loss
factor is set as ρ � 3, the standard distance is set as d0 � 50m,
and the noise power is set as 1. According to the transmission
unit size requirements in IEEE 802.11, we set the EL data to
2Mbit, corresponding to 1080 p definition video, and set the
BL data to 1Mbit, corresponding to 720 p video. ,e
remaining simulation parameters are shown in Table 1. ,e
network performance is evaluated in terms of average net-
work rate, multicast group rate, and network QoE.

Figure 3 shows the convergence performance of Algo-
rithm 1 under four different random channel realizations
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(RCR) from the average transmission rate. All the simulation
results are under the condition of secure communication.
Under the interference of artificial noise, the eavesdropper
cannot obtain the content at the lowest decoding rate. ,e
beamforming of the multicast group is initialized to
vH

k,a, wH
k,g,a � rand ×

���������������
Pk/((G + 1) × Ak)


, where ran d is a

random factor within [0, 1]. It is observed that, after the first
5 iterations, the average rate in four different RCR can reach
the 96.72% level obtained in the 20th iteration, which verifies
the convergence performance of Algorithm 1. Moreover, the
convergence performance of Algorithm 1 proposed is in-
sensitive to the channel conditions, which verifies the ro-
bustness of the proposed scheme.

In Figure 4, four multicast groups are randomly selected,
and the rate performance of multicast groups with different
delay costs and intra group video request quality is compared.

Input: Channel condition and QoS threshold of multi-quality video.
Output: Optimal beamforming vector and rate satisfaction.
Step:

(1) Set the t� 0, beamforming vector w(0), v(0) satisfies constraint (16d);
(2) Calculate I(t)

u of each user as follows:

I(t)
u � l>lreq|h

H
u w

(t)
g,fl

|2 + i∈G∖ g{ }|hH
u w

(t)
i |2 + σ2, ∀u ∈ g, ∀g ∈ G

(3) Solve P1,2;
(4) Update w(t+1), v(t+1), r(t+1), Γ(t+1);
(5) δ∗←δ(t);
(6) ←v(t);
(7) w∗←w(t);
(8) If δ(t+1) − δ(t) ≤ ϵ iteration stop. Otherwise, set t←t + 1 and go to Step 2.
(9) Output w∗, v∗ and δ∗.

ALGORITHM 1: Maximize rate satisfaction δ algorithm.

Input: Channel condition, cache transmission delay, delay satisfaction factor and QoS threshold of multi-quality video.
Output: Optimal beamforming vector, optimal version selection set and maximum network QoE.
Step:

(1) Set the t� 0, feasible beamforming vector w(0), v(0), only require low-quality video user set UBL;
(2) Calculate the optimal user rate satisfaction δ∗ and optimal beamforming vector w∗, v∗ by solving P1,2.

(3)If δ∗ > 1
(4) Calculate current optimal QoE Q∗ by solve P1,1;
(5) Calculate the enhancement cost set z by solve P1,3;
(6) Obtain the user index u∗ corresponding to the minimum value in z;

(7) UBL←UBL∖u∗;
(8) lu∗←2;

(9) Calculate network QoE Q′ and beamforming vector w′ by solve P1,1;
(10) If the problem is unsolved or the network QoE drops (Q′ ≤Q∗)

(11) Break.
(12) Else

(13) Update Q∗←Q′, w∗←w′, v
∗←v′, l

∗←l′;
(14) End if
(15) If UBL � ∅ iteration stop. Otherwise, set t←t + 1 and go to Step 5.
(16) Else
(17) ,e solution is not feasible, the current resources cannot satisfy all users.
(18) End if

(19) Output w∗, v∗, l∗ and Q∗.

ALGORITHM 2: Maximize QoE algorithm.

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Symbol Value
Transmission power of SBS 40 dBm
Bandwidth 10MHz
Number of video contents 100
Cache ratio in each MEC 0.6
Video block size 1Mbit (BL), 2Mbit (EL)
Maximum tolerance SINR of
eavesdropper −10 dB

Delay satisfaction factor 0.2
Marginal effect factor 5

Transmission delay 0.2 (core network)/0.05
(MEC)

Zipf coefficient 1
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In the first five iterations, the proposed scheme tries to find
out the appropriate initial parameters for subsequent opti-
mization. After that, the QoE is maximized iteratively. First,
group 2 and group 4 changed significantly near the fifth and
12th iterations. ,is is because they have high video quality
requirements. Allocating additional resources helps improve
the previous item of QoE, which is more advantageous than
the optimization of delay. For group 4, because there are few
users in the group and the channel conditions are poor, it is
only necessary to maintain a minimum QoS requirement at
the end to save limited resources. Group 1 selects the

multicast group with the most members in the group and
allocates resources to it, helping to improve the efficiency of
beamforming and optimize network QoE. For group 3, al-
though the delay costDf � 0.2, this makes the QoE delay part
have a large room for improvement, so it is still in a slow
rising state. ,e above shows that, with the optimization of
network QoE, the resource scheduling of different groups will
still be adjusted adaptively according to iteration.

Figure 5 shows the trend of network QoE weighted sum.
Although the allocation of resources between different
multicast groups fluctuates in Figure 4, the QoE of the whole
network increases monotonically. ,e allocation of re-
sources will only change the growth rate of network QoE,
which shows the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm for
network QoE optimization.

In Figure 6, the network QoE performance was depicted
under different cache capabilities of SBSs. In order to val-
idate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, three baseline
schemes, namely, QoE-Max, QoS-Only, and Unicast, are
introduced. ,e QoE-Max scheme maximizes the network
QoE based on multicast group beamforming optimization
only, without considering the enhancement of video quality.
,e QoS-Only scheme only guarantees the basic QoS re-
quirement of video quality of each user. ,e Unicast-QoE
algorithm will transmit multimedia content to users through
unicast cooperative transmission, producing additional in-
terference. ,e cache ratio in Figure 5 indicates the pro-
portion of the content library that an MEC can cache. ,e
network QoE of the four schemes shows an increasing trend,
but there are still some fluctuations due to the uncertainty of
users’ requests for popular content. In addition, as the MEC
cache ratio increases, more space is used to store infre-
quently used content. Furthermore, compared with the
Unicast-QoE algorithm with the worst performance, the
proposed algorithm improves the network QoE by 23.59%
on average. And compared with the QoE-Max algorithm,
which ignores video quality enhancement, the proposed
algorithm improves by 6.68% because the additional video
quality brings users a better experience. During the exper-
iment, the Unicast-QoE algorithm needs to design
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beamforming separately for all users, which will produce
additional resource consumption and interference. In ad-
dition, among the four algorithms, the proposed algorithm
also has the best performance because the proposed algo-
rithm is optimized for video quality and beamforming
simultaneously.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a QoE-aware video delivery scheme was
studied in multimedia IoT network with potential eaves-
droppers. A joint video quality selection andmulticast group
beamforming scheme were proposed to maximize the
network QoE while preventing data eavesdropping as much
as possible. Extensive simulation results validated the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed scheme in terms of user satis-
faction, multicast group rate, and network QoE [42].
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To solve the problem of integrating and fusing scattered and heterogeneous data in the process of data space construction, we
propose a novel entity association relationship modeling approach driven by dynamic detecting probes. By deploying acquisition
units between the business logic layer and data access layer of different applications and dynamically collecting key information
such as global data structure, related data, and access logs, the entity association model for enterprise data space is constructed
from three levels: schema, instance, and log. At the schema association level, a multidimensional similarity discrimination
algorithm combined with semantic analysis is used to achieve the rapid fusion of similar entities; at the instance association level, a
combination of feature vector-based similarity analysis and deep learning is used to complete the associationmatching of different
entities for structured data such as numeric and character data and unstructured data such as long text data; at the log association
level, the association between different entities and attributes is established by analyzing the equivalence relationships in the data
access logs. In addition, to address the uncertainty problem in the association construction process, a fuzzy logic-based inference
model is applied to obtain the final entity association construction scheme.

1. Introduction

Data become an important resource in the information era.
For different application scenarios, data can be stored in
either centralized or distributed environment. It becomes
particularly important to discover the association and
correlation among heterogenous data source from multiple
domains [1, 2]. After data are collected intensively, there are
problems such as low sharing of original information,
disconnection between information, and business processes
and applications, which can easily lead to the formation of
information silos [3]. In particular, the IoT industry requires
huge technical data support to realize the procedural in-
dustrial processes and technologies, such as the construction
of smart cities. (is needs to solve the problem of infor-
mation silos to achieve data sharing and fusion of centrally
collected data under the premise of ensuring data security
[4, 5]. To explore the correlation between data, some

enterprises have started to build data space to integrate the
data collected centrally, to eliminate information silos.

From the early days of data warehouses, data lakes, to the
today’s data fabric and data space systems, connecting data
entities plays a vital role in data analysis. In the past, data
association operations usually required cooperation between
business-related personnel and database administrators to
complete, which usually meant a lot of labor, material, and
time, and its scalability was poor, and once the data changed,
the data association information needed to be generated
again. (ere is also a lot of research in academia on how to
generate correlation information between data quickly and
accurately. Current research results mainly focus on dis-
covering associations between entities or attributes through
the semantic matching of dictionaries or semantic libraries,
using data representation, or content similarity judgments
[6], and then using plain Bayesian learning algorithms to
calculate the probability of similarity between data. Many of
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these methods have poor generalizability, slow response, and
low accuracy when attempting to discover the existence of
associations from a large amount of data.

In this paper, we propose a new approach to discover
entity association relationships in big data. First, this ap-
proach obtains business logic information and database data
through dynamic probes deployed between the business
logic layer and data access layer of different systems. (en, it
portrays the similarity degree among entities in three di-
mensions, schema, instance, and log and gives the similarity
values among entities in these different dimensions. Finally,
based on the fuzzy logic inference method [7, 8], the sim-
ilarity values among entities in different dimensions are
converted into normalized values that can be uniformly
measured to obtain the best matching results of entity as-
sociation. (us, heterogeneous data from multiple source
databases are integrated into a comprehensive enterprise
data space through entity matching.

2. Related Work

In academic research, entity association is mainly divided into
two types: schema matching [9] and instance analysis [10].
Schema matching extracts structural features from data
sources as metadata and analyzes them to achieve association
matching between data with fewer resources; matching based
on instance analysis analyzes the data itself to obtainmatching
information, which usually consumes more resources but can
obtain more accurate and comprehensive analysis results.

For schema matching academic research [11], Gomes
dos Reis et al. used Structured Query Language (SQL) to
extract features such as the name of the database, name of
the schema, and type of column as metadata sets from each
selected dataset. (en, they joined all metadata from each
dataset into a metadata database. Finally, the correlation
between the metadata was calculated by different methods to
establish an association between the source data.

In addition to building a database through metadata
[12], Berlin et al. use plain Bayesian learning to populate the
attribute dictionary with example values provided by do-
main experts. To make efficient use of the attribute fields
stored in the database, they employ statistical feature se-
lection techniques to learn an efficient representation of the
examples. With some columns of operations, the optimi-
zation process, which is based on aminimum cost maximum
flow network algorithm, finds the overall optimal match
between the two customer schemas based on the sum of the
individual attribute matching scores.

For the ontology semantic similarity problem in schema
matching, Meng et al. [13] studied the semantic similarity
model based on distance, information content, and attri-
butes and discovered that converting words to concept
words in ontologies and performing semantic similarity
calculations that can deliver the precise and effective mea-
surement of targeted ontology semantics in a domain, which
improves the accuracy of ontology semantic analysis in
schema matching.

We can find that schema matching can effectively dis-
tinguish the association between data according to the

analyzed information when processing a small amount of
data, and the processing speed does not change significantly
with the change of data volume because the analyzed ele-
ments are fixed, and the association matching between data
can be achieved with less resources. However, when the
amount of data grows exponentially, the probability that
model information of different categories of data is similar
or identical increases sharply because the amount of pattern
information is certain, leading to a weakening of the dif-
ferentiation effect of pattern matching analysis data.

In academic research on instance analysis, the pre-
processing that mines associations between data include
categorized data. For example, for the data conflict problem
in data fusion, in [14], the conflict can be divided into two
categories: uncertain conflict and contradictory conflict, and
then the duplicate data of the same representation are fused,
thus solving problems such as the possible conflict between
different values for the same attribute. Reference [15] pro-
poses that solutions such as name and description matching
in schema matching can be used for element-level instance
analysis. Addressing the problem of different data types in
instances, the authors in [16, 17] propose an approach for
classifying instance data and present a systematic theoretical
framework for establishing data associations for different
classes of data. Instance analysis can maintain a better
differentiation of data fusion when dealing with large
amounts of data, but this often takes a long analysis time. In
addition, instance analysis often takes a lot of time and
operational resources to correct data association relation-
ships when data change, especially when new data are added.

Academics are also studying the integration of deep
learning with logs, for example, using deep learning to re-
place statistical methods in logs that portray associations
between users and certain types of items or certain things.
Mohanty et al. [18] cleaned the web log files collected by the
IoT, built user profiles, saved similar information, and
proposed a recommendation system based on rough fuzzy
clustering to recommend e-commerce shopping sites to
users.(e logs contain correlations among the data, but they
are generated by manipulating the data, and only part of the
data are involved compared to the overall data, leading to a
lack of completeness, and their analysis is unable to explore
the correlations that exist in all the data. In this paper, we
offer a proposal for extracting the data association infor-
mation in logs and using it as a basis for matching entity
associations in multisource data to construct entity asso-
ciations in enterprise data space; this approach builds on the
feature that logs contain association information between
data [19].

(e constantly increasing amount of data accumulating
in the development of enterprises leads to an increasing size
and number of categories of data, and methods such as
schema matching, instance analysis, and log mining to
analyze data from a single dimension may have problems
such as not making full use of the diversity of data or in-
complete analysis. Addressing the above issues, this paper
analyzes the data from multiple dimensions by integrating
schemas, instances, and logs to make full use of the diversity
of data to establish entity associations.
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3. Our Customized Framework

(e entity association model in Figure 1 shows the mapping
relationship between multiple sources of data from different
departments in the enterprise business system and the data
space. According to the multidimensional analysis frame-
work proposed in this paper, normalized similarity values
between data that can be compared are obtained to establish
the association relationship between entities. As shown in
Figure 1, R1 indicates a similarity value of 1 between its
associated entities a13 and n11.

In the middle of the business logic layer and data
access layer of each business system, such as enterprise
resource planning (ERP), customer relationship man-
agement (CRM), and software configuration manage-
ment (SCM), we deploy probes to obtain data. (en, the
business logic layer of the data is stored as logs, and the
rest of the data are stored in a relational database. To
overcome the problems of large size and a variety of data
types, the model preclassifies the data based on their
characteristics and nature, which improves the data
processing and increases the accuracy of matching be-
tween entities. (e structure and content of the data are
divided into two categories: schema and instance, while
logs as a carrier of business logic are grouped into a
separate category. (e similarity values between the data
are analyzed and calculated in three dimensions: schema,
instance, and log. (e schema matching analysis includes
both attribute names and constraints, and the instance
analysis is divided into three analysis methods according
to data type: numeric, character, and long text. Based on
the attribute association information contained in SQL,
the log analysis calculates the similarity values among the
data. Finally, based on the fuzzy logic analyzer, a nor-
malization calculation is performed based on similar
values for the data in different dimensions to obtain the
effective association values in the data space. (e cor-
responding schema is shown in Figure 2.

3.1. Schema SimilarityModel. Many different databases are
developed by database designers to fit application sce-
narios, naming conventions, and other factors, but da-
tabase designs generally contain table and field names,
table structures, and data types. As such, the attribute
names and constraints of the schema information in the
database are extracted as the analysis content of the
schema similarity model to measure the similarity be-
tween the data.

3.1.1. Name of Attribute. Attribute name analysis is di-
vided into two types: plain text similarity and text se-
mantic similarity analysis. (e text similarity between
attribute names is calculated by the edit distance algo-
rithm, and text semantic similarity is calculated through a
semantic library.

Edit distance is a way of quantifying how similar two
strings are; it takes two words w1 and w2 and finds the
minimum number of operations required to convert w1 to

w2. (e plain text similarity value is defined according to the
minimum number of edits, as shown in the following
equation:

Splain w1, w2(  � 1 −
D w1, w2( 

Max l1, l2( 
, (1)

where l1 and l2 are the character lengths of w1 and w2 and D
is the edit distance of w1 and w2.

Different expressions may be used for the description
of the same entity. For example, if the information of an
upstream company is recorded in the enterprise database,
its attribute name can be named CompanyID and Sup-
plierID based on different scenarios. To address the fact
that plain text analysis cannot resolve the semantics
between words, a semantic-based similarity analysis
method is proposed. In particular, a tree semantic hi-
erarchy is established for the attribute names, as shown in
Figure 3, and the similarity between words is calculated
by the corresponding positions of the attribute names in
the tree diagram.

(erefore, the equation calculating the semantic-based
similarity is

Ssema w1, w2(  �
2H

N1 + N2 + 2H
, (2)

where N1 and N2 denote the shortest paths from words w1
and w2 to the nearest common parent word w, respectively,
and H denotes the shortest path from w to the root node.

Sname is defined as the maximum of the plain text
similarity and the semantic similarity of the text, as shown in
the following equation:

Sname � Max Splain, Ssema . (3)

3.1.2. Constraint. Designers follow certain principles
when programming columns in a database, such as the
appropriate data type and whether it is empty. (e
representative constraints selected from these rules can
be used to explore the similarity among columns. Con-
straints listed in Table 1 are extracted as features: type of
each column, if the column is a primary or foreign key or
not if the column has constraint of null or not null if the
column has comments.

In the following equation, we assume that the two
columns requiring constraint similarity discrimination areA
and B, and ai and bi are the values of the ith candidate
constraint corresponding to the attributes of the two col-
umns, respectively, such that

vi �
1 ai � bi

0 otherwise
 ,

i � 1, 2, . . . , n,

(4)

where n is the number of candidate constraints. (erefore,
the attribute constraint similarity between column A and
column B is calculated by
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Scons �
∑ivi
n
. (5)

3.1.3. Schema Similarity. Sschema includes attribute names
and constraint analysis of similar values by weighting, as
shown in the following equation:

S
schema

� αSname +(1 − α)Scons(α ∈ [0, 1]). (6)

3.2. Instance Similarity Model. Since there are similarity
trends in datasets representing similar entities, such as value
intervals, extreme values, and keywords. Similarity rela-
tionships between data can be established by the main
content of the dataset. It is obvious that data categories have
distinctive features of a dataset, and di�erences in data
categories lead to variability in the attributes chosen to
characterize the dataset. Establishing di�erentiated feature
extraction schemes for di�erent classes of datasets can
improve the accuracy of data association matching. �e data
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Table 1: Constraint features.

i� 1 i� 2 i� 3 i� 4 i� 5
Type of column Null Primary key Foreign key Comments
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types in the database are categorized, and different categories
of data correspond to different processing schemes; gen-
erally, if the data categories are different, there is no similar
relationship.

According to the different data types, instance analysis
can be divided into the following three types: numeric,
character, and long text. (e numeric type refers to the exact
numeric data type and the approximate numeric data types
in Table 2. (e string data types are divided into two cat-
egories, character, and long text, according to the length of
the text. After classifying and clustering the data, the sim-
ilarities between the data are analyzed according to the
process shown in Figure 4.

3.2.1. Number. For scalar data, the similarity between
columns can be evaluated from the perspective of nu-
merical distribution, e.g. the median, mean, variance and
etc. In order to reflect the characteristics of numerical
scalars from different aspects, the selection of features is
focused on the following three aspects, the maximum and
minimum values that can define the range of data, the
mean, arithmetic median and plural that reflect the main
distribution of data, the sample standard deviation that
can reflect the degree of dispersion of data, these indicator
elements are not sensitive to the change of data volume and
can be used as the feature elements for calculating column
similarity, while the number of non-null values and the
cumulative sum of the data do not change significantly
with the change of data volume, but are not suitable as
feature elements. Finally, the feature vector corresponding
to each column is calculated, substituted into the cosine
similarity formula, and the result is used as the numerical
similarity value.

3.2.2. Character. Character is short textual content, and it
uses the term frequency-inverse document frequency as the
similarity calculation algorithm. First, the content of the
columns that need to determine similarity is combined as a
separate dataset. (en, the vectors for each column are
found. Finally, the feature vectors are substituted into the
cosine similarity formula to calculate the similarity value.

3.2.3. Long Text. Long text is long text content, where the
records in the columns are mapped as vectors, a model is
built using an autoencoder, and the similarity values among
columns are calculated based on the model. Assuming thatA
and B are the two columns in the database, and they share
the long text data type (Figure 5). (e overfitting problem of
the model due to the large difference in the number of
datasets is solved by randomly selecting k records in col-
umns A and B as the sample data sets S1 and S2. Since vectors
are required as input for the autoencoder, the text in the
sample data sets is transformed into vectors U

→
and V

→
. (en,

the vectors are divided into a training set and test set, the
autoencoder model is built using the training set, and the
similarity of columns A and B is calculated according to the
accuracy of the test set.

(e autoencoder model calculates similarity, as
shown in Algorithm 1. For input, x is divided into a
training set and a test set according to a custom scale, y is
used as the test set, and ω is the custom text similarity
threshold. On output, λ and θ are the percentages of the
test set evaluated as similar. For autoencoder 1, x and y
for the input in Algorithm 1 are U

→
in vector space and the

test dataset of V
→

in vector space, and the output is λ1 and
θ1. For autoencoder 2, x and y for the input in Algorithm 1
are V

→
in vector space and the test dataset of U

→
in vector

space, and the output is λ2 and θ2. According to the results
obtained from the autoencoder, Slong represents two
columns of similar values, as shown in the following
equation:

Slong � Min
θ1
λ1

,
θ2
λ2

, 1 . (7)

3.3. Log Similarity Model. (e business logic layer in the
layered architecture mainly packages the attributes and
behaviors of entities. Although the representation of entities
varies across different business logics and similar entities
have similar attributes and behaviors. (e SQL commands
recorded in the logs contain correlation relationships among
columns, which can be used as a basis of analysis for
measuring column similarity. (e column-to-column sim-
ilarity can be obtained by counting the number of equiva-
lence relations in the log file.

In the following equation, we assume that A and B are
columns in the database, and the log similarity value of
columns A and B is calculated by

Slog �
Nab

Na + Nb

, (8)

where a and b are the names of columns A and B, Na and Nb
are the number of SQL commands containing a and b in the
log, and Nab is the number of SQL commands containing
both a and b in the log.

3.4. Fuzzy Logic Similarity. According to the previous sec-
tion, the calculation of the data with the proposed model can
obtain similar values in three dimensions: pattern, instance,
and log, which need to be unified into directly comparable
values since similar values on different dimensions are not
directly comparable. (e methods that can generally be used
to convert multidimensional values into a single value are
the Delphi method [20], weighted average, and fuzzy logic.
Delphi method relies on domain-specific knowledge, and
when the data source is not regular, it cannot be well adapted
to the data, while weighted average, due to its fixed form, is

Table 2: Data type categorization.

Data type Members
Exact numeric data type Smallint, mediumint, int, bigint
Approximate numeric data type Float, double, decimal
String data types Char, varchar, blob, text
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more homogeneous for data processing and cannot make
full use of the characteristics of the data. In contrast, fuzzy
logic can contain expert domain knowledge [21] and its
ability to use multiple functions for data �tting when pro-
cessing data. Its adaptability is relatively good, so fuzzy logic
is chosen to normalize the similar values of multiple
dimensions.

�e similarity values obtained from the above calcula-
tion by schema, instance, and log similarity models are
processed using fuzzy logic for standardization. While A and
B are the columns in the database, the similarity values
obtained from the above three-dimensional analysis are
substituted into the a�liation function to obtain the a�li-
ation values. �e values that meet the fuzzy rules are ag-
gregated according to the rules and defuzzi�ed to obtain a
normalized measure of column-to-column similarity. In
Figure 6, for example, A and B have similar values of 0.6, 0.7,
and 0.8 in the schema, instance, and log dimensions.
�rough a series of fuzzy operations, the similarity value
between A and B is 0.71.

4. Experiment

To verify the feasibility of the proposed framework, this
paper uses data from all business systems of a company and
stores them in a uni�ed manner.�e hardware environment
for the experiments is an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4210 CPU
@ 2.20GHz, 64GB RAM, and RTX2080Ti∗4. �e results are
the average of three replicated experiments. �e dataset
consists of Haier, the upstream and downstream of Haier’s
supply chain, and public data set available on the Internet
[22]. It mainly includes the following categories: product
data, enterprise operation data, value chain data, and ex-
ternal data.
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(4) input←a train
(5) encoded � Dense(input)
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ALGORITHM 1: Long text similarity calculation method.
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4.1. Data Aggregation Matching Experiments. Data aggre-
gation matching experiment is as follows: the data pro-
vided by the suppliers are analyzed for correlations
between the data using the model designed in this section,
and the data are automatically imported into the summary
table (the attributes to be imported and their corre-
sponding partial data need to exist in the summary table in
advance). Table 3 shows the matching results of 3000
records in the selected supplier data, respectively, where
each row is the matching result information of each
supplier. �e total number of attributes refers to the total
number of data attributes provided by suppliers, the total
number of valid attributes refers to the data that can
correspond to a column attribute in the summary �le, and
the total number of correctly associated attributes refers to
the number of columns that are correctly integrated into
the summary �le after matching each supplier’s data
through the model. �e correct rate is the ratio of the
number of correctly associated attributes to the total
number of valid attributes.

From the results, we can see that the best performance of
data matching accuracy can reach about 89%, which can be
well used as an auxiliary tool for data matching, while the
analysis of the results of the lower accuracy of data matching
for no. 2 reveals that more proprietary names and abbre-
viations are used in the data provided by its suppliers, and
because its business involves relatively single, the content
similarity is high, which leads to the low accuracy of pattern

matching results in model analysis, thus leading to unsat-
isfactory results, and the accuracy can be subsequently
improved by optimizing the semantic analysis in pattern
matching.

4.2. Comparison of Experiments for the Di�erent Solutions
of Data Space Entity Association. A certain number of
columns are randomly selected as samples from all data, and
experiments are conducted using schema matching (see
Section 3.1), instance analysis (see Section 3.2), and the fuzzy
logic-based model proposed in this paper to compare them
in two ways: running time and accuracy.

 e Design of Experiment. (1) Runtime with di�erent
methods: from a total of 3702 columns, randomly select 400,
600, . . ., 2400 columns, 11 groups in total, record the
running time of each set of data under the three methods,
and repeat the above operation three times.Figure 7(a)
shows the average runtime with di�erent methods. (2)
Accuracy with di�erent methods: a total of 3702 columns are
grouped according to numbers, characters, and long text;
and 50 pairs of related columns are randomly selected from
each group. 5000, 10000, . . ., 55000 rows were selected from
the selected columns; 11 groups in total; and the similarity
value of each group of data under the above three models
was calculated to determine whether the prediction was
correct according to the threshold valuew.�e percentage of
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correct prediction is calculated, and Figure 7(b) shows the
average prediction accuracy of the above three methods.

Analysis of the Experiment. Experiments based on the
schema take less time, as shown in Figure 7(a). �e instance-
based method takes signi�cantly more time for the same
amount of data due to the comprehensive content analysis,
while the method proposed in this paper includes instance
analysis but takes less time than the instance-based method
because the data are analyzed in categories during the in-
stance analysis.

�e accuracy of the schema-based method was highest
when the experimental sample was below 600, as seen in
Figure 7(b). �e method proposed in this paper maintained
the highest accuracy after 800 columns, the schema-based
method was limited after the data volume was 1400 columns
due to the limited analysis elements, and the data matching
accuracy decreased due to the increase of homogeneous data
caused by easily mismatching events when the data size
became larger. Overall, with the increase of data volume, the
data matching accuracy of all analysis methods tends to
increase, which is due to the fact that, in equal proportion
sampling, when the sample is small, the number of similar
data corresponding to the suppliers is smaller, which leads to
the possibility of mismatching; and when the proportion of
sampled data covering the overall data increases, the mis-
matching situation decreases signi�cantly, and thus the
correct rate of data matching gradually increases.

As shown in Figure 7, the proposed method in this paper
can obtain a high accuracy rate in a short time with a
moderate amount of data.

4.3. Long Text Validation Experiments. To study the per-
formance of the autoencoder on the long text case in the
instance analysis, two columns of associated long text are
selected, and the performance of the model proposed in this
paper is observed in di�erent cases by changing the vector
dimension.

 e Design of Experiment. From the existing long text
columns, 10 pairs with suitable amount of data and
correlation were selected, and the running time and
prediction accuracy under long text analysis were
recorded by changing their vectorized coding length to
128, 256, 512, and 1024, and the results are shown in
Figure 8.

Analysis of the Experiment. �e higher the dimensionality
is, the more time the experiment takes for the same
amount of data as shown in Figure 8(a). Figure 8(b) shows
that in the case of a small volume of data, if the dimen-
sionality is too high, it will reduce the accuracy. �e reason
for this performance can be found by analyzing the
principle of the autoencoder. �e autoencoder model
reduces the dimension of data to extract key information,
and when the data size is small, the compressed extracted
data features in the long text are limited, so the high-di-
mensional feature vector will be mixed with a large amount
of noisy data, which results in a low accuracy rate. As the
volume of data increases, more data features can be
extracted from long text, and the high-dimensional feature
vector can represent the text better and therefore obtain
higher accuracy.

Table 3: Data matching results.

No. Number of attributes Number of valid attributes Number of valid attributes correctly associated Accuracy rate (%)
1 1847 942 749 79.51
2 2084 642 411 64.02
3 1974 762 647 84.91
4 1639 849 758 89.40
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5. Conclusion

�is paper proposes a hybrid data matching model based on
schema, instances, and logs.�emodel consists of four main
components: the front probe to acquire the analysis data, the
analysis data, the three-dimensional outputs, and the nor-
malized metric based on fuzzy logic. Experimental results
show that the model provided in this paper has better results
in terms of accuracy and e�cient handling of mass data
compared to previous single matching methods based on
schema or instances. For further research, the focus is on
how to establish a mapping relationship between data and
weights and on establishing a guidance scheme for weight
assignment to better address the impact of the randomness
of multisource heterogeneous data on the accuracy of the
results.
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Nowadays, the attack and defense of malware have presented asymmetric characteristic threats, which has disrupted the pace of
IoT research. Traditional detection and family classification methods based on feature extraction, as well as the classical machine
learning algorithms, have been afflicted with the problems of high time consuming and unbalanced numbers of malware samples.
-is paper designs a universal and effective Multiscale Attention Adaptive Module called MSAAM that can combine local and
global feature information. It can automatically adjust the arrangement and proportion of channel and spatial submodules by
auxiliary classifiers according to actual tasks. -e traditional CliqueNet uses a circular feedback structure to improve the
DenseNet, optimizes the information flow in a deep network, enhances the utilization of its parameters, and uses a multiscale
strategy to prevent a sharp increase of its parameters. As a result, it shows a good effect in the study of image classification. By
replacing the attention module in the traditional CliqueNet with the designed MSAAM, we present a new method to process the
produced gray-scale images converted from the malware and thus get better results in malware processing. -e improved
CliqueNet runs on the benchmark datasets of MalImg and Microsoft’s BIG 2015 to verify our presented method. After validation
on the experimental benchmark datasets, the detection accuracy reaches 99.8%, while the family classification accuracy reaches
99.2% and 98.2% on the above two datasets, respectively. -e presented method can solve the problem of unbalanced samples in
malware family classification and is also effective against obfuscation attacks.

1. Introduction

Malware refers to a computer code that is written or set up
deliberately to pose a threat or potential threat to a network
or system. Malware families consist of crypto miners, vi-
ruses, ransomware, worms, and spyware, whose purposes
are mainly an illegal gathering of information, obstruction of
services, or espionage. Nowadays, the popularization of IoT,
5G, and cloud computing increases not only the number and
types of malware, but also their threat scope and targets. -e
McAfee Labs 2021 -reats Report [1] states that Q3 and Q4
of 2020 averaged 588 and 648 malware-related security is-
sues per minute. -e two-quarters increased by 169 (40%)
and 60 (10%) per minute, respectively, compared to the last
quarter. From the third quarter to the fourth quarter, Office
malware surged by 199%. Attackers only need to focus on

one vulnerability to achieve their goals, but defenders need
to patch all vulnerabilities in time to ensure IoTsecurity.-is
asymmetry is the difficulty faced by malware processing
research. And with the increasing application fields affected
by malware [2–4], the pressure on IoT security research
increases dramatically. Although cybersecurity research
continues to grapple with malware threats, malware de-
velopers continue to develop new ways to bypass the existing
defenses.

Traditional malware processing techniques include static
analysis and dynamic analysis. Static analysis means inter-
cepting and analyzing the features such as opcodes, system
calls, and Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) from
the entire software without executing it. A new malware
identification system is proposed according to the frequency
of opcodes in portable executable files [5]. -e API call
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sequence can represent the target’s actions and then be used
to classify the malware families [6]. Based on API intimacy
analysis, their system selects the graphmethod to analyze the
network process and can detect Android malware with high
efficiency and precision [7]. -e dynamic analysis method
enables and controls the running behavior of the target in a
closed environment to intercept the behavior characteristics
of the target, such as registry modification, system call, file
operation, and so on. From five-minute API activities,
features are input to a CNN for malware family differen-
tiation [8]. Obfuscated malware is flagged with hooks placed
in the system to calculate the time length consumed by the
kernel and users [9]. Several feature sets are configured for
dynamic malware analysis by extracting features from API
calls, and statistical inference is applied to find a set of
feature sets that can correctly characterize samples [10].
Nevertheless, both styles of analysis implicit their disad-
vantages. It is difficult for static analysis with disassembly as
the main method to solve the malware that uses various
obfuscation techniques for complex reverse engineering.
Dynamic analysis has the risk of affecting the system due to
the need to actually enable the target. -e disassembly
technology used in static analysis and the controllable en-
vironment required for dynamic analysis of actual activation
of target require a large amount of relevant prior profes-
sional knowledge. In addition, they require a lot of time.

-e spread of machine learning actively drives research
in malware detection and family classification [11–14]. But
malware defense relying on classic machine learning still has
its shortcomings. -eir essence lies in feature engineering
involving a wide range of fields. Once attackers understand
the characteristics of the technology used, they can easily
avoid detection.

-e deep learning algorithm imitates the learning pro-
cess of the brain by establishing an artificial neural network
with a hierarchical structure and realizing artificial intelli-
gence in a computing system.-e outstanding advantages of
deep learning are the ability to adapt to the rules of a large
amount of data, to extract and filter the input information
layer by layer, and to have the ability to learn from mistakes.
Due to its powerful feature learning capabilities, many
studies have applied deep learning to malware identification
[15]. Malware family with imbalanced data is optimized by
scheme using convolutional neural network (CNN) and Bat
algorithm [16]. Screening the advantages of deep learning
architecture and visualization is done to achieve robust and
intelligent zero-day malware detection in a big data envi-
ronment using a hybrid approach of two basic analytics and
image processing [17]. In addition, deep learning is widely
used for countering malware [18, 19].

In this paper, a new malware processing approach is
presented based on Multiscale Attention Adaptive Module
(MSAAM) and CliqueNet. -e CliqueNet optimizes the
information flow in a deep network with a cyclic feedback
structure, improves the utilization of parameters in the
network, and uses a multiscale strategy to prevent the ex-
plosive growth of parameters. MSAAM can combine local
and global multiscale feature information in the spatial
domain and can automatically adjust the arrangement and

proportion of channel and spatial attention submodules by
auxiliary classifiers according to actual tasks. -is method
improves the problem of unbalanced samples of malware
family classification while reducing feature engineering and
is also effective for obfuscation attacks.

1.1. Contributions of +is Study. Multiscale Attention
Adaptive Module (MSAAM) which is a new and general
module is designed to optimize the expression of CNNs. It
contains two parts which are Improved Efficient Channel
Attention (IECA) and Multiscale Spatial Attention (MSA),
respectively. -e proposed MSAAM can automatically ad-
just the arrangement and proportion of channel and spatial
attention submodules by auxiliary classifiers according to
actual tasks. Adopting a multiscale strategy combined with
Depthwise Convolution and the original spatial attention
block of the Convolutional Block Attention Module
(CBAM), this study constructs a new attention mechanism
called Multiscale Spatial Attention (MSA) that can combine
the key information of the local and global attention.

For the first time, we study malware detection and family
classification using CliqueNet to expand the information
flow and implement feature filtering that in turn enhances
the expression of malware processing research.

Without complex feature engineering, our model has
good performance on MalImg and BIG 2015 datasets. It
deals effectively with the unbalanced samples of malware
family classification, and it can also resist malware obfus-
cation attacks.

-e remaining work: Section 2 explores research con-
nected with the model and the method of gray-scale imaging
of malware. Section 3 presents our proposed method and
introduces MSAAM. Section 4 tests application of this study.
Section 5 generalizes our research. Section 6 discusses the
limitations of this paper and proposes plans.

2. Related Work

2.1. Malware Visualization. Malware visualization has been
an effective technique in malware research in recent years.
Nataraj et al. [20] did not focus on the invisible features of
malware detection, but a method to detect malware based on
visible components is proposed. Transform every byte in the
PE file into a pixel with a value in the range of [0, 255] to
convert the malware into a visible gray-scale image. -ey
extracted wavelet decomposition-based GIST features from
gray-scale images for malware detection. After the con-
version, the gray-scale images of malware are visually dif-
ferent for diverse malware families. And as shown in
Figure 1, this diversity also lies in benign and malware. And
after converting the malware PE file into a gray-scale image,
the slight modification made by the malware author to the
binary file in the new variant cannot affect the overall
structure of the malware gray-scale image. -is visualization
technique is very effective in detecting malware and its
variants. Nowadays, the visualization of malware images has
become a routine method. Venkatraman et al. [21] proposed
and studied the application of image-based hybrid methods
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and deep learning architecture to achieve effective malware
family classification. Based on image texture similarity, a file-
independent deep learning malware family classification
method was proposed [22]. Verma et al. [23] demonstrate
the idea of using texture analysis to process malware
executables. -is obfuscated and unbalanced malware
discrimination technique combines first-order features
extracted on the visualized malware and second-order sta-
tistical texture features computed on a gray-scale cooccur-
rence matrix (GLCM).

However, although these methods solve the problem of
code confusion to a certain extent, most of them are based on
texture similarity. -ey require high computational cost
feature engineering to extract the complex texture features
of malware images (GLCM, Speed-Up Robust Features
(SURF), Generalized Search Trees (GIST), Scale-Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT), and Local Binary Pattern (LBP)).
When dealing with rapidly iterative malware, they consume
a lot of time and are not conducive to processing large
datasets. -erefore, reducing the cost of feature engineering
and directly using original gray-scale images of malware are
the key directions we need to consider. In addition, [24]
points out the difficulties faced by texture similarity analysis
at this stage. Texture similarity-based analysis is challenging
to apply to real-world scenarios with complex malware
families, and there are still many practical problems in
solving code obfuscation techniques. But [24] considers only
the most basic convolutional neural networks in the analysis.
We refer to the ideas given in [20] to change target software
into gray-scale images. -e malware detection and family
classification system combined withMSAAM and CliqueNet
is used to directly process the original malware gray-scale
images to reduce feature engineering and improve efficiency.
-rough the more robust feature representation capabilities
of the new CNNs and the new attention module, the
problem that texture similarity analysis is difficult to apply to
real-world scenarios with complex malware families is
improved.

2.2. Attention Mechanism. Attention mechanisms origi-
nating from vision research not only are a focus of recent
natural language processing [25–27] but have also been
carried forward to research in the image domain [28–30]. It
shows strong staying power in the direction of deep learning
by imitating the human visual system’s attention to im-
portant features and eliminating irrelevant information.

After SENet [31] demonstrated that attention can strengthen
neural network expressive ability by screening significant
information areas, the attention mechanism became a
conventional means to improve the feature representation of
CNNs. -e gray-scale images converted from the malware
were put into the malware analysis network combining CNN
and SENet [32]. By using max and average pooling methods
to aggregate features, then creating a network structure
combining channel and spatial attention mechanisms,
CBAM [33] laid the foundation for the current development
of a convolutional neural network attention mechanism.
Besides, some other works use adjusted attention blocks to
enhance the efficiency of CNNs [34, 35].

After that, the development of the attention module is
divided into two aspects: lightweight structure and enhanced
feature aggregation. In terms of structural lightweight,
ECANet [36] modified SENet based on the idea of light-
weight and not reducing the dimensionality, obtaining high
efficiency but fewer parameters. In ADCM [37], dropout is
integrated into CBAM. We used ECANet and Depthwise
Convolution to improve CBAM by the idea of a lightweight
and then proposed a new general lightweight convolutional
neural network attention module DEAM [38]. Afterward,
the DEAM and DenseNet are used to build an effective
malware detection and family classification scheme. Some
attention modules improved according to the idea of light-
weight pay too much attention to the computational effi-
ciency, resulting in the severe lack of feature information used
to calculate the attention map, and can not achieve satis-
factory results in the vast and complex task model. As a result,
their scope of application can only be limited to small task
models.

In terms of feature aggregation enhancement, Chen
et al., who are dedicated to dynamic scene deblurring re-
search, designed an attention module AAM [39] that can
autonomously adjust the position of submodules. Coor-
dattention [40] uses two 1D convolutions with different
orientations to aggregate feature information of different
dimensions, which enables spatial location information to be
embedded into channel attention. -e lightweight network
using Coordattention can pay attention in a larger region.
Multiscale strategies that have performed well in the field of
target detection and semantic segmentation are also
regarded as an excellent method to improve the feature
aggregation effect of the attention mechanism [41–43].
Although the pursuit of feature aggregation will improve the
effect of attention mechanisms, sometimes it will

Malware samples
(Adialer.C)

Malware samples
(Agent.FYI)

Malware samples
(Ramnit)

Benign samples

Figure 1: Malware image samples belonging to different families of various malware datasets.
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significantly increase the computational cost, which is not
suitable for small networks. In particular, the self-attention
module developed based on the idea of self-attention
mechanism, such as transformer [44], realizes the global
reference of each pixel-level prediction, which has great
requirements for hardware. Users of small task models often
do not have the hardware requirements to use self-attention.
At present, some researchers have begun to develop local
self-attention in order to reduce the hardware requirements
of self-attention mechanism.

Due to the good results shown by DEAM [38], here we
use a multiscale strategy to create an effective spatial at-
tention mechanism based on the overall framework of
DEAM. -e auxiliary classifier is used to automatically
adjust the arrangement and proportion of the channel and
spatial attention submodules. Multiscale Attention Adaptive
Module (MSAAM) which is a new and general module is
designed.

2.3. Development of the CNNs. -e emergence of
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) has brought rapid
development to extensive computer vision fields. For
strengthening the performance of CNNs, the exploration of
network architecture has always been part of the research of
CNNs. -e original convolutional neural network LeNet
[45] consists of five layers. VGGNet [46] has 19 layers and
proves that its final performance can be influenced by in-
creasing its depth. GoogLeNet [47] has 22 layers and proves
the width is another crucial factor in determining model
representation. -e three aspects of depth, width, and
cardinality have gradually become the most critical factors in
determining network architecture. -e scale of CNNS has
also been increasing with the deepening of exploration.
However, the blindly enlarged deep network will make it
difficult for the latter layer to obtain gradient information
from the previous layer, resulting in the problem of gradient
disappearance and parameter redundancy [48]. -e emer-
gence of this problem restricts the development of the net-
work architecture in terms of depth, width, and cardinality.

Some experts have explored new paths from the con-
stantly enlarged differences in network architecture, and
they have moved towards the exploration of connection
modes. ResNet [49] introduces a bypass path so that the top-
level network can obtain information from the bottom-level
network, strengthens the correlation of the gradients be-
tween the network layers, and alleviates the problem of
gradient disappearance. It also simplifies network training.
After ResNet has shown excellent performance in computer
vision orientation, the bypass path is considered to be a key
factor to facilitate the work of training these deep networks
and solving the problem of gradient disappearance. Den-
seNet [50] further deepens the idea of ResNet, applying the
bypass path to entirety, realizing complex connection, and
exploiting the potential of the network through feature
reuse. A class-balanced loss is added to the last layer of the
DenseNet model for classification for sample imbalanced
malware, and this loss is reweighted [51]. But as the dense
connection path in DenseNet increases linearly, its

parameters will increase sharply. Compared with DenseNet,
CliqueNet [52] uses a cyclic feedback structure to further
optimize feature flow in deep networks and improve the
utilization of parameters in the network. And it also in-
troduces a multiscale feature strategy on the model output to
avoid the problem of a sharp increase in parameters in
DenseNet.

But as the model continues to expand in the network
architecture and connection mode, the hardware burden it
brings to researchers also increases dramatically. If re-
searchers want to make a better choice between model
performance and requirements, building a general en-
hancement module in a deep learning model has more room
for development than accumulating more nonlinear layers.
-erefore, in this paper, new malware processing model is
constructed by combining MSAAM and CliqueNet.

3. Proposed Methodology

Our proposed model is composed of CliqueNet and Mul-
tiscale Attention Adaptive Module (MSAAM). We obtain
CliqueNet suitable for the proposed model based on Cli-
queNet-S0. Multiscale Spatial Attention (MSA) and Im-
proved Effective Channel Attention (IECA) are two
important submodules that make up MSAAM. First, the
framework of our proposed malware processing method is
described. After that, the architecture of CliqueNet is in-
troduced. Finally, we show our proposed MSAAM and
describe MSA.

3.1.MethodOverview. Figure 2 depicts the whole framework
of our malware detection and family classification approach.
-e proposed malware processing model uses MSAAM and
CliqueNet to automatically extract features at various levels
of abstraction from gray-scale images of malware. -ese
features can express the image comprehensively and clearly,
and the extracted features are used to train the model. -is
model can directly process the original malware gray-scale
images to reduce feature engineering and improve efficiency.

-e following describes the process that the incoming
malware samples go through to process them. First, the
input malware executable file samples are turned into gray-
scale images using the same method as Nataraj et al. [20].
-e converted gray-scale images are sent to the trained
malware detection model combining MSAAM and Cli-
queNet to effectively identify benign software and malware.
After distinguishing benign software and malware, the
malicious samples are sent to the trained malware family
classification model combining MSAAM and CliqueNet to
effectively identify the family to which each malware
belongs.

3.2. Structure of theCliqueNet. To maximize the information
flow between layers and solve the problem of a sharp in-
crease in parameters in DenseNet, CliqueNet [52] was
created. -e most prominent feature of CliqueNet is the use
of a cyclic feedback structure with spatial attention effects, so
that the model not only has a forward propagation part, but
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also optimizes the feature map of the previous level based on
the output of the next level. -erefore, we can utilize the
feature map output in the convolution repeatedly. -e
modified feature map will consider more important infor-
mation. Moreover, for avoiding the increased hardware
requirements and redundant parameters caused by the
explosive growth of parameters in DenseNet, CliqueNet
introduces a multiscale feature strategy on the model output.
Figure 3 depicts the basic functional module of CliqueNet.

CliqueBlock is the part of CliqueNet that implements the
loop feedback structure, as shown in Figure 3. It can be
divided into stage-I updated forward and stage-II updated
backward. Stage-I is like DenseNet’s forward densely con-
nected propagation; the input of each layer will contain the
refined feature information of all previous layers. Stage-II
realizes the reverse refinement of the model. -e input of
each convolution operation not only includes the final re-
sults of all previously updated layers, but also includes the
output feature maps of the subsequent levels. In each step of
the stage-II update, the last few feature maps are used to
refine relatively earliest feature information, because final
feature maps contain relatively higher-level visual infor-
mation. In this way, the cyclic feedback structure realizes the
refinement of the feature maps of each level to achieve the
effect of spatial attention. For i-th layer and k-th stage in
stage-II, the alternately updated expression is

X
(k)
i � g 

l<i
Wli ∗X

(k)
l + 

m> i

Wmi ∗X
(k−1)
m

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (1)

where k≥ 2, k denotes the number of stages, and two stages
complete a loop. W∗X means that the convolution kernel
performs convolution operation on the input feature map,
and g is nonlinear activation function.

To solve the problem of the sharp increase of parameters
in DenseNet, CliqueNet adopts a multiscale feature strategy

in the overall structure, as shown in Figure 3. -e output of
each CliqueBlock consists of two parts. One part is the
combination of the output of each layer after reverse refining
is called transit_feature, and the other is the combination of
input layer and output of each layer after reverse refining is
called block_feature.-e transit_feature is transmitted to the
next CliqueBlock through the transition with the attention
mechanism. -e block_feature is compressed into a feature
vector after global average pooling. Since only the output of
stage-II of each CliqueBlock will be used as the input of the
next CliqueBlock, the dimension of the feature map of
CliqueBlock will not increase super linearly, which has the
advantages of parameter amount and calculation amount.
And there is no need to use a bottleneck structure like
DenseNet to prevent parameter explosion. So the basic
structure of CliqueBlock in CliqueNet is BN+ReLU +3∗ 3
Conv +Dropout.

We obtain CliqueNet in our method by adapting Cli-
queNet-S0. Table 1 describes the details of our CliqueNet
and CliqueNet-S0 parameters.

3.3. Multiscale Attention Adaptive Module. Here, our pur-
pose is to apply attention block to enhance the effect of
malware gray-scale images detection and family classifica-
tion. For this reason, MSAAM aims to further strengthen the
feature extraction capabilities of CliqueNet. -e novelty of
MSAAM is that it can combine local and global multiscale
key information in the spatial domain and can automatically
adjust the arrangement and proportion of channel and
spatial attention submodules by auxiliary classifiers
according to actual tasks to obtain better feature expression
ability.

-e proposed MSAAM inherits the overall design of
CMBA [33], and its construction can be divided into two
parts: Improved Efficient Channel Attention (IECA) which

Executable file
samples

Benign
samples

Malicious
samples

Malware gray-scale
image dataset

Classification modelDetection model

Apply the images to
CliqueNet with MSAAM

(Multi classification)

Apply the images to
CliqueNet with MSAAM

(Binary classification)

Family 1Gray-scale
images

Gray-scale image
dataset

Family 2 Family n

Figure 2: Malware processing method flowchart.
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is from [38] and Multiscale Spatial Attention (MSA).
Figure 4 shows the overall framework of MSAAM. We use
an adaptive method in the comprehensive framework
to automatically adjust the arrangement and propor-
tion of the channel and spatial attention submodules.
We define the input feature map for MSAAM as
M ∈ RC×H×W. A one-dimensional channel attention
map MC ∈ RC×1×1 is obtained by IECA in MSAAM, which
can highlight essential feature information in the channel
dimension of the feature map. -e three-dimensional local
space attentionmap MS1 ∈ RC×H×W and the two-dimensional
global space attention map MS2 ∈ R1×H×W of the feature map
are calculated byMSA.-e three-dimensional space attention
map MS ∈ RC×H×W is obtained by combining the local and
global multiscale key information to highlight more mean-
ingful spatial feature information. Different channel and

spatial attention submodule placements in different actual
scenes will make the attention mechanism exert different
levels of effects.

In this study, we apply learnable matrices to allow the
module to adaptively select the placement of attention
submodules suitable for the current scene, as well as the
proportion of channel and spatial attention submodules that
affect the results. -e learnable matrices W1, W2 ∈ RC×H×W

are auxiliary classifiers used to implement the adaptive
permutation selection method. We set W1 � 0 means all
elements in W1 are 0, W1 � 1 means all elements in W1 are 1,
and W2 also has the same setting. -e serial placement of
channel and space attention submodules is the special case of
W2 � 0, and the parallel placement of channel and space
attention submodules is the special case of W1 � 0. -e
calculation process of MSAAM:

Table 1: -e details of our CliqueNet and CliqueNet-S0 parameters. -e two numbers in CliqueBlock represent the number of con-
volutional filters in the block and the number of convolutional layers in the block.

Layers Our CliqueNet CliqueNet-S0
Convolution 7∗ 7 conv, 32, stride 1 7∗ 7 conv, 64, stride 2
Pooling 2∗ 2 max pool, stride 2 3∗ 3 max pool, stride 2
CliqueBlock (1) 36∗ 4

36∗ 5Transition 1∗ 1 conv
2∗ 2 ave pool, stride 2

CliqueBlock (2) 36∗ 4
64∗ 6Transition 1∗ 1 conv

2∗ 2 ave pool, stride 2
CliqueBlock (3) 36∗ 4

100∗ 6Transition 1∗ 1 conv
2∗ 2 ave pool, stride 2

CliqueBlock (4) 36∗ 4 80∗ 6

CliqueBlock

CliqueNet
transit_feature

CliqueBlock

stage-I

0 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

stage-II

Input
Feature

CliqueBlock

Global PoolGlobal Pool

Output
Feature

block_feature

Global Pool

CliqueBlockTransition Transition

Figure 3: Basic functional modules of CliqueNet [52] and CliqueBlock.
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M′ � MS MC(M) ⊗M( ⊗MC(M)⊗M⊗W1

+ MC(M)⊗M⊗MS(M)⊗W2,
(2)

where ⊗ denotes elementwise multiplication, + denotes
element summation, and M′ denotes the output feature
map.

3.3.1. Multiscale Spatial Attention. Differing from the
channel attention, the spatial one emphasizes the spatial
features. -e spatial one computes the likelihood of spatial
feature information on the feature map to highlight more
meaningful spatial feature information. -is study uses a
multiscale strategy combined with the spatial attention
mechanism of CBAM [33] and Depthwise Convolution to
construct a new spatial attention mechanism MSA that can
combine the critical information on local attention and
global attention, as shown in Figure 5. By collecting feature
information on multiple scales, multiscale feature extraction
and feature fusion can significantly enhance the information
aggregation ability and expand the receptive field of the
model. Since spatial information is more fragmented than
channel information, more feature information is lost when
aggregating. And these two strategies need to consider the
application cost when using, so using them on spatial at-
tention can lead to better optimization.

Depthwise Convolution uses convolution and Sigmoid
functions on each channel to obtain a spatial attention map
without dimensionality reduction. Compared with the
spatial attention mechanism in CMBA that uses the max and
average pools to compress information, it can obtain better
spatial information. However, since Depthwise Convolution
is a separate operation for each channel, it focuses on the
local spatial information relationships within different re-
gions of the feature map. After visualizing the gray-scale
image, the operation of Depthwise Convolution on a single
channel of the featuremap will divide the image into regions,
and the obtained relationship is only the local information
relationship in each region. Just using Depthwise Convo-
lution lacks a vision of the global information relationship of

the feature map. Figure 6 depicts the visualization of the
local and global information relationship of the feature map.
-erefore, considering the multiscale strategy, fusion of the
key information of local attention extracted by Depthwise
Convolution and the key information of global attention
extracted by the spatial attention mechanism in CMBA can
better pay attention to the spatial information of the features.

In MSA, Depthwise Convolution is applied to the input
feature map M ∈ RC×H×W, and the Sigmoid function is used
for the output feature descriptor F2 ∈ RC×H×W to obtain a
three-dimensional local spatial attentionmapMS1 ∈ RC×H×W.
-e max pool and average pool compression are used for the
input feature map M ∈ RC×H×W. -ese two spatial feature
descriptors (FS

avgandFS
max) indicate the average pool space

information and the max pool space information, respec-
tively. A 7∗ 7 Conv and the Sigmoid function are used for the
feature descriptor F3 ∈ R2×H×W obtained after the two spatial
context descriptors are spliced to bring a 2D global spatial
attention map MS2 ∈ R1×H×W. Finally, this attention adds the
three-dimensional local space attention map MS1 ∈ RC×H×W

and the two-dimensional global space attention map
MS2 ∈ R1×H×W element by element to get the three-dimen-
sional space attentionmapMS ∈ RC×H×W.W3, W4 ∈ RC×H×W

are learnable matrices used to determine the proportion of
local key information and global key information. -e cal-
culation formula of MSA is as follows:

MS(M) � σ(DepthwiseConv2D(M))⊗W3

+ σ conv7×7
F

S
avg; F

S
max   ⊗W4

MS(M) � MS1 ⊗W3 + MS2 ⊗W4,

(3)

where DepthwiseConv2D denotes Depthwise Convolution,
and [; ] denotes tensor splicing.

4. Experiments and Analysis

4.1. Experimental Setting and Datasets. We use MalImg [20]
and Microsoft’s BIG 2015 to assess the proposed approach.
Tables 2 and 3 give a detailed introduction of the two
benchmark datasets. -e MalImg dataset, consisting of 25

Multi-scale attention adaptive module
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MSA

MSA
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connection

Series
connection

W2

W1

Input
Feature

M

Output
Feature

M’

S.t. 0≤W1,W2≤1
W2=1-W1

Figure 4: -e overall architecture of MSAAM.
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Figure 6: Convolutional receptive field gray-scale images visualization.
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Figure 5: -e detailed process of Multiscale Spatial Attention.

Table 2: Sample distribution of MalImg dataset.

No. Family Number of samples No. Family Number of samples
1 Adialer.C 122 14 Lolyda.AA2 184
2 Agent.FYI 116 15 Lolyda.AA3 123
3 Allaple.A 2949 16 Lolyda.AT 159
4 Allaple.L 1591 17 Malex.gen!J 136
5 Alueron.gen!J 198 18 Obfuscator.AD 142
6 Autorun.K 106 19 Rbot!gen 158
7 C2LOP.gen!g 200 20 Skintrim.N 80
8 C2LOP.P 146 21 Swizzor.gen!E 128
9 Dialplatform.B 177 22 Swizzor.gen!I 132
10 Dontovo.A 162 23 VB.AT 408
11 Fakerean 381 24 Wintrim.BX 97
12 Instantaccess 431 25 Yuner.A 800
13 Lolyda.AA1 213 9339
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malware families and 9339 malware samples in total, is a
massive and unbalanced malware dataset. -e BIG 2015
dataset contains 21741 malware samples, consisting of 9
malware families. -e training set contains 10868 samples
and the test set has 10873 ones. -e test set of the BIG 2015
dataset, however, did not give the corresponding label. -us
this paper only uses the training set part. -e bytes files
containing the original hexadecimal code of the files in the
dataset are used to generate gray-scale images of the
malware.

To classify malware families, we directly use the MalImg
and BIG 2015 as the evaluation benchmark. For the malware
detection part, we randomly selected a total of 1087 malware
samples out of the 34 malware families contained in the
MalImg and BIG 2015 datasets. Using the filtered malicious
samples and an equal number of benign samples to create a
new malware detection dataset, it contains rich malware
families to ensure the experimental scalability.

To effectively evaluate the performance of our model, the
dataset splits into three parts where the data is used for
training, validation, and test at a ratio of 6 : 2 : 2. Moreover,
to abate errors, we repeat every experiment 5 times. Our
experiment uses the Adam optimizer and catego-
rical_crossentropy, the batch size is 16, and the learning rate
is 0.0005. -e environment equipment is as follows: Win-
dows 10, Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-1165G7 CPU @ 2.80GHz
2.80GHz and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060. -e proposed
malware processing method is built on the Python frame-
work and the tensorflow2.3 framework.

Malware loses different degrees of information when it
converts to gray-scale images of different sizes. However, an
immense gray-scale image size will have high requirements
on the physical equipment and will bring a huge burden to
the training of the model. In [24], the effects of image sizes
on malware family classification based on texture feature
analysis are experimentally verified. To balance performance
and cost, and to guarantee the validity of the experiment, we
adjust the gray-scale image size of the model input to
256∗ 256, which is recommended in [24].

-e N∗N confusion matrix is used to calculate four
types of indicators in order to examine our proposed model
for detecting malware. -ese indicators are as follows: ac-
curacy, precision, recall, and F1 score. -e accuracy rate used
alone can only show the expressive ability at the macro level
and cannot sensitively reflect the prediction level of the class
with a small number of samples. Precision reflects howmany
of all the samples marked as positive are expressed correctly.
Recall reflects the ability of the model to identify the target.
F1 score determines the accuracy and robustness of the
model. For the two-class detection task, we directly obtain

these values. For the multiclass family classification task, we
will enumerate three metrics for each family in detail. Fi-
nally, the indicators of each family are combined to calculate
macro-precision, macro-recall, and macro-F1.

Indicators other than accuracy are calculated as follows:

Precision �
TP

TP + FP
,

Recall �
TP

TP + FN
,

F1 �
2∗ Precision∗Recall
Precision + Recall

,

(4)

where TP is the target sample expressed as positive, FP is the
target sample expressed as negative, and FN is the nontarget
sample expressed as negative.

4.2. Performance of Detecting Malware. Table 4 shows the
results in a 2∗ 2 confusion matrix. Our accuracy, precision,
recall, and F1 score on malware dataset are 99.8%, 99.8%,
99.8%, and 99.8%, respectively. For the test set with a total
number of samples of 421, only one benign sample was
classified incorrectly. After validation on the experimental
malware detection dataset, our model can effectively dis-
tinguish between benign software and malicious software.
Table 5 demonstrates that our model outperforms existing
methods in detection ability.

4.3. Performance of Classifying Family

4.3.1. MalImg Dataset. -e 25∗ 25 confusion matrix on
Figures 7 and 8 illustrates our classifying results of the
proposed method and CliqueNet on MalImg dataset. Our
accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score on the MalImg are
99.2%, 98.0%, 97.9%, and 97.9%, respectively. Without
MSAAM on MalImg dataset, the sequential metrics are
98.6%, 96.7%, 96.3%, and 96.5%, respectively. Table 6 il-
lustrates the comparison results on the MalImg dataset.
After validation on the experimental MalImg dataset, our
model is equivalent to [23, 51] in precision, recall, and F1
score, but it surpasses these two tasks in terms of accuracy.
Compared with other work, our model has achieved a
comprehensive surpass in all four evaluation indicators.
Table 7 shows the influence of our model on families with
smaller samples in two datasets. It achieved F1 scores of
100%, 100%, and 87.5% on Skintrim.N, Wintrim.BX, and
Simda families, respectively. -ese show that our model can
effectively complete the classification of malware families

Table 3: Sample distribution of BIG 2015 dataset.

No. Family Number of samples No. Family Number of samples
1 Ramnit 1541 6 Tracur 751
2 Lollipop 2478 7 Kelihos_ver1 398
3 Kelihos_ver3 2942 8 Obfuscator.ACY 1228
4 Vundo 475 9 Gatak 1013
5 Simda 42 10868
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and is robust to the problem of imbalance in the classifi-
cation of malware families. Compared with CliqueNet
without MSAAM, it proves that the proposed MSAAM can
strengthen the attention to the characteristics of malware.
Compared with our previous work [38] and Clique-
Net +DEAM, it proves that MSAAM improves the per-
formance of the attention module based on the DEAM.

-e comparison between Figures 7 and 8 illustrates that
the classification difficulties of the MalImg dataset are
concentrated on two families. -ey are Swizzor.gen!E and
Swizzor.gen!I, respectively. -e addition of MSAAM has
greatly improved the classification effect on these two key

families, while the classification effect on other families has
also been slightly improved. MSAAM raises the F1 score of
Swizzor.gen!E from 71.7% to 84.6% and raises the F1 score of
Swizzor.gen!I from 69.2% to 80.0%. -is reflects that our
proposed MSAAM effectively improves the feature ex-
pression ability of CNN. And for the entire network ar-
chitecture of deep learning, the addition of MSAAM will
hardly bring about an increase in computational con-
sumption.-ere are many samples processed by obfuscation
techniques in theMalImg data set. Ourmodel achieves 100%
classification on 17 out of 25 families. -e families using the
packaging technology UPX which makes them

Table 4: Our classification performance on malware dataset.

Malware Benign Precision Recall F1 score
Malware 204 0 0.995 1 0.998
Benign 1 216 1 0.995 0.998
Macro 0.998 0.998 0.998

Table 5: -e comparison of the binary classification effect between our model and others.

Models Accuracy (%)
RF [5] 97.0
Garćıa and DeCastro-Garćıa [10] 99.4
TELM [12] 99.7
SVM [13] 98.5
Zhang et al. [18] 95.1
CRNN [19] 96.2
DenseNet +DEAM [38] 99.3
Hemalatha et al. [51] 97.6
Proposed method 99.8
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Figure 7: Multiclassification performance of proposed method on MalImg.
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indistinguishable from each other in similar structures in
this dataset are Yuner.A, Rbot!gen, Malex.gen!J, VB.AT, and
Autorun.K. But our method reaches a 100% classification
accuracy in Yuner.A, VB.AT, Autorun.K, and Rbot!gens,
and the F1 score on Malex.gen!J is 98.1%. Allaple uses
random keys in the code part to encrypt in several layers, but
ourmodel makes a perfect distinction between Allaple.A and
Allaple.L. Lolyda.AA1 and Lolyda.AA3 belong to the same
family variants and are also made a perfect distinction. All
these prove that our model is effective for the classification of
obfuscated malware.

4.3.2. BIG 2015 Dataset. -e 9∗ 9 confusion matrix on
Figures 9 and 10 illustrates the classification results of the
proposed method and CliqueNet on BIG 2015 dataset. -e
accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score of our model on BIG
2015 dataset are 98.2%, 96.6%, 96.3%, and 96.4%, respec-
tively. -e accuracy, precision, recall and F1 score of Cli-
queNet without MSAAM on BIG 2015 dataset are 97.6%,
96.8%, 94.6%, and 95.5%, respectively. After the addition of
MSAAM, the evaluation indicators other than precision
have been improved.-e comparison between Figures 9 and
10 illustrates that MSAAM improves the classification
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Figure 8: Multiclassification performance of CliqueNet on the MalImg dataset.

Table 6: Comparative analysis of proposed method with others on MalImg.

Models Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 score (%)
Cui et al. [15] 94.5 94.6 94.5 94.5
Vinayakumar et al. [17] 96.3 96.3 96.2 96.2
Venkatraman et al. [21] 96.3 91.8 91.5 91.6
Gibert et al. [22] 98.5 95.8 96.6 95.8
Verma et al. [23] 98.5 98.0 98.0 98.0
Densenet +DEAM [38] 98.5 96.9 96.6 96.7
Hemalatha et al. [51] 98.2 97.8 97.9 97.9
CliqueNet 98.6 96.7 96.3 96.5
CliqueNet +DEAM 98.8 97.1 96.8 97.0
Proposed method 99.2 98.0 97.9 97.9

Table 7: Influence of our model on families with smaller samples in two datasets.

Family Number of samples Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 score (%)

MalImg Skintrim.N 80 100 100 100 100
Wintrim.BX 97 100 100 100 100

Big 2015 Simda 42 87.5 87.5 87.5 87.5
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performance on multiple families. Table 8 shows a com-
parative analysis of the proposed method and others on the
BIG 2015. Our approach outperforms other works in
malware family classification.

5. Conclusion

An efficient malware processing method is presented by
using the newly designed universal and effective Multiscale
Attention Adaptive Module (MSAAM) and CliqueNet.
MSAAM can combine local and global multiscale feature
information in the spatial domain and can automatically

adjust the arrangement and proportion of channel and
spatial attention submodules by auxiliary classifiers
according to actual tasks. -is method can directly process
the gray-scale images of malware, reducing the feature
engineering and improving the problem of unbalanced
samples of malware family classification. It is also reliable
and effective for obfuscation attacks. After validation on the
experimental benchmark datasets, the proposed MSAAM
attention module combining adaptive and multiscale strat-
egies achieves the optimization of DEAM attention module in
performance. -e proposed method can effectively handle
malware security issues.
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Figure 10: Multiclassification performance of CliqueNet on BIG 2015.

Table 8: Comparative analysis of proposed method with others on BIG 2015.

Models Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 score (%)
ACNN [16] 96.0 95.4 88.3 89.7
Gibert et al. [22] 97.5 94.0
DenseNet +DEAM [38] 97.3 95.3 95.4 95.4
CliqueNet 97.6 96.8 94.6 95.5
Proposed method 98.2 96.6 96.3 96.4
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6. Discussion

-e proposed method does not perfectly solve the problem
that texture similarity-based analysis is difficult to apply to
real-world scenarios with complex malware families. In
order to deepen the research on the effectiveness and uni-
versality of detecting malware, we will work on the deep-
ening of feature engineering and the development of better
attention modules.We also plan to optimize the information
flow in this network by adding adjustments between dif-
ferent layers of the CliqueNet. -e confrontation with code
obfuscation technology is also a direction that needs to be
studied in the future.
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Real-time and high-efcient communication becomes a vital property for IoT-enabled equipment, since the application range of
the Internet ofTings has extended widely. At the same time, the centralized characterization of the cloud computing is gradually
unable to meet the demand for both low latency and high computing efciency. To resolve these issues, new computing paradigms
have been introduced, such as edge, dew, and fog computing. Recently, Saurabh et al. introduced a mutual authentication
protocol, which was claimed to resist various attacks without the requirement of a trusted server, for dew-assisted IoT devices.
However, this paper will show that Saurabh et al.’s scheme lacks forward security and user anonymity. Ten, a new authenticated
key agreement (AKA) protocol, named e-SMDAS, will be put forward and formally proven secure under the eCK security model.
Further, the analysis results of BAN logic and Scyther tool will also confrm the security of e-SMDAS. Finally, the comparative
analysis of security features and computation efciency between e-SMDAS and several recent schemes will be demonstrated at the
end of this paper.

1. Introduction

Cloud computing, developing swiftly and violently, is gradually
unable to satisfy the growing needs in the Internet. Flavio et al.
[1] introduced the idea of fog computing. However, with the
rapid development of the Internet, fog computing alone could
not satisfy the quality of cloud-assisted services. Some other
computing paradigms were proposed to meet the growing
demand for high-quality cloud services. Tian et al. [2] recently
proposed a framework for blockchain-assisted edge services in
the Industrial Internet of Tings (IIoT). Te paradigm of dew
computing was put forward byWang [3, 4] to fully make use of
on-premises devices and cloud services. Defned as an on-
premises device software-hardware organization paradigm in
the cloud computing environment, the dew computing, in
which dew servers are independent of cloud servers when
ofine and collaborative with cloud servers when online,
provides the functionality of high information processing and
low latency communication. Te system architecture of cloud-
fog-dew computing is demonstrated in Figure 1.

To build a secure and fexible dew computing paradigm,
many security features need to be considered. Besides the
basic mutual authentication and session key confrmation
features, protocols in this paradigm also require forward
security which confrms the leakage of long-term secrets will
not infuence the session keys. Since communications be-
tween servers are closely related to users’ privacy, anonymity
and untraceability are also vital.

To achieve secure communication in the network driven
by fog computing, Hameed et al. [5] proposed a scheme
claiming that it could achieve mutual authentication, low
consumption, and high efciency in smart home case. In
2021, Liu et al. [6] proposed a distributed access control
system based on the decentralized conception of fog com-
puting and blockchain technology. A similar idea was also
thought about by Shukla et al. [7], adopting a signature-
based encryption algorithm to maximize the strength of fog
computing and blockchain.

Te application feld of the Internet of Tings (IoT)
has extended largely in recent years. Aiming at protecting
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the secrecy, integrity, and anonymity of IoT-assisted end
devices, Singh and Chaurasiya [8] discussed a possible
mutual authentication scheme for the vulnerable fog
nodes. A combination of elliptic curve Dife–Hellman
ephemeral key exchange algorithm and preshared key was
analyzed by Amanlou et al. [9] to achieve credible
communication between the fog gateways and devices
located in IoT.

Our contributions in this paper mainly consist of the
following four points.

(i) We analyze an authenticated key agreement (AKA)
protocol designed for a dew-assisted system by
Saurabh et al. [10], referred to as SMDAS protocol
below, and point out that their scheme lacks for-
ward security and user anonymity.

(ii) Upon the analysis, we design a new AKA protocol,
called e-SMDAS protocol below, remedying
SMDAS protocol to achieve the mutual authenti-
cation, session key establishment, forward security,
user anonymity, and other security features.

(iii) Te security of our protocol is formally proven
under the eCK security model and also confrmed
using the Scyther tool and BAN logic.

(iv) Finally, results of comparison between the enhanced
protocol and several recent schemes demonstrate
the advantages of our protocol in the aspects of
security features and communication efciency.

Te arrangement of this paper is as follows. Related
works are frst introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, we
present some preliminaries used in the analysis of the
proposed protocol. After reviewing the process of SMDAS
protocol in Section 4, we analyze the security faws of
SMDAS protocol in Section 5. Our newly proposed protocol
is described explicitly in Section 6; its formal security proof
and security analysis using Scyther tool and BAN logic are
provided in Section 7. Comparisons between the proposed
protocol and SMDAS protocol are demonstrated in Section
8. Finally, in Section 9, the conclusion is highlighted.

2. Related Work

So far, anonymity and privacy-preserving are vital security
features required urgently not only in dew computing
paradigm but also in many other applications. To sum up the
applications, several relative schemes [11–16] are listed in
Table 1. Tey have been paid much attention to because of
the decentralized feature of dew-assisted paradigm [17].

Recently, a lightweight anonymity client authentica-
tion scheme was proposed by Gaikwad et al. [18] adopting
chaotic hash function. Moreover, Masud et al. [19] pro-
posed a lightweight and physically secure mutual au-
thentication and secret key establishment protocol
preserving privacy for COVID-19 patients’ care in the
Internet of Medical Tings. Teir protocol used physical
unclonable functions to make the network devices dis-
tinguish the legitimacy of doctors before acquiring a
session key. Xiong et al. [20] proposed a three-party data
privacy-preserving mechanism with game theory and
machine learning technology. Tian et al. [21] proposed a
graph clustering method to protect data privacy sharing in
the Social Internet of Tings (SIoT).

Besides, forward security is one of the main concerns for
AKA protocols. In 2015, Chaudhry et al. [22] proposed a
remote user authentication scheme. Regrettably, Rav-
anbakhsh et al. [23] claimed that Chaudhry et al.’s scheme
was unable to achieve perfect forward security and proposed
an authenticated communication scheme for Voice over
Internet Protocol (VoIP). Later, Nikooghadam and Amin-
toosi [24] proved that Ravanbakhsh et al.’s scheme did not
provide perfect forward security and put forward a two-
factor AKA scheme with perfect forward security.

Recently, Saurabh et al. [10] introduced a mutual AKA
protocol for the dew-assisted devices. Tey applied bilinear
parings to achieve the mutual authentication and estab-
lishment of secure session keys. Formal analysis was pre-
sented by the use of AVISPA and the theory of security
reduction. However, in this paper, we analyze the security of
this protocol and show that it lacks forward security and user
anonymity.

3. Preliminaries and Security Model

In this section, we concisely introduce the mathematical
defnitions and security model used next.

3.1. Mathematical Hard Problems

(i) Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm (ECDL) Problem:
Given an elliptic curve Ep, an additive cyclic group G

based on Ep, a generator P of G, and an element
Q � aP from G, it is hard to extract a ∈ Z∗p from Q

and P.
(ii) Elliptic Curve Computational Dife–Hellman

(ECCDH) Problem: Given an elliptic curve Ep, an
additive cyclic group G based on Ep, and a generator
P of G, considering the elements S � aP and T � bP
from G, it is hard to compute U � abP.

Cloud Data Center

Fog Computing Layer

Dew Computing
Layer

End Devices

Smart city Wearable devices Industry Traffic E-commerce

Figure 1: Fog computing system architecture.
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3.2. SecurityModel. LaMacchia et al. [25] proposed the eCK
security model in 2007. In this model, each entity owns two
secrets, a long-term key x and an ephemeral key r. Assume
two entities are A and B; their long-term keys are xA, xB; and
their ephemeral keys are rA, rB, respectively. Besides, each
session under the eCK security model has its own identity,
denoted as SIDi

A,B if this session’s owner is entity A. Ten,
the abilities of adversary, denoted as A, can be defned
through the queries below:

(i) Send(A, M): Trough this query, A can send
message M to entity A and get the corresponding
message according to the protocol.

(ii) Reveal(SIDi
A,B): Trough this query, A can acquire

the session key of SIDi
A,B if session SIDi

A,B has been
completed. Otherwise, A will get nothing.

(iii) Ephemeral(SIDi
A,B): Trough this query, A can

obtain the ephemeral key of the session SIDi
A,B.

(iv) Longterm(A): Trough this query,A can obtain the
long-term key of entity A.

(v) Test(SIDi
A,B): If A launches this query, session

SIDi
A,B will randomly choose b from 0, 1{ }. If b � 0,

SIDi
A,B will choose a random number from the set of

keys and send it back toA. If b � 1, SIDi
A,B will send

the real session key back to A.

To defne a secure protocol in the eCK security model, a
defnition of freshness should be presented frst since a secure
game through Test(SIDi

A,B) is querying toward a fresh session.

Defnition 1. A session with identity SIDi
A,B in the eCK

model at entity A whose intended partner denoted as B is
fresh if the following items are satisfed:

(i) Te session has not been asked for a Reveal query.
(ii) If a matching session exists with session identity

SIDj

B,A, then

(i) not both Ephemeral(SIDi
A,B) and Longterm(A)

queries have been asked for;
(ii) not both Ephemeral(SIDj

B,A) and Longterm(B)
queries have been asked for.

(iii) If no partner exists, then

(i) not both Ephemeral(SIDi
A,B) and Longterm(A)

queries have been asked for;
(ii) Longterm(B) queries have not been asked for.

Based on this defnition, we present the defnition of a
secure session in the eCK security model.

Defnition 2. Te advantage of the adversaryA in the secure
game with AKA protocol Π is defned as
AdvAKAΠ (A) � Pr[Awins] − 1/2.

If the matching session of Π computes the same session
key and no efcient adversary A has more than a negligible
advantage in winning the secure game, then the protocolΠ is
secure under the eCK security model.

4. Review of SMDAS Protocol

In this section, we review the registration and session key
distribution phases of SMDAS protocol [10]. Tere are
three types of entities participating in SMDAS protocol,
namely, a sensor node SNi, a dew server DSj, and a cloud
server S. Notations used in SMDAS protocol are listed in
Table 2.

4.1. Registration Phase. Firstly, the cloud server S initializes
this system according to the following steps.

(i) S selects an appropriate elliptic curve E over a fnite
feld Fq and then selects G, a subgroup of E, whose
order is n. P is a group generator of G.

(ii) S randomly chooses s ∈ Z∗n and calculates
X � sP, A � e(P, P)s.

(iii) Finally, S publishes the public parameters
E, G, A, n, P, X{ } and keeps s as its own secret key
securely.

4.2. Dew Server Registration Phase. Assume that there are m

dew servers and each one is denoted as DSj, j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , m{ }.
Tese servers select their own identities IDDSj

. When a dew
server registers to the cloud server, it sends its identity IDDSj

to S. After receiving DSj’s identity, S will compute SIDDSj
for

DSj, where SIDDSj
� s(X + P · h(IDDSj

)).

4.3. Sensor Node Registration Phase. Every sensor node,
denoted as SNi, has its own identity IDSNi

and password
PWSNi

. When the sensor node needs to register to S, it frstly
computes SH1 � h(IDSNi

�����PWSNi
) and sends message

IDSNi
, H1 to S. Upon receiving the registration request from

SNi, S verifes IDSNi
to confrm SNi is an unregistered node.

Ten, S computes I � h(IDSNi
‖s), H2 � I⊕H1,

SIDSNi
� s(P + I). After computing, S stores SIDi and sends

message H2, SIDSNi
to SNi. When SNi receives message from

S, it computes I � H2⊕H1 and stores SIDSNi
, I.

Table 1: Te summary of schemes set in IoT systems.

Scheme Settings applied in Limitations
[11] Wireless sensor networks Vulnerable to insider attack
[12] Vulnerable to secret key leakage and forgery attack
[13]

Telecare medicine information systems

Vulnerable to refection attack
[14] Vulnerable to replay attack
[15] Vulnerable to ofine password attack
[16] Vulnerable to impersonation attack and users’ identity leakage
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4.4. Session Key Distribution Phase. After DSj and SNi

register to S, they can establish a session with SIDSNi
and

SIDDSj
. Te detailed steps are described below.

(i) SNi randomly chooses ru ∈ Z∗n and computes the
corresponding public key Ru � ruP and Z � Aru .
Ten, SNi calculates the elements of message as
follows: M � Ru + (X + P · h(IDDSj

)), N � h(Z)⊕
IDSNi

, Q � h(Z‖IDSNi
‖X)⊕Ru, S � SIDSNi

⊕h(Ru

‖IDSNi
‖TSi

����Z), J � h(SIDSNi
SRuNQIDSNi

TSi). SNi

sends M, N, Q, S J,TSi, where TSi is the current
timestamp.

(ii) DSj computes Z′, IDSNi
′, Ru
′, and SIDi

′. According to
these parameters, DSj verifes whether J′ equals J.
DSj randomly selects y ∈ Z∗n and computes the
public key Y � yP. Ten, DSj calculates
Tj � h(IDSNi

′‖IDDSj
‖Ru
′|Y|TSj), F � SIDSNi

′⊕Tj,
SK � h(SIDSNi

′ ‖Tj‖TSj), Ve � h(SK
�����Tj‖F‖TSj).

DSj sends message TSj, Ve, F, where TSj is the
current timestamp and stores the session key SK.

(iii) SNi computes Tj
′, SK′, and Ve

′. According to these
parameters, SNi verifes whether Ve

′ equals Ve. If it
succeeds, SNi accepts SK′ as the session key.

5. Cryptanalysis of SMDAS Protocol

In this section, we present two security faws of SMDAS
protocol as the adversary A can acquire private key of SNi

and DSj through Extract(IDSNi
) and Extract(IDDSj

), re-
spectively, mentioned in [10].

5.1. Lack of Forward Security. In this subsection, we dem-
onstrate if the private key of sensor node i is compromised;
then, the session key will be easily recovered by the adversary
A:

(i) In the session key distribution phase, A eavesdrops
the message from dew server to sensor node,
TSj, Ve, F.

(ii) A launches Extract query to the sensor node SNi

and acquires SNi’s private secret keys SIDSNi
.

(iii) After obtaining the parameters above,A can extract
Tj
′ by Tj
′ � F⊕SIDSNi

and the session key according
to the way generating SK � h(SIDSNi

‖Tj
′‖TSj).

Tus, in this way, adversary A can recover the session
key. It can be concluded that the steps described are in
accordance with the defnition of weak forward security.

5.2. Lack of User Anonymity. We point out an efcient
method to prove that SMDAS protocol lacks user anonymity
in this subsection by compromising the private key of dew
server following the steps below.

(i) A frst eavesdrops the message M, N, Q, S, J,TSi.
(ii) Ten, A launches Extract(IDDSj

) to get the private
key of DSj, SIDDSj

.
(iii) In this way, A can compute

Z′ � e(M, X)/e(SIDDSj
, P).

(iv) Finally, the adversary can derive the identity of SNi

as IDSNi
� N⊕h(Z′).

When the adversary implements the attack described
above, A can easily get the identity of the sensor node. Tis
means SMDAS protocol can hardly protect the anonymity of
users.

6. e-SMDAS Protocol

In this section, we propose a new anonymity and secure
mutual AKA protocol remedying the faws of SMDAS
protocol, which we call e-SMDAS protocol.

Tere are three main phases in the proposed protocol,
namely, initialization phase, registration phase, and secure
session key establishment phase. Particularly, the registra-
tion phase can be divided into two parts, the sensor node
registration phase and the dew server registration phase. In
Table 3, the notations applied in the proposed protocol are
presented.

6.1. Initialization Phase. Te cloud server, also the regis-
tration server, acts as the trusted authority. It frst selects a
suitable cyclic group G based on an elliptic curve E. Te
order of the group is the prime p and the generator of the
group is P. Ten, the server randomly selects s ∈ Z∗p as its
master key while it computes its public key X � sP ac-
cordingly and defnes the three hash functions h1, h2, h3.
Finally, the server publishes the public parameters
E, G, P, X, p, h1, h2, h3  to initialize the system and keeps s

secretly.

6.2. RegistrationPhase. Before sensor nodes and dew servers
are put into usage, theymust be registered in the cloud server
frst to acquire their long-term keys in the further com-
munications. Both the sensor node registration phase and
the dew server registration phase are described as follows.

6.2.1. Sensor Node Registration Phase. Before SNi registers in
the cloud server S, SNi should frst choose its identity IDSNi

and password PWSNi
. Ten, SNi can begin the registration

phase as it frst sends the registration request to the cloud
server S.

Table 2: Notations applied in SMDAS protocol.

Parameters Description
S Te cloud/fog server
SNi Te sensor node i

DSj Te dew server j

IDSNi
, IDDSj

Te identity of SNi, DSj, respectively
S Te secret key of S

PWSNi
Te password of sensor node i

Ti, Tj Timestamp generated by SNi, DSj, respectively
h( ) One-way hash function defned from Z∗n to Z∗n
A Te adversary
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(i) SNi frst chooses its identity IDSNi
and password

PWSNi
. It randomly selects lSNi

in Z∗p and computes
H1 � h1(IDSNi

‖PWSNi
‖lSNi

). Finally, SNi sends
message IDSNi

, H1 to S.
(ii) After receiving IDSNi

, H1 from SNi, S frst checks if
this identity has ever been registered. If it has not,
then the server computes LSNi

� (sH1)P. After
fnishing computation, S sends message LSNi

back to
SNi.

(iii) After getting LSNi
from S, SNi stores LSNi

, H1  as its
long-term key securely and deletes lSNi

timely.

6.2.2. Dew Server Registration Phase. Just as the sensor node
registration phase, the dew server DSj frst registers in the
cloud server S. DSj operates the following steps for
registration:

(i) DSj randomly selects lDSj
in Z∗p and computes

PDSj
� lDSj

P. Ten, it sends its identity IDDSj
and

PDSj
to S in a secure channel.

(ii) After receiving the message from DSj, S frst checks
whether the IDDSj

has been registered. If it has not, S
generates the long-term key for the dew server. S

computes H2 � h1(IDDSj

�����PDSj
), LDSj

� (sH2)P and
sends LDSj

to DSj.
(iii) On receiving the message from S, DSj stores

LDSj
, lDSj

  securely and publishes PDSj
.

6.3. Secure Session Establishment Phase. After registering in
the cloud server, both the sensor node SNi and the dew
server DSj get their long-term keys. Ten, they can establish
their session key through the following steps, also illustrated
in Figure 2.

(i) SNi randomly chooses eSNi
∈ Z∗p and computes the

corresponding public key ESNi
� eSNi

P. Ten, SNi

computes C1 � h1(LSNi

�����IDSNi
),

A � (IDSNi

�����LSNi
)⊕h3(eSNi

PDSj

����T1). SNi sends mes-
sage M1 � A, ESNi

, T1 to DSj as the request for
service, where T1 is the present timestamp.

(ii) On receiving message from SNi, DSj frst checks the
freshness of the timestamp T1. Ten, it computes
ESNi

lDSj
and IDSNi

�����LSNi
� A⊕h3(ESNi

lDSj

����T1). If it
succeeds, DSj can obtain IDSNi

�����LSNi
, by utilizing

which it can compute C1′. DSj randomly selects
eDSj
∈ Z∗p and computes EDSj

� eDSj
P,

TDS � h3(eDSj
ESNi

����T2) as well as the session key
SKDtS � h2(C1′|TDS|T2). Finally, DSj computes
C2 � EDSj

⊕LSNi
⊕IDSNi

, B � h1(SKDtS
����T2) and sends

message M2 � B, C2, T2.
(iii) After receiving the message from DSj, SNi com-

putes EDSj
� C2⊕LSNi

⊕IDSNi
, TSN � h3(eSNi

EDSj

����T2)

and the session key SKStD � h2(C1|TSN|T2). Finally,
it verifes whether the equality B � h1(SKStD

����T2) is
right.

Hence, both the sensor node SNi and the dew server DSj

get the same session key:

TDS � h3 eDSj
ESNi

‖T2  � h3 eDSj
eSNi

P‖T2  � h3 eSNi
EDSj

‖T2  � TSN.

(1)

In this way, if the dew server is the right potential
partner, it can correctly calculate C1′. SNi and DSj can obtain
the same session key apparently according to the equality
bellow:

SKDtS � h2 C1′ TDS


T2  � h2 C1 TSN


T2  � SKStD. (2)

7. Security Proof

Tis section provides the proof of the security of e-SMDAS
protocol by three methods. Firstly, we prove the proposed
protocol security under the eCK security model. Ten, we
present a further security attribute analysis using the Scyther
tool. Finally, by using BAN logic, we deduce the fnal security
goals.

7.1. SecurityTeorem. We have proven the correctness of the
proposed protocol above; in this subsection, we will prove
the security of e-SMDAS protocol.

Theorem 1. Let A be a probabilistic polynomial time ad-
versary against the proposed protocol Π with a time bound t,
making at most qs. Send queries qh1

, qh2
, qh3

random oracle
queries. Ten,

AdvΠ(A)≤
qs

2λ−2 +
qs

22λ−2 +
2λ · q

2
h1

+ q
2
h3

22λ
+

q
2
h2

2l
+ 2qh2

q
2
sAdv

ECCDH
(S),

(3)

where AdvECCDH(S) means the success probability of solving
an instance of ECCDH problem by an algorithm S.

Table 3: Notations applied in e-SMDAS protocol.

Parameters Description Parameters Description
λ Te security parameter eSNi

, eDSj
Te ephemeral private keys of SNi, DSj, respectively

S Te cloud/fog server T1, T2 Te timestamps
SNi Te sensor node i h1 One-way hash function defned from 0, 1{ }∗ to Z∗p

DSj Te dew server j h2
One-way hash function defned from 0, 1{ }∗ to 0, 1{ }l, where l is the length of

session key
S Te secret key of S h3 One-way hash function defned from 0, 1{ }∗ to 0, 1{ }2λ

IDSNi
, IDDSj

Te identity of SNi, DSj,
respectively A Te adversary
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Proof of Teorem 1: Next, we will prove the security of the
proposed protocol through defning a sequence of hybrid
experiments where A correctly guesses the random bit b in
the Test query. Specifcally, each experiment has a defnition
of Succi to illustrate the advantage.

(i) Experiment 0: Tis experiment simulates the situ-
ation of the attacks against the real protocols in the
random oracle model. According to the defnition,
there exists Adv(A) � 2Pr[Succ0] − 1, which means
the origin advantage of adversary.

(ii) Experiment 1: In this experiment, S simulates the
random oracles h1, h2, and h3 by keeping hash lists
Lh1

, Lh2
, Lh3

as follows:

(i) If there exists a record of message M as (M, H)

in the list Lh1
, it returns H. Otherwise, it selects

an element H, adds the record (M, H) to the list
Lh1

, and then returns H.
(ii) If there exists a record of message M as (M, K)

in the list Lh2
, it returns K. Otherwise, it selects

an element K in the key set, adds the record
(M, K) to the list Lh2

, and then returns K.
(iii) If there exists a record of message M as (M, J)

in the list Lh3
, it returns J. Otherwise, it selects

an element J in the key set, adds the record
(M, J) to the list Lh3

, and then returns J.

Te Send, Reveal, Longterm, Ephemeral, and Test
queries are also simulated as the real attack. Tus, this ex-
periment is same as the real experiment, which means that
the equation Pr[Succ1] � Pr[Succ0] holds.

(i) Experiment 2: In this experiment, we simulate all
oracles the same as Experiment 1 except that a
collision occurs in the output of the oracle h1 or the
session transcripts. According to the birthday
paradox, the probability of collisions in the output
of the oracle h1 is at most q2h1

/2λ+1, where qh1
is the

maximum times of queries to h1. Te same de-
duction can be applied to h2 and h3. Terefore, the
successful probability of Experiment 2 satisfes
Pr[Succ2] − Pr[Succ1]≤ q2h1

/2λ+1 + q2h3
/

22·λ+1 + q2h2
/2l+1.

(ii) Experiment 3: In this experiment, the protocol will
not halt except thatA successfully guesses C1 or TDS
(TSN) without querying h1 or h3. Terefore, there
exists Pr[Succ3] − Pr[Succ2]≤ 2 · qs/2λ + 2 · qs/22·λ.

(iii) Experiment 4: In this experiment, we only consider
the situation where A exactly chooses a random
session as the test session. Besides, the computation
of the test session key is modifed to select a random
key from the key set. Consequently, the diference
between Experiment 3 and Experiment 4 is in the

The sensor node SNi The dew server DSj

DSj checks the freshness of T1

computes ESNi lDSj

computes EDSj = eDSjP

TDS = h3 (eDSj ESNi || T2)

SKDtS = h2 (C1
′ || TDS || T2)

B = h1 (SKDtS || T2)

C2 = EDSj ⊕ LSNi ⊕ IDSNi

then computes C1
′ = h1 (IDSNi || LSNi)

(IDSNi || LSNi) = A ⊕ h3 (ESNi lDSj || T1)

SNi has the long-term keys (LSNi, H1)

SNi checks the freshness of T2

computes EDSj = C2 ⊕ LSNi ⊕ IDSNi

then verifies B = h1 (SKStD || T2)

TSN = h3 ( eSNi EDSj || T2)
SKStD = h2 (C1 || TSN || T2)

SNi randomly chooses eSNi Є Z*
p

randomly chooses eDSj Є Z*
p

computes ESNi = eSNiP

C1 = h1 (LSNi || IDSNi)

M1 = < A, ESNi, T1 >

M2 =< B, C2, T2 >

A = (IDSNi || LSNi) ⊕ h3 (eSNi PDSj || T1)

DSj has the long-term keys (LDSj, lDSj)
and the public key PDSj

Figure 2: Secure session establishment phase of e-SMDAS protocol.
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event when A queries the tuple (C1|TSN|T2) or
(C1|TDS|T2) to h2 in the test session. To describe this
diference, the following four cases may be
considered:

(i) Longterm(SNi) and Longterm(DSj) are que-
ried, from which A can obtain the long-term
key LSNi

of SNi and lDSj
, LDSj

of DSj. To cal-
culate the session key, either eSNi

or eDSj
is

required.
(ii) Longterm(SNi) and Ephemeral(DSj) are que-

ried, from which A can obtain the long-term
key LSNi

of SNi and eDSj
of DSj. To calculate the

session key, eSNi
is required.

(iii) Ephemeral(SNi) and Longterm(DSj) are que-
ried, from which A can obtain the long-term
key eSNi

of SNi and lDSj
, LDSj

of DSj. To calculate
the session key, eDSj

is required.
(iv) Ephemeral(SNi) and Ephemeral(DSj) are que-

ried, from whichA can obtain the long-term key
eSNi

of SNi and eDSj
of DSj. To calculate the

session key, LSNi
and lDSj

are required.

If any of these four cases happens, then referring to the
method proposed in [26], we can construct an algorithm S

to solve an instance of ECCDH problem, and there exists

Pr Succ4  − Pr Succ3 ≤ qh2
q
2
sAdv

ECCDH
(S). (4)

Besides, in Experiment 4, to guess the bit b in the Test
query is random, and other sessions do not matter.
Terefore, there exists Pr[Succ4] � 1/2. □

7.2. Scyther SecurityAnalysis. Besides proving the security of
the proposed model formally, we also use Scyther tool to
show the proposed protocol is secure against various attacks.
Te setting used is presented in Figure 3 to achieve highly
strong security, including perfect forward security, resis-
tance to session key reveal attack, and resistance to
ephemeral key leakage attack.

Te result of analysis is demonstrated in Figure 4. According
to Figure 4, we can clearly infer that under the setting predefned,
the session key is secure against various attacks.

7.3. BANLogic Formalized Security Proof. In this subsection,
we provide another method to analyze the security of
e-SMDAS protocol.

Next, we will prove that the proposed protocol can
achieve the mutual authentication and two participants can
obtain the same session key. We frst present the security
goals using BAN logic followed.We simplify the sensor node
SNi as N, and the dew server DSj as D.

(i) G1N believes(N↔SKD).
(ii) G2D believes(N↔SKD).
(iii) G3N believes(D believes(N↔SKD)).
(iv) G4D believes(N believes(N↔SKD)).

Ten, we formalize the original messages into the ide-
alized ones as follows:

(i) M1N⟶ D: N, LN, T1 eN ·PD
,⟶K2 N, T1.

(ii) M2D⟶ N: T2KND
,⟶K2 DLN

, T2.

Tirdly, we make the initial assumptions.

(i) A1D believes(fresh(T1)).
(ii) A2N believes(fresh(T2)).
(iii) A3D believes(N⇔

EN

END).
(iv) A4N believes(D⇔

ED

EDN).
(v) A5D believes(N controls(N↔

KND
D)).

(vi) A6N believes(D controls(N↔
KND

D)).

Finally, following the idealized messages, we utilize the
predefned notations, rules, and assumptions to deduce the
goals of the proposed protocol. Te proof process is pre-
sented as follows:

(i) FromM1, we can derive the formula F1 as follows:

(1) F1D sees( N, LN, T1 eN ·PD
,⟶K2 N, T1).

(ii) According to R4 and F1, we can deduce the for-
mula F2 ∼ F4 as follows:

(1) F3D sees(T1).

(2) F4D sees(⟶K2 N).

(iii) According to R1, A3, and F2, we can deduce the
formula F5 as follows:

(1) F5D believes(N said(N, KN, T1)).

(iv) According to F5, A1, and R2, we can deduce the
formula F6 ∼ F8 as follows:

(1) F6D believes(N believes(N, KN, T1)).

(2) F7D believes(N believes(N, KN)).

(3) F8D believes(N believes(C1)).

(v) From M2, we can derive the formula F9 below:

(1) F9N sees(T2KND
,⟶K1 N, NED

, T2).

(vi) According to R4, A2 and F9, we can deduce the
formula F10, F11, and F12:

(1) F10N sees(T2KND
).

(2) F11N sees(⟶K1 N, NED
).

(3) F12N believes(fresh 0⟶K1 N, NED
).

(vii) According to F11, A4, and R1, we can deduce the
formula F13:

(1) F14N believes(D said(⟶K1 N, N)).

(viii) According to F13, F12, and R2, we can deduce the
formula F14 ∼ F15:

(1) F14N believes( D believes(LN, N)).

(2) F15N believes( D believes(C1)).

(ix) Since KND � h2(C1||h3(eNeDP
����T2)||T2), we can

deduce the formula F16 according to F15, A2, and
A4, which is also G3:
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(1) F16N believes(D believes(N↔SKD)).

(x) Since KND � h2(C1h3‖(eNeDP
����T2)‖T2), we can

deduce the formula F17 according to F8, A1, and
A3, which is also G4:

(1) F17D believes(N believes(N↔SKD)).

(xi) According to F16, A5, and R3, we deduce the
formula F18, which is also G1:

(1) F18N believes(N↔SKD).

(xii) Similarly, according to F17, A6, and R3, we deduce
the formula F19, which is also G2:

(1) F19D believes(N↔SKD).

According to F16 to F19, the secure goals G1 to G4 of
e-SMDAS protocol are achieved. Te sensor node SNi and
the dew server DSj can achieve the mutual authentication
and the same session key securely.

8. Performance Analysis

In this section, we present the performance analysis of
e-SMDAS protocol, compared with several recent works,
namely, SMDAS [10], He et al.’s scheme [27], and Ying et

Figure 3: Te setting of Scyther.
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al.’s scheme [28], from the aspects of security features and
computational efciency.

Table 4 demonstrates the result of security feature
comparison with several similar works. According to the
work of [29, 30], the comparative result of security fea-
tures is clear. It is shown in the table that the proposed
protocol remedies the faws of SMDAS protocol. As Ta-
ble 4 shows, the e-SMDAS protocol can resist replay attack
as well as user impersonation attack and satisfy the secure
requirements for anonymity and forward security. Gen-
erally, our e-SMDAS protocol performs better than the
previous one.

Before presenting the analysis, we frst denote the no-
tations used in the estimation of the computation efciency.
To be concise, the meanings of Tpa, Te, Th, Tb, Teb, Tma, and
Tenc/dec are time of performing a point addition in elliptic
curve group, time of performing an exponentiation oper-
ation in cyclic group, time of performing a hash function,
time of performing a bilinear map, time of performing an
exponentiation over bilinear pairing, time of performing a
modular addition in cyclic group, and time of performing an
encryption or decryption operation, respectively. Besides,
the time of XOR can be negligible. In Table 5, we compare
the computation efciency of the related works with that of
ours. For the sensor node in the proposed protocol, the
computation cost is 5Th + Te. On the other hand, dew server
operates at the cost of 5Th + Te.

To compare the efciency of communication precisely,
we simulate the schemes under the following assumptions.
Te output length of hash function is 160 bits while that of
symmetric encryption tool is 1024 bits. Te size of time-
stamp is 32 bits, while the output of elliptic curve is 160 bit.
Te comparative result is demonstrated in both Table 5 and
Figure 5, in which e-SMDAS appears to be more efcient.

9. Conclusion

Te dew-assisted IoT framework is an essential approach
developing rapidly in the communication systems, which
can provide high efciency and low latency. In this paper, we
frst analyze SMDAS protocol showing that this protocol
lacks forward security and user anonymity. Ten, based on
ECCDH problem, we propose an enhancement of the
original one, called e-SMDAS protocol. We present the
formal security proof of the proposed protocol. Moreover,

Figure 4: Te analysis result by Scyther tool.

Table 4: Comparison of security features with SMDAS protocol.

Security features
Scheme

[27] [28] SMDAS e-
SMDAS

Mutual authentication No Yes Yes Yes
Session key agreement Yes Yes Yes Yes
Replay attack resistance Yes No Yes Yes
User impersonation attack
resistance No No Yes Yes

User anonymity No Yes No Yes
Forward security Yes Yes No Yes

Table 5: Comparison of the communication efciency.

Scheme
Communication efciency

Computation cost Communication cost
(bits)

SMDAS 10Th + Tb + Tpa 1184
He et al. [27] 4Te + 5Tpa + 2Tb + 5Th 3296
Ying et al.
[28] 7Te + 10Th + 4Tenc/dec 3840

e-SMDAS 10Th + 2Te 1024
Note. Tpa: point addition in elliptic curve group; Te: exponentiation op-
eration in cyclic group; Th: hash function; Tb: bilinear map; Teb: expo-
nentiation operation over bilinear pairing; Tma: modular addition in cyclic
group; Tenc/dec: encryption/decryption operation.
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the test of security by the usage of formalization tool Scyther
and BAN logic shows that e-SMDAS can satisfy more se-
curity features than the former protocol. Furthermore, the
performance analysis is presented at last showing that the
enhancement does not afect the running time and com-
putation efciency.
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Cloud storage and cloud computing technologies have developed rapidly for a long time, and many users outsource the storage
burden of their data to the cloud to obtain more convenient cloud storage services. Allowing users to audit the private data’s
integrity has become an additional basic function of the cloud server when providing services. In 2021, based on the BLS signature
and automatic blocker protocol, Jalil et al. proposed a secure and efficient cloud data auditing protocol. 2e protocol can realize
public audit, batch audit, data update, and protect data privacy. Moreover, the automatic blocker protocol is used to realize the
identity authentication of the auditor. 2e protocol is relatively novel, innovative, and has a larger use space. However, we found
that their scheme had security problems. If the cloud server has thoughts of malicious attack, he can forge the proof that he holds
users’ data with stored labels and pass the audit. Referring to the original protocol and being inspired by them, we propose an
improved audit protocol. 2e improved protocol solves the security problem and is more effective.

1. Introduction

Recently, advanced and innovative technologies represented
by cloud computing and cloud storage have become in-
creasingly mature. Cloud storage and cloud computing
technologies have the characteristics of convenience,
economy, and high scalability. Users can store the generated
data in the platform and control their data remotely without
purchasing and using local storage devices. Users are in-
creasingly inclined to use cloud storage services to manip-
ulate data more quickly and easily.

Cloud server providers centrally hold massive amounts
of users’ data, which are easily targeted by malicious at-
tackers, and dishonest cloud server providers will deliber-
ately delete users’ data or conceal data security incidents
from users for reasons such as reducing their own storage
burden or maintaining their reputation. In the application of
cloud storage technology, users cannot absolutely manip-
ulate the data, and the integrity of the users’ data is
threatened. Verifying the integrity of cloud data is a hot topic
of current research now.

1.1. Organization. We organize our paper as follows: in
Section 1, we introduce the research background and related
work. In Section 2, we describe the system model of cloud
storage audit protocol. In Section 3, we review Jalil et al.’s
public audit protocol. In Section 4, we give our attack on the
original protocol and show that it is not efficient. In Section
5, we introduce our improved secure auditing protocol. In
Section 6, we analyze the security of the improved protocol
and compare the audit efficiency of the improved protocol
with the original protocol. Finally, in Section 7, we make the
conclusion of our work.

1.2. Related Work. Scholars have proposed many cloud
storage data integrity audit protocols with different func-
tions to meet the different needs of users in different ap-
plication scenarios more effectively. In 2004, based on the
RSA signature, Dewarte et al. [1] designed a protocol to audit
remote files. However, the exponential calculation on all data
blocks in the file will be performed on the user side, which
will result in expensive computational overhead. In 2007,
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Ateniese et al. [2] designed a verification scheme suitable for
a cloud storage environment called “provable data posses-
sion (PDP).”2e protocol uses an RSA-based homomorphic
linear authenticator and random sampling technology, and
users only download the partial file to be able to verify the
integrity.2en, Juels and Kaliski [3] designed another “proof
of retrievability(PoR)” scheme suitable for a cloud storage
environment, which implements data integrity detection by
inserting special data blocks (generally called “sentinels”)
into the data file.

In the actual application of cloud storage, users may need
to perform various modifications and update operations on
the data. 2erefore, researchers have proposed audit pro-
tocols that support dynamic data updates. In 2008, Ateniese
et al. [4] first proposed an audit protocol that can achieve
dynamic data update with a symmetric encryption method.
However, this audit protocol has the shortcoming of limited
audit numbers and does not support public data audit. In
2012, Zhu et al. [5] constructed an audit protocol that
supports dynamic data update with an index hash table
(IHT) based on zero-knowledge proof. In 2015, Erway et al.
[6] designed an audit protocol based on the sorted au-
thentication skip list. 2e protocol supports a complete data
dynamic update. In 2016, Jin et al. [7] introduced an index
switcher to propose an audit protocol that not only provides
fair arbitration but also supports dynamic data updates. In
2017, Shen et al. [8] used a two-way linked list of location
arrays to implement the audit of the data. 2e protocol uses
global and block-free sampling verification methods, which
can also reduce computing and communication costs. In
2019, Guo et al. [9] designed a verification protocol that
supports task outsourcing and supports dynamic data up-
dates. It provides a log audit mechanism to enable users to
detect misconduct by dishonest auditors. However, the
solution has security loopholes. After multiple audits of data
blocks with the same index, theoretically, data labels can be
forged by solving linear independent equations. In 2020, the
cloud audit scheme suitable for IoT [10] designed by Hou
et al. [11] uses a chameleon authentication tree to save the
computational overhead during the dynamic data update
process and supports batch audit.

If users undertake the periodic audit work, it will gen-
erate a large computational overhead and consume a lot of
resources [12]. In practical application scenarios, it is im-
portant to protect the privacy of user’s data [13]. Scholars
introduce a third-party auditor (TPA) to help users regularly
check the integrity of the data stored on the cloud server.
However, when users outsource the audit task, TPA will
obtain data content during the implementation of audit tasks
[14]. In 2013, Wang et al. [15] designed a public verification
scheme, and the scheme supports a privacy protection
function based on random masking technology and batch
audit function based on the homomorphic linear authen-
ticator. 2e protocol ensures that TPA cannot obtain the
user’s real data during the data integrity audit process. In
2014, Worku et al. [16] used random masking technology to
propose an efficient public audit protocol with data privacy
protection function. Wang et al. [17] designed a shared data
audit protocol, which uses the ring signature technology and

can protect the users’ identity privacy. In 2015, Xiong et al.
[18] used an ID-based encryption algorithm to design a
privacy protection protocol, and the protocol uses distrib-
uted hash table network to protect sensitive data. In 2016, Li
et al. [19] used online/offline signatures to design a light-
weight public audit protocol with data privacy protection
function.

Traditional cloud audit protocols are mostly based on the
design of PKI cryptosystem, which brings complicated
certificate management issues. In 2013, the first public
identity-based audit scheme was designed by Zhao et al. [20].
2e protocol minimizes the information carried in the
verification process and the information obtained or stored
by TPA, which simplifies key management and reduces
communication and calculation overhead. In 2014, Wang
et al. [21] proposed an ID-based data audit scheme, which
formally defines the ID-based remote file verification model.
2e protocol gave the first security proof of the identity-
based audit protocol based on CDH problem’s difficulty. In
2016, Wang et al. [22] designed an agent-oriented ID-based
remote data audit protocol. According to user’s authori-
zation, the protocol can realize three modes of private audit,
entrusted audit, and public audit. In the same year, Yu et al.
[23] used zero-knowledge proof to propose an ID-based
cloud audit protocol that supports the privacy protection of
users’ data. 2e protocol regulates the identity-based audit
protocol and its security model and can realize zero-
knowledge privacy protection for TPA. In 2019, as the so-
lution to the complex key management problem in cloud
data integrity verification, Li et al. [24] used fuzzy identity to
design an audit protocol. Xue et al. [25] designed an ID-
based audit protocol using blockchain to construct random
challenge messages. In their protocol, TPA cannot forge
audit results to deceive users [26]. Peng et al. [27] designed a
new ID-based data ownership verification protocol using
compressed authentication arrays, which can simulta-
neously and efficiently support batch verification for mul-
tiple users in terms of computing and communication.
Rabaninejad et al. [28] used the online/offline signature to
design an ID-based PDP, and the protocol is implemented to
support privacy protection, batch audit, and full dynamic
data update [26].

However, the key escrow problem exists in ID-based
cloud audit protocols, so many cloud audit protocols based
on certificateless signature have been proposed. In the
certificateless signature system, the user and the key gen-
eration center (KGC) cooperate to produce the private key
for the user, which can avoid the strong dependence of the
system security on the KGC security [29]. In 2013, Wang
et al. [30] designed a certificateless cloud audit protocol, but
He et al. [31] later pointed out the security problem. In 2015,
Zhang et al. [32] designed the certificateless cloud data
verification protocol that can resist malicious auditors. In
2017, Kang et al. [33] applied the certificateless cloud audit
protocol to wireless body area networks. 2e proposed
protocol can resist malicious auditors and protect data
content. 2e certificateless cloud audit protocol proposed by
He et al. [34] can protect users’ privacy, but it has also been
pointed out that there are security problems. He et al. [35]
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applied the certificateless data audit protocol to the data
management system of the smart grid, reducing the com-
putational overhead. In 2018, Yang et al. [36] designed a
certificateless cloud audit scheme for group user file sharing,
which supports the protection of data content and users’
identity privacy. In 2019, Wu et al. [37] defined the security
model of the certificateless cloud audit protocol with privacy
protection. 2e proposed protocol supports the protection
of multiuser group identity privacy. In 2020, Huang et al.
[38] designed a certificateless data verification protocol
supporting the batch audit function, which realized efficient
key update based on the Chinese remainder theorem.

1.3. Our Contribution. Recently, Jalil et al. [39] proposed an
effective cloud data public audit protocol based on BLS
signature to realize public audit and protect file content
privacy. 2e protocol implements batch audit and dynamic
update. 2eir scheme also uses automatic blocker protocol
(ABP) to prevent unauthorized TPA from participating in
the audit work, which is highly innovative, and ABP is
essentially an access control facility [40], which can detect
threats from auditors [41]. However, we found that their
protocol has security issues. Even if the cloud server does not
hold the stored data, he can mathematically prove that he
holds the user’s data. 2en, we propose an improved and
secure protocol with high security. 2e analysis shows the
safety and effectiveness of our improved program in actual
environments.

2. System Model

To facilitate understanding, we define and explain the
various symbols and variables that appear in the original
scheme and the improved scheme in Table 1.

2e existing cloud audit systems generally include three
interactive entities: cloud server provider (CSP) provides
users with data storage services to obtain remuneration.
CSPs are incredible. 2ey may delete cloud data for profit or
steal users’ data privacy. Users: users are the owners of the
data, and they upload files to the cloud to save their own
storage cost. 2ird-party auditor (TPA) is not an entirely
believable auditor entrusted by users, and on the one hand,
TPA performs the audit task faithfully, and on the other
hand, TPA attempts to decipher the content of the user’s
data with curiosity.

2e interaction process of all entities: the user prepro-
cesses the data to be stored and uploads it to CSP. When the
data integrity needs to be verified, TPA generates a challenge
with relevant parameters and sends them to CSP. Based on
the challenge parameters, CSP uses cloud data to generate
the proof that he holds the user data in full and sends the
proof to TPA. TPA uses the proof to audit the data’s integrity
and sends the result to the user.

3. Review of Jalil et al.’s Protocol

2ere are three entities involved in Jalil et al.’s scheme. Jalil
et al. used the BLS signature to achieve public audit and
protect data content privacy. 2e program also supported

batch audit and dynamic update. In addition, the proposed
system enhanced the level of security authentication
through an ABP to protect the system from unauthorized
TPA. In particular, their scheme contains the following
algorithm.

3.1. DataProtection Protocol. To protect data privacy, data
file blocks need to be encrypted first. 2e user divides the
data file F into n data blocks (b1, · · · , bn) and then uses the
AES encryption algorithm to encrypt the data blocks and
obtain the encrypted data blocks (e1, · · · , en).

3.2. Setup Protocol. 2e user takes the security parameter
λ ∈ Z∗q as input, for each data block ei, outputs the corre-
sponding private key ksi

∈ Z∗q , and calculates the corre-
sponding public key kpi

� gksi ∈ G.

3.3. SignatureGen Protocol. For each data block ei, the user
generates a random value ai ∈ Z∗q and calculates the cor-
responding label Si:

Si � H mi(  · g
ai( 

ksi , (1)

where mi is the name of relevant blocks ei and H is SHA256
hash function, which defines intermediate parameters
Vi � gai ∈ G.

2en, the user uploads Vi and mi to the auditor and
uploads ei and Si with pki to cloud for i ∈ [1, n] and deletes
the local data.

Table 1: Notations.

Notations Descriptions
(b1, ..., bn) Unencrypted n data blocks
(e1, ..., en) Encrypted n data blocks
G Multiplicative cyclic group
E Bilinear mapping
H Secure hash function H(·): 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ Z∗q
Z∗q Prime field
g Generator of G

λ System initialization parameter
F User’s data file
ks User’s secret key
mi Name of data block ei

kp Public key of user
Q Challenged subset of (1, n)

Si Authentication label for ei

S Collection of Si

c Number of challenged data blocks
ai, r, pi Random values
V, μ, μ′, R Intermediate parameter
SU Collection of authentication labels of multiusers
|Z∗q | 2e size of an element of Z∗q
|S| 2e size of a label
|EG| 2e computational cost of a power on G

|MG| 2e computational cost of a multiplication on G

|AG| 2e computational cost of an add on G

|E| 2e computational cost of a bilinear mapping
|H| 2e computational cost of a hash
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3.4. ChallGen Protocol. When the user needs to verify the
integrity of cloud data, he sends an audit request to the TPA.
TPA first randomly selects c elements to form a subset Q of
[1, n]. For all i ∈ Q, TPA selects a random pi ∈ Z∗q and sends
all i and pi to CSP.

3.5. Response Protocol. When CSP receives an audit chal-
lenge from TPA, he first asks the user whether the user has
issued an audit request, thereby confirming the authenticity
of the challenge from the TPA. After receiving user’s af-
firmative reply, CSP confirms that the challenge is true and
performs the next step.2is process is implemented through
the ABP. CSP uses the following equation to calculate the
aggregate tag and sends the evidence S to the auditor:

S � 
c

i�1
Si. (2)

3.6. CheckProof Protocol. When the TPA receives the cor-
responding evidence generated by the CSP for the challenge,
he calculates the following equation to verify the integrity of
the data:

E(S, g) � 
c

i�1
E H mi(  · Vi, kpi

 . (3)

If equation (3) is true, he shows that the CSP has
faithfully performed the service and ensured the integrity of
the cloud data.

3.7. BatchAuditing Protocol. Each user divides the original
file into n data blocks, then uses different encryption keys to
encrypt the respective data blocks, generates private and
public keys for different data blocks, and uses equation (1) to
generate data tags. All users send (ei, Si, pki, i d) for i ∈ [1, n]

to the cloud and upload metadata (mi, Vi, i d) to TPA,
where i d represents the user’s identifier. When the data
integrity needs to be verified, TPA randomly selects c data
block indexes to be challenged and sends them to CSP. After
CSP receives the challenge and confirms the authenticity of
the challenge, based on the label set Sj of each user, the
aggregate label SU is calculated for all challenged data blocks:

SU � 
u

j�1
Si, where[1≤ j≤ u]. (4)

CSP generates evidence (SU, kpij
)(1≤ i≤ c,1≤ j≤ u) and sends

it to TPA. After receiving the evidence, the TPA verifies
whether the following equation holds:

E SU, g(  � 
u

j�1
E 

c

i�1
H mi( j · Vij, kpij

  . (5)

If equation (5) is true, it means that the integrity of the
data has not been damaged.

4. Our Attack

In the audit protocol of Jalil et al.’s scheme, the correctness of
the audit cannot be achieved. Even if the user’s data held by
the CSP are incomplete, CSP can pass the audit. In the
SignatureGen protocol, the user calculates the signatures
( Si [1≤ i≤ n]) as equation (1). In equation (1), the calculation
process of ( Si [1≤ i≤ n]) is determined by the private key
value ski and the name of the data block mi. However,
( Si [1≤ i≤ n]) are not signatures of the content ei. In response
protocol, CSP only uses equation (2) to calculate the ag-
gregation signature, but he does not calculate the aggre-
gation of the data content. 2e integrity proof generated by
the CSP has nothing to do with the content of the data block.
2e CSP can use the stored signatures ( Si [1≤ i≤ n]) to
generate the integrity evidence and pass the audit, so he can
store the name mi locally instead of the content ei. In ad-
dition, in the original scheme, the number of public keys and
private keys required is extremely large, which is propor-
tional to n. Both in terms of certificate management and
storage overhead of three entities, it is more complicated and
cumbersome. In the CheckProof protocol, c bilinear map-
pings are used. 2e cost of calculation is also relatively high.
In this section, we will show that CSP can generate an in-
tegrity proof that passes the audit from TPA without the
store data block ei.

2e relevant data stored by CSP include the following:

e1, e2, . . . , en,

S1, S2, . . . , Sn,

m1, m2, . . . , mn,

kp1
, kp2

, . . . , kpn
.

(6)

User needs to store the following:

ks1
, ks2

, . . . , ksn
,

kp1
, kp2

, . . . , kpn
.

(7)

2e data stored by TPA include the following:

m1, m2, . . . , mn,

V1, V2, . . . , Vn,

kp1
, kp2

, . . . , kpn
.

(8)

We can see that the storage costs of the three entities are
proportional to n, and the storage costs are relatively large,
which violates the original intention of cloud storage. In
addition, CSP and TPA need to store n public keys, users
need to store the same number of private and public keys as
the number of ei requiring a lot of certificates, and certificate
management is more complicated.

In the response protocol of Julil et al.’s protocol, CSP
only generates the aggregation of signatures. CSP stores Si,
so regardless of whether CSP stores data, aggregate tags S can
be generated according to equation (2). As long as the stored
signatures are correct, the correct data audit proof can be
generated and verified by the CSP.
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In the CheckProof stage, after the auditor accepts the
proof, he needs to verify whether equation (3) is true or not
and calculates c bilinear mappings. 2e bilinear mapping is
computationally expensive and reduces the audit efficiency.

5. Improvements to the Secure
Auditing Protocol

Based on the above analysis, the original protocol is im-
proved here to enhance security and efficiency. 2e differ-
ence comparison between the original scheme and the
improved scheme is shown in Figure 1.

5.1.DataProtectionProtocol. 2e user encrypts n data blocks
(b1, · · · , bn) divided from the data file F using the AES
encryption algorithm and obtains the encrypted data blocks
(e1, · · · , en), which can protect data privacy.

5.2. Setup Protocol. CSP inputs security parameters λ and
outputs public parameters G, g, E, H . Among them, G is a
multiplicative cyclic group, g is the generator of G, E is the
bilinear mapping, and H is the hash function. 2e user
randomly generates ks ∈ Z∗q and calculates kp � gks ∈ G.

5.3. SignatureGen Protocol. For each data block ei, the user
calculates the corresponding label Si:

Si � H(i) · g
ei( 

ks , (9)

2e tag ( Si [1≤ i≤ n]) is calculated by the secret key ks,
data block ei, and data block index i. 2en, the user deletes
the local data and tags after uploading them to the cloud.

5.4. ChallGen Protocol. To verify whether the data are
complete, the user sends a message to TPA requesting an

audit first. TPA randomly selects c elements from (1, n) to
form a subsetQ, and then, he randomly selects pi ∈ Z∗q for all
i ∈ Q. Finally, all i and pi are sent to CSP.

5.5.ResponseProtocol. WhenCSP receives an audit challenge
from TPA, he first ensures the authenticity of the challenge by
querying the user. When the user’s authenticity is confirmed,
the CSPwill accept the challenge.2is process is implemented
through the ABP. CSP randomly generates r ∈ Z∗q and uses
the following equations to calculate the proof:

R � k
r
p, (10)

S � 
c

i�1
S

pi

i , (11)

μ′ � 
c

i�1
piei, (12)

μ � μ′ + r, (13)

and then sends the proof R, S, μ  to the auditor.

5.6. CheckProof Protocol. When the CSP sends the evidence
to the TPA, TPA verifies the authenticity of equation (14):

e(S · R, g)�
?

e 
c

i�1
H(i)

pi · g
μ
, kp

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (14)

If equation (14) is true, the data are completed and not
corrupted. 2e process of proving the truth of equation (14)
is as follows:

e(S · R, g) � e 
c

i�1
S

pi

i · g
ks 

r
, g⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ � e 

c

i�1
H(i) · g

ei( ( 
pi · g

r
, g

ks⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ � e 
c

i�1
H(i)

pi · 
c

i�1
g

eipi · g
r
, kp

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

� e 
c

i�1
H(i)

pi · g
c

i�1 eipi+r
, kp

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ � e 
c

i�1
H(i)

pi · g
μ
, kp

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠.

(15)

5.7. BatchAuditing Protocol. u users use different encryption
keys to encrypt the data blocks belonging to themselves
among the n data blocks divided from the original file,
generate private keys ksj(1≤ j≤ u) and public keys kpj(1≤ j≤ u),
and then use equation (9) to generate data tags. All users
delete the local data after the task of transferring (ei, Si) to
the cloud server is completed. To prove the completeness of
the data, the TPA randomly selects k data block indexes to be
challenged, sending the indexes and corresponding random
values pi(1≤i≤c) to the CSP. After the CSP receives and
confirms the authenticity of the content, TPA randomly
generates rj ∈ Z∗q for each user and calculates:

R � 
u

j�1
k

rj

pj
� 

u

j�1
g

ksj
·rj , (16)

μj
′ � 

c

i�1
pi · eij, (17)

μj � μj
′ + rj. (18)

Based on the set Sj(1≤j≤u) of each user, the aggregate tag
SU is calculated for all challenged data blocks:
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SU � 
u

j�1


c

i�1
S

pi

ij . (19)

CSP generates evidence P � (SU, kpij
)(1≤ i≤ c,1≤ j≤ u) and

sends it to TPA as a basis for the verification. Upon receipt,
TPA indicates whether the cloud data are completed by
verifying the following equation:

E SU · R, g( �
?



u

j�1
E 

c

i�1
H(i)

qi · g
μj , kpj

  . (20)

If equation (20) holds, it proves that data integrity has
not been compromised. 2e proof of the correctness of (15)
is as follows:

E SU · R, g( 

� E 
u

j�1


c

i�1
S

pi

ij · 
u

j�1
g

ksj
·rj , g⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

� 
u

j�1
E 

c

i�1
H(i) · g

eij( 
ksj

pi · g
ksj

·rj , g⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

� 
u

j�1
E 

c

i�1
H(i) · g

eij( 
pi · g

rj , g
ksj⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

� 
u

j�1
E 

c

i�1
H(i)

pi g



c

i�1
eijpi + rj

, kpj

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

� 
u

j�1
E 

c

i�1
H(i)

pi g
μ
, kpj

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠.

(21)

6. Analysis of the Improved Protocol

2e security of the improved protocol is first analyzed and
explained here, including preventing forgery attack from CSP
and attack from TPA to steal data content privacy. 2en, the
storage and computation overhead of the improved protocol
are analyzed in comparison with the original protocol, to
prove that the improved protocol is safe and efficient.

6.1. Security Analysis.

(1) Anti-Forgery Attack: if in the cloud, the CSP generates
a forged audit certificate μ and the stored user data are
corrupted or tampered with, then it means that the
group can compute the discrete logarithm problem
with probability 1 − 1/q (q is a large prime number).
A forged data possession proof μ � 

c
i�1 piei + r will

be generated by the CSP in the case of incorrect data,
and we define the following:

Δμ � μ − μ
� μ′ − μ′

� 

c

i�1
piei − 

c

i�1
piei

� 
c

i�1
piΔei.

(22)

Because μ is the forged evidence, there must be a
difference between μ and μ, and there is at least one
Δei ≠ 0. Assuming that CSP’s forged proof of data
possession μ can pass TPA’s audit, therefore

E(S · R, g) � E 
c

i�1
H(i)

pi · g
μ
, kp

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (23)

2e correct proof can pass the TPA audit; therefore,

E(S · R, g) � E 
c

i�1
H(i)

pi · g
μ
, kp

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (24)

From equations (23) and (24), we get
E(

c
i�1 H(i)pi · gμ, kp) � E(

c
i�1 H(i)pi · gμ, kp), so

g
μ′ � gμ’ and gΔμ � 1. Since G is a cyclic group, so
∀a, b ∈ G, ∃x ∈ Z∗q makes b � ax.
Given a and b, then g can be written as
g � ay1 · by2 ∈ G, and y1, y2 ∈ Z∗q , and therefore,

1 � g
Δμ

� a
y1b

y2( 
Δμ

� a
y1Δμb

y2Δμ. (25)

simplified further to get b � a− y1Δμ/y2Δμ.
To make equation (25) not true, only if the de-
nominator y2 � 0, then equation (25) is meaningless,

Original scheme Improved scheme

Setup phase
Generate a pair of 

public and private keys 
for each data block

Generate a pair of 
public and private keys 

for each user

Signaturegen
phaseHash the block name Hash the block content

Challengegen
phase

Random numbers are 
not used and data 
aggregation is not 

calculated

Random numbers are 
used and data 
aggregation is 

calculated

Checkproof
phase

Compute c bilinear 
mappings

Compute two bilinear 
mappings

Security and
efficiencyUnsafe and inefficient Safe and efficient

Figure 1: Difference between two schemes.
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and y1, y2 ∈ Z∗q , so P[y2 � 0] � 1/q, and the prob-
ability that equation (25) is true is 1 − 1/q.
It is concluded that if the CSP can successfully forge
the data block, then he can calculate the discrete
logarithm problem and the probability is 1 − 1/q but
obviously the discrete logarithm problem is a diffi-
cult problem, so the CSP cannot forge the fake data
block that has passed the audit.

(2) Privacy Protection: first, an authentication protocol
(ABP) is used to prevent unauthorized adversaries
from entering the system.
2en, in the DataProtection protocol, the user’s
original data (b1, · · · , bn) are encrypted by AES to
obtain (e1, · · · , en). 2e data uploaded to the cloud are
encrypted data.2e CSP does not hold the encryption
and decryption keys of the AES encryption algorithm,
so it is impossible to know the real data content of the
user, avoiding the leakage of data privacy.
Finally, for TPA, the improved protocol uses random
masking technology to realize data protection. As-
suming that TPA is curious about the challenged
data blocks’ content (e1, · · · , ec) and audits c data
blocks t(t≥ 1) times, qji is represented as random
parameters during the j − th time audit on the i − th
data block, and then, the set of random numbers is
Q � pij 1≤ i≤ c,1≤ j≤ t

. An evidence set consisting of t

pieces is proofs � (μj, Sj, Rj) 1≤ j≤ t
. TPA can obtain

the following equations:

p11e1 + p12e2 + · · · + p1cec + r1 � μ1
p21e1 + p22e2 + · · · + p2cec + r2 � μ2

⋮

pt1e1 + pt2e2 + · · · + ptcec + rt � μt.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(26)

In the above equations, TPA knows pij 1≤ i≤ c,1≤ j≤ t
and

μj 1≤ j≤ t
, but he does not know ei 1≤ i≤ c and rj 1≤ j≤ t

.

2ere are c + t unknown numbers in equation (26), no
matter how many times TPA audits the same data blocks;
that is, no matter what the value t is, it will always be less
than c + t, and TPA cannot solve equation (26) and cannot
know the content of the data blocks (e1, · · · , ec) and
(b1, · · · , bc).

6.2. Efficiency Analysis. In the original protocol, the user
needs to generate the corresponding public keys kpi

and
private keys ksi

for ei(1≤i≤n). After uploading the data blocks
and tags ( Si [1≤ i≤ n]) to CSP, the user still needs to store his
own public keys and private keys, and the storage cost is
2n|Z∗q |. In addition to data blocks, CSP also needs to store
tags, and the storage cost is 2n|Z∗q |. ( vi, mi, pki [1≤ i≤ n]) is
stored at TPA, so the storage overhead is 3n|Z∗q |.

In the improved protocol, the user only holds a pair of
kp and ks, and the storage overhead on the user side is 2|Z∗q |.
CSP needs to store ( Si, ei [1≤ i≤ n]), and the storage over-
head is n|Z∗q | + n|S|. When TPA verifies the evidence, he
needs the user’s public key in addition to the challenge
information, and the storage cost is |Z∗q |. 2e storage cost
comparison between the original protocol and the im-
proved protocol is shown in Table 2. 2e storage overhead
of the improved scheme is lower than that of the original
scheme.

Because the multiplication and addition operations on
Z∗q have minimal computational overhead compared with
other operations, we omit them. In the original protocol, the
user needs to calculate kpi

� gksi , Si � (H(mi) · gai )ksi , and
Vi � gai ∈ G, and the calculation cost is
4n|EG| + n|H| + n|MG|. CSP needs to calculate S � 

c
i�1 Si,

and the calculation cost is cMG. TPA needs to calculate
equation (3), and the calculation cost is
2c|MG| + c|E| + c|H|.

In the improved protocol, the user needs to calculate
Si � (H(i) · gei )ks , and the calculation cost is
n|EG| + n|H| + n|MG|. CSP needs to calculate S � 

c
i�1 S

pi

i

and μ′ � 
c
i�1 piei, and the calculation cost is c|MG| + c|EG|.

TPA needs to calculate equation (14), and the calculation
cost is c|EG| + 2|E| + c(H) + c(MG). 2e calculation cost
comparison between the original protocol and the improved
protocol is shown in Table 3. Among the entities of the
improved scheme, only CSP’s calculation overhead is
slightly higher than the original scheme. 2e calculation
overhead of TPA and user in the improved scheme is sig-
nificantly reduced compared with the original scheme.

7. Conclusion

According to the analysis in this study, it is clear that the
protocol of Jalil et al. is insecure. We point out the se-
curity loophole in the original protocol and attacked it,
and then, we propose an audit scheme with higher

Table 2: Storage cost comparison.

CSP TPA USER
Original protocol n|Z∗q | + n|S| 3n|Z∗q | 2n|Z∗q |

Improved protocol n|Z∗q | + n|S| |Z∗q | 2|Z∗q |

Table 3: Calculation cost comparison.

CSP TPA USER
Original protocol c|MG| 2c|MG| + c(E) + c(H) 4n|EG| + n|H| + n|MG|

Improved protocol c|MG| + c|EG| c|MG| + 2|E| + c|H| + c|EG| n|EG| + n|H| + n|MG|
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security and efficiency based on the directions that can be
improved.
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,e next generation of mobile networks and communications (5G networks) has a very strong ability to compute, store, and so on.
Group-oriented applications demonstrate their potential ability in resource-constrained information systems (RISs) towards 5G.
,e security issues in RIS towards 5G have attracted great attention. For example, how to conduct fair and orderly multiparty
communication in an intelligent transportation system (ITS). One of the main challenges for secure group-oriented applications
in RIS towards 5G is how to manage RIS communications fairly in multiparty applications. In other words, when the users cannot
transmit their messages simultaneously, the order of their communication can cause security concerns in multiparty applications.
A feasible solution to the problem is for the group of users to follow a specific order to transmit their messages. Otherwise, some
users may take advantage over other users if there has no agreeable order to be followed. In this paper, we propose a novel
cryptographic primitive, called multiparty drawing-straw (MDS) protocol, which can be used by a group of users to determine the
order of the group to participate in the multiparty applications. Our scheme is based on Pedersen’s verifiable secret sharing (VSS),
which is a well-known scheme. Our proposed protocol is fair since the output is uniformly distributed, and this is an attractive
feature for secure multiparty applications in RIS towards 5G.

1. Introduction

Since the emergence of the next generation of mobile
networks and communications (5G), technologies such as
resource-constrained information systems (RIS) towards
5G have attracted more attention, as various smart devices
have been constantly connected to the Internet over the
past decades. ,e number of devices connected to the
Internet is increasing since its appearance. Now, this
number far exceeds that of people in the world, we are no
longer talking about the Internet but about the internet of
things (IoT). IoT gives rise to revolutionary applications
for emerging technologies of RIS towards 5G. group-
oriented applications also show the great potential of
society.

Group-oriented applications demonstrate the impor-
tance of RIS towards 5G, such as joint data collection for
traffic analysis, weather prediction, multiuser interactive
computation, and so on. ,ese applications motivate the
demand for secure group-oriented applications over open
and insecure networks. In particular, the devices in RIS
towards 5G are heterogeneous, and the RIS communication
environments are asynchronous, where multiple users
cannot transmit their messages simultaneously. One of the
main challenges for secure group-oriented applications in
RIS towards 5G is how to secure the communications among
these heterogeneous devices in such an asynchronous en-
vironment. Note that it is widely known that asynchronous
transmission can cause security problems in cryptographic
functions.
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Devices in RIS towards 5G generate, process, and ex-
change vast amounts of security and safety-critical data as
well as privacy-sensitive information; hence, they are ap-
pealing targets of various attacks [1–8]. To ensure the correct
and safe operation of RIS towards 5G systems, it is crucial to
ensure the integrity of the underlying devices, in particular
of their code and data, against malicious modifications [9].
Recent researches have revealed many security vulnerabil-
ities in the embedded devices [2, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11]. ,is
highlights new challenges in the design and implementation
of secure embedded systems that typically must provide
multiple functions, security features, and real-time guar-
antees at a minimal cost [12]. How to design a lightweight
protocol to determine the order of the group members to
communicate in RIS towards 5G applications is needed in a
network that involves multiple devices/users. For example,
how to manage multiparty communication in an intelligent
transportation system (ITS; see Figure 1). In some specific
applications, like multiparty bidding or multiparty gaming,
for the sake of fairness among users, users need to transmit
their messages in a particular order. Otherwise, users can
gain unfair advantages over other users if there has no
particular order to be followed. Although users can rely on a
mutually trusted center to decide this order, most Internet
users would prefer to make their own decisions. ,e ob-
jective of this paper is to design such a lightweight protocol
to determine the order of the group members to participate
in applications.

In manymultiparty applications, the users need to follow
a specific order to transmit their messages. Otherwise,
messages can collide with each other if multiple transmis-
sions occurred simultaneously. Moreover, in some appli-
cations, a user who on purposely transmits his message last
may gain unfair advantages. Coin flipping is a simple way of
deciding the order between two users. It is widely used in
sports and other games to decide the random factors such as
which side of the field a team will play from or which side
will attack or defend initially. Coin-flipping protocol is a
cryptographic primitive that has been introduced by Blum
[13] and is one of the basic building blocks of secure two-
party computation. Coin flipping is the process of throwing a
coin into the air to choose between two possible and equally
likely outputs. In cryptography, a commitment scheme can
be used to achieve a coin-flipping protocol. Aharonov et al.
[14] proposed a quantum protocol with no dishonest player
that can bias the coin with a probability higher than 0.9143.
Ambainis [15] proposed an improved protocol with cheating
probability at most 3/4. Since then, several different pro-
tocols have been proposed [16, 17] that achieve the same
bound of 3/4. In the following, we describe Blum’s two-party
coin-flipping protocol [13] between Alice and Bob:

(i) Alice chooses a random bit a ∈ 0, 1{ } and sends a
commitment c� commit (a) to Bob

(ii) Bob chooses a random bit b ∈ 0, 1{ } and sends it to
Alice

(iii) Alice sends the bit a to Bob together with decommit (c)

(iv) If Bob does not abort during the protocol, Alice
outputs a⊕b; otherwise, she outputs a random bit

(v) If Alice does not abort during the protocol and c is a
commitment to a, then Bob outputs a⊕b; otherwise,
he outputs a random bit

,e trend of network applications inspires us to consider
scenarios involving multiple players. A novel cryptographic
primitive, called multiparty drawing-straw protocol (MDS),
is introduced in this paper. ,is technique can be used by a
group of users to determine the order of the group to
participate in applications. ,e users need to follow the
decided order to take turns to make a movement or release a
message in these applications. For example, in multiparty
computation, multiple parties want to jointly compute a
function over their inputs and keep these inputs private.
MDS can be used to determine the order of releasing their
inputs. In a real-world solution to provide MDS, the group
leader prepares a set of straws of different lengths. Each user
of the group randomly draws a straw from the unseen set of
straws prepared by the group leader. At the end of the
offering, the order of the group is determined by the lengths
of straws chosen by group users. ,e fairness of this solution
depends on the trustworthiness of the group leader. If the
group leader colludes with any group member, the output of
this process can be biased. ,e requirement of a mutually
trusted party is unrealistic in some applications. ,e MDS
without the assistance of a mutually trusted party is
desirable.

If there are only two players in MDS, the coin-flipping
protocol [13, 18] can be used to determine the order of
players. ,e “winner” of a coin-flipping protocol can be the
starter. ,us, the coin-flipping protocol is a special type of
MDS. Actually, we can use the coin-flipping protocol in a
straightforward manner to provide a solution for a general
MDS. In this solution, all players are arranged on the leaves
of a binary tree. Using a coin-flipping protocol between two
users can determine a “winner.” Repeatedly executing the
coin-flipping protocol multiple times following the tree
structure (i.e., with complexity O(n) can determine the “1st
winner” among n users). ,en, using the same approach on
remaining n− 1 users can determine the “2nd winner” and so
on. However, this approach is not effective because of the
time-consuming process. Multiparty coin-flipping protocols
[19–21] have been developed recently. However, these
protocols are restricted for multiple parties to jointly choose
one of the two possible outputs, which are different from our
MDS. In 2008, Lit et al. [22] have proposed a secure mul-
tiparty ranking problem (SMR) [22], which is extended from
Yao’s Millionaires’ problem [23]. ,is problem has been
studied in [24]. We assume that there are n users and each
user has a secret input. In SMR, it intends to get the order of
inputs in the ascending ranking sequence while not leaking
the value of any input. In particular, each user knows his
order of input but does not know the orders of the other
users’ inputs. ,e SMR is different from MDS since (a) in
SMR each user knows only the order of his input, but in
MDS each user knows all inputs, and (b) in SMR the inputs
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are users’ data, but in MDS the inputs are random secrets
selected by users.

In this paper, we propose a multiparty undeniable
drawing-straw protocol (MUDS). Formally speaking, this
primitive realizes the following function:
(s1, s2, . . . , sn)
√√√√√√√√√√√√

n

↦(o1, o2, . . . , on)n, where (s1, s2, . . . , sn)
√√√√√√√√√√√√

n

are

an array including n secret inputs and (o1, o2, . . . , on) is a
permutation uniformly distributed over 1, 2, 3, . . . , n{ }. User
Ui receives his order oi along with other orders. We present a
protocol for this primitive. Our protocol consists of two
phases, the commitment phase and the open-commitment
phase. In the commitment phase, every group user chooses a
secret and releases a commitment of the secret. In the second
phase, every group user opens the commitment by revealing
the secret.,e output of the group order is determined by all
released secrets of group users. In our protocol, after making
any commitment in phase 1, the user can no longer deny his
commitment in phase 2 since we employ a secret sharing
scheme (SS) and verifiable secret sharing scheme (VSS) in our
design. If the majority of users are honest, we can prove that
our protocol is secure by setting the threshold, t, as t � [n/2],
where n is the number of group users.

Many communication networks in practice are asyn-
chronous in which multiparty users cannot transmit their
messages simultaneously. ,e asynchronous transmission
can cause security problems in cryptographic functions. For
example, the work in [19] has used Blum’s two-party coin-
flipping protocol [13] to demonstrate the problem.,emain
concern in designing coin-flipping protocols is to prevent
the bias of the output. ,e bias of a coin-flipping protocol
measures the maximum influence of malicious parties on the
output of the honest parties. ,e bias is 0 if the output is

always uniformly distributed, and the bias is 1/2 if the ad-
versary can force the output to be always (say) 1. In Blum’s
protocol [13], since Alice recovers the output a⊕b before
sending her decommit (c) to Bob, [19] demonstrated that
Alice has an advantage over Bob, and the bias of the protocol
is 1/4.

We use another example, rational secret sharing [25], to
demonstrate the security problem caused by asynchronous
networks. In 2004, Halpern et al. [25] considered a scenario
in which users in the secret reconstruction are neither
completely honest nor arbitrarily malicious; instead, the
users are assumed to be rational. In rational secret sharing, it
assumes that all users are rational and want to maximize
their utility. A rational user acts honestly when he cannot
gain any advantage over other users (i.e., they will all obtain
the secret) but acts dishonestly when he can gain an ad-
vantage over others (i.e., he is the only one to obtain the
secret). ,e classical SSs including Shamir’s SS [26] fail in a
rational setting. In Shamir’s secret reconstruction, if the user
who broadcasts his share last, the user will see that others
have broadcasted their shares already. ,us, he will remain
silent because other parties cannot reconstruct the secret, but
this user can reconstruct the secret by using his own share
and shares broadcasted by other parties. ,ere are vast
research papers on rational secret sharing (RSS) [27–29]. In
fact, the objective of the RSS scheme is to ensure rational
users that the secret can be reconstructed successfully.,is is
the same as that of the fair secret reconstruction scheme,
which was originally proposed by Tompa et al. in [30] in
1988. In most RSS schemes, information exchanged among
users is restricted to be in a synchronous network. ,ere are
only handful papers on RSS schemes assuming asynchro-
nous networks. ,ese include Fuchsbauer et al.’s result [27],

Industrial & Energy
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Trusted authority

Medical & Healthcare

Transportation & Logistics

Communication
Infrastructure

Internet of �ings

Figure 1: A typical ITS model.
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which requires cryptographic primitives, and the results of
Ong et al. [28] andMoses et al. [31], which require to assume
that a certain number of shareholders must be honest.

,emotivation of our paper is to develop amultiparty coin-
flipping protocol that involves more than two parties without
the assistance of a mutually trusted party. RIS towards 5G
devices can employ this protocol to determine their order in
Internet applications. Since the order is determined by all RIS
towards 5G devices, this protocol needs to prevent dishonest
devices fromcheating in the process.We consider adopting both
Shamir’s SS and Pedersen’s noninteractive VSS to achieve this
objective. ,e primary reason to adopt both schemes is due to
their simplicity to be implemented in an asynchronous network.
Shamir’s SS is unconditionally secure and polynomial-based,
which is the most widely used secret sharing scheme since it is
simple and computationally efficient. While for Pedersen’s VSS,
the privacy of Pedersen’s VSS is unconditionally secure, and the
correctness of the shares is based on a computational as-
sumption. In Pedersen’s VSS, verification is based on the
commitments computed by the owner of the secret, and there is
no interaction among verifiers during verification. ,e verifi-
cation of shares can be performed by each verifier individually.

We propose a novel design to overcome the security
problem caused by asynchronous networks. Our protocol is
undeniable since in the process of making a commitment for
the secret, where the secret needs to be shared by all other
users. Moreover, shares can be verified by other users. ,us,
after making a commitment, the user can no longer deny his
commitment. If some user denies making the commitment,
the secret can still be able to reconstruct by other honest
users. ,e undeniable feature prevents the users from dis-
rupting the protocol by releasing either a fake secret or no
information after making their commitments. Our protocol
is based on Shamir’s SS [26] and Pedersen’s verifiable secret
sharing scheme (VSS) [32]. ,us, our design is particularly
suitable for group-oriented applications in RIS towards 5G.

Here, we summarize the contributions of our paper.

(i) A novel cryptographic primitive, called multiparty
drawing-straw protocol (MDS), is introduced

(ii) An MDS protocol with undeniability (MUDS) is
proposed that can overcome the security problem
caused by asynchronous networks

(iii) MUDS is useful in many multiparty applications,
providing a fair way to determine an order of users

,e rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present some preliminaries. ,e model of our proposed
protocol is introduced in Section 3, including protocol de-
scription, type of entities, and attacks of the proposed pro-
tocol.,e protocol is outlined in Section 4.We give a concrete
protocol in Section 5. ,e conclusion is given in Section 6.

2. Preliminaries

Our proposed MUDS is based on Pedersen’s VSS [33]. We
review this scheme in this section.

Chor et al. [34] proposed the notion of VSS in which
shareholders can verify that their shares are valid without

revealing the secrecy of their shares and the secret. We give a
definition of VSS below.

Definition 1 (t-out-of-n verifiable secret sharing scheme
(VSS)). A t-out-of-n verifiable secret sharing scheme π �

(G, R, V) consists of a sharing algorithm G, a reconstruction
algorithm R, and a verification algorithm V. ,e sharing
algorithm G guarantees that it is impossible for any ad-
versary to reconstruct the secret from fewer than t shares.
,e reconstruction algorithm R guarantees that the secret
can be recovered from any t or more than t shares. ,e
verification algorithm V guarantees that shareholders can
verify their shares are generated consistently without
compromising the secrecy of both their shares and the secret.

VSSs of Feldman [32] and Pedersen [33] are based on
cryptographic commitment schemes. ,e security of Feld-
man’s VSS is on the hardness of solving discrete logarithm,
while the privacy of Pedersen’s VSS is unconditionally se-
cure, and the correctness of the shares is based on a com-
putational assumption. Benaloh [35] proposed an interactive
VSS, which is unconditionally secure. Stadler [36] proposed
the first publicly verifiable secret sharing (PVSS) scheme that
allows each shareholder to verify the validity of all shares.
Most noninteractive VSSs [30, 32] can only verify the val-
idity of his/her own share, but not of other shareholders’
shares. ,e security of Schoenmaker’s PVSS [37] is based on
the discrete logarithm problem. Peng andWang’s PVSS [38]
uses a linear code, and Ruiz and Villar’s PVSS [39] uses
Pailler’s cryptosystem [40]. ,ere are noninteractive PVSSs
based on bilinear pairing [41, 42].

Pedersen’s VSS is information-theoretic secure. ,ere
are public parameters, g, h ∈ Zp, and assumes that no one
knows loggh. Pedersen’s VSS uses the following commit-
ment scheme.

Pedersen’s Commitment Scheme. To commit the secret S,
the dealer computes and publishes a commitment
E(s, k) � gshk � E0modp, where k is a random integer with
k ∈ Zp. Such a commitment can later be opened by releasing
s and k.

Definition 2 (perfectly hiding commitment (PHC) scheme).
A commitment scheme is perfectly hiding if it does not
reveal any information about the committed value in the
commitment phase.

In [33], it has proven that the commitment E0 reveals no
information on the secret S and that the committer cannot
open a commitment to s as s′ ≠ s unless he can solve loggh.
Pedersen’s commitment scheme is a PHC. Pedersen’s VSS
consists of three algorithms as shown in Figure 2.

3. Model

3.1. Description of MUDS. MDS deals with the following
setting: n users, U � U1, U2, . . . , Un , interactively work
together to uniformly choose an order for some computa-
tion. In the following, we give a formal definition of MDS.

Definition 3 (multiparty drawing-straw (MDS) protocol).
MDS computes the following functionality:
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s1, s2, · · · , sn( 
√√√√√√√√√√√√

n

↦ o1, o2, · · · , on( 
n
,

(1)

where l is a security parameter, (s1, s2, · · · , sn)
√√√√√√√√√√

n

are an array

including n secret inputs, and (o1, o2, . . . , on) is a permu-
tation uniformly distributed over 1, 2, 3, . . . , n{ }. At the end,
each user Ui obtains his order oi along with an order of
others.

,e output permutation (o1, o2, . . . , on) obtained in
MDS should be determined by all users without the assis-
tance of a mutually trusted third party. We adopt Pedersen’s
VSS in our design. In the first phase, each user needs to select
a random secret and then compute and release a commit-
ment of the secret to all other users. In the second phase,
each user releases his secret to all other users. To avoid the
problem caused by any user who may deny releasing his real
secret in the second phase, we introduce the following
definition of MUDS.

Definition 4 (multiparty undeniable drawing-straw
(MUDS) protocol). In a MUDS, no user can deny his secret
after revealing his commitment of the secret to others. ,e
security of this functionality is called undeniability.

3.2. Entities and Possible Attacks. ,e security objective of
our protocol is to enable all IoT devices to work together to
determine the order among them in a fairway. Since the
protocol allows each device to contribute an input and the
final order is determined by all inputs, our protocol needs to
prevent dishonest devices from cheating in the process. We
consider dishonest devices (also called attackers) may take
advantage of most asynchronous networks by releasing their
inputs last. ,us, we divide our protocol into two phases. In
the first phase, each input is divided into shares by the device
owner. Shares are distributed to other devices secretly. A
commitment of this input is also published by the owner.

Figure 2: Pedersen’s VSS.
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Other devices can verify that their shares are generated con-
sistently by the owner. In the second phase, each input can be
released in any asynchronous way. If any dishonest device
owner refuses to release their input or releases a fake input,
other honest devices can work together to recover the input.We
adopt Shamir’s SS and Pedersen’s VSS to achieve this objective.

In a VSS, the owner of the secret is the prover, and all
other users are the verifiers. ,e verifiers want to verify that
their shares are generated consistently without compro-
mising the secrecy of the secret. In Pedersen’s VSS, verifi-
cation is based on the commitments computed by the owner
of the secret, and there is no interaction among verifiers
during verification. ,e verification of shares can be per-
formed by each verifier individually. Inconsistent shares may
be generated due to the following two reasons: (a) in shares
generation/distribution, nature noise, such as transmission
noise or computational error, may cause the inconsistency
and (b) inconsistent shares may be generated by a user who
tries to cheat other honest users. In summary, we adopt
Pedersen’s VSS in our design since Pedersen’s VSS is (a)
unconditionally secure and (b) noninteractive.

Attackers may try to obtain secrets from commitments.
Pedersen’s commitment can prevent this attack. Moreover,
we need to prevent colluded attacks on users. Since com-
munication networks are asynchronous, colluded attackers
can always release their fake secrets after knowing the secrets
of other users. Any fake secret can be detected by VSS.
Moreover, in our protocol, we employ a threshold SS to
ensure that any committed secret can always be recon-
structed by the majority of honest users if the threshold is
t � [n/2], where n is the number of users.

3.3. Properties. Our protocol has the following properties:

Randomness. ,e output is uniformly distributed. No user
can influence the output.

Secrecy. From the commitment of each secret, the secret
cannot be recovered. Furthermore, the secret is protected by
a threshold SS.

Efficiency. In our proposed protocol, all users work together
to determine the output. We use Shamir’s SS [26] and
Pedersen’s VSS [33] based on polynomials. At the beginning
of each phase, each user needs to act as a dealer to compute
and release values to others. ,ere has no interaction among
users to verify shares. Since both Shamir’s SS and Pedersen
VSS [33] are simple and efficient, our protocol is very
efficient.

Undeniability. After publishing any commitment of the
secret, the user can no longer deny the secret since the secret
can also be recovered by honest users.

4. Proposed Protocol

4.1. Outline. Let us assume that there are n users,
U � U1, U2, . . . , Un , participated in a MUDS. ,ese users

need to interactively work together to generate an output,
which is the order of the users. In our proposed protocol,
there are two phases, the commitment and open-commit-
ment phases. In the commitment phase, each user selects a
secret and acts as the dealer to use a threshold SS to generate
shares for other users. Each user makes the commitment of
the secret publicly known. For each received share, other
users can verify that the share is generated consistently by
the owner of the secret. If the verification is failed, a request
for regeneration of a share can be sent to the owner of the
secret till a share is verifiable.

In the open-commitment phase, each user releases his
secret of the commitment to other users. Each released secret
can be verified by other users using his commitment made in
the commitment phase. If any released secret is an invalid
secret, other honest users can work together to recover the
secret by using their shares of the secret obtained in the
commitment phase. ,is property, called undeniability, in
our proposed protocol prevents any user to deny his
commitment of a secret.

After obtaining all secrets of users, each user can de-
termine the order of group based on the secrets selected by
users.

4.2. Protocol. We illustrate the detail of the protocol in
Figure 3.

4.3. Security Proof. We say that two probability ensembles
are statistically indistinguishable if their statistical difference
is negligible.

Lemma 1. In our framework, if all users are honest, the
probability ensemble defined by the order (o1, o2, . . . , on) and
the probability ensemble defined by a permutation uniformly
chosen over 1, 2, 3, . . . , n{ } are statistically indistinguishable.

Proof. We observe that the difference between the two
probability ensembles is that some orders probably have the
same value in the former. ,at is, the event ∃i≠ j(oi � oj)

may appear in the former ensemble. Fortunately, we can
show that this event occurs with a negligible probability.

From step 3, we know that
Pr[∃i≠ j(oi � oj)] � Pr[∃i≠ j(ρi � ρj)]. If all users are
honest, then ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρn are uniformly distributed. We
have Pr[∃i≠ j(ρi � ρj)]≤i≠jPr[(ρi � ρj)]≤ (n/2) × (1/2l).

,us, we have Pr[∃i≠ j(oi � oj)]≤ (n/2) × (1/2l). Note
that (n/2) is a positive constant. ,us, the event ∃i≠ j(oi �

oj) occurs with a negligible probability.
We say that two probability ensembles X, Y are com-

putationally indistinguishable, denoted as X ≈ Y, if there is
no probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm distinguishing
them. □

Lemma 2. In our framework, let ρ denote the probability
ensemble defined by ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρn, and r denote the proba-
bility ensemble defined by a bit-string uniformly chosen over
0, 1{ }nl. If the commitment scheme is a PHC, the secret sharing
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scheme is a t-out-of-n VSS, and there are at most t − 1
malicious users, then r ≈ ρ.

Proof. Let us focus on ρ and assume that there is at most one
malicious user Ui. ,ere are the following types of attacks
that can possibly bias ρ.

(1) ,e secret Si chosen by malicious Ui is not uniformly
distributed.
Note that ρ←⊕nj�1sj. ,us, Ui cannot bias ρ, and then
r ≈ ρ holds.

(2) Malicious user Ui may refuse to release their
decommitment or releases an illegal decommitment.
,e t-out-of-n VSS guarantees that other honest
users can recover the secret. ,is attack cannot bias
ρ, and then r ≈ ρ holds.

(3) In step 1, phase 2, Ui may open his commitment σi to
be a maliciously chosen value Si, which is different
from the real value he has committed in step 1 of
phase 1.

If Ui succeeds in this cheating, ρ is not uniformly dis-
tributed. Fortunately, the computationally binding the
commitment guarantees that the success probability of this
cheating is negligible. ,us, r ≈ ρ.

In a similar way, we can prove that this lemma holds
even if there are at most t − 1 malicious users. □

Theorem 1 (the distribution of the output). In our
framework, if the commitment scheme is perfectly hiding, the
secret sharing scheme is a t-out-of-n VSS, and there are at
most t − 1 malicious users, then the probability ensemble
defined by the order (o1, o2, . . . , on) and the probability en-
semble defined by a permutation uniformly chosen over
1, 2, 3, . . . , n{ } are computationally indistinguishable.

Proof. Let o denote the probability ensemble defined by the
order (o1, o2, . . . , on) and σ′ denote the probability ensemble
defined by a permutation uniformly chosen over
1, 2, 3, . . . , n{ }. ,en we want to show o ≈ o′.

Figure 3: Proposed protocol.
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Let us focus on step 3 in phase 2. We know that o is a
function of ρ, denoted by o � f(ρ). Following Lemma 2, we
have r ≈ ρ. ,us, f(ρ) ≈ f(r). Furthermore, we have
o ≈ f(r). Note that f(r) describes the case when all users
are honest. From Lemma 1, we have o′ ≈ f(r). Finally, we
obtain o′ ≈ o. □

Remark 1. ,e distribution of the order obtained by our
protocol is not uniformly distributed. Note that o � f(ρ)

and the string ρ is not uniformly distributed. From the proof
of Lemma 2, we know that the malicious user may break the
binding in step 1, phase 2, although the probability is
negligible. One may prefer to employ a perfectly binding
commitment scheme instead. In this case, the malicious
users may break the computational hiding of the scheme in
step 1, phase 1, although the probability is negligible too, and
bias the distribution of ρ.

Remark 2. It is easy to verify that ,eorem 1 still holds even
if the commitment scheme is computationally binding and
computationally hiding.

Theorem 2 (undeniability). In our framework, if the com-
mitment scheme is perfectly hiding, the secret sharing scheme
is a t-out-of-n VSS, and there are at most t − 1 malicious
users; then no user can deny his secret after revealing his
commitment of the secret to others.

Proof. Note that the threshold of t-out-of-n VSS is set to be
t � [n/2], to generate subshares for users.,us, after making
any commitment of secret, the user can no longer deny the
commitment. If the user tries to deny the commitment by
either releasing a fake subsecret or releasing no information,
the subsecret can still be recovered by honest users. □

Theorem 3 (secrecy). In our framework, if the commitment
scheme is perfectly hiding, the secret sharing scheme is a t-out-
of-n VSS, and there are at most t − 1 malicious users; then
each subsecret of the user cannot be recovered from its
commitment and is protected by a threshold SS.

Proof. ,is property should be satisfied using a t-out-of-n
VSS with a PHC commitment scheme as defined by Defi-
nition 2. □

4.4. Efficiency. In phase 1, each user needs to employ a one-
time share sharing algorithm G to generate subshares for
other users, a one-time commitment algorithm PHC to
commit his secret and (n − 1)-time share verification al-
gorithms V to verify subshares received from other users. In
phase 2, if we assume that all users act honestly by releasing
their secrets, each user needs to employ (n − 1)-time
commitment verification algorithm to verify each released
secret of other users. ,us, we can conclude that the
complexity of using this approach is O(n) for a group with n
members.

To the best of our knowledge, our proposed scheme is the
first MDS that can be used for a group of players to fairly

determine the order of the group in applications. In par-
ticular, the coin-flipping protocol is a special type of MDS,
that is, there are only two players. Although multiparty coin-
flipping protocols [19–21] have been developed recently,
these protocols are restricted for multiple parties to jointly
choose one of the two possible outputs, which are different
from our MDS.

When we compare our protocol with the coin-flipping
protocol, our protocol is more efficient. As we have men-
tioned earlier in the introduction that employing a coin-
flipping protocol repeatedly can achieve the same objective
as ours. However, the coin-flipping protocol works two
devices at a time to determine their order.,at is, we can use
the coin-flipping protocol in a straightforward manner to
provide a solution for a general MDS. In this approach, all
players are arranged on the leaves of a binary tree. Using a
coin-flipping protocol between two users can determine a
“winner.” Repeatedly executing the coin-flipping protocol
multiple times following the tree structure (i.e., complexity
O(n) can determine the “1st winner” among n users). ,en,
using the same approach on the remaining n− 1 users can
determine the “2nd winner” and so on. However, this ap-
proach is not effective because the complexity of using this
approach is O (n2) for a group with nmembers. It is a time-
consuming process. ,us, for large size of devices, it takes
too much computational delay to determine their final
order. In our proposed protocol, all devices work together at
once to determine their order with the complexity O(n). We
are currently building a test platform. With the completion
of this platform, we will take practical measurements and
make comparisons with other approaches as described in
[43] for our future work.

5. Concrete Instantiation

5.1. Protocol. We illustrate the detail of the proposed pro-
tocol by a concrete instantiation in Figure 4, where we use
Pedersen’s verifiable secret sharing (VSS) to allow each user
to commit to a secret in the first phase. As follows, the user
uses Shamir’s secret sharing to divide the secret into multiple
shares and share it among other users. ,e validity of these
shares can be verified using VSS. In the second phase, each
user releases his secret to the other users. If the user tries to
deny his commitment by either releasing a fake secret or
refusing to release the secret, misbehavior can be detected.
At this moment, the other honest users can work together to
recover this secret. ,is feature, called undeniability, can
prevent the users from denying their secrets after making the
commitments. ,e output of MDS (o1, o2, . . . , on) is a
function of all secrets (s1, s2, . . . , sn) of users.

5.2. Efficiency and Features. In this section, we evaluate the
efficiency and summarize the features of this concrete
protocol.

Efficiency. In our proposed protocol, all users work to-
gether to determine the output. Our protocol does not
depend on any mutually trusted party. At the beginning of
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each phase, each user needs to compute and release values
to others. But there has no interaction among users to
verify shares and to determine the output. In the first
phase, each user needs to execute 2t modular exponen-
tiations to compute his commitments and 2(t + 1)

modular exponentiations to verify each pair of subshares.
Overall, each user needs 2(n − 1)(t + 1) modular expo-
nentiations to verify all subshares from other users. In the
second phase, each user needs two modular exponenti-
ations to verify each subsecret of other users. Overall, each
user needs 2(n − 1) modular exponentiations to verify all
subsecrets from other users.

In summary, we list the features of our proposed pro-
tocol as follows:

(1) ,e output of the protocol depends on inputs
generated by all users and is uniformly distributed.

(2) Subshares generated by the owner of the subsecret
can be verified by other users using the commitments
of the subsecret.

(3) Once subshares are successfully verified in the first
phase, the user can no longer deny his subsecret of
the commitment. If the user tries to deny his sub-
secret, the subsecret can be recovered by honest users

Figure 4: Concrete instantiation.
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and is used in the evaluation of the output in the
second phase.

(4) ,e protocol can resist colluded users working to-
gether to attack the security of our protocol.

6. Conclusion

We propose a novel cryptographic primitive, called multi-
party undeniable drawing straws (MUDS), that allows n
users to work together to determine the order of users.
MUDS is very useful in multiparty applications since it
provides a fair way of determining an order of users. MUDS
can also prevent cheaters from taking advantage of honest
users by releasing their values last. Our proposal is more
efficient and secure than the state-of-the-art cryptographic
solutions, so it is absolutely attractive for multiparty ap-
plications in RIS towards 5G.
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An intelligent maritime navigation system is expected to play an important role in the realm of Internet of Vessels (IoV). As a key
technology in navigation systems, vessel trajectory prediction technology is critical to the IoV. Automatic identification system
(AIS), an automated tracking system, is used extensively for vessel trajectory prediction. However, certain characteristics in the
AIS data, such as the large number of anchored trajectories in the area, anomalous sharp turns of some trajectories, and the
behavioral differences of vessels in different segments, limit the prediction accuracy. In this study, we propose a novel vessel
trajectory prediction model for accurate prediction with the following characteristics: (1) an anchor trajectory elimination al-
gorithm to eliminate anchor trajectories; (2) a statistical trajectory restoration algorithm to repair sharp turning; (3) a two-stage
clustering algorithm (D-KMEANS) to distinguish vessel behavior; and (4) a deep bidirectional gate recurrent unit (Stacked-
BiGRUs) model to predict vessel trajectory and compare the accuracy of the model before and after improvement. )e results
show that the mean square error and the mean absolute error of the improved model are reduced by 27% and 46%, respectively.
)is research shows good potential for maritime navigation early warning and safety.

1. Introduction

As an extension of Internet technology, the Internet of
things (IoT) takes advantage of communication sensing
technology to realize the information exchange between
things [1, 2]. Automatic driving technology benefits from the
rapid development of the IoT [3], and its functions such as
intelligent collision avoidance and collaborative control [4]
are becoming increasingly mature. Internet of Vessels (IoV)
provides vessel sensing and traffic information service in the
whole drainage area. IoV exchanges large volumes of data
among vessels and base stations, such as course, speed, and
location. )erefore, IoV has the ability to provide intelligent
navigation, a safer collision avoidance decision, and an ef-
ficient port area management by realizing the refinement of
vessel trajectory prediction. However, in offshore ports with

high vessel density and complex traffic, it very challenging to
predict the trajectory of vessels. Unlike vehicle or pedestrian
trajectory prediction, moving objects in a maritime envi-
ronment are not restricted by geometric structure and their
movement patterns are more complex than those of land
vehicles. According to the “International Regulations for
Preventing Collisions at Sea” (COLREGS), the navigation
rules of vessels rely substantially on experience, which is
difficult to quantitatively analyze. Furthermore, the histor-
ical Automatic Identification System (AIS) data contain the
potential movement patterns of vessels, such as usual be-
havior in some areas or periodic entry and exit of a channel.
However, the current methods rarely eliminate anchor
trajectory, repair abnormal AIS data, and classify the be-
havior of vessels before predicting. )e following features in
the raw AIS data reduce the prediction accuracy:
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(1) )ere are irregular anchor trajectories in the raw
data. )e vessel in the anchored state will float with
the wind and waves, producing irregular trajectories
in a small range.)e vessel at anchor can be regarded
as a static obstacle, which will mislead the model
training and reduce the prediction accuracy.
)erefore, eliminating anchor trajectory is of great
significance to improve the accuracy of trajectory
prediction.

(2) )ere are acute bends caused by abnormal points in
the raw data. )e cause of the abnormal point is that
the vessel urgently avoids obstacles or the marine
equipment sends wrong data. )e purpose of model
training is to learn the usual behaviors of the vessel,
but the abnormal point will reduce the convergence
speed of the model. )erefore, it is necessary to
design an algorithm to repair abnormal points.

(3) )ere are different behaviors in vessel navigation,
such as setting sail, crossing the waterway, and
working. Mixing these low similarity trajectories will
reduce the accuracy of prediction. )erefore, clas-
sifying vessel behaviors plays an important role in
improving prediction accuracy.

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) can explore the
inherent laws from AIS data and have superior general-
ization ability. In this study, we proposed an improved vessel
trajectory prediction model based on Stacked-BiGRUs. )e
main contributions are as follows:

(1) We proposed an anchor trajectory elimination al-
gorithm to eliminate anchor trajectories. )e anchor
trajectory is identified by the speed characteristics of
vessel berthing and setting sail.

(2) We designed a statistical trajectory restoration al-
gorithm to repair outliers. )e outliers are repaired
based on the probability distribution of the latitude
and longitude changes in the trajectory.

(3) We proposed a two-stage trajectory clustering
method (D-KMEANS) to classify the vessel behav-
iors. )e trajectories are classified by the DBSCAN
and KMeans to extract behavior sets.

(4) We built a Stacked-BiGRUs model. Compared with
other recurrent neural networks, the bidirectional
structure gained additional feature extraction, which
effectively improved the prediction accuracy.

2. Related Work

2.1. Trajectory Restoration. Under ocean environment
conditions, vessel trajectory data are prone to inaccuracies
due to equipment abnormalities, wind, and waves. )ere-
fore, data repair technology is required to eliminate these
inaccuracies. )e technology is mainly divided into con-
straint-based trajectory restoration and machine learning
method-based trajectory restoration.

For the restoration method based on constraints, Song
et al. [5] first proposed a data cleaning method based on

speed constraints, considering the limitation of the speed of
data change. )ey achieved good results in a series of time
series data restoration experiments. Tu et al. [6] used an
improved RDP algorithm to address acute bends and self-
intersections in trajectory data, which improved the accu-
racy of trajectory prediction. Li et al. [7] used an improved
A∗ shortest path algorithm to fully consider road network
topology and historical matching points and proposed a new
trajectory restoration algorithm. Gao et al. [8] used a dy-
namic programming method to set multiple intervals for
sequence data, and searched for candidate repair points in an
iterative manner, avoiding excessive repair of sequence data.

For the repair method based on machine learning,
Kanarachos et al. [9] combined wavelet, neural network, and
Hilbert transform to propose a new time series anomaly
detection algorithm. Cheng et al. [10] proposed a trajectory
restoration algorithm based on bidirectional LSTM, which
had a good effect on trajectory restoration in curved wa-
terways. Xue et al. [11] proposed a fractional gradient RBF
neural network that drives momentum. )e training error of
this algorithm was lower than that of gradient descent, sto-
chastic gradient descent, and momentum gradient descent.

2.2. Trajectory Clustering. As an important spatiotemporal
object data type, vessel trajectories record the behavior
characteristics of vessels. )e trajectory behavior category
can be divided using the clustering method. )e method of
vessel trajectory clustering, which is categorized based on
distance, density, graph, and statistics, is summarized as
follows:

For distance-based clustering methods, Mao et al. [12]
proposed an incremental clustering algorithm, OCLUST, for
the online processing of trajectory stream data, which
achieved superior performance in clustering streaming
trajectories. Xiong et al. [13] proposed a privacy and
availability data clustering scheme (PADC) based on
KMeans to enhance the selection of the initial center point.

For density-based clustering methods, Liu et al. [14]
applied the extended density-based spatial clustering of
applications with noise (DBSCAN) algorithm to correlate
International Maritime Organization (IMO) rules with
vessel trajectories for cluster analysis. Sun et al. [15] pro-
posed a clustering method based on the minimum boundary
matrix and the similarity of the buffer zone, and applied the
DBSCAN algorithm twice to improve the accuracy of tra-
jectory clustering. Han et al. [16] proposed an enhanced
spatial clustering method based on density, which ensured
the accuracy of the behavior recognition result by including
additional geospatial information based on vessel speed and
direction.

For graph clustering methods, Tian et al. [17] present a
graph clustering privacy-preserving method that improves
the security of private information. Budimirovic et al. [18]
present a novel graph clustering method (IBC1/IBC2) to
cluster human behaviors, and the method has reference
significance in vessel behavior clustering.

For statistics-based clustering methods, Wen et al. [19]
applied the improved algorithm PrefixSpan for sequential
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pattern mining to vessel trajectory pattern mining, defined
vessel principal vectors, cross sections, and boundaries, and
identified vessel trajectories with similar motion patterns
through pruning strategies. Peel et al. [20] described the
activities of vessels as the four states of anchoring, sailing,
entering/exiting ports, and trawling. HiddenMarkovmodels
were used to identify the laws of vessel activities and cluster
the different states of vessels. Riveiro et al. [21] used kernel
density estimation (KDE) to cluster vessel trajectories by
selecting a suitable kernel function and window width and
using observations to characterize the overall vessel motion
pattern.

2.3.TrajectoryPrediction. )ere have been several studies on
vessel trajectory prediction methods. )ese methods are
mainly based on dynamic model analysis, statistics, and
machine learning.

2.3.1. Trajectory Prediction Based on Dynamic Model
Analysis. )eKalman filter is a classic method in the field of
linear system analysis. Several scholars have proposed
various trajectory prediction methods based on the Kalman
filter. Jaskolsk et al. [22] used the Discrete Kalman filter (KF)
algorithm to improve the possibilities of vessel motion
trajectory and monitoring in the TSS (Traffic Separation
Scheme) and fairways area. Qiao et al. [23] proposed a
dynamic trajectory prediction method based on Kalman
filtering that used the estimated value at the previous mo-
ment and the observation value at the current moment to
update the estimation of state variables, and subsequently
predict the position of the vessel at the next moment.

2.3.2. Trajectory Prediction Based on Statistical Models.
A Bayesian network is a probabilistic graph model that
comprises a directed acyclic graph composed of nodes
representing variables and directed edges connecting these
nodes. By combining empirical knowledge and prior in-
formation, posterior information was obtained. Mazzarea
et al. [24] proposed the Bayesian vessel position prediction
algorithm KB-PF based on particle filters.

)e Markov model is a statistical model that can predict
the trend of data changes at equal time intervals in the future
based on historical data. Tong et al. [25] used Markov chain-
and gray prediction-related methods to propose a hidden
Markov model based on the adaptive update parameters of
environmental data captured by dynamic objects. It showed
high accuracy in curve prediction. Qiao et al. [26] developed
a trajectory prediction algorithm, PutMode, based on
Continuous Time Bayesian Networks (CTBNs), and the
experimental results showed that PutMode could predict the
possible motion curves of objects in a more accurate and
efficient manner.

)e Gaussian process is a stochastic process mainly used
to solve regression problems. Rong et al. [27] proposed a
probabilistic trajectory prediction model, which decom-
posed vessel motion into horizontal and vertical predictions.
In the horizontal direction, a Gaussian process was used to

model the uncertainty of horizontal motion, and the vertical
direction was estimated through acceleration. Anderson
et al. [28] regarded the trajectory as a one-dimensional
Gaussian process. )ey calculated the posterior distribution
of the predicted value by obtaining the joint prior density
and covariance matrix of the observed value and the pre-
dicted value. Qiao et al. [29] proposed the Gaussian mixture
model-based trajectory prediction method (GMTP), which
used a Gaussian mixture model to model complex motion
modes and calculated the probability distribution of dif-
ferent motion modes. Subsequently, the Gaussian process
regression was used to predict the plausible motion tra-
jectory of a moving object. Dalsnes et al. [30] proposed the
Gaussian mixture model (GMM), which provided a measure
of the uncertainty of the prediction results and addressed
multiple modalities.

2.3.3. Trajectory Prediction Based on Machine Learning.
Extreme learning machines (ELMs) are a single hidden layer
feedforward neural network. Mao et al. [31] proposed an
ELM-based trajectory prediction algorithm to predict the
trajectory of vessels. )e algorithm did not require the
weights and biases of an iterative neural network; thus, its
training speed was faster.

An autoencoder (AE) is an unsupervised neural network
model that includes encoding and decoding. Inspired by the
generative model, Murray et al. [32] proposed a bilinear
autoencoder method to iteratively predict the future state
and then generate the entire vessel trajectory. )e model
could estimate the distribution of future trajectories of
vessels and quantify the uncertainty in predicting vessel
positions.

A long short-termmemory (LSTM) solves the long-term
dependence of RNNs. Gao et al. [33] proposed a method that
combines the advantages of LSTM and TPNet.)e proposed
method was not only easy to implement and suitable for real-
time analysis, but also presented a high prediction accuracy.
Nguyen et al. [34] proposed a scalable sequence-to-sequence
learning model combined with LSTM. Chen et al. [35]
combined the advantages of LSTM, support vector machine
(SVM), and extreme value optimization algorithms and
avoided the weak generalization ability and robustness of a
single deep learning method. Suo et al. [36] compared the
accuracy and training efficiency of gated recurrent unit
(GRU) and LSTM in vessel trajectory prediction. Xiao et al.
[37] proposed a two-step LSTM, the unidirectional and
bidirectional LSTM (UB-LSTM), combined with behavior
recognition for vehicle trajectory prediction. Zhang et al.
[38] proposed a multiscale convolutional neural network
(MSCNN)-based high-frequency (HF) radar vessel trajec-
tory prediction method to predict the trajectory hidden in
the clutter. Jaseena et al. [39] combined the wavelet trans-
form and the bidirectional LSTM and proposed the EWT-
LSTM model to forecast wind. Xue et al. [40] proposed
social-scene-LSTM for pedestrian trajectory prediction,
which was a novel hierarchical LSTM-based network. It
considered the social neighborhood and scene composition
and employed three different LSTMs to capture people,
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society, and scene scale information. )e accuracy of pe-
destrian trajectory prediction was significantly improved.

3. Trajectory Prediction Model

)is section introduces the trajectory prediction model. As
shown in Figure 1, the model was divided into the four parts,
namely anchor trajectory elimination, outlier repair, clas-
sification of vessel behavior, and trajectory prediction. We
proposed an anchor trajectory elimination algorithm and a
statistical trajectory restoration algorithm to improve tra-
jectory quality. In the classification of vessel behavior, we
designed a two-stage trajectory clustering algorithm (D-
KMEANS) to extract the main navigation modes of vessels.
Finally, in trajectory prediction, we trained the Stacked-
BiGRUs model and use sliding window to predict vessel
trajectory.

3.1. Anchor Trajectory Elimination Algorithm. Some an-
chored trajectories existed during the sailing cycle of vessels.
As shown in Figure 2, these trajectories generally appeared
as overlapping points at the same position or irregular
clumps formed by reciprocating motion in a small area. We
proposed an anchor trajectory elimination algorithm to
eliminate the anchor trajectory.

Dividing the trajectories of different vessels according to
the MMSI number, if the total number of vessels is Ms, get
the trajectory set Traj � Traj1,Traj2, . . . ,TrajM ; TrajM is
the set of trajectory points of the m th vessel, eliminating the
anchor trajectory Trajm for each vessel.

)e very high-frequency (VHF) transceiver automati-
cally broadcasted the vessel’s kinematic information (vessel
position, speed, heading, etc.) and static information (vessel
name, vessel unique identifier, message serial number, vessel
type, vessel size, current time, etc.) [41] in the form of AIS
messages. We defined the trajectory of the vessel in articlem
as Trajm � pi(MMSI, t, lon, lat, Sog)|i � 1, 2, . . . , N , and
pi represented the locus point at time i on Trajm, which
included the marine mobile service identification (MMSI),
timestamp (t), longitude (lon), latitude (lat), and speed over
the ground (Sog).

Based on the above symbols, the anchor trajectory
elimination process of Trajm is shown in Algorithm 1. )e
specific process of the algorithm is as follows:

(1) Every point of Trajm was traversed. When the Sog at
a certain point pi was less than Sog0, the next Ts

points were continuously judged.When the Sog of all
points was less than Sog0, the point pi was marked as
an anchoring point and the sailing point was located.
Otherwise, the detection of the anchoring point was
continued until the end of the trajectory traversal.

(2) If the anchor point of the vessel is detected, continue
to detect whether there is a trajectory point Pk after
the trajectory point Pi+Ts

, of which the Sog is higher
than the sailing speed threshold Sog1. If yes, continue
to check whether the consecutive Sog of Ts points
following the trajectory point Pk is higher than the
sailing speed threshold Sog1. If yes, determine the

trajectory point Pk as the point where the anchor is
weighed, and delete the trajectory between the an-
chor point and the point where the anchor is
weighed; otherwise, repeat step (2) to detect the
anchor point until the loop is over.

(3) Return to step (1) and continue to detect until the
end of the trajectory traversal.

3.2. Statistical Trajectory Restoration Algorithm. )e tra-
jectories that have undergone anchor trajectory elimination
still include some abnormal points, resulting in abnormal
movement patterns. To repair these outliers, a statistical
trajectory restoration algorithm is used.

Each vessel trajectory is split into longitude and latitude
sequences, which are marked as Sβ � β1, β2, . . . , βn . )e
longitude and latitude sequences then both receive anomaly
repairs. In the Sβ, β � lon (longitude) or lat (latitude). Slon
and Slat, respectively, represent the sequence of all longitudes
and latitudes of a trajectory. )e acceleration of a trajectory
point βi is ai, which is calculated by the formula:

ai �
Vβi,i+1 − Vβi−1,i

ti+1 − ti−1
,

Vβi,i+1 �
βi+1 − βi

ti+1 − ti

,

Vβi−1,i �
βi − βi−1

ti − ti−1
,

i � 2, 3, . . . , n − 1.

(1)

)e specific steps of probabilistic trajectory anomaly
repair are as follows:

(1) )e acceleration sequence Sa � a1, a2, . . . , an  of Sβ
is calculated from formula 1. Sa is used to establish
the table of acceleration probability distribution Pa.
)e schematic diagram of Pa is shown in Figure 3.
Consider the number of intervals is n − 2 and the
interval size is δ � max(Sa) − min(Sa)/n − 2; the
probability value of each interval equals the ratio
between the number of trajectory points whose ac-
celerations fall within the interval and the total
number of trajectory points.

(2) Initialization Wi � 0, i � 2, 3, . . . , n − 1. )e se-
quence is windowed (size: 3, step: 1). )e subse-
quence under each window is
Sβi−1,i,i+1

� βi−1, βi, βi+1 , i � 2, 3, . . . , n − 1.
(3) Determine whether the current i is equal to n − 1. If

yes, record the post-repair sequence as Sβ′. If no,
update i � i + 1 and then proceed to step (4).

(4) Repair trajectory points under the i-th window.

(a) Make Wi+1 � Wi;
(b) Build a repair value array for the trajectory points

βb, βb − εmax ,β + u, . . . , βb + εmax ,β , where
b � i − 1, i, i + 1. )e elements in the array are
sorted in ascending order. εmax ,β and u are the
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Figure 1: Improved vessel trajectory prediction model.
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Figure 2: A marine chart of anchor trajectories.

(i) Input: trajectory to be processed Trajm, number of trajectory point n, anchoring speed threshold Sog0, sailing speed threshold
Sog1, Detection length Ts

(ii) Output: processed trajectory Trajm
(1) Trajm � [P1, P2, . . . , Pn]

(2) For Pi in Trajm do//Start identifying anchoring point
(3) If Pi · Sog < Sog0 and all Pj in [Pi.t, Pi.t + Ts] meet Pj · Sog< Sog0
(4) Mark Pi as an anchor point
(5) For Pk in [Pi.t + Ts, Pn.t] do//Start identifying sailing point
(6) If Pk · Sog > Sog1 and all Pl in [Pk.t + Ts + 1, Pk.t + 2Ts + 1] meet Pl · Sog> Sog1
(7) Mark Pk as an sailing point
(8) Delete the trajectory between Pi and Pk //Eliminate anchor trajectory
(9) Break
(10) End If
(11) End For
(12) End If
(13) End For
(14) Return Trajm

ALGORITHM 1: Anchor Trajectory Elimination.
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maximum repair range and step length of each
repair, respectively. Traverse the candidate repair
value array and then attempt to repair the tra-
jectory point using the candidate repair values.
Calculate the post-repair acceleration according
to Formula (2) and then obtain the probability
from the acceleration probability distribution
table Pa. If Wi+1 <Wi + P(ai

′), replace with
βi−1′ , βi
′, βi+1′  and update the probability value

Wi+1 � Wi + P(ai
′).

(c) Determine whether b is equal to i + 1. If yes, skip
to step (3). If no, update b � b + 1 and then
return to step b).

ai
′ �

Vβi,i+1′ − Vβi−1,i
′

ti+1 − ti−1
,

Vβi,i+1′ �
βi+1′ − βi

′

ti+1 − ti

,

Vβi−1,i
′ �

βi
′ − βi−1′

ti − ti−1
,

i � 2, 3, . . . , n − 1.

(2)

)e specific flow of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2:

0
Acceleration

Pr
ob

ab
ili

ty

…

–3δ 3δ–2δ 2δ–1δ 1δ

…

The number of points whose 
acceleration is in the interval

Total number of points

Figure 3: Schematic of the acceleration probability distribution of trajectory points.

(i) Input: Sequence to be repaired Sβ � β1, β2, . . . , βn , maximum repair range εmax ,β, step length of each repair u

(ii) Output: repaired sequence Sβ′ � β1′, β2′, . . . , βn
′ 

(1) Compute Sa � a2, a3, . . . , an−1  according to equation (1)
(2) Create a Probability distribution table of acceleration Pa according to step 1
(3) Initialize Wi, i � 2, 3, . . . , n − 1
(4) For i � 2 to n − 1 do//Start repairing
(5) Sβi−1,i,i+1

� βi−1, βi, βi+1  //Windowing the subsequence (size: 3, step: 1)
(6) For βi+1′ in βi+1 − εmax ,β, βi+1 − εmax ,β + u, . . . , βi+1 + εmax ,β 

(7) For βi
′ in βi − εmax ,β, βi − εmax ,β + u, . . . , βi + εmax ,β 

(8) For βi−1′ in βi−1 − εmax ,β, βi−1 − εmax ,β + u, . . . , βi−1 + εmax ,β 

(9) Compute a’
i according to equation (2)

(10) Read P(ai
′) from Pa

(11) If Wi+2 <Wi+1 + P(ai
′) //If the probability goes up

(12) Sβi−1,i,i+1
′ � βi−1′ , βi

′, βi+1′ //Update the subsequence
(13) Wi+2 � Wi+1 + P(ai

′)//Update the acceleration sequence
(14) Update Sa, ai � ai

′ //Update the probability
(15) Update Pa //Update the table of acceleration probability distribution
(16) End If
(16) End For
(17) End For
(18) End For
(19) End For
(20) Return Sβ′ � β1′, β2′, . . . , βn

′ 

ALGORITHM 2: Statistical Trajectory Restoration.
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3.3. Ship Behavior Classification Algorithm. Vessels have
different or even conflicting navigation behaviors in the voyage
cycle. For example, when the vessel starts sailing, the trajectory
is in one direction, and the shape of the trajectory is short and
dense.When the vessel goes to the target location at high speed,
the trajectory is characterized by long distance, less turning,
and smoothness. When the vessel reaches the target location,
the trajectory is characterized by periodic repeated folding.
Mixing different and conflicting trajectory features is not
conducive to improving the accuracy of prediction. After
obtaining the trajectory repaired in the previous section, this
section mainly introduces the vessel behavior classification
algorithm based on D-KMeans (DBSCAN-KMeans), which is
used to distinguish different behavior patterns. )e behavior
sets are used for model training.

Ship locations are considered as spatial data; similar
vessel behaviors can be given as clusters with enough spatial
proximity. From the characteristics of vessel behaviors, we
found that the DBSCANmeets the requirement of extracting
the behavior trajectories. In the DBSCAN, it is necessary to
specify two parameters, MinPts and ϵ, which are the smallest
number of vessels in a cluster and the sailing radius to a
behavioral cluster. When vessels are sailing, a distance be-
tween vessels is typically calculated by the Mercator method.
)e distance unit of the Mercator method is sea mile. When
the DBSCAN is applied to oceanographic data such as AIS
data, the Mercator method is more accurate than the Euclid
method to calculate the distance between two data points.
Moreover, the time complexity of the Mercator method is
similar to the Euclid method. )erefore, it is more rea-
sonable to adopt the Mercator method in vessel trajectory
clustering.

After clustering by DBSCAN, a large number of clusters
C � (C1, C2, . . . , Cm) are generated. To merge these clusters
into three vessel behaviors, KMeans is required. Because the
points belonging to the same behavior have similar speed,
KMeans is expected to cluster the average speed set
V � μ(1), μ(2), . . . , μ(m) ; μ(i) is the average speed of points
in Ci. In KMeans, the data are divided into k clusters, setting
the k value of KMeans to 3; by calculating the average speed
of each cluster in the result of the previous step, and merging
the first-step clusters with similar average speed, three types
of vessel behaviors were obtained.

)e algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3. )e D-KMeans
flow is described below:

(1) )e DBSCAN algorithm is used to cluster the vessel
trajectory points that received outliers repair in
section 3.3 to obtain the first-step clustering result.

(2) )e average speed set of each cluster
V � (μ(1), μ(2), . . . , μ(m)) is calculated from the first-
step clustering result C � C1, C2, . . . , Cm  in step
(1).

(3) With k � 3, the KMeans algorithm is used for the
second-step clustering of average speed set
V � μ(1), μ(2), . . . , μ(m) . )is is to obtain the three
behaviors of the vessel, including setting sail,
crossing waterway, and working.

3.4. Stacked-BiGRUs Model. After obtaining the vessel be-
havior set in the previous section, we used the behavior set to
train the Stacked-BiGRUs model. As shown in Figure 4, the
Stacked-BiGRUs model includes an input layer, three
BiGRU units, and a dense layer.

)e trajectory data are vectorized, and the trajectory
points of several consecutive time steps are used as an input
trajectory l � [p1, p2, . . . , pn].

To ensure dimensionless interference, the trajectory data
were standardized before being used as the input trajectory of
the model. )e z-score standardization method was used to
process the longitude and latitude in the trajectory data sep-
arately. As shown in Equation (3), l is the input trajectory, u is
the mean of the series, σ is the standard deviation of the series,
and l � [p1′, p2′, . . . , pn

′] is the normalized input trajectory.

l′ �
l − u

σ
. (3)

In the trajectory prediction task, the bidirectional re-
current neural network processes the entire trajectory in the
forward and reverse orders, and each output node comprises
complete context information at the current time. )e bi-
directional GRU (BiGRU) structure is shown in Figure 5.
)e first GRU network processes the forward vessel tra-
jectory, whereas the second GRU network processes the
reverse vessel trajectory. )e outputs of the forward and
reverse networks are spliced into the final output
ht � (ht1, ht2) after each time step. Compared with an or-
dinary GRU, the BiGRU has additional feature extraction.

In the forward calculation process, the trajectory
[p1′, p2′, . . . , pn

′] is input into the forward GRU unit, and the
hidden layer output of the forward unit is saved. In the
backward calculation process, input the trajectory
[pn
′, pn−1′, . . . , p1′] into the backward GRU unit, and save the

output of the backward hidden layer. At each moment,
concatenate the corresponding output results; the output of
the BiGRU layer is [h1, h2, . . . , hn].

)e dense layer maps the output to the target dimension,
and the result pre of the Stacked-BiGRUs model is the next
location of the vessel. )e output pre should be mapped to
the original dimension of the sample pre′.

pre′ � σpre + u. (4)

Multi-step prediction of vessel trajectory can be realized
using the sliding window method. Figure 6 is a schematic
diagram of the sliding window method, in which the window
size is 5 and the number of response steps is 1. For the tra-
jectory on the left, the sliding window inputs the historical
trajectory from t-4 to t, and outputs the predicted point pre′ at
t+1. For the trajectory on the right, the historical trajectory
point from t-3 to t and pre′ was taken as input, and the
predicted trajectory point at t+2was the predicted point. In this
way, the predicted trajectory of any time step can be output.

To evaluate the model, the mean square error (MSE) and
the mean absolute error (MAE) were used to evaluate the
effect of trajectory prediction. MSE is the squared expec-
tation of the difference between the predicted value and the
true value; MAE is the average of the absolute error.
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Experimental Environment and Dataset. )e platform
hardware configuration was a 2.9GHz six-core Intel i5-
9400CPU with 16GB memory and Intel UHD Graphics 630.
)e following frameworks were used in the development

process: Python 3.7-based deep learning framework TensorFlow
2.0 and Keras, Scikit-learn for data processing, and GeoPandas
and MovingPandas for trajectory analysis and visualization.

)e dataset was selected from the data of vessels in the
East China Sea, containing more than 100GB of AIS point
information collected from different types of vessels. )e
data were stored in the Analytical Massively Parallel Pro-
cessing (MPP) database in real time, and the spatial con-
nection and spatial index (PostGIS) were established
simultaneously to realize the rapid extraction of trajectory
data at a specific time and area. Between January 28 and
February 1, 2021, 624,307 AIS data points from 522 vessels
were selected as experimental data.

(i) Input: Samples to be clustered L, sailing radius ϵ, the smallest number of vessels in a cluster MinPts, number of behaviors k

(ii) Output: clustering results Act

(1) Mark all points in L � p1, p2, . . . , pn  as unvisited//Start DBSCAN clustering
(2) Calculate the matrix M, with each cell representing the Mercator distance between each two points
(3) Do
(4) Randomly select an unvisited point pi

(5) Mark pi as visited
(6) Initialize C � ∅
(7) If there are at least MinPts points in ϵ field of pi, then//)emercator distance between two points can be found in the M
(8) Initialize Ctemp � ∅, add p to Ctemp
(9) Let N be the points set in the ϵ field of pi

(10) For each pi
′ in N

(11) If pi
′ is unvisited, then

(12) Mark pi
′ as visited

(13) If there are at least MinPts points in the ϵ field of pi
′, then

(14) Add points to N

(15) End If
(16) If pi

′ is not a member of any cluster, then
(17) Add pi

′ to Ctemp
(18) End If
(19) End If
(20) End For
(21) Add Ctemp to C

(22) Else mark pi as noise point
(23) End If
(24) Until all the points are marked, C � C1, C2, . . . , Cm  //DBSCAN clustering is complete
(25) Compute the average speed set V � μ(1), μ(2), . . . , μ(m)  of each Ci in C � C1, C2, . . . , Cm 

(26) Select k points as the initial center point: μ(1), μ(2), . . . , μ(k)  //Start KMeans clustering
(27) Do
(28) Initialize Acti � ∅(1≤ i≤ k)

(29) For x(j) in V � μ(1), μ(2), . . . , μ(m)  do
(30) Compute the speed difference between x(j) and μ(i)

(31) )e cluster label of x(j) was determined according to the nearest cluster center
(32) Add x(j) to the nearest cluster: Acti � Acti ∪ x(j) 

(33) For i � 1, 2, . . . , k do
(34) Compute the new cluster center: (μ(i))’ � 1/|Acti|x∈Acti

x

(35) If (μ(i))′ � μ(i), then
(36) Update (μ(i))′ as the cluster center
(37) End If
(38) End For
(39) End For
(40) Until the update of all clusters is complete//KMeans clustering is complete
(41) Return Act � Act1,Act2, . . . ,Actk  //Behavior classification is complete

ALGORITHM 3: D-KMeans.
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Figure 4: Structure of a Stacked-BiGRUs model.
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4.2. Anchor Trajectory Elimination. )e anchor trajectory
elimination algorithm is based on speed constraints; hence,
it was necessary to perform statistical analysis on the speed
of the Zhoushan offshore vessel. )e primary research object
of this study was a small vessel with a length of less than
60m.)e hull was characterized by small linear dimensions,
low mass, small acceleration, and stopping inertia. )ere-
fore, it was easily affected by external forces during move-
ment. When the length of this type of vessel is twice the
length of the berth, the speed of the vessel can be controlled
below 0.3 knots.

From Figure 7, the speed of the vessels in the dataset is
approximately two knots, and the remaining speeds are
distributed between 0 and 0.5 knots and between 4 and 12
knots. )e position of the vessel below 0.3 knots represents
the anchoring state of the vessel. In the experiment, the
anchor speed threshold VT in the algorithm was set to 0.3
knots and the time step Ts was set to 5.

)e experiment uses the dataset marked with anchor
trajectories to test the algorithm performance. )e dataset
contains a total of 39,662 AIS trajectory points of 58 vessels,
of which 16,411 trajectory points are vessel anchor points,
and 17 vessels are completely berthed vessels. Table 1 shows
the comparison of the number of stopped vessels and the
number of anchored AIS points before and after processing
the dataset by the algorithm. )e results show that the total
number of vessels processed by the algorithm has decreased
by 17, all completely berthed vessels have been identified,
and their anchoring trajectories have been eliminated; all
points are reduced by 41%, and the total number of anchor
points is reduced by 97.9%, indicating that the anchor
trajectory elimination algorithm can effectively eliminate
most of the anchor trajectories.)e remaining anchor points
that have not been cleared are mainly composed of abnormal
points.

)e visualization comparison of the chart before and
after the algorithm processing is shown in Figure 8. )e line
segments of different colors represent the AIS trajectories of
different vessels. )e dense ring-shaped trajectories in the
figure represent the trajectory data of the floating and an-
chored vessels. Affected by wind and ocean currents, it
reciprocates in a small area. )e picture on the right shows
the processed chart trajectory. Compared to the left picture,
the anchor trajectories are completely eliminated, which
proves that the algorithm has a better processing effect.

4.3. Trajectory Restoration. After eliminating anchor tra-
jectories, a section of the vessel trajectory that includes 1527
AIS points was selected to carry out experiments; the anchor
trajectory was eliminated and the trajectory was split into a
longitude and latitude sequence. )e latitude sequence was
selected as an example to show the repair result. Gaussian
noise was added to the true sequence to obtain a dirty se-
quence, as shown in Figure 9.

)e max repair range εmax ,lat changed from one to four,
as shown in Figure 10. As the repair cost increased, the repair
effect increased accordingly. )e repaired curve gradually
fitted the real curve before Gaussian noise was added.

Figure 11 is a graph of the RMSE of curve repair versus
repair cost. Experimental results show that when the repair
cost was four, the repair effect was strong, and the RMSE
reached 0.0131, which is 58.9% lower than when the repair
cost was one.

4.4. Classification of Ship Behavior. After repairing the
outliers, the two-stage vessel trajectory flow clustering al-
gorithm D-KMEANS was used to extract the trajectory of
vessels crossing the waterway, as shown in Figure 12. We
chose a vessel that has been processed in the previous
section; the trajectory of the vessel 271217 contained 2459
AIS points. )e vessel had experienced multiple departure
and return cycles, and the behaviors of the vessel in different
voyages had obvious temporal and spatial characteristics.
We considered the historical trajectory data as the sample L

and used the D-KMEANS algorithm for clustering.

(1) We calculated the distance between each point of the
trajectory and stored it as a Mercator distance ma-
trix. )e density of DBSCAN reached a radius of 3.6,
the minimum sample value was 2, and the 2459
points in L were clustered. )e spatial clustering
results were clustered into 266 categories, as shown
in Figure 12. Of these, 23 categories contained only
one piece of data, which were outliers.

(2) We excluded abnormal categories, leaving 243 cat-
egories to form a new sample L′. We then calculated
the average speed of each type of AIS point and
recorded the average speed set of all as V. )e first
step of clustering was complete.

Second, we performed a second-step clustering of the
average speed set using KMEANS, as follows:

(1) We clustered the average velocity set k into three
categories.)e average speed cluster between 0.5 and
1.5 knots was classified as low speed, the average
speed cluster between 1.5 and 3 knots was classified
as medium speed, and the average speed cluster
between 5.5 and 11 knots was classified as high speed.
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Figure 7: Box diagram of vessel speed.
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Each average speed in V was labeled as low speed,
medium speed, or high speed.

(2) We used the label obtained in step (1) to divide the
266 classes in L′ into three classes. Finally, the second
stage of clustering was complete.

As shown in Figure 13, clusters formed by blue dots
represent low-speed trajectories, red squares represent
medium-speed trajectories, and green triangles represent
high-speed trajectories. )is distribution shows the
following obvious behavioral characteristics: when the
vessel was in the initial state, its speed was slow; when the

vessel entered the waterway to sail to the work area, its
speed increased, and when the vessel reached its desti-
nation for operation, its speed was medium. Table 2 lists
the relationship between the speed and vessel behavior.
)is study used the green high-speed trajectory of a
vessel sailing in a waterway as an example to perform the
next prediction.

4.5. Trajectory Prediction. )e dataset was divided into the
following three parts: training set, verification set, and test
set, with a ratio of 6 : 2 : 2. )e training set was used to train

Table 1: Comparison of data before and after anchor trajectory eliminating.

State Number of vessels Number of points Number of berthed vessels Number of anchor points
Before 58 39662 17 16411
After 39 23578 0 327
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the model. In the training process, the verification set was
employed to verify the performance of the model and im-
prove its generalization ability. )e test set was used to
generate some prediction results. )e Adam optimizer was

used as the activation function of the hidden and output
layers. )e selectable range of the batch size was {16, 32, 64,
128, and 256}, and the experimental results of different batch
size parameters are shown in Table 3.
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)e training process is shown in Figure 14. )e three
models had fast iteration speeds in the first three rounds.
When the number of training rounds was approximately
150, the models reached the extremum. )e MSE of the
LSTMmodel was 0.0037 and theMAEwas 0.036; theMSE of
the stacked-BiLSTM model was 0.0021 and the MAE was
0.0194; and the MSE of the stacked-BiGRU was 0.0018 and

the MAE was 0.0191. )e deep bidirectional structure had
additional feature extraction; therefore, the stacked-BiLSTM
model and the stacked-BiGRU model presented lower
errors.

)e stacked-BiGRU and stacked-BiLSTM models had
similar losses. When the number of training rounds was
approximately 10, theMSE of the stacked-BiGRUmodel was

271217
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Figure 12: First-stage DBSCAN clustering result. First, we performed the first-step clustering of the trajectory using the DBSCAN
algorithm, as follows:
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Figure 13: Second-stage KMeans clustering result.

Table 2: Comparison of data before and after anchor trajectory eliminating.

Speed status Ground speed (knots) Ship behavior
Low speed 0.5< Sog≤ 1.5 Setting sail
Medium speed 1.5< Sog≤ 5.5 Working
High speed 5.5< Sog≤ 12 Crossing waterway
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Table 3: Comparison of the experimental results of different batch size parameters.

Model Metrics
Batch size

16 32 64 128 256

LSTM MSE 0.00383 0.00371 0.00472 0.00611 0.0093
MAE 0.0378 0.0363 0.0465 0.0505 0.0721

Stacked-BiLSTMs MSE 0.00221 0.00209 0.00313 0.00422 0.00627
MAE 0.0202 0.0194 0.0298 0.0441 0.0602

Stacked-BiGRUs MSE 0.00184 0.00180 0.00247 0.00317 0.0544
MAE 0.0216 0.0191 0.0207 0.0322 0.0511
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0.004, while the stacked-BiLSTMmodel reached this value at
the 20th round. )e stacked-BiGRU model converged faster
mainly because the gate of the GRU unit was more simplified
than the LSTM unit.

We also compared the impact of anchor trajectory
elimination, outlier repair, and behavior classification im-
provement on different recurrent neural network models. As
shown in Figure 15, the MSE of the improved model was
27% lower than that of the unimproved model on average,
and the MAE was 46% lower than that of the unimproved
model. )e model converges after 55 epochs on average
before improvement, and the improved model converges
after 26 epochs. )e results show that the improved model
has quicker convergence rapidity and less error. )is is
because after improving, the abnormal data were eliminated,
and the characteristics of the trajectory data were more
concentrated, making it easier to analyze the inherent laws of
the trajectory data.

)e results of the simulation prediction are shown in
Figure 16. From a path plan developed by the test, using a
flexible window, the output of the previous model was used
as the new trajectory data input, the planning model results
at the corresponding time were repeatedly generated, and
the predictions were 100 trajectories of flight trajectories.
)e online green line represents the historical trajectory, the
blue line represents the predicted trajectory, and the red line
represents the real trajectory. )e predicted trajectory ba-
sically fitted the real trajectory, achieving a good trajectory
prediction effect.

5. Conclusions

Trajectory prediction is a key requisite for navigation; in this
research, to further improve the quality of maritime navi-
gation in IoV, we considered the influence of anchor tra-
jectory, trajectory abnormal points, and different vessel
behavior characteristics on trajectory prediction, and

designed an improved vessel trajectory prediction model
based on a recurrent neural network. For the anchor tra-
jectory in the data, an anchor trajectory elimination algo-
rithm was proposed to detect and eliminate abnormal data.
A statistical trajectory restoration algorithmwas proposed to
repair the abnormal points in the trajectory. )e vessel
behavior classification algorithm D-KMEANS realized the
extraction of different vessel behavior trajectories. Finally, a
Stacked-BiGRUs model was built, and the sliding window
was used to iteratively predict the position of the vessel at
any step length.

)e experimental results of the data processing part
showed that the proposed algorithm achieved the expected
results in terms of anchor trajectory elimination, trajectory
repair, and vessel behavior classification. )e comparative
experiment of prediction models proved the performance of
the Stacked-BiGRUs model in terms of prediction accuracy
and convergence speed. )is was mainly because the bidi-
rectional model extracted additional features of the data, and
the simplified gate structure of the GRU unit improved the
training efficiency. )e comparative experiments to verify
the accuracy of the model showed the mean square error of
the improved model is 0.0018 and the mean absolute error is
0.0191, which are reduced by 27% and 46%, depicting that
the improved method can effectively improve prediction
accuracy. )e processing eliminated anchor trajectories and
repaired abnormal data, and behavior classification resulted
in a higher concentration of the characteristics of the vessel
trajectory data, which made it convenient for the model to
mine the inherent laws of trajectory data. Owing to this, the
method proposed in this study may be well suited to pro-
actively assist collision avoidance systems in ports and
offshore areas.
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HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS) technologies such as dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH) and common media
application format (CMAF) are now used extensively to deliver live streaming services to large numbers of viewers. However, in
dynamic networks, inaccurate bandwidth prediction may result in the wrong request of bitrate, and short-term network
fluctuations may produce glitches, causing unnecessary bitrate switching, thereby degrading clients’ Quality of Experience (QoE).
To tackle this, we propose adaptive bandwidth prediction and smoothing glitches in low-latency live streaming (called APSG) in
this article. Concretely, firstly, the size of random bandwidth fluctuations is exploited as the weight of exponentially weighted
moving average (EWMA) for adaptive bandwidth prediction; in addition to bandwidth prediction and buffer occupancy, glitches
phenomena under a stable network environment are taken into account to enhance the viewing experience of clients. Finally,
experimental results show that compared to traditional ABR algorithms under a stable network environment, APSG could reduce
the number of bitrate switches and latency by up to 72.6% and 27.3%, respectively; under a dynamic network environment, APSG
could reduce the number of bitrate switches and latency by up to 53.8% and 23.6%, respectively.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the development of mobile networks and
streaming technologies has enabled clients to watch live
streaming on their mobile devices at any time, with video
accounting for 67% of global traffic in 2016 and expected to
reach 80% by 2022, according to Cisco’s Annual Visual
Networking Index Report [1]. Today, live streaming plat-
forms, such as Huya and Douyu, attract millions of active
clients, and video content providers have become more
interested in live streaming as client’s engagement will di-
rectly increase commercial revenue. )is trend means that
high-quality videos with fewer switches, lower latency, less
rebuffering, and higher bitrate need to be provided to clients.

In DASH, the video is divided into multiple segments,
each with a duration of approximately 2 to 10 seconds, and
encoded at different bitrates and resolutions [2]. On the

client’s side, the ABR algorithm takes into account network
environments or buffer occupancy to pick the right bitrate
for the clients and fetch it from the server. In a traditional
video on demand (VoD) scenario, DASH has a large end-to-
end latency due to the fact that the entire segment is
completely downloaded before it is added to the playback
buffer and queued for playback. If the buffer content is
empty, then the rebuffering will occur. In live streaming, the
latency is generated by the process of capturing video from
the anchor to the server and decoding it by the client. )e
latency is proportional to the size of the segment, and if the
duration of the segment is reduced to achieve the purpose of
reducing the latency, then the number of requests and the
round-trip time (RTT) will increase significantly. In order to
achieve target latency without reducing the duration of the
segments, CMAF is a method [3]. CMAF can divide the
segments into smaller chunks and then transmit them by
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HTTP.When the coding of the chunk is completed, it will be
sent to the client, and the remaining chunks of the segment
will be sent without additional requests; it is unnecessary to
send them to the client only after the coding of the entire
segment is completed. CMAF significantly reduces latency.

CMAF could reduce latency but bring new challenges;
bandwidth measurement becomes nonnegligible. )e big-
gest difference between live streaming and VoD is that live
content is generated in real time. Bandwidth measurement
usually uses the size of the segment divided by the download
time of the segment in the VoD. However, HTTP does not
provide a download start time for each chunk within the
segment. If the requested chunk is not encoded, it is nec-
essary to wait until the chunks coding is completed to send it
to the client. During this period, there must be idle times
between the two chunks. VoD’s bandwidth measurement
method will underestimate the download rate [4–6]. )e
ABR algorithm will choose a low bitrate, directly reducing
the client’s QoE. To solve this problem, Bentaleb et al.
proposed the first solution to calculate the bandwidth
through the sliding window moving average (SWMA)
bandwidth measurement method [7]. When the chunk
download rate is close to the average download rate of the
segment, this chunk must be disregarded. Although the
problem of bandwidth underestimation is solved, the
bandwidth will be overestimated, and it is more likely to
rebuffer when watching live streaming. In order to solve the
problem of bandwidth overestimation, Ozcelik and Ersoy
considered the whole segment and subtracted the download
end time of the consecutive chunks [8]. If the value is less
than the average download time of the segment, then it is
considered that there are no idle times between the two
chunks.)ese chunks are used to approximate the download
time of the remaining chunks within the segment and reduce
the impact of idle times.

Once the exact bandwidth has been measured, the two
most important parts are bandwidth prediction and bitrate
selection. Traditional bandwidth prediction methods based
on time series models are weighted to historical data, which
can be estimated online in real-time. Fixed parameters or
weights are difficult to apply to all network situations, a
smaller number of samples may produce unstable prediction
values when the bandwidth changes drastically, and the
correlation between premature historical data and current
bandwidth is weak. When the bandwidth is at a certain
point, there is a glitches phenomenon (i.e., the stable net-
work suddenly changes and then gets back to the original
network state), and the bitrate changes accordingly. )is
unnecessary bitrate switching will directly affect the client’s
viewing experience.

To address the above issues, firstly, this article proposes
an adaptive bandwidth prediction method, which calculates
the network stability factor based on historical data, designs
the weight values based on the network stability factor, and
obtains the adaptive bandwidth prediction values by
EWMA. )en APSG algorithm is proposed for smoothing
glitches. )e bandwidth is differentiated into a stable and
dynamic network environment by calculating the network
stability factor.)e glitches phenomenon is smoothed under

a stable network environment.)is article takes into account
both bandwidth prediction and buffer occupancy and adopts
corresponding strategies to select the appropriate bitrate.
APSG algorithm is implemented under the DASH.js ref-
erence player [9] and extensive experiments have been done
under different network environments. )e experiments
enable APSG to compare with two traditional algorithms in
terms of live latency, average bitrate, and the number of
bitrate switches.

)e rest of this article is organized as follows. Related
work is provided in Section 2, followed by the details for the
APSG scheme in Section 3. Section 4 presents the experi-
mental evaluation, and Section 5 concludes the article.

2. Related Work

In the past decade, many ABR algorithms have been pro-
posed, which can be divided into four main categories: (1)
available bandwidth-based adaptive bitrate algorithms; (2)
playback buffer-based adaptive bitrate algorithms; (3) mixed
adaptive bitrate algorithms; and (4) data-driven adaptive
bitrate algorithms.

(1) Available bandwidth-based adaptive bitrate algo-
rithms: in this type of scheme, the most important
thing is to accurately predict bandwidth. Jiang et al.
proposed an algorithm called FESTIVE, which
mitigates bandwidth jitter caused by stop-and-wait
mechanisms by optimizing video chunks scheduling
and uses harmonic mean to predict bandwidth [10].
)e PANDA proposed by Li et al. uses an EWMA
with a weight of 0.2 for bandwidth prediction [11].
Bentaleb et al. implemented a CMAF-based band-
width measurement algorithm for live streaming and
recursive least-squares- (RLS-) based bandwidth
prediction [7]. However, the bandwidth overesti-
mation problem occurs when the idle time increases.
Ozcelik and Ersoy further addressed the problem of
bandwidth overestimation due to idle times based on
[7] and used an EWMA method with a weight of 0.9
to calculate the available bandwidth for the next
segment [8]. van der Hooft et al. proposed an HTTP/
2-based algorithm that discards unimportant frames
within a segment when the selected bitrate does not
match the available bandwidth [12]. Existing work
has shown that selecting the next bitrate based on
inaccurate bandwidth prediction values can cause
low-quality video or playback rebuffering.

(2) Playback buffer-based adaptive bitrate algorithms: in
this type of scheme, clients use the playout buffer
occupancy as a criterion to select the next segment
bitrate during video playback. Huang et al. proposed
a buffer-based bitrate selection algorithm called
BBA, which selects the bitrate based on a linear
function aimed at maximizing the average video
quality and avoiding unnecessary rebuffering events
[13]. Spiteri et al. designed a buffer-based online
control algorithm that uses Lyapunov optimization
techniques to minimize rebuffering and maximize
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video quality [14]. Essentially, these two algorithms
are mapping the current buffer occupancy. Huang
et al. developed a QoE model, including rebuffering,
the number of bitrate switches, and video quality,
and formulated the problem as a nonlinear stochastic
optimal control problem [15]. A dynamic buffer-
based controller is designed for DASH using control
theory to determine the bitrate of each segment. Qin
et al. proposed a framework for PIA by further
analyzing ABR video streaming based on propor-
tional-integral-derivative (PID) control and com-
bining several ABR algorithms to address various
business requirements [16]. Both of these approaches
use a PID controller to control the buffer occupancy.
)e adaptive bitrate algorithm based on the playback
buffer has many limitations, the most serious being
that in low-latency live streaming scenarios, the size
of the buffer that can be used is drastically reduced,
especially under long-term bandwidth fluctuations;
there are problems of overall low QoE, unstable
selection of bitrates, and too many bitrate switches.

(3) Mixed bitrate algorithms: in this type of scheme,
clients select bitrate based on the combination of
metrics, including available bandwidth and buffer
occupancy. Pioneering this critical work was Yin et al.,
who modelled bitrate adaptation as a stochastic op-
timal control problem, proposing a model predictive
control (MPC) approach to model cache dynamics
and then select the bitrate by optimizing the overall
QoE function based on bandwidth prediction and
current buffer occupancy as inputs [17], but MPC is
sensitive to bandwidth prediction errors and network
jitter. A fuzzy logic-based bitrate adaptive algorithm
and prediction mechanism was proposed that takes
into account buffer occupancy and the prediction of
available network bandwidth in order to be able to
respond proactively to requests [18]. Reference [19]
considered the joint decision of two factors and
minimized video bitrate switching. Yarnagula et al.
designed a segment-aware rate adaptation (SARA)
algorithm by considering segment size to predict the
time to download the next segment [20].

(4) Data-driven adaptive bitrate algorithms: CS2P pro-
posed by Sun uses a hidden Markov model to design
a prediction model by analyzing the evolution tra-
jectory of download rate [21]. In [22, 23], an ABR
algorithm is based on deep reinforcement learning.
With the powerful approximation ability of the
neural network, the best mapping between various
states and bitrate selection is learned. However, when
encountering untrained network environments,
the overall QoE will be very poor. Another disad-
vantage is that it is difficult to reproduce these ABR
algorithms based on deep reinforcement learning
[24, 25].

)e approach used in this paper is based on a joint
decision between bandwidth prediction and current buffer

occupancy. On the one hand, the adaptive bandwidth
prediction method is used to improve bandwidth prediction
accuracy; on the other hand, the APSG method is used to
solve the glitches phenomenon, thus significantly improving
the quality of service experience for clients.

3. Proposed APSG

In this article, APSG is designed to improve bandwidth
prediction accuracy and eliminate glitches caused by
bandwidth fluctuations under different network environ-
ments. Figure 1 shows the components of the APSG in
DASH.js [9], which contains five parts: (1) bandwidth
measurement module; (2) bandwidth prediction module; (3)
ABR control module; (4) logger module; and (5) playback
speed control module. )is section will introduce each
module in the DASH.js player and elaborate on the details.
)e list of notations used in APSG is given in Table 1.

3.1. APSGProcess. )is article selects the appropriate bitrate
for clients to match the current network environments.
Firstly, the download rate is measured based on the history
of the segment after removing the idle times; then, the
proposed prediction method is used to get the predicted
value of the download rate of the next segment. )en the
current buffer occupancy and bandwidth prediction are
combined to jointly determine the bitrate of the next seg-
ment to be requested and subsequently place the down-
loaded video in the playback buffer and determine the buffer
status and whether the playback speed control module needs
to be invoked.

3.2. APSG Design. )e next section of this article describes
the core functional design and implementation details of the
APSG.

3.2.1. Bandwidth Measurement Module. )e module uses a
heuristic bandwidth measurement method that is able to
reduce the impact of idle times on the calculation of
download rates. As mentioned earlier, the chunks are
encoded and transmitted at the same time, chunks that are
not encoded to completion become unavailable, and
unavoidable idle time is generated between two consec-
utive chunks. )erefore, this article uses the bandwidth
measurement method of [8]. )e method is shown as
follows.

Firstly, this article expresses the size and download time
of each chunk in a segment as a sequence: Li � x1

i ,

x2
i , x3

i , . . . , xn
i }; there are n chunks in each segment, t

j

i de-
notes the download end time of the ith segment’s jth chunk,
and s

j
i denotes the size of the ith segment’s jth chunk. We

can know the download end time but do not know the
download start time of each chunk, so we use the download
end time of consecutive chunks subtracted from each other
as the download time of each chunk.)e average arrival time
of successive chunks in each segment is as follows:
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ti �
t
n
i − t

1
i

n − 1
. (1)

Secondly, these chunks are considered to be unaffected
by the encoding side and has already been encoded at the
time of request without idle times if the chunks are
downloaded faster than the average arrival time. Place these
chunks in an additional sequence Li

′:

Li
′ � x

j
i , s.t.tji − t

j−1
i ≤ ti∀x

j
i ∈ L. (2)

)en use the chunks in Li
′ to calculate an approximate

download rate ρi:
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j
i

Ti
′

,

Ti
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j
i − t
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(3)

Once the approximate download rate is obtained, the
total size of the remaining chunks and ρi are used to estimate
the effective download time, reducing the effect of idle times
in this step:

Ti �


x
j

i
∈ L/L′( )s

j
i

ρi

. (4)

)erefore, the average download rate of the ith segment
is calculated according to Ti

′ + Ti of (3) and (4):

Bi �


x
j

i
∈Ls

j

i

Ti
′ + Ti

. (5)

3.2.2. Bandwidth Prediction Module. )is module dynam-
ically and adaptively predicts bandwidth in the APSG. It
consists of two phases: Phase 1, which calculates the size of
network fluctuation; Phase 2, which adaptively predicts the
bandwidth of the next segment based on phase 1.

At phase 1, firstly, it is necessary to distinguish whether
the network environments are transient jitter or long-term
changes, and this article introduces a network stability factor
α, the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean of a set of
data to indicate the size of the fluctuation. α is calculated by
the actual download rate of the lastm segments of the sliding
window and constructing a set Bi−m+1, Bi−m+2, · · · , Bi . )e
network stability factor is calculated as shown in the fol-
lowing equation:

α �

���������������������������


i
j�i−m+1 Bj − 1/m 

i
j�i−m+1 Bj 

2


1/m 
i
j�i−m+1 Bj

. (6)
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Figure 1: APSG overview in DASH.js reference play.

Table 1: List of notations.

Notation Meaning
Bi Download rate of the ith segment
ti Average download time of the ith segment
t
j
i Download time of the jth chunk of the ith segment

x
j
i )e jth chunk of the ith segment in the extra sequence

s
j

i Size of the jth chunk of the ith segment
Ti Download time of the ith segment
Ti
′ Download time of the ith segment without idle times

ρi Approximate coefficient of the ith segment
α Network stability factor
θ Network stability factor threshold
Bi )e predicted bandwidth of the ith segment
ri Bitrate of the ith segment
k k segments in the video sequence
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α characterizes the dispersion of the download rate of the
nearest m segments. When the value of α is small, it means
that there is little fluctuation in bandwidth during the pe-
riod, but there may be glitches, and those transient changes
can seriously affect the client’s viewing experience, so the
network stability factor is designed to find and eliminate
glitches.)e network stability factor threshold θ is defined to
measure the fluctuation of the bandwidth. )e current
network environment is considered to be in a stable network
environment if α belongs to (0, θ); otherwise, it is considered
to be in a dynamic network environment.

Bandwidth prediction for chunked video streams is not
easy, and to solve this problem, traditional bandwidth
prediction methods are as follows:

(1) Segment-based last bandwidth: the last successfully
downloaded segment is used to predict the next
segment

(2) Sliding Window Moving Average (SWMA) [7]:
using the last three successfully downloaded seg-
ments, find their average

(3) Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA)
[8]: exponentially weighted average bandwidth of the
last four segments

(4) Harmonic mean: the total size of the last five seg-
ments is divided by the total download rate

)e four predictionmethodsmentioned above all share a
common feature, where SWMA and Harmonic have a fixed
window size and EWMA has fixed weights, so there cannot
predict different network environments. For example, when
bandwidth fluctuations are small, there is high prediction
accuracy, but when the fluctuations become larger, too early
measurements are less relevant to the current network
environment. )e player will take a long time to download
the selected chunks of a high prediction value and therefore
may run out of content in the buffer during the download
process, causing rebuffering. In VoD scenarios, the ABR
algorithm usually has enough cached content to absorb
errors, but the playback buffer is small in live streaming
scenarios; the wrong request of bitrate causes rebuffering,
which can seriously affect the client’s viewing experience.
Fixed parameters are difficult to apply to all network
environments.

So, in phase 2, an adaptive bandwidth prediction method
is designed in this article. An initial weight αj is set for each
segment based on the network stability factor, j ∈ 0, 1,{

· · · , m − 1};m is the window size. Normalizing these weights
to their geometric sum, the final weights for each segment
are expressed as follows:

αj �
αj

(1 − α)

1 − αm . (7)

Considering that there is a strong correlation between
the bandwidth prediction value and the bandwidth fluctu-
ation, this article needs to choose the appropriate weight and
prediction formula according to the size of the network
stability factor. )e bandwidth prediction formula is
expressed as follows:

Bi+1 �



m

j�0
αjBi−j, 0.6< α< 1,



m

j�0
αm−jBi−j, α> 1,

1
m



m

j�0
Bi−j, others.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(8)

When the network stability factor is less than 0.6, it
means that the network is in a stable state. )e detrimental
effects of the glitch’s phenomenon can be well reduced using
m segments average for prediction. When α is in the other
two ranges, it means that the network changes greatly or
drastically, the average value of historical data as the
bandwidth prediction values may result in a wrong request
of bitrate. )e segment closer to the current moment has a
greater impact on predicting the next segment, so it is given a
greater weight value. From (7), it can be obtained that the
size of the weights varies with the drastic changes in the
network, and we can make predictions adaptively according
to the stability of the network.

3.2.3. ABR Control Module. )e ABR algorithm is the core
of the process and the bitrate chosen directly determines the
client’s viewing experience. In different scenarios, ABR al-
gorithms have different objectives. In the VoD scenario,
there is no buffering requirement. To ensure a better viewing
experience for the clients, it will increase or decrease step by
step rather than changing suddenly because the buffer is
large enough to allow this. However, live streaming requires
fewer switches, lower latency, less rebuffering, and higher
bitrate within the constraints of a small buffer, and an ap-
propriate bitrate is very difficult to choose.

As with typical bitrate adaptation algorithms, the APSG
selects the most appropriate one from the set of available
bitrates. )e downloaded segments are placed in the play-
back buffer, and this article defines four buffer thresholds
and the maximum playback buffer, which are bI bα, bβ, bmax.
bcurr represents the current buffer occupancy. As shown in
Figure 2, all thresholds are defined in terms of time. )e
proposed algorithm uses the joint decision of buffer occu-
pancy and bandwidth prediction to select the bitrate for the
next segment.

)e details of the APSG algorithm are shown in Algo-
rithm 1. R: r0, r1, · · · , rmax  defined as the set of bitrates
available for video in the server. )e buffer threshold bI bα,
bβ, bmax, the network stability factor threshold θ, and the set
of bitrates available R are initialized. )ese parameters do
not change during each experiment. )e bitrate of the next
segment is chosen with knowledge of the following pa-
rameters: Download the bitrate of the current segment
(rcurr), the current buffer occupancy(bcurr), network stability
factor α, the size corresponding to the next available segment
of bitrate si+1(f) � si+1(0), si+1(1), · · · , si+1(max) , and the
adaptive bandwidth prediction value Bi calculated by (8).
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According to the current buffer occupancy and playback
time, the proposed algorithm is divided into four stages,
which are described as follows:

Stage 1 (bcurr ≤ bI or i< 4): there is nothing in the
playback buffer when the video starts to play; the lowest
bitrate is chosen to ensure low initial latency and also to
fill the buffer quickly to avoid rebuffering. )e lowest
bitrate is chosen during the initial playback stage of the
video for two purposes: firstly, the currently known
sample values for download rates are too few to use the
proposed bandwidth prediction method; secondly, it
prevents clients from giving up watching the video due
to rebuffering.
Stage 2 (bcurr ≤ bα): the algorithm enters stage 2 when
the current buffer occupancy is less than bα. At this
stage, the selected bitrate is incremented by one level
and is no longer played at the lowest bitrate, improving
the quality of the video.
Stage 3 (bα < bcurr ≤ bβ): when the playback buffer oc-
cupancy is between bα and bβ, this is the desired stage in
this article. At this stage, the dynamic changes in the
network environment can be used to determine
whether the current network is in a stable state, and if it
is in a stable state, the glitches phenomenon can be
eliminated based on the choice of bitrate, reducing
unnecessary switching of bitrate and improving the
viewing experience of the client.

Stage 4 (bβ < bcurr ≤ bmax): when the playback buffer
occupancy exceeds bβ, )ere is a risk of video content
overflow, resulting in a lost frame. )e video down-
load is paused until the playback buffer occupancy
returns to stage 3 in the traditional method. )e
bandwidth resources are wasted, and the proposed
bandwidth prediction method cannot be used because
the download rate cannot be obtained during the
pause. So, a playback speed control module is used to
avoid causing overflow and wasted bandwidth
resources.

3.2.4. Logger Module. )e module regularly records various
metrics such as bitrate, buffer occupancy, rebuffering,
measured bandwidth values, and predicted bandwidth
values.

3.2.5. Playback Speed Control Module. )e client has a
catch-up function that adjusts the playback rate to pull the
player back to the target real-time edge. )e player can keep
itself close to the target latency by controlling the playback
rate, which relies on the assumption that changes in play-
back rate are not significant enough for the end client at 25%
or less [26]. It, therefore, speeds up or slows down the
playback rate within a range of (0.75, 1.25) depending on the
difference between the target latency and the current latency.
To determine the actual value in this range, this article relies
on the default implementation in the DASH.js player, which
uses a sigmoid function.

4. Experimental Result

4.1. Experimental Design

4.1.1. Test Set. As with the existing CMAF-based live servers,
this article uses the video sequence Big Buck Bunny [27],
encoded using x264 [28] into three different bitrates{360p@
200Kbps, 480p@600Kbps, 720p@1000Kbps}. )e encoded
video was then segmented using MP4Box [29] into 0.5-
second segments for DASH and into 0.5-second segments
with 33-millisecond chunks for CMAF-DASH.)e resulting
segments/chunks were used in the DASH.js framework. )e
whole video sequence intercepted the first 300 seconds of Big
Buck Bunny.

4.1.2. Test Platform. In order to build an end-to-end live
streaming system, two Ubuntu 20.04 virtual machines were
built using personal computers, the first running the
DASH.js player in the Google Chrome browser (v97) [30].
Another virtual machine is used to enable the CMAF
wrapped FFmpeg encoder and put it into the server. To
simulate the network, the network bandwidth is controlled
on the server PC using the TC [31] network traffic shaping
tool, a module of the Linux kernel, whose control principle is
to restrict the transmission of packets at the transport layer
so that the data traffic can be shaped.

4.1.3. Bandwidth Configuration. )is article is a live
streaming scenario with a single client exclusive link
bandwidth, and the bandwidth variation is modelled by two
scenarios: a stable network and a dynamic network, the
details of which are depicted in Figure 3. In a stable network,
there are two glitches at 50 and 110 seconds and a sudden
decrease and increase in bandwidth at 220 and 270 seconds,
respectively. )ere are two glitches during the dynamic
network, and the network fluctuates dramatically after 150
seconds.

bαbβbmax

bcurr

0bI

Figure 2: Video playback buffer model.
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4.1.4. ABR Comparison Algorithm. )e proposed APSG was
compared with two traditional algorithms, the available
bandwidth-based bitrate adaptation algorithm FESTIVE

[10] and the buffer-based bitrate adaptation algorithm
(BBA) [13]. Bandwidth is predicted by an average of 5
historical data, and then the maximum bitrate less than the

Data:
R: r0, r1, · · · , rmax : Set of available bitrates
bI, bα, bβ, bmax: Buffer thresholds
θ: Network stability factor threshold
INPUT:
rcurr: Bitrate of the most recently downloaded segment
bcurr: Current playback buffer occupancy (in seconds)
α: Network stability factor
si+1(f) � si+1(0), si+1(1), · · · , si+1(max)  are the (n + 1)th segment sizes for bitrates r0, r1, · · · , rmax 
Bi+1: )e Adaptive bandwidth prediction of the (i + 1)th segment
Initialization
if i< 4 or bcurr < bI;
then

li+1 � r0;
else

if bcurr < bα;
then

li+1 � r1;
else if bcurr < bβ;

then
if α< θ;
then

li+1 � li;
else

li+1 � max rf|rf ∈ R, si+1(f)/Bi+1 ≤ bcurr − bI ;
else if bcurr > bβ;
then

li+1 � max rf|rf ∈ R, si+1(f)/Bi+1 ≤ bcurr − bα ;
end

end
Result:
li+1: )e bitrate of the next segment to be downloaded

ALGORITHM 1: Adaptive prediction and smoothing glitches algorithm.
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Figure 3: Bandwidth configuration. (a) Stable network; (b) dynamic network.
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predicted value is selected in FESTIVE. )e BBA uses a
linear mapping function where the bitrate is chosen based on
the buffer occupancy.

4.1.5. Performance Metrics. )e following performance
metrics are prediction errors and QoE parameters.

(1) Prediction errors: the bandwidth prediction errors
model is based on Root Mean Square Error (RMSE),
which is calculated based on the difference between
the bandwidth prediction and the actual bandwidth
measurement, as follows:

RMSE �

�������������

1
k



k

i�1

Bi − Bi

Bi

 

2



. (9)

(2) QoE parameters: after each segment is downloaded,
this article considers three evaluation metrics of
video average bitrate, the number of bitrate switches,
and latency to analyze the performance of the
proposed algorithms; the rebuffering problem was
not considered because these three algorithms did
not show cache underflow during the experiment.

Bitrate is one of the most important metrics of the client
viewing experience; the higher bitrate brings a better viewing
experience for the clients.

Q
v
i �

1
k



k

i�0
ri. (10)

From the client’s perspective, frequent bitrate switching
is undesirable. Video is easily abandoned because bitrate
switches from high to low; the following formula determines
whether the bitrate switching occurs:

Q
s
i � 

k−1

i�1
ri − ri−1


. (11)

VoD streaming has more relaxed latency requirements
and can use large playback buffers, whereas live streaming
cannot. To maintain interactivity, the most important re-
quirement is low latency. )e latency parameter Td can be
obtained directly in the DASH.js player.

In summary, the QoE model is as follows:

QoEi � μQ
v
i − cQ

s
i − ςTd, (12)

where μ, c, ς are the weights used to calculate the QoE. Each
weight is given the following values: μ� segment duration;
since this article focuses on bitrate switching, a large weight
is given to c, c � 20; the latency is expressed in milliseconds
in Dash.js, ς � 5000. To simplify the representation of QoE, a
normalized QoE with a value between 0 and 1 is used,
N-QoE (QoE/QoEMAX).

4.2. Bandwidth Prediction Accuracy. In this section, the
accuracy of traditional bandwidth predictionmethods [10] is
compared with that of the adaptive prediction methods in

this article. Under the same network environment and
parameters, the same ABR algorithm and playback speed
control module is used in two prediction methods. Ten
experiments were conducted to take the average of each ABR
algorithm. However, this article cannot conclude from the
observations that the proposed prediction method is better
than the traditional method, so there are other aspects to
prove that the proposed prediction is more accurate.

Bandwidth prediction error can be calculated by (9),
which can directly measure the prediction accuracy at each
time. Figure 4 shows the error values at each moment.

According to Figure 4, it can be seen that adaptive
prediction produces lower errors in the stable networks at 50
and 110 seconds and 220 and 270 seconds, while at other
times, these two errors overlap, shown in blue, because the
mean prediction method is used when the network stability
factor is less than θ. )e same results can be clearly seen
under a dynamic network. )e proposed prediction method
is calculated to reduce the error by 2% compared to the
traditional mean prediction error under a stable network
and by 5% under a dynamic network. If the network changes
more and more dramatically, then the proposed prediction
method will be more effective. )e proposed prediction
method is able to withstand small network changes as well as
large ones, in contrast to traditional algorithms that are
slower to respond to bandwidth changes because they only
consider a fixed sample of historical measurements.
)erefore, there is evidence that our prediction method
outperforms the traditional method.

4.3.:eGlitches Phenomenon. In this section, we verify that
APSG can eliminate the glitches phenomenon. Figure 5
shows the bitrate selected results of the three algorithms
in the stable network with bandwidth shown in Figure 3(a).

As can be seen from Figures 5(a) and 5(b), the lowest
bitrate was chosen as the initial playback bitrate of all three
algorithms at the beginning of playback. )e glitches phe-
nomenon was eliminated at 50 and 110 seconds, and the
same bitrate as the previous segment was selected by the
APSG algorithm. In Figure 3(a), the network suddenly
changes immediately back to the original network envi-
ronment, the bitrate selected by the FESTIVE algorithm is
switched at 50 and 110 seconds, and small fluctuations
occurred in 280 seconds, with bandwidth falling below
600Kbps, resulting in lower bitrate requested. Figure 5(c)
shows that the bitrate is selected by the BBA algorithm and it
can be seen that although the glitches are eliminated, it is
switched several times between 220 and 270 seconds when
the network changes. In a live streaming scenario, the buffer
is quite small. Once the network environment changes, the
content of the buffer will continue to increase or decrease,
resulting in fluctuations around the threshold, and the se-
lected bitrate will be switched many times.

Figure 6 shows the bitrate selected results of the three
algorithms in the dynamic network with bandwidth shown
in Figure 3(b). As can also be seen in Figures 6(a) and 6(b),
the proposed algorithm APSG is able to remove the glitches
phenomenon and avoid bitrate switching due to transient
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bandwidth fluctuations. At about 160 seconds, the network
environment becomes worse and the bitrate selection by the
FESTIVE algorithm decreases; however, the APSG

algorithm still maintains the original bitrate. )is is because
the bitrate changes less during this period, and the proposed
bandwidth prediction method is closer to the real network
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Figure 4: Prediction errors for different prediction methods under two network environments. (a) Stable network prediction errors; (b)
dynamic network prediction errors.
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Figure 5: )e bitrate selection results during the stable network; the red line represents the bandwidth and the blue line represents the
selected bitrate. (a) APSG; (b) FESTIVE; (c) BBA.
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Figure 6: )e bitrate selection results during the dynamic network; the red line represents the bandwidth and the blue line represents the
selected bitrate. (a) APSG; (b) FESTIVE; (c) BBA.
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Figure 7: Average bitrate, number of switches, and live latency for different ABR and different networks over 10 runs. (a) Average bitrate;
(b) average number of switches; (c) average live latency.

Table 2: Average bitrate, live latency, and QoE with its metrics.

Avg.Bitrate (Kbps) Avg.Live Latency (s) Avg. Switches Avg.N-QoE
Stable network

APSG 531.334 2.68 3 0.98
FESTIVE [10] 528.667 3.47 9 0.85
BBA [13] 552.000 3.69 11 0.85

Dynamic network
APSG 544.697 2.94 6 0.98
FESTIVE [10] 540.667 3.85 11 0.86
BBA [13] 562.000 3.83 13 0.85
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Figure 8: Average N-QoE.
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environments, so there is no bitrate switching until the
bandwidth is reduced again in 170 seconds. For Figure 7(c),
the bitrate selection is similar to the stable network, where
the appropriate bitrate is selected based on the buffer oc-
cupancy, which tends to ignore the reasonable use of net-
work bandwidth from the playback cache perspective,
resulting in wasted bandwidth resources.

4.4. QoE Performance. )is section shows the comparison
and summary of APSG and two traditional algorithms in
QoE metrics. Table 2 and Figure 7 are QoE indicators of the
three algorithms under two network environments. In terms
of average bitrate, the APSG algorithm compared with the
FESTIVE algorithm has little improvement but less than the
BBA algorithm, the overall change is not big, and video
quality can be considered to remain unchanged. In terms of
switching, the APSG algorithm reduced the number of
switches relative to the FESTIVE algorithm and the BBA
algorithm by 6 and 8 under a stable network and by 5 and 7
under a dynamic network, respectively. In terms of latency,
the APSG algorithm reduces it by 0.79 seconds and 1.15
seconds under a stable network and by 0.91 seconds and 0.75
seconds under a server network, respectively. Because this
article references the playback speed control module of the
DASH.js player, it is able to speed up or slow down the
playback speed within range. As can be seen from the above
results, unnecessary switching is reduced on the basis of
guaranteed bitrate by the APSG algorithm.

Figure 8 shows the N-QoE of different algorithms under
different network environments. It can be seen that the
algorithm proposed has a higher QoE, while the other two
traditional algorithms have a lower overall QoE due to the
excessive number of switches. )e number of bitrate
switches is a key concern in this article, and the QoE ob-
tained by the two traditional algorithms would be lower if
the item is given a higher weight.

5. Conclusion

In this article, an adaptive bitrate scheme called APSG is
proposed to improve prediction accuracy and eliminate the
glitches phenomenon caused by bandwidth fluctuations.)e
ABR decision relies on three main components: (1) band-
width measurement with idle time removed; (2) adaptive
bandwidth prediction based on the size of network fluctu-
ation; (3) a joint decision algorithm based on bandwidth
prediction and buffer occupancy. Results showed that
compared to traditional ABR algorithms stable network
environment, APSG could reduce the number of bitrate
switches and latency by up to 72.6% and 27.3%, respectively,
under a dynamic network environment; APSG could reduce
the number of bitrate switches and latency by up to 53.8%
and 23.6%, respectively, achieving a better video service
experience.

Although this work shows good performance in re-
moving glitches, there is room for improvement. Next, we
will consider making full use of the various network con-
ditions’ scenarios to improve the model and consider the

human subjective factor to improve the quality of
experience.
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With the expansion of cyberspace and the increasing importance of users for privacy protection, anonymous network research has
been further developed, especially for the numerous internet of things (IoT) devices. However, when we repeat the existing
experiment in an anonymous network, there are many problems such as too old version, low realism, poor operability, and so on.
In this paper, we analyzed the design requirements and topology of the new experimental platform. Two topologies with different
levels of complexity are designed. We also set up a practical anonymous network simulation platform called LUNAR with
virtualization, software-defined networking (SDN), and other technologies to solve those problems. )e platform we proposed
supports multiprotocol and reproducible complex networks with centralized management. Finally, we implement our simulation
platform and reproduce two typical attacks, that is, time-linked Tor node reset attack and website fingerprint attacks on)eOnion
Router (Tor) network, to evaluate the platform. Experiments results indicate the practicality and superiority of our simulation
platform in terms of anonymous network simulation.

1. Introduction

Anonymous network is a privacy protection technology that
can protect the private information of the users and the
service providers [1, 2]. It can hide the true identity and
location of one or both parties in the communication so that
the attacker cannot know the sender and receiver of the data,
decrypt the plaintext information or associate the trans-
mission of information between the sender and the receiver.
)e global anonymous network represented by Tor [3] and
I2P [4] is widely used in the fields of anonymous access,
anonymous communication, and hidden services [5, 6].
)ese networks have millions of daily users and thousands of
relay nodes. Users use anonymous network such as Tor to
conduct web pages, browse, online communication, and
virtual trade. Due to the characteristics of anonymity, the
dark web [7] has two sides. On the one hand, it can be used
to protect the privacy of Internet users; on the other hand, it
can also be concealed criminal traces or other malicious
behavior [8].

1.1. Related Work. Since the birth of the anonymous net-
work, the research on its security about the simulation
platform has never stopped [9–15]. For example, [16]
proposes a method for connecting IoT devices in a client-
server configuration to utilize the Tor network for
addressing and secure communication between IoTand CPS
devices. Reference [17] introduces a new approach to
exploiting Tor’s anonymous communication to handle
distributed attacks against smart devices on the Internet and
demonstrates the effectiveness of Tor in IoT devices. Ref-
erence [18] designs a higher bandwidth Onion IoT gateway
to provide robust security protection for vulnerable IoT
devices hidden behind an IoT gateway. Reference [19] de-
velops, investigates, and evaluates the performance of ma-
chine-learning-based darknet traffic detection systems
(DTDS) in IoT networks. Reference [20] presents deep
learning recurrent LSTM-based technique to classify the
traffic over IoT-cloud platforms. Reference [21] realizes
resource-conserving access control and end-to-end security
for IoTdevices and deploys onion routing for the IoTwithin
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the well-established Tor network enabling IoT devices to
leverage resources to achieve the same grade of anonymity as
readily available to traditional devices. SDN [22] can de-
couple the control plane from the data plane of forwarding
devices, and [23] proposes an SDN-based solution to mit-
igate the privacy threats by anonymizing both MAC and IP
addresses. Reference [24] studies ARP spoofing attacks
based on SDN technology. However, this experiment is only
limited to the ARP protocol and does not discuss other
protocols or networks. Reference [25] simulates the dark
network scene on the OpenStack platform to detect dark
network resources and obtain dark network information.
Reference [26] proposes a novel methodology for con-
structing a real private tor network by editing and con-
trolling Raspberry Pis. However, there is little research on
anonymous network simulation platforms design, mostly
focusing on improving existing platforms. Reference [27]
shows an anonymous network named Crowds. )ey use
Peersim [28] for Crowds anonymous network simulation. In
this kind of network, researchers can conduct anonymous
tracking. But the author did not carry out a comprehensive
design for different forms of networks. Reference [29] de-
signs and implements a new Tor network simulation model
based on Shadow [30]. )e current simulation platforms
have more or less different shortcomings. Some existing
platforms are no longer updated, or they are currently no
version available to use. Almost all the platform can only
simulate or emulate part of establishing a network con-
nection, which is not suitable for various simulation re-
quirements. At the same time, the modification cost is high
and has an impact on the simulation results. Table 1 are
statistics for Tor network security research.

1.2.OurWork. In this paper, we design and set up a practical
anonymous network simulation platform called LUNAR.
)e overall design principle of LUNAR is to establish an
anonymous network simulation platform with convenient
operation, large scale, and a high degree of reality under
feasible resource constraints. Besides, the platform can
ensure the correctness of the Tor network simulation op-
eration, ensure that the virtual nodes can be linearly ex-
panded, and form a large-scale simulation platform.

Our main contributions are as follows:

(1) We summarize all experiments conducted on
anonymous networks and classify them into five
categories in Section 2.1, from which we find six
network topology requirements of the simulation
platform in Section 2.3.

(2) We provide five design requirements for the current
new anonymous network simulation platform in
Section 2.2.

(3) We devise two kinds of an anonymous network
topology for our simulation platform, that is, a basic
one for a single small-scale experiment and a more
complex one for a complex anonymous network
experiment in Section 3.1. Our proposed simulation
platform is also compared with five previous ways to

conduct anonymous network experiments in Section
2.1.

(4) We implement our highly scalable simulation plat-
form and reproduce two types of typical attacks, that
is, time-linked Tor node reset attacks and website
fingerprint attacks on the Tor network, on our
simulation platform in Section 4. Experiments in-
dicate our simulation platform can provide a prac-
tical anonymous network environment.

2. Problem Description

2.1. Compare with Existing Platform. )e existing methods
for conducting anonymous network experiments are
roughly divided into several categories. Table 2 is the
comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of five
experimental platforms.

(1) Experiments in real networks. )e advantage is that
the threshold for conducting small-scale experi-
ments is low, and the realism is high. But it can only
provide local experiment results, observation angles,
and control methods, and it is impossible to im-
plement a global experiment scenario [31].

(2) Experiments with a large research network such as
PlanetLab [32]. It consists of more than 1,000 servers
distributed around the world. It can apply to several
servers to form a network segment and deploy ex-
periment software on it. But the operability is still
limited, and experiments can only be carried out in a
limited time frame and scale [31].

(3) Simulation experiments, such as ExperamenTor [33].
It uses ModelNet [34] as a virtual machine and
network simulation to realize the experiment envi-
ronment. Although the efficiency is partially im-
proved, because of the age, we cannot download the
available version.

(4) Emulation test, such as TorPs [35]. It simulates the
process of the Tor network selection relay node to
establish a link. TorPs is suitable for experiments
related to improving or changing the link selection
algorithm, but not applicable to operational
experiments.

(5) Semi-simulation and semi-emulation, such as
Shadow [30]. It implemented a network layer em-
ulation and application layer simulation test envi-
ronment. However, the use of Shadow as a research
platform requires a certain amount of modification
cost, and the modification will directly affect the
efficiency, accuracy, and intuitiveness of the exper-
iment results.

Compared with our design, these simulation platforms
make different trade-offs in extensibility, global control,
operability, and cost, which cannot meet the higher re-
quirements of modern new experiments. For example,
Shadow implements a low-level takeover to meet scalability,
but it is less efficient.
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2.2. Design Goals. Combined with the existing simulation
platform analysis, the new platform needs to meet the fol-
lowing design requirements:

(1) Support multiprotocol. )e experiment platform
should support the environment reproduction of
Tor, I2P, Freenet, and other anonymous networks
designed or modified by themselves and can test and
demonstrate the functions, performance, and secu-
rity of these protocols.

(2) Support native code. )e simulation platform should
directly install and run the original code or installation
package of each anonymous network software and its
modified variants. Ensure the accuracy of the simula-
tion results.

(3) Reproduce network conditions. )e simulation plat-
form can simulate different link bandwidths and net-
work congestion, support background traffic, and
support network monitoring, interference, and control
at different levels (node level, network segment level, and
self-made domain level). )is satisfies the researchers’
needs for each dimension of the network layer.

(4) Save resources. Although the current hardware re-
source cost is getting lower and lower, the simulation
platform’s node size has also been greatly improved. As
a result, it is still necessary to prevent the hardware cost
from exploding with the scale expansion, making the
demand linear with the node size.

(5) Centralized control and observation. In order to
achieve the global perspective simulation, the plat-
form needs to have centralized management

configuration means and a unified result observation
method, which can be used by researchers to use the
platform to carry out experiments to lower the
threshold and provide convenience.

2.3. Platform Functions. Experiments on standard anony-
mous networks can be summed up in the following types.

2.3.1. Performance Analysis. Tor’s anonymous network has
been criticized for its network performance due to the
particularity of its protocol [36, 37]. Researchers have been
looking for ways to improve the Tor network’s overall
performance, either redesigning the protocol and archi-
tecture, optimizing Tor’s own weighted link selection al-
gorithm, or enhancing its handling of network congestion,
packet encryption, and decryption at the application layer.

2.3.2. Passive Listening. In passive listening, the attacker can
control the critical location nodes such as the malicious
guard node and exit node, hijack the traffic, carry out the
relevant time attack, fingerprint attack, and other attack
means to achieve the goal of deanonymization. Traffic
feature extraction and matching are often vital in passive
listening.

2.3.3. Active Interference. Active interference refers to the
attacker’s artificial change of the link establishment process,
traffic path selection, and other key points to remain
anonymous. For example, an attacker at the AS

Table 2: Comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of five experimental platforms.

Methods Typical
representative Advantages Disadvantages

Real networks Real tor network Low threshold and high realism Cannot control the whole, high cost
of large-scale case

Global research network PlanetLab Apply for several servers to form a network segment
and deploy experiment software

Operability, time frame, and scale
are limited

Simulation experiments ExperamenTor High overall control and low experimental
deployment cost No available version

Emulation test TorPs Suitable for experiments related to improving or
changing the link selection algorithm

Unable to analyze traffic and test
security

Semi-simulation and
semi-emulation Shadow Offering a network layer emulation and application

layer simulation test environment
High modification cost and
modification affect results

Table 1: Statistics for Tor network security research.

Research Attack Defense

Link attack Censorship, BGP attack, path selection, bridge attack

Censorship avoidance, timing-based
avoidance, path

selection algorithm, guard node selection
algorithm

Traffic analysis Bridge discovery attack, replay attack, man-in-the-middle attack,
traffic correlation attack Data mining, trust mechanism

Website fingerprinting
attack Based on website characteristics, based on website cache Service site redesign, cache mask

Others Side channel attack, DDoS, information leakage Privacy information protection
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(autonomous system) level can change the network traffic of
the Internet to achieve more granular traffic filtering by
implementing BGP hijacking and asymmetric traffic analysis
to obtain more accurate analysis results.

2.3.4. Denial of Service. )e denial of service is an attack on
the Tor network itself. )e target of these attacks is often the
relay node. Since the overhead of the relay node processing
the data packet is much larger than the overhead of gen-
erating the data packet, the attacker can continuously send
the CREATE data packet to consume the relay node’s
computing resources, thereby reducing the performance of
the entire Tor network.

2.3.5. Application Layer Induction. In addition to the un-
derlying protocol in the overall composition of the Tor
network, the entire application layer system also exists in the
surface web website. Browsers may have loopholes and
problems, so it is also necessary to test and audit the
anonymous network’s service provider. Security vulnera-
bilities may occur on it.

3. Our Proposed Platform

3.1. Topology Design. We summarize the common anony-
mous network attack and defense experiment scenarios,
extract the rule conditions that satisfy them, and design a
standard network topology, which can project various
simulation scenes into the topology without distortion. We
use a white spot as the terminal node and use a black spot as
the basic network node. )erefore, we design a basic to-
pology that meets different conditions.

)e topology shown in Figure 1 consists of N routing
nodes and N terminal nodes. )e routing nodes are con-
nected end to end to form a ring network. Each routing node
is externally connected with a terminal node. )e routing
node acts as the control node of the termination node. )e
control node of the point can realize monitoring and flow
control. Adjacent routing nodes can form an autonomous
system to reproduce the characteristics of the anonymous
network in the home domain. After the ring network is
destroyed on a link, another half of the line can be dy-
namically routed. )is topology simplifies the network
structure and node relationships but retains the various
network features required for anonymous network experi-
ments and can be used for a single small-scale experiment.

In addition, we have designed a more complex network
topology, as shown in Figure 2. )e topology separates the
routing node used to monitor the terminal traffic from the
basic routing node used to transmit information and is
connected by an N-route node in a star topology to form a
basic transmission network, each of which is on the basic
routing node. A routing node is dedicated to the control
node, and M terminal nodes are connected to the control
node to form an autonomous system. In the experiment, the
basic routing nodes are not touched, and only the terminal
nodes and control nodes required by the simulation envi-
ronment are operated. )is topology is closer to the real

Internet environment, ensuring the availability of the un-
derlying network for complex anonymous network
experiments.

)e focus of our design is not on traffic collection and
stratification but on the design of the topology. Traffic in the
protocol layer is the problem of upper-layer applications.
Further research applications such as Tor can be deployed on
our proposed topology.

3.2. Advantages. Our platform’s network topology has the
following advantages:

(1) It contains the basic network node responsible for
transmission. )e basic network node is equivalent
to the infrastructure on the Internet and is only
responsible for forwarding network packets, not
participating in the encryption and decryption of
anonymous networks.

(2) It runs anonymous network programs in the ter-
minal nodes. Terminal nodes may assume the role of

Routing node

Terminal node

Figure 1: )e basic topology of our platform.

Routing node

Terminal node

Figure 2: A more complex topology of our platform.
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dark web infrastructure such as hidden service di-
rectory, may also act as users of anonymous net-
works, run anonymous service-side programs or
client services, and may also be used as a simulation
of various services in the surface web so that ex-
perimenters from the anonymous network to initiate
access to them, such as DNS, Web Server, etc.

(3) It interworks between any two nodes. )e same
experiment instance is performed in an interworking
network. If multiple simulation experiments are
required at the same time, numerous network in-
stances can be pulled up.

(4) No single node can carry all the traffic in the net-
work. )e simulation platform should avoid a sit-
uation where the entire network is down due to the
failure of the single node that carries all the traffic.

(5) )e communication between any two terminal nodes
has no less than two routing lines. )e network in-
frastructure under the dark web (usually the Internet)
has certain robustness and will not be faulty due to a
single node. And it leads to the whole network.

(6) All communication traffic of any terminal node
needs to flow through at least one corresponding
basic network node. In the simulation experiment
for the anonymous network, there may be scenarios
in which the traffic of the terminal node is monitored
or controlled in the system (rather than being
handled by the node itself ), such as being controlled
by the operator. )e node in this topology can
implement this condition, which we call the control
terminal node.

4. Evaluation

As the simulation platform is virtualized by KVM (Kernel-
based virtual machine) and SDN network layer, each node’s
operation is consistent with that of the actual Tor network.
No additional functions or redundant configuration is re-
quired. Log in to the corresponding node shell to perform
steps such as compiling and running Tor, starting the Tor
process, and changing the Tor configuration. )is section
mainly introduces the platform’s feasibility and superiority
by recreating the simulation approach of two typical attacks
on our testing platform.

4.1.Experiment Setup. In order to achieve the design goals of
the topology and simulation platform, we choose to use a
host virtualization technology to create virtual nodes on a set
of server clusters and use SDN technology to connect nodes
according to the designed topology to form a virtual net-
work, running different software.)e network traffic sent by
the virtual machine is transmitted by the SDN controller,
using the same communication protocol (IP, TCP, and
UDP) as the real network, and finally sent to receive the
traffic. )e design of the simulation platform is shown in
Figure 3.

)e simulation platform is built on a server cluster
connected by LAN. KVM is used as the virtual machine
controller; OVS (Open vSwitch) is used as the SDN switch;
and CentOS is used as the operating system on both the
server and the virtual machine. )e foundation of the ex-
perimental platform is composed of KVM, OVS, and
CentOS.)e routing node is responsible for data forwarding
at the network layer, and the complete Tor process is run in
the terminal node. For different Tor roles, such as directory
servers, we can flexibly allocate more resources to meet its
computing and storage requirements.

)e version of Tor selected for this paper is tor-0.3.4.8.
System version is CentOS, and Linux version is 3.10.0-
693.el7.x86 64. )e simulation platform designed in this
paper provides a related server and virtual machine images.

)e platform provides a set of scripting tools, as the
management layer of the simulation platform, which realizes
the generation and configuration of the virtual machine and
virtual network topology, pulls up and manages instances of
the simulation environment, controls virtual machine ter-
minals, and changes network bandwidth and congestion.

Another set of scripts implements the business layer of
the simulation platform. It can install and configure the basic
components of classic anonymous networks such as Tor,
I2P, and Freenet and build an independent and complete
anonymous network simulation environment. On this basis,
the experimenter can also log in to the virtual machine to
install other servers or client software and access the
anonymous network. Figures 4 and 5 are examples of
OnionRoute and HiddenService configuration.

Finally, the platform provides an observation layer. )e
participants can obtain the control of the corresponding
terminal node or routing node according to the scenario
setting and role assignment and specify the network traffic
mirroring and log information of the location.

4.2. Time-Linked Tor Node Reset Attack

4.2.1. Attack Fundamentals. We divide the link in the
process of communication between the client and the
anonymous server into several parts for the subsequent
explanation. )e first is the link from the client to the
rendezvous node through the 2-hop node, which we col-
lectively call the CR link part. )e link from the anonymous
server to the rendezvous node through the 3-hop node is
collectively referred to as the HR part.

In the dark web environment, only the hidden server’s
entry node knows the real IP of the anonymous service.
Suppose we currently have a certain number of entry nodes,
clients, and rendezvous nodes.

)e attack is divided into three steps:

(1) Open the Tor2Web mode at the client we control.
Select the RP that we control as the rendezvous node.
)e client sends a request to a specific anonymous
server continuously for a certain period, and the
anonymous server further establishes long-link
communication with the client.
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(2) Select to turn off the Tor service at the RP, and the HS
will disconnect the HR link at this time.

(3) )rough our client to access a specific anonymous
server again to send a continuous request within a
certain period of time, re-establish the CR and HR
long link. However, the anonymous server at this
time has already established an HR of three hops

different from the previous one, and thus, the se-
lected entry node has also changed.

Since we have a certain number of entry nodes, we repeat
step 2 and 3 until a specific anonymous server connects to
the entry node we control.

Finally, according to the characteristics of packet time
association and continuity, the IP of the anonymous server is
determined so as to achieve the effect of the anonymous
server to anonymity. Figure 6 shows the overall flowchart.

Openstack

HardSwitch

OVS

VM VM VM

OVS

VM VM VM

OVS

VM VM VM

openflow

ODL

centoscentos centos centoscentos centos centoscentos centos

openflow openflow

Figure 3: Simulation platform design.

Figure 4: Example of OnionRoute configuration.

Figure 5: Example of HiddenService configuration.

Deploy controlled 
entry nodes
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Figure 6: Time-linked Tor node reset attack flowchart.
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4.2.2. Reproduction Process. First, we modify the client and
hidden server configuration files to enable the client Tor2-
web mode. Also, specify the rendezvous node. After the
client and hidden server configuration are completed,
continuous requests are sent to the hidden server through
the client for a certain period of time. )en use tcpdump
crawl traffic data at all controllable portal nodes as well as at
the client. Next, reset the Tor service at the rendezvous node,
forcing the anonymous server to send a DESTROY in-
struction to destroy the link.

Repeat the reset service, and the client sends a contin-
uous request for the steps so that the hidden server con-
tinuously destroys, re-selects the entry node, and re-
establishes the link. Observing the traffic at the controllable
node, in order to make the observation effect better, it is
necessary to filter out the traffic of other interference items
such as the directory server synchronization descriptor. )e
attack is stopped until the hidden server selects the con-
trollable entry node as a node. Eventually, we can find the
real IP (10.0.30.101) of the hidden server and complete the
attack. Figure 7 shows the successful attack result.

4.3. Website Fingerprint Attacks on Tor Networks

4.3.1. Attack Fundamentals. Anonymous communication
hides the address of the source and destination. )e layered
encryption of the traffic allows the attacker to detect the
content information of the traffic. However, data traffic still
has other dimensions. )ese features can be used to attack
the anonymous system.

In order to achieve the purpose of the attack, the attacker
first needs to obtain the fingerprint information of N
websites, collect the traffic when visiting N websites, set up
feature vectors, and train the classifier by using machine
learning algorithms. When the target client accesses the
website, the client can obtain the client traffic, and the
import classifier determines whether the target client has
accessed one or several of the N websites according to the
classification result. )erefore, the prerequisite for a suc-
cessful website fingerprint attack is to be able to collect traffic
from the client. )e attacker is required to be an ISP-level
adversary.

Figure 7: Time-linked Tor node reset attack result.

Table 3: Extracted features.

Feature name Feature description
pkt_length )e overall packet size
fwd_pkt_length )e size and number of packets sent
bwd_pkt_length )e size and number of packets received
fwd_pkt_num_p )e proportion of packets sent as a percentage of the overall packet
bwd_pkt_num_p )e proportion of the accepted packet stake in the overall packet
nc_length_mv )e mean variance of the length of all forward packets before the flow changes direction
ncd_num_mv )e mean variance of the number of all forward packets before the flow changes direction
pkt_length_per_sec )e length of the packet per second
fwd_first_30_pkt_length )e length of the first 30 packets sent
bwd_first_30_pkt_num )e length of the first 30 packets received
Duration )e total transfer time

Train random forest 
model

Classify

Output classification 
result

Start

End

Collect network 
traffic

Figure 8: Website fingerprint attacks flow.
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4.3.2. Reproduction Process. In this experiment, the Alexa
China Top100 website was selected for fingerprint collection.

First, the local client opens Tor, connects to the Tor
network, and accesses the above website. In the entry node,
tcpdump is simulated by the ISP-level attacking attacker to
grab the traffic sent and received by the client. )e exper-
iment will access each website 100 times with a random
interval in between. )e data set is the time delay and size of
traffic data packets visiting the corresponding website. )e
extracted feature is a combination of these delays and sizes,
such as the delay of the first 300 data, the size of the first 300
packets, and so on.

)e selection of fingerprint features in this experiment is
crucial for the entire attack because the selection charac-
teristics largely determine the correct rate of classifier
classification. Based on previous researchers’ fingerprint
attack experience on anonymous systems, this topic selects
the extracted features shown in Table 3.

With the random forest algorithm using the Scikit-learn
library in python, the data set is handed over to our classifier.
)e training is done by means of a tenfold cross-validation
method. )e ten-fold cross-validation method is used in the
training, that is, the data set is divided into ten equal parts,
one of which is used as the test set, and the rest are used for
training and evaluation, so as to make the classification effect
of our classifier better.

We have already built the classifier in the previous work,
and then we will introduce the overall attack process. )e
flow chart of the attack process is shown in Figure 8.
Randomly visit the website at the client to simulate normal
user behavior and listen to traffic at the ingress route to
simulate ISP-level adversaries. )e monitored user traffic is
processed by our script to extract features.)e feature data is
then passed to the classifier classification to obtain an output.

To test the accuracy of our classification, assume that the
adversary is only interested in the Alexa Top10 website.
Control the client to randomly access the website in Alexa
Top10 for a total of 200 times, and the monitored traffic data
is repeated. Finally, the statistical results in Table 4 are
obtained.

)e success rate of using fingerprint attacks on different
websites to destroy client anonymity is basically above 80%,
indicating that this attack is established in the Tor network.

Our design can meet the needs of different applications,
and the experimental platform has good scalability. Users

can quickly understand and familiarize themselves with the
method of use, and the experimental platform has good ease
of use. Compared with the existing research platform, our
design has good generality.

5. Conclusion

)is paper designs a new anonymous network research
platform, which reduces the research threshold for anony-
mous networks and is suitable for comprehensive and ef-
ficient simulation of real anonymous network research. )e
research platform uses virtualization to quickly build the
basic nodes in the anonymous network, avoiding deploying
a large number of group hardware facilities in the network.
)e platform uses SDN, which can be defined and controlled
by software programming, simplifying the network. )e
steps of network deployment meet the needs of the anon-
ymous network for complex network environments. )e
platform can also deploy and run anonymous Tor source
codes and other anonymous network source codes to ensure
the network simulation operation’s correctness and ensure
that the virtual nodes can be linearly expanded. Finally, the
paper highlights the platform’s feasibility and superiority by
processing two typical attacks on the platform. In the future,
we will focus on technical research of anonymous networks
in the platform, seeking to identify possible anonymous
network vulnerabilities and implementing improvements.
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In smart grid systems, electric utilities require real-time access to customer electricity data; however, these data might reveal users’
private information, presenting opportunities for edge computing to encrypt the information while also posing new challenges. In
this paper, we propose an Edge-assisted Lightweight Power Data Aggregation Encryption (E-LPDAE) scheme for secure
communication in a smart grid. First, in the edge privacy aggregation model, the data of smart meters are rationally divided and
stored in a distributed manner using simulated annealing region division, and the edge servers of trusted organizations perform
key one-time settings. *e model encrypts the data using Paillier homomorphic encryption. It then runs a virtual name-based
verification algorithm to achieve identity anonymization and verifiability of the encrypted data. *e experimental results indicate
that the E-LPDAE scheme reduces overall system power consumption and has significantly lower computation and commu-
nication overhead than existing aggregation schemes.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the rapid development of modern sci-
ence and technology and urbanization, the combination of
power systems and information technology has produced a
new concept—Smart Grid [1]. Smart Grid is the intelligence
of the power grid. Building a smart grid can optimize resource
allocation, reduce consumption, and increase efficiency. In
smart grid applications, smart meters are deployed in all
households in a residential area, each smart meter can collect
the user’s electricity consumption data and report it to the
control center periodically (for example, every 15 minutes),
and the control center can perform actions based on the
reported data and real-time data analysis and take corre-
sponding measures to ensure the health of the power system.
*erefore, in the process of data transmission, a large number
of real-time electricity consumption data of users is interacted
with and calculated on the transmission line [2].

By using container technology, edge computing [3] is
able to collect heterogeneous data in real time across a wide

range of devices and can provide elastic computing resources
for deep learning models.*e resource configuration of edge
computing can satisfy offline processing and analysis of
small-area data, thereby ensuring the safe transmission and
processing of various data. In addition, edge computing can
reduce network latency and improve the utilization of
network transmission bandwidth with the help of high-
speed communication technology. In the implementation
process of smart grid, the introduction of edge computing
has a good development prospect, as shown in Figure 1.

Interaction and calculation of real-time electricity
consumption provide a great convenience for power com-
panies to fully grasp the electricity consumption of their
customers but, at the same time, pose serious security and
privacy risks. As pointed out by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) in the United States, there
are more and richer data in smart grid systems. While
bringing convenience to services, data leakage will also bring
many security threats. Once the real-time electricity con-
sumption information is stolen by the attacker, through the
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analysis of the data, the user’s detailed family life habits and
other information can be obtained. *erefore, how to
protect user privacy and data security in smart grids has
become a research hotspot in recent years [4].

In order to overcome the above challenges, we propose
an edge-assisted lightweight power data aggregation and
encryption scheme.*e main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:

(i) An edge privacy aggregation model is proposed.*e
model uses simulated annealing (SA) to propose a
segmentation algorithm for smart meters, Simu-
lated Annealing Region Division (SARD). *e al-
gorithm can generate optimal area division
according to the energy consumption of electricity
meters, which is convenient for data collection and
analysis of cluster electricity meters. *e realization
of distributed data storage is conducive to the
privacy protection of smart meter data.

(ii) *e Trusted Organization (TO) can set all keys in
the system at one time, improve the efficiency of the
smart grid, and reduce the power consumption of
the system. Since a trusted organization stores a
large amount of sensitive information such as keys,
if it is stolen by an attacker, it will seriously threaten
the data privacy and security of users. Such issues
can be resolved by using edge servers, which are
relatively trustworthy.

(iii) A virtual name-based authentication algorithm is
proposed. *e algorithm uses an encryption
mechanism combining chameleon signature and
Paillier cryptography to encrypt and verify the data
to ensure the security of transmitted data while
reducing the communication overhead; a selection
strategy is developed using an attribute decision tree
to improve the value of the data. Finally, the ag-
gregated encrypted data is sent to the Cloud Power
Distribution Center (CPDC). *e CPDC decrypts
the data in order to obtain the final result.

*e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
summarizes the related work. In Section 3, we do some
preparatory work. In Section 4, we describe the procedure

and algorithm of the scheme.*e results of the experimental
analysis are reported in Section 5. Finally, the conclusions
are discussed in Section 6.

2. Related Works

Although many secure communication schemes to protect
the privacy of smart grid users have been introduced over the
years, not many privacy-preserving aggregation schemes
such as [5–8] have been proposed so far. Electricity con-
sumption data collection is an important process in smart
grid communication systems. However, a report from the
Netherlands argues that frequent reading of smart meters is
problematic from a legal point of view [9], violates the
European Convention on Human Rights, and generates
many load issues. Fortunately, integrating edge computing
into smart grids and designing data aggregation schemes
that protect privacy can avoid these problems. First, Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory first proposed “edge com-
puting” in an internal report in 2013. With the rapid growth
of the Internet of *ings, edge computing has received a lot
of attention. Shi et al. summarize typical examples of the
smart home and collaborative edge and present some of the
challenges and opportunities in the area of edge computing
[10]. It moves some of the workloads used in the cloud to the
edge nodes. *e security of sensitive data stored on cloud
servers through edge nodes will be of great concern to users.
*erefore, consideration should be given to the resource
requirements of edge devices, as well as the privacy of smart
grid users.

To address these issues, we use data aggregation tech-
nology to solve the transmission conflict problem of a large
number of data packets for smart grids in edge computing.
To improve the security of the data aggregation model,
traditional secure data aggregation schemes use hop-by-hop
aggregation encryption [11]. However, frequent encryption
and decryption operations may affect the aggregation effi-
ciency and increase the corresponding additional energy
consumption and the delay of the data aggregation process.
An efficient privacy-preserving aggregation scheme (EPPA)
for smart grid communication [7] was proposed by Lu et al.
*ey used a super-incremental sequence to construct
multidimensional data and encrypted the data with Paillier
homomorphic encryption [12]; however, the scheme has
security flaws. Shi et al. used an untrusted aggregator to
differentially aggregate multiple time slots, which is more
costly based on computationally intensive systems [13]. Fan
et al. [14] proposed a secure power usage data aggregation
scheme for smart grids, but it critically requires a third-party
trust mechanism for distribution, adding an additional
burden. Li et al. proposed a distributed incremental data
aggregation approach where they used homomorphic en-
cryption to solve the repetitive regular data aggregation task
[5]. Garcia and Jacobs used homomorphic encryption to
ensure the privacy of users and gave a measurement method
[6]. Lu et al. proposed a lightweight privacy-preserving data
aggregation scheme called Lightweight Privacy-Preserving
Data Aggregation (LPDA), but it cannot achieve identity
anonymization [15]. Hua et al. proposed an effective smart

Data report

Local process Aggregation

Data report

Control center

Real time
response

Save
bandwidth

Edge device at
smart grid

Figure 1: *e edge computing paradigm extends cloud computing
capabilities to the edge of the network to provide real-time response
to local processes, as well as aggregated bandwidth savings.
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grid aggregation scheme against malicious data mining
attacks but increased the computational overhead and
communication overhead [16].

3. Preparation

*is section reviews the main basic concepts related to our
work, including Paillier homomorphic encryption, simu-
lated annealing region partition [17], chameleon hash
function [18], and Attribute decision tree.

3.1. Paillier Homomorphic Encryption. Paillier cryptography
is an additive homomorphic public key cryptography, which
has been widely used in the field of encrypted signal pro-
cessing or third-party data processing. Its homomorphic
property is that the corresponding arithmetic operation can
be performed on the ciphertext directly after encryption, and
the result of the operation is the same as that of the cor-
responding operation in the plaintext domain. Its proba-
bilistic property is that for the same plaintext, different
ciphertexts can be obtained by different encryption pro-
cesses, thus ensuring the semantic security of the ciphertext.
*e mechanisms used for encryption and decryption are as
follows:

(1) Key generation: randomly select two large prime
numbers p and q , calculate their product N and the
least common multiple of p − 1 and q − 1 , and then
randomly select an integer that satisfies the following
conditions:

gcd L g
λ modN

2
 , N  � 1. (1)

Among them, function L(u) � (u − 1)/N and
function gcd(.) are used to calculate the greatest
common divisor of two numbers. ZN2 is the set of
integers less than x ∈ Z∗p , while Z∗

N2 is the set of
integers coprime with N2 in Z∗

N3 . (N, g) and λ are
public key and private key, respectively.

(2) Encryption process: a random integer r ∈ Zi is se-
lected. For any plaintext m ∈ Zw , the corresponding
ciphertext c is obtained by using public key (N, g)

encryption:

c � E[m, r]

� g
m

r
N modN

2
.

(2)

According to the properties of the Paillier encryption
system, when ciphertext c ∈ Z∗N2 is encrypted with
the same public key, because the selection of ci-
phertext r is random, different ciphertext c can be
obtained for the same plaintext m , but the same
plaintext m can be restored after decryption, thus
ensuring the semantic security of ciphertext.

(3) Decryption process: decrypt ciphertext c with private
key n to get the corresponding plaintext m.

m � D[c]

�
L c

λ modN
2

 

L g
λ modN

2
 

modN.

(3)

3.2. Simulated Annealing Region Division

3.2.1. Regional Division. For a given smart meter, the di-
vision of area Q is expressed as follows:

Q ≡ 

sQ

s�1

ls
L

−
ds

2L
 

2
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦. (4)

sQ is the number of regions, L is the number of links
between smart meter nodes in the smart grid, ls is the
number of regions in region Q, L is the number of links
between smart meter nodes in the smart grid, ls is the
number of links between smart meter nodes in region Q, and
ds is the sum of degrees of smart meter nodes in region Q.
First, we use equation (4) to randomly place smart meters on
the device layer into the area. Finally, we use a simulated
annealing algorithm to find the optimal partition.

3.2.2. Simulated Annealing Algorithm. It is a general
probabilistic algorithm that is used in our scheme to find the
optimal solution to the zoning problem, where one can find
low-cost smart meter regions, but not local minima for high-
cost smart meter regions. We introduce the energy con-
sumption Te of smart meters to achieve this. Starting from
high Te, it gradually decreases and the system gradually
approaches the minimum cost, avoiding the high-cost local
minima.

*e purpose of identifying modules is to maximize the
use of modules, where costs C � −Q and Q are the areas
defined in equation (4). We update each energy con-
sumption randomly, and the probability is expressed as

p �

1C S′( ≤C Te( ,

exp −
C S′(  − C Te( 

T
 C S′( >C Te( ,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

where C(S′) is the cost after the update and C(Te) is the cost
before the update, ΔC � C(S′) − C(Te) .

3.3. Chameleon Hash Function. Traditional cryptographic
hash functions are difficult to find collisions. But the cha-
meleon hash function can artificially set up a “back door”: if
you master it, you can easily find collisions. *is breaks the
collision resistance of the hash function, but for most people,
these properties remain, and the hash is still secure.
Accenture applied the characteristics of the chameleon hash
function and applied for a patent on an editable blockchain.
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Although the decentralization and irrevocability of the
blockchain are damaged to a certain extent, on the other
hand, it also expands the application scenario of the
blockchain and meets part of the needs of the government’s
regulatory requirements [19].

Principle description: suppose there exist two prime
numbers p, q , and q � kp + 1 is large enough. *e private
key of the chameleon hash function is x ∈ Z∗p , Z∗p is the
group of order q, and g is its generating element. *e public
key is h � gxmodp. Given an arbitrary message m with
random value r ∈ Z∗p, now tampering the content m to m′, it
is now desired to find a random number r′ such that
H(m′) � H(m) . By the exponential property
ga ∗gb � g(a+b) , (ga)b � g(ab) . *e solution procedure for
r′ is as follows:

H(m) � g
m

h
r modp � g

m
g

xr modp � g
(m+xr) modp,

H(m′) � g
m′h

r′modp � g
m′g

xr′modp � g
(m′+xr′) modp.

(6)

*erefore, m, m′, x, and r are known,
r′ � (m + xr − m′)/xmodp.

3.4. Attribute Decision Tree. *e attribute decision tree is
modeled after the access control tree and is set up according
to the needs of the data collector. *e leaf nodes of the
attribute decision tree represent various attributes, and the
intermediate nodes and roots are replaced by AND and OR.
When an attribute of the data satisfies the requirements of
the attribute decision tree, it is passed and the next calcu-
lation is performed; if not, other calculations or steps are
performed.

For example, Mr. Li is a professor in the school of
computer science of a university, so his attribute set matches
the attribute strategy, as shown in Figure 2. Miss Wang is a
professor in the school of information security of a uni-
versity. Her attribute set does not match the attribute policy,
as shown in Figure 3.

4. Edge-Assisted Lightweight Power Data
Aggregation Encryption Scheme

4.1. Edge Privacy Aggregation Model. *e edge privacy ag-
gregation model contains four subjects: the User’s Smart
Meter (USM), the Marginal Power Services Institutions
(MPSI), the Cloud Power Distribution Center, and the
trusted organization. First, the USM encrypts data and di-
vides it into optimal regions according to the change of
energy consumption at different moments using a simulated
annealing region partitioning algorithm, and as the energy
consumption of USM changes at different moments, the
number and location of clustered meters also change, thus
realizing distributed data storage, which is conducive to the
privacy protection of user data. Secondly, MPSI aggregates
data with user identity anonymized and without affecting the
privacy of any party. Finally, CPDC performs secure de-
cryption, and TO performs key generation and distributes
the key to the system. *e model is shown in Figure 4.

User’s Smart Meter. Smart meters use TPM chips to
securely store and encrypt data. *e SARD algorithm is
executed using the handheld unit (including the sen-
sor). Divide the smart meters of all users to meet the
power load balance of the meters. *e cluster meter
regularly sends the collected data to the edge server.
Perform data encryption calculation and chameleon
signature calculation.
Marginal Power Services Institutions(MPSI). It consists
of edge servers. *e edge server performs chameleon
signature aggregation and verification calculations and
data aggregation calculations.
Cloud Power Distribution Center. *e cloud server
receives the aggregated data and decrypts it.
Trusted Organizations.*e real identities of all users are
virtualized to form virtual names and distribute system
parameters and all private keys, and the distribution
channels are all secure channels. *e three parties of
cloud, edge, and smart meter collaborate with trusted
organizations to generate all private keys, as shown in
Figure 5. Compared with existing solutions, our private
keys require only a one-time setup between the three
parties, which is beneficial for resource-limited sys-
tems. In addition, the private keys owned by TO are
involved in decrypting the ciphertext and verifying the
ciphertext, confusing the attacker, and making it im-
possible to tamper with the ciphertext.

4.2. Scheme Construction. *e scheme proposed in this
paper realizes the security and integrity of real-time power
consumption data transmission between the smart meter
and power server. *e steps are as follows.

4.2.1. Initialization. TO inputs safety parameter (1λ) and
gets related parameter (q1,G1, G2, Gr, g1, g2,ω, e) , where q1
is a large prime, G1 andG2 are two additive cyclic groups, Gr

is a multiplicative cyclic group, q1 is the order of the cyclic
group, g1 and g2 are the generators of groups G1 and G2,
respectively, satisfying that ω(g2) � g1 and ω is an iso-
morphic mapping, e: g1 × g2⟶ gr is bilinear mapping,
and the storage list is established. TO chooses a system
master key s ∈ Z∗p , Z∗p is a multiplication cycle group, and
y � gs

2 is the system public key. Two hash functions
H1(.): 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ G1 and H2(.): 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ G2 .

TO publishes system parameters and functions, selects a
security parameter for the Paillier encryption algorithm, and
sends it to the smart meter for initialization of the Paillier
encryption algorithm. TO generates other parameters of the
Paillier encryption algorithm: select two large prime num-
bers p and q, where |p| � |q| � k. *e smart table computes
n � pq and chooses g ∈ Z∗

n2 as the generator to use (n, g) as
the public key of the Paillier encryption algorithm. CPDC
computes the private key of the Paillier encryption algorithm
λ � lcm(p − 1, q − 1) .

For the initialization of the chameleon signature, TO
selects an element g3 of order q in Z∗p and an arbitrary index
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x , then the private key of the chameleon signature is
CK � x, and the public key is HK � gx

3 .
TO sets the regularized attribute set F as a multiplicative

cyclic group; then, any attribute f in the attribute set F is any
element in the multiplicative cyclic group.*e attribute set F

is sent to the smart meter. Similarly, if TO sets the attribute
set A of the attribute decision tree as a multiplicative cyclic
group, then any attribute a in the attribute set A is any
element in the multiplicative cyclic group, and the set at-
tribute set A is sent to CPDC.

4.2.2. User Registration. Assuming a secure channel between
TO and the user, in order to complete the user registration,
the operation steps between the user and TO are as follows:

User i sends ID, serial number of smart meter to TO.
TO sends a Cert to user i after confirmation.
User i uses the Cert to get permission to request the
parameters and key of the algorithm from TO.
TO sends the signature key etc. to the smart meter of
user i.
TO calculation:

DP SI D � H(I D, t)
Cert

,

pidi,0 � H(DP SI D, 0),

pidi,1 � H(DP SI D, 1).

(7)

TO calculates the signature key of user i:

Si,0 � pid
s
i,0,

Si,1 � pid
s
i,1.

(8)

TO sends the signature key Si � (Si,0Si,1), the real-time
virtual name DP SI D to the smart meter of user i.

4.2.3. Data Processing. Within data acquisition time t, the
smart meter of user i encrypts the data with the Paillier
homomorphic encryption and signs the encrypted data with
the chameleon hash function which is referred to as cha-
meleon signature for short. *e cluster meter j collects data
within the divided area. Finally, the real-time encrypted data
and signatures are sent to MPSI. *e steps are as follows.

*e smart meter of user i selects a random number
a ∈ Z∗

n2 and encrypts data mi.

AND

AND

OR

Participate
in project X

A university

school of
computing professor

Mr Li
“A university”

“school of computing”
“professor”

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of successful matching of policy and attribute collection.
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AND

OR

Participate
in project X

A university

school of
computing professor

Mrs Wang
“A university”

“School of information
security”

“professor”

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of policy and attribute collection mismatch.
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Figure 4: Edge privacy aggregation encryption model.
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ci � E mi(  � g
mi a

n mod n
2
. (9)

*e smart meter of user i uses signature key
Si � (Si,0Si,1), virtual name, and attribute set to sign
encrypted data by the chameleon hash function and
finally send it to the cluster meter j.

hi � Chamelelon.H ci, HK, DP SI D, f( ,

σi � si,0s
hi

i,1.
(10)

Cluster meter j sends (ci, σi, DP SI D) to MPSI.

MPSI receives the information and runs the virtual
name-based verification algorithm as shown in Algorithm 1.

*e algorithm first aggregates chameleon signatures.
After verification, the attribute set f of the data is obtained,
and the attribute set A of the data decision tree is matched in
turn, and the data satisfying the data decision tree can be
data aggregated with other data satisfying that decision tree
for the data aggregation operation.

c � 
n

i�1
ci mod n

2

� 
n

i�1
g

m1 . . . g
mw

a
n mod n

2

� 
n

i�1
g

m1+m2+...+mw a
n mod n

2

. (11)

After aggregation, MPSI sends the aggregated data to the
CPDC through the secure channel. Data decryption: CPDC
decrypts the encrypted aggregate data.

mi �
L c

λ mod n
2

 

L g
λ mod n

2
 

mod n. (12)

mi � m1 + m2 + . . . . . . + mw, CPDC stores data for
power grid operation and puts forward decisions.

4.2.4. Track. While making power consumption analysis
and decision-making, CPDC may find that some power
consumption values do not meet its predetermined range or
abnormal conditions. At this time, CPDC will start the
tracking process, and the steps are as follows:

CPDC sends the command to the edge server that
submits the relevant abnormal power consumption: let
MPSI send the stored power consumption and virtual
name at that time to CPDC.
CPDC first decrypts each encrypted data received,
detects and finds the abnormal power consumption,
and locks its DP SI D .
CPDC sends the virtual name of the abnormal power
consumption determined by it to TO and applies for
identity tracking.
TO can query the real identity of the users who send out
abnormal electricity consumption. TO sends the real

identity to CPDC, and CPDC processes the user and his
power consumption accordingly.

4.3. Safety Analysis

4.3.1. User Identity Privacy Protection. Before sending data
to the CPDC, the USM registers with the TO to obtain a
virtual name and signing key. *e USM uses the virtual
name as the identity of the data transfer in the architecture
and performs encryption, signing, and other actions based
on it. *e USM has a tamper-proof storage device. *is
storage device can be thought of as a “black box” that can
read and write data, but only by the USM; no other device
can read or write information. According to the one-way
and collision-free characteristics of the hash function, even if
the attacker obtains the virtual name, it cannot crack the real
identity.*is scheme can effectively protect user identity and
prevent illegal intrusion.

4.3.2. Security Analysis of Chameleon Signature. *e cha-
meleon signature is a preferable designated verifier signa-
ture. Compared to other signatures, the chameleon
signatures are more suitable for lightweight aggregated
encryption schemes due to their ability to transmit data
efficiently and reduce computational overhead. Chameleon
signatures are also nontransmissible, nonforgeable, and
nonrepudiation, which also ensure data security and meet
the security requirements of the system.

4.3.3. User Fine-Grained Data Privacy Protection. USM
encrypts the electricity consumption data using the Paillier
encryption algorithm, sends it to MPSI, which does not have
the ciphertext decryption key, and sends the ciphertext to
CPDC after successful verification. CPDC mainly receives
aggregated numbers of electricity consumption data, so it
protects the user’s fine-grained data privacy, while CPDC
can get the complete electricity consumption data.

5. Experimental Analysis

5.1. Simulated Annealing Region Division. Intraregional
connectivity and participation: each region is divided into
relatively balanced regions from one or several fully cen-
tralized regions based on the energy consumption of smart
meters to achieve a balanced electrical load in each region.
We define the intraregional connectivity, in order to mea-
sure whether the smart meter u is well connected to other
smart meters in the region.

Zu �
ku − k

−

su

σksu

, (13)

where ku is the number of links from the smart meter u to
other smart meters in zone su, ksu

is the average number of
links from all smart meters in the zone su, and σksu

is the
standard deviation of all links in the zone.

Of course, we also need to consider unexpected situa-
tions. For example, a smart meter u may not be connected to
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its own area.*erefore, we define the participation degree pu

of a smart meter u.

pu � 1 − 

sM

s�1

kus

ku

 

2

, (14)

where kus is the number of links from the smart meter u to
smart meters in zone s , and ku is the total number of degrees
of the smart meter u. According to equation (14), if the
connections of the smart meter u are evenly distributed in all
areas, then the participation degree of the smart meter u is
close to 1. If all its connections are in its own area, the
participation degree is 0.

We use a MATLAB environment with a Dell laptop (i5-
6200u, CPU 2.40GHz, Windows 10 OS) for simulation
experiments. Assuming that 100 smart meters are randomly
distributed in a 1.0∗1.0 km smart grid, and each smart
meter has a random electricity consumption N(Te), a
zoning model is established. First, the 100 randomly dis-
tributed smart meters are generated as a subset of the
neighborhood of electricity consumption N(Te) Download
the open-source dataset from the website Open Energy Data
Initiative (OEDI) and randomly select the electricity con-
sumption information from 100 apartments with no missing
points and a time granularity of 15 minutes. *e average
value is calculated based on the electricity load of 100 users at
different times of the day, as shown in Figure 6. 14:00–20:00,
the user’s electricity load continues to grow, with 20:00
reaching the highest peak of the day; 20:00–24:00, the user’s
electricity load continues to fall to a stable value. After
reasonable analysis, we divide the average value of the
electricity load of 100 users in different time periods of a day
into 6 electricity consumption states. A power consumption
state of S(k) is randomly selected for the regional division
scheme, and the next power consumption state of S′ is
randomly selected as the candidate scheme for the next
regional division scheme. Calculate ΔC � C(S′) − C(Te) ; if
ΔC< 0 , accept S′ for the next region division scheme;
otherwise, we judge the random update probability
p � exp(−ΔC/cT)> α , α ∈ (0, 1) ; if true, accept S′ for the
next region division scheme; namely, S(k + 1) � S′ , k �

k + 1 . *en, we check whether the connectivity and par-
ticipation in the region satisfy equations (13) and (14). Fi-
nally, we use S(k + 1) for the region partition scheme and
return the SARD algorithm.

Figures 7(a)–7(f) show the experimental process of the
SARD algorithm. We performed six rounds of state calcu-
lation, divided the six power consumption states into dif-
ferent regions, and terminated the algorithm. Cluster meters
in each area are used to collect data and process the data
accordingly to realize power load balancing under different
power consumption states.

First, the power consumption of smart meters increases
with the increase of users in the smart grid. Since all the data
eventually needs to be sent to the cloud server of CPDC for
processing, the power consumption of the cloud server also
increases with the increase of data, as shown in Figure 8.
*en, we introduce edge computing into the smart grid, and
the power consumption of MPSI increases with the increase

of edge servers. *is layer processes a large amount of data
and then sends it to the CPDC. Since the CPDC does not
need to process a large amount of data, the power con-
sumption of the cloud server in the CPDC does not fluctuate
much, as shown in Figure 9. Comparing the experiments in
the two figures, the introduction of edge servers to process
large amounts of data in the edge privacy aggregation model
of the smart grid effectively reduces the power consumption
of the CPDC and the total system power consumption.

5.2. Total Computing Overhead. *e computational over-
heads of this scheme and the LPDA scheme mainly involve
the following three operations: bilinear pair operation, ex-
ponential operation, and Paillier homomorphic encryption
and a decryption operation, and other operations are
neglected. *e bilinear pair operation and the exponential
operation are Cb and Ce, respectively, and the encryption
and decryption of the Paillier algorithm are CA and CB,
respectively, and the other computational overheads are
neglected. *e AMDM scheme is mainly multiple opera-
tions, Cpe is the multiplication operation in the cyclic group
Z∗

N2 , Cpm and Cm are the multiplication operation in Z∗
p′ , Ce

is the exponential operation, and Cgm is the multiplication
operation in the group G1 because Cpm and Cm produce little
effect negligible.

*e scheme uses the MATLAB environment of a Dell
laptop (i5-6200u, CPU 2.40GHz, Windows 10 OS) for
simulation experiments. *e simulation measures the
amount of time needed by the Dell laptop to perform basic
operations in the experimental environment. It takes 1.1ms
to calculate a single Ce, 3.1ms to calculate Cb, 4.5ms to
calculate Cpe, and 2.1ms to calculate Cgm. Since all three
scenarios in this paper have only one pair of encryption and
decryption operations, we first disregard CA and CB .

*e scenarios in this paper consider the computational
overhead of each of the three participants, Smart Meter,
MPSI, and CPDC, and compare them with other scenarios,
as shown in Table 1. *e total computational overhead of all
the solutions is the total computational overhead of the three
participants. As can be seen from the table, this paper is
significantly more efficient than the other two schemes.

As shown in Figure 10, the computing energy con-
sumption of the scheme in this paper is significantly lower
than the aggregated encryption schemes of the remaining
two schemes, where the AMDM scheme resists malicious
attacks and requires more computing energy and is sig-
nificantly higher than the LPDA scheme and the scheme in
this chapter, while the scheme in this chapter does not cause
additional computation while ensuring data security due to
the use of the chameleon signature, so the total computation
overhead is lower, and it can be said that the scheme in this
chapter is better than the LPDA scheme and the AMDM
scheme.

5.3. Total Communication Overhead. *e total communi-
cation overhead of this scheme mainly refers to all the
communication data that needs to be transmitted in the
system. *e output data length of the hash function is
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Figure 6: Edge privacy aggregation encryption model.
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Figure 7: Continued.
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160 bits. Suppose the length of n in Paillier encryption al-
gorithm is 512 bits, the length of group G1 element is
161 bits, the length of DP SI D is 32 bits, the length of at-
tribute set f is 32 bits, and the length of σi is 32 bits.*e total
communication data volume of this scheme consists of two
parts: the first part is from SM to MPSI, and the data
transmitted is (ci, σi, DP SI D); the second part is from
MPSI to CPDC, and the data transmitted is c . *e total
traffic of the LPDA scheme consists of two parts. *e first
part is from SM to ESP, which transmits 2048 bits through
calculation, and the second part is from ESP to CC, which
transmits 2048 bits through calculation. *e total traffic of
the AMDM scheme consists of two parts.*e first part is SM
to GW, which transmits 3264 bits through calculation, and
the second part is GW to CC, which transmits 3264 bits

through calculation. *e comparison between this scheme
and other schemes is shown in Table 2.*e simulation ex-
periment is carried out using MATLAB, and the results are
shown in Figure 11.

We use the smart meter data of a year in London on the
Open Energy Data Initiative (OEDI) website to simulate
the total communication cost per day. As shown in Fig-
ure 12, different colors represent different communication
situations; that is, when the number of edge servers and
smart meters changes, the communication cost also
changes. Based on the actual privacy requirements and
cost requirements of the customer, we implement ap-
propriate electricity usage data delivery mechanisms in
the actual area.
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Figure 7: Regional division based on electricity consumption state. (a) Partition of 0:00–7:00. (b) Partition of 13:00-14:00. (c) Partition of 7:
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6. Conclusion

In this paper, we consider the actual smart grid, introduce
edge computing, and propose an edge-assisted lightweight
electricity consumption data aggregation and encryption

Input: ci, σi, DP SI D

Output: c

(1) for i � 1; i< n; i + + do
(2) Ω � 

n
i�1 σi;

(3) hi � Chamelelon.H(ci
′, CK, DP SI D, f′), ci

′, f′∈ Z∗p;
(4) f � f′ − ci − ci

′/xmodp;
(5) f match A;
(6) pidi,0 � H(DP SI D, 0), pidi,1 � H(DP SI D, 1);
(7) e(Ω, g) � e(

n
i�1 pidi,0pid

hi

i,1, y);
(8) c � 

n
i�1 cimod n2;

(9) end for
(10) MPSI sends c to CPDC;

ALGORITHM 1: Verification algorithm based on the virtual name.

Table 1: Analysis of computational complexity.

Scheme SM MPSI (ESP, DCP) CPDC (CC)
Our scheme 3Ce + CA NCe + 2Cb CB

LPDA Ce + CA NCe NCe + CB

AMDM 2Cpe + 2Ce + Cgm + CA (N + 2)Cb + Cgm 2Cb + Cpe + 2Ce + CB

Total computing overhead

Total computing overhead of this scheme
Total computing overhead of LPDA [17]
Total computing overhead of AMDM [18]
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Figure 10: Total computing overhead.

Table 2: Analysis of communication complexity.

Scheme SM (bit) MPSI (ESP, DCP) (bit)
Our scheme 1409 1024
LPDA 2048 2048
AMDM 3264 3264

Total communication overhead of this scheme
Total communication overhead of LPDA [17]
Total communication overhead of AMDM [18]
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Figure 11: Total communication overhead.
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scheme, which solves the problem of sending electricity
consumption data to the cloud by users securely and efficiently.
*e scheme uses a simulated annealing zone partitioning al-
gorithm to reasonably partition smartmeters according to their
electricity consumption energy consumption to achieve load
balancing of smart grid systems; at each sending of data, li-
censed users apply for virtual names from trusted organiza-
tions to enable them to communicate with the grid as
anonymous, which effectively protects the privacy of user
identity security; in encrypting data, CPDC uses a virtual
name-based verification algorithm which is used to Paillier
encryption technology combined with chameleon signature to
ensure authentication, integrity, and nonrepudiation of data, so
that CPDC can only obtain encrypted data aggregated by
MPSI, protecting the privacy of users’ fine-grained data.
Performance analysis shows that it is much better than the
LPDA scheme and AMDM scheme in terms of communi-
cation overhead and computation overhead. In future work, we
will evaluate our schemes in realistic smart grid scenarios with
stronger adversarial models and study the impact of different
signatures on system performance and security.
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